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Mikhail Zoshchenko and the Poetics of Skaz

Abstract

The reputation of Soviet writer Mikhail Zoshchenko (1894-1958) was built and 
still stands upon his short stories of the 1920s. Their force derives from their most 
distinctive characteristic: they are told in the colloquial language of the people. This 
is called the skaz narrative manner and critics have associated the term with 
Zoshchenko from the beginning of his career. Nevertheless, as I argue in Chapter I, 
inadequate understanding of skaz has hampered study of his work. My thesis grounds 
its an^ysis of Mikhail Zoshchenko's 1920s short stories in an examination of 
theoretical treatments of the skaz technique (Chapter II) and a survey of its previous 
uses in Russian literature (Chapter III).

Investigation of the definitions of skaz leads me to develop Mikhail Bakhtin’s 
account of the term. Bakhtin divided the technique into parody and stylisation 
according to the author’s intention in recreating another person’s style and point of 
view. This approach is flexible enough to account for writers’ divergent uses of the 
technique, and for readers’ contradictory interpretations of them.

Zoshchenko’s use of skaz combines parody and stylisation. I illustrate this in 
Chapter IV by showing how Zoshchenko evolved this way of writing and in Chapter 
V, by relating it to 1920s Soviet journalism. Zoshchenko’s reproduction of the 
feuilleton and letter of complaint forms is sympathetic stylisation aimed at cultural 
démocratisation as well as parody. The same holds true of his language. Moreover, as 
I show in Chapter VI, the writer has a similarly ambivalent relation to his narrator’s 
mentality: the concrete experiences that serve as the stories’ material contradict the 
optimistic interpretations the narrator makes on the basis of those experiences. 
Zoshchenko himself is demonstrably unsure whether to trust the narrator’s experience 
or his interpretation. The competing claims of interpretation and experience coexist 
precariously through Zoshchenko’s exploitation of the inherent duality of skaz. His 
later works tend to resolve this conflict and forfeit any such balance.



Chapter I 

Introduction and Literature Review

To many readers of his short stories, Mikhail Zoshchenko is a wonderfully 

simple, funny writer. 2Ioshchenko, it would seem, is an artist without the slightest 

need of a doctoral thesis about him. But humour itself is a funny thing. Or rather, with 

Zoshchenko it is frequently no laughing matter, since his stories often leave us feeling 

sad rather than happy. We may start to wonder why they do this. In attempting to 

respond, we are likely to pose further questions: how far does Zoshchenko himself 

share the views and sympathise with the fate of the characters and narrators of his 

stories? Maybe we are being invited to cry rather than laugh; or to laugh with rather 

than at the characters. These questions may be summed up as ‘what is Zoshchenko’s 

own relation to his stories’ characters and narrators?’ This is the most important 

question to ask of Zoshchenko’s short stories, but the hardest to answer. As a 

consequence, Zoshchenko’s readers have tended to supply different responses from 

his critics, and the critics themselves have occupied a broad span of positions.

The difficulty of defining Zoshchenko’s relation to his narrator, supplying a 

general account of his many stories, and of furthering our understanding of the place 

of Zoshchenko’s short stories within his work as a whole, has also led many critics to 

unify and simplify Zoshchenko’s artistic achievement. Too often, in the search for a 

coherent set of deeper concerns underpinning the work, critics have been willing to 

dismiss their comic nature as a superficial level of the Zoshchenko short story. In a 

similar way, there has been a tendency to see Zoshchenko’s use of a character- 

narrator as an incidental aspect of Zoshchenko’s form, as an ironic mask to be torn 

away to reveal the author’s true face. Nevertheless, we must strive not to forget their 

most distinctive and attractive feature: their humour. The failure to value the stories’ 

humour is linked to the failure to value their narrative form because the humour is



overwhelmingly produced by Zoshchenko’s use of and relation to a character- 

narrator. That is to say it is generated by his use of a skaz narrator.

Critics treating the question of Zoshchenko’s relation to his narrator have tended 

to see the writer as similar or as precisely opposite to his narrator. However, no one 

has explored with any rigour the idea that Zoshchenko has a mixed relation of 

sympathy and antipathy for his narrator. To describe the author-narrator relation in 

this way would enable us to account for contradictions running throughout 

Zoshchenko’s short stories. It would also go some way towards explaining their 

profound tragi-comic power. This humour, and the narrative form that generates it, is 

inextricable from Zoshchenko’s world-view, and constitutes the pinnacle of his 

artistic achievement.

Yet Zoshchenko did not invent the skaz narrative form that he employed. In order 

to understand Zoshchenko’s use of the skaz narrative form, we must first investigate 

its nature, definitions of it and its history in general. This thesis is an attempt to 

further knowledge with regard to both skaz and Zoshchenko. I consider that my 

development of Bakhtin’s definition of skaz as a double-voiced form, and my relating 

of it to debates about irony, parody and authorial intention, represent an advance in 

our understanding of the skaz form. This sharpened definition of skaz enables me 

better to describe the combination of sincerity and parody in Zoshchenko’s skaz in 

particular, and in his short stories of the 1920s in general. These mixed motives are 

made especially clear when related to the context of 1920s journalism, where 

Zoshchenko found sources for the language and mentality of his characters and the 

forms of his stories. By reproducing letters that, I contend, served as his sources, and 

examining Zoshchenko’s reworking of them into stories, I believe I have made an 

original contribution to our appreciation of Zoshchenko’s art.

First, we must investigate how the critics’ approach to or avoidance of the 

question of skaz has influenced their views of Zoshchenko’s relation to his narrator. 

Needless to say, in doing this I shall be attentive to the critics’ genuine achievements 

in furthering our appreciation of Zoshchenko and his art.



Anatolii Starkov is a good example of a critic who argues that Zoshchenko’s own 

position is opposite to that of his narrator. Starkov’s interpretation is grounded in a 

definition of skaz as the satirical use of irony, and an understanding of irony as 

antiphrasis. In particular, Starkov characterises Zoshchenko as using siuzhetnaia 

ironiia (the irony of plot) to comment on his characters.^ Similarly, Starkov argues 

that the narrator’s inadequate or distorted understanding of a significant question 

discredits him:^

Bojituiafl, aKTyaJiBHaji ftnfl Tex jict TeMa (ôopBÔa co B3HT0MHHHecTB0M, 

6iopoKpaTM3MOM H nepe)KimcaMH b ôtrry, coaaaime coBeTCKOH aBMaujra h 

ttpynie) BBOflirrca b paccxaa b napoHUTo McxaxKeHHOM, noanac xypiesHOM 

ocMLicjieHHH repofl. B peayjitTaTe tmcKpezmrHpycTca He TeMa a repoH. Ero 

HcxaxceHHoe BocnpnaTHe hoboh aeHCTBMTeHBHocTH Kax 6bi HaKJiaALiBaeTca na 

odbiMHoe, HopMajibHoe BocnpHflTHe ee HHTaTejieM, m repoM caM ce6a >Ke h 

paaoÔJiaMaeT^

The critic here employs two approaches that crop up frequently in discussions of 

skaz and Zoshchenko’s narrator. The first is the idea of a reader with a normal 

understanding of events who, he contends, corrects the narrator’s abnormal views. 

The effect is to discredit the narrator’s understanding of the issue and not the issue 

itself. This notion is almost invariably accompanied by a view of an implicit norm 

language, from which all skaz is a deviation, and therefore parodie.

The second is the very idea of a choice between trusting the narrator or the issue. 

Starkov immediately concentrates on the untrustworthy way in which the narrator 

evaluates, and takes this as meaning that the narrator, rather than the issue, is being 

satirised. In fact we are far freer than Starkov thinks. Zoshchenko’s skaz leaves it to 

us to choose whether to place our trust in the issue, what might also be called the 

generalisation, or to trust the narrator.



Starkov bases his conclusion upon a notion of how an author makes his own point 

of view known when employing a character-narrator, i.e. when employing skaz. 

Indeed, at certain points, the critic argues that Zoshchenko has an ambivalent attitude 

to his narrator, but his resolution of the questions of skaz and irony lead him to banish 

all such ambiguity in his readings of the stories and in his conclusions. Starkov’s 

conception of skaz is as a deviation from a norm, and its meaning can only be 

established by reference to an implicit norm. Yet the history of skaz, as we shall see, 

shows us that not all skaz exists in contrast to a norm. Some of it is part of a 

deliberate attempt to redefine the norm. It would be ridiculous to judge a serious 

attempt to redefine literary genre and style, such as Andrei Belyi’s Peterburg, as a 

satire on the genre and style that it employs from the point of view of the literary 

nonn /

This understanding of skaz as a deviation from normal attitudes or the norm 

language leads to seeing all skaz as a form of parody employed to ridicule the 

language of the narrator, or as a form of irony used to ridicule his outlook and imply 

the opposite.

This view unites critics of different political persuasions. Thus, during the Cold 

War it was held by both Soviet critics such as Starkov, in part writing to ensure that 

Zoshchenko could be further printed and studied, and Western critics, such as Mikhail 

Kreps, trying to appeal to the imagination of readers receptive to the image of Soviet 

writers as conscience and victim of an oppressive society. Despite appearing 

irreconcilable, these stances share the common goal of presenting Zoshchenko as a 

satirist consistently ridiculing the vice or stupidity of his character-narrator. Though 

their political imperatives are different, critics such as Starkov and Kreps agree on the 

importance of determining a writer’s politics and derive Zoshchenko’s own position 

by reversing that of his narrator.^

Such a view of Zoshchenko as parodying or satirising his narrator need not be 

informed by political imperatives. lurii Shcheglov stresses the cultural aspect of 

Zoshchenko’s character-narrator.^ This critic sees him as the new, cultureless man of



the Revolution, only presented in a comic light and parodied as a militant vulgarian. 

Ultimately then, Shcheglov, like Kreps, sees Zoshchenko solely as a satirist of Soviet 

society. They disagree over the object of that satire.

Shcheglov convincingly describes Zoshchenko’s character as transgressing all 

conventions of polite behaviour. He also ably catalogues the various ways in which 

the crude triumphs over the sophisticated in these stories. By his designation of 

Zoshchenko’s work as an encyclopaedia, it seems Shcheglov is implying that 

Zoshchenko is describing a phenomenon neutrally. At the same time, Shcheglov does 

see the need to account for the fact that the stories are comic. This he does by 

reference to Zoshchenko’s article, ‘O sebe, o kritikakh, i o svoei rabote’ (1927), 

arguing that the character-narrator is presented in a comic light because he portrays a 

hypothetical average worker who was also a writer: the genuine proletarian writer 

who cannot yet exist.

A more thorough examination of Zoshchenko’s non-fictional statements shows us 

that he has a great deal of sympathy for the language and forms that his narrator uses. 

Moreover, he is attracted to the very simplicity and lack of sophistication that 

Shcheglov has described in the character-narrator. Zoshchenko then is ambivalent to 

his character-narrator; he is not just parodying him, but also reproducing his attitudes 

and speech with a considerable degree of sympathy.

The account of Zoshchenko’s relation to his narrator as simply a satirical one is 

plainly inadequate. This is highlighted in particular by those critics who have taken 

the opposite view and attempted to explore the similarities between Zoshchenko and 

his narrator. Soviet critics of the 1920s and 1930s such as Georgii Gorbachev argued 

that Zoshchenko had much in common with his narrator, and was thus guilty of 

tainting everything with vulgarity, of having a taste for the ugly sides of life, and of 

tending to distort reality by denuding it of historical meaning.^ This was a way of 

condemning him as trivial or as a philistine, and ultimately as anti-Soviet. Hence 

Zoshchenko appears in the section of Gorbachev’s book devoted to petit-bourgeois 

writers. Such interpretations led Zoshchenko to exclaim in September 1929:



Meiw (nocjieHHHH ro%) pyraioT — 3a MemancTBo! (...) TeMy nyraioT c 

asTopoM. He Mory » e  a k Ka>KHOMy paccKaay npiuiaraTb yneÔHHK

CJIOBeCHOCTH.*

Recently, but with less sinister motives, there has been renewed interest in 

exploring the degree to which Zoshchenko is sympathetic to his narrator. Benedikt 

Samov argues that Zoshchenko is sympathetic to his narrator’s uncouth language and 

vulgar materialism.^ Samov rejects the view that Zoshchenko’s work was parodie in 

purpose. Such a view is based, he contends, on the assumption that Zoshchenko was 

writing for people of the old culture, and not the new; it assumes that revolutionary 

reality is being ridiculed from a perspective that takes pre-revolutionary Ufe as the 

norm. Samov points to the response of his readers in Pis'ma kpisateliu as evidence of 

the erroneous nature of that assumption. Zoshchenko wanted to write for the new 

readers in their language:

SomeHKo najieKo hc Bcertta cMecTca n aa  cbohmh reposiMH. Ciuioim, h psmoM

y Hero ne tohbko hot hh MajieHuiero «eJiaHHJi MsaeBaT&CB nan hhmh, ho aa« e

HaoôopoT: B ero  oTHoineHHH k hhm smno npeodJianacT coHyBCTBHe, Hnrepec, a

10nopoH H caMoe Hcxpennee BocxHE^enne.

The reasons for this sympathy, Samov argues, lie in the fact that Zoshchenko 

believed that the old literature was irrelevant, and that it was his duty to respond to 

the new cultural situation by learning from the new Soviet man. This new man was 

selfish, materialist and amoral to the utmost degree and Zoshchenko depicts him as 

such. As a writer, the new man was a kind of modern version of Captain Lebiadkin, 

the Dostoevskii character whose poems were denunciations and visions of infinite 

self-interest.
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Nevertheless, despite redressing an imbalance, Sarnov smudges the boundaries 

between representation and sympathy so as to exaggerate the extent to which 

Zoshchenko was sincere and sympathetic to his narrator. Moreover, despite 

predominantly arguing the opposite, he contradicts himself by claiming that 

Zoshchenko’s language also serves to ridicule the narrator. Ultimately then, Sarnov 

realises that his view is in fact only part of the story, but is unable adequately to 

describe and still less to account for Zoshchenko’s contradictions. Such a 

shortcoming is the inevitable result of failing to set up an adequate analytical structure 

for the description of author - narrator relations in Zoshchenko, and the failure to 

address the influence of formal and generic traditions upon this relation.

A number of other recent attempts to suggest Zoshchenko’s similarities with his 

narrator have been more rigorous. Like Sarnov, Alexander Zholkovsky sees 

similarities between Zoshchenko and his character-narrator, but the similarities are 

quite different. Zholkovsky argues that Zoshchenko expresses his own neuroses in his 

narrator, and that an analysis of that character in the light of the autobiographical 

story, Pered voskhodom solntsa, can serve to unify Zoshchenko’s work.^^

Yet despite the fact that Zoshchenko became increasingly interested in 

psychoanalysis, a reading of his works as a pathological confession leads to a number 

of distortions. Zholkovsky’s psychoanalytical reading sees the stories’ humour as a 

defence mechanism serving to shield the author’s neuroses.Sim ilarly, Zholkovsky 

sees the narrator’s unreliability as an indication of the stories’ psychological content, 

as further evidence of Zoshchenko’s unfounded fear, guilt and suspicion that can be 

perceived primarily in the plots.A ccording to Zholkovsky, Zoshchenko’s characters 

already perceive themselves as guilty, and await punishment for a kind of 

psychoanalytical version of original sin.

This view attempts to dispense with the formal and cultural indeterminacies of 

Zoshchenko’s stories and resolves Zoshchenko’s contradictory mixture of sincerity 

and irony to a means of psychological camouflage. In order to arrive at a consistent 

account of Zoshchenko, the form and the humour of the 1920s stories are denigrated
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and seen as accidental, a by-product of the psychological content of the stories’ plots. 

Moreover, Zholkovsky assumes the narrator’s fears to be Zoshchenko’s, but never 

adequately deals with the possibility that Zoshchenko is ridiculing those fears. In his 

haste to escape from the politically informed view of Zoshchenko as a satirist, 

Zholkovsky fails adequately to address the problem of the stories’ form.

However, we do not have to reduce the formal indiscrepancies of the stories to a 

purported psychological content. We can come to an understanding of Zoshchenko’s 

world-view by investigating the very nature of the form that he chooses.

Zoshchenko’s formal choices hold the key to the question of his relation to his 

narrator. All other analyses come up against this question whether they decide to 

confront it or not. Only from an examination of these choices can we infer his world

view, since to act otherwise is to treat the form of Zoshchenko’s short stories as both 

unimportant and transparent. It is neither. Zoshchenko’s form is an embodiment of his 

philosophy.

Nevertheless, freed from its psychoanalytical bondage, Zholkovsky’s thought 

raises some important imperatives for the contemporary study of Zoshchenko. We 

need to stop trying to define Zoshchenko in constricting terms established by the Cold 

War. Instead, we need to define his artistic position, his world-view.*"^ This task is 

posed in part by the disappearance of the Soviet Union: we have to ask whether he is 

a writer only worth reading for a satirical portrait of the 1920s, the Soviet Union and 

Soviet Marxism. In other words, will his work stand the test of time as a 

‘nonconformist Soviet-classic’, like Bulgakov? If we do not intend to jettison the 

notion of ‘classics’, in the pursuit of freedom from authority and authorial 

interference in the reader’s right to interpret, then the need to reconsider our view of 

Zoshchenko becomes more pressing as the concrete experience and memories of the 

1920s and the Soviet Union become more distant. Zholkovsky reevaluates 

Zoshchenko through the short cut of initially stripping all cultural context from the 

writer, leaving only his psychological complexes. He then argues that it is 

Zoshchenko’s fear that both makes him a writer that transcends his epoch, and
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enables him to be a perfect representative of it/^ This approach is compelling in that 

it sees the historical and personal specificity of Zoshchenko’s art as the basis for its 

super-historical and inter-personal appeal. Yet even if we accept this as a standard for 

judging the lasting historical value of a work, it is not solely an author’s 

psychological specificities that guarantee such value. This thesis will attempt to meet 

that criterion of enduring worth by demonstrating perennial themes in the humorous 

discrepancies of Zoshchenko’s style itself: it is the expression of a profound 

philosophical problem.

Another merit of Zholkovsky’s approach is that it attempts to unify the comic 

short stories of the 1920s and the quite different, semi-autobiographical, Pered 

voskhodom solntsa. Unfortunately the effect of doing this is to impose a hierarchy in 

which Pered voskhodom solntsa works as a key to the short stories, and their specific 

merits are sacrificed on the altar of interpretation. This is a paradox, since the genius 

and comic essence of the early stories is precisely their insistence on the lack of 

correspondence between the claims and attractions of interpretive abstraction on the 

one hand and on the other, the reality of the experience and the event. They leave the 

reader with the choice as to whether to trust the experience or the interpretation of it. 

In contrast, Pered voskhodom solntsa makes experience and interpretation dovetail by 

smoothing over experience. One way in which it does this is through the creation of a 

more trustworthy, irony-free narrator figure. The effect is sincerity. This is why critics 

feel confident using Pered voskhodom solntsa as a stable beginning for an 

interpretation of Zoshchenko.

Linda Hart Scatton also stresses the continuity in Zoshchenko’s work and sees 

Zoshchenko as broadly sympathetic to the character-narrator and his language.

Scatton discerns underlying Zoshchenko’s work a consistent view of human beings as 

self-centred but stubbornly adaptable and opportunistic creatures, who when they 

know what must be done to make their environment comfortable, do it. According to 

Scatton, Zoshchenko perceives that it is impossible to change the human personality 

through politics or social influence, and that it can only be changed from within. The
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characters of the early stories are striving for the same thing as Volosatov in 

Vozvrashchennnaia molodost' and Zoshchenko himself is searching for in Pered 

voskhodom solntsa. They all want to make their lives more bearable. The only 

difference between the characters of the early stories and those of the later works is 

that the former are not thinkers and therefore cannot find the key to making their lives 

less painful and more bearable.

Scatton also argues that Zoshchenko was always didactic, and in his early stories 

he used satire to ridicule vice with didactic intent. Having grown in confidence as an 

artist, in his later works Zoshchenko offered the same ideas only ‘unsweetened by 

humor’.C e n tra l  to Scatton’s thesis is the notion that there is a stable content that 

runs throughout Zoshchenko’s works. It can be detached from its expression through 

the short story, through irony and humour, since they are incidental to his 

fundamental message. Scatton appears to misread Zoshchenko’s humour, since she 

presents it almost as a joyful laughter free from melancholy. This whole reading is 

posited upon a view of humour as inferior to and less significant than sincerity. 

Moreover, it implies a conception of form as a kind of container, from which content 

can be removed unharmed. I cannot endorse such a view, and believe that forms such 

as those of the haiku or limerick exert a profound influence upon their content. 

Likewise, I consider the value of Zoshchenko’s art to be bound up with its forms of 

expression.

Like Zholkovsky, Scatton attempts to develop a view of Zoshchenko’s art and 

world-view that is capable of accounting for his evolution, and thus uniting his whole 

oeuvre. However, as he does, she subordinates one part of the writer’s work to 

another, and arrives at an account of the whole that obliterates the distinctive 

character of the parts.

The merits of the critics who saw irony as antiphrasis, such as Starkov, are clear 

in retrospect. At least they took the comic form of the short stories seriously, as other 

than a sweetener or a form of neurosis. Yet they too ultimately saw the discrepancies 

in the narrative manner as not in themselves significant, but more of a veil covering
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the truth. None of these critics has seen the form as significant in itself. None of them 

has asked themselves whether this manner was not in itself an essential and 

irreducible part of whatever truth the stories contain.

Marietta Chudakova comes closest to describing Zoshchenko’s use of the skaz 

form in such a way as to arrive at his world-view. However, her monograph 

concentrates on describing the evolution of Zoshchenko’s style and she too tends to 

stress skaz as parody. Chudakova argues that the short stories of 1925-29 parody the 

new proletarian author, so that the author figure becomes both object of parody and a 

parodying consciousness, both a quotation and quoting consciousness. This subtle 

formulation may appear to give us a glimpse of the description of Zoshchenko’s 

contradictions that we have been looking for. However, on closer inspection, it turns 

out that really this is just a way of describing the fact that Zoshchenko uses a 

character-narrator, i.e. skaz. Chudakova sees the absence of a neutral authoritative 

narrative voice in Zoshchenko’s short stories of the 1920s as a consequence of the 

general impossibility of authoritative narrative discourse in the 1920s. The language 

that he is using is an expression of the crisis of authoritative discourse, and the 

impossibility of expressing oneself clearly and seriously at the time.^^ For 

Chudakova, Zoshchenko’s parodie language is really just highlighting the already 

ridiculous nature of the language of the time rather than granting any insight into his 

world-view. Ultimately, Chudakova does not perceive any trace of a sympathetic 

attitude to the narrator. Thus she fails to elaborate a description of Zoshchenko’s skaz 

capable of adequately describing the contradictory processes at work in a Zoshchenko 

short story.

Zholkovsky and Scatton have not been the only critics willing to contest the 

longstanding concentration of critical attention on Zoshchenko’s narrative manner 

typical of the critics who see Zoshchenko as ironic. Cathy Popkin takes Chudakova to 

task for arguing that narrative manner alone is significant. Popkin argues that 

Zoshchenko’s plots are of paramount significance: like Tolstoi and Chekhov before
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him, Zoshchenko redefines the parameters of the significant or ‘narratable’ event, 

through the length and plots of his stories. This, she argues, is a subversive 

‘trivialisation of what was held in official esteem’.̂ *

Though Popkin's comments about the plots of Zoshchenko’s stories are thought- 

provoking, they are diminished by the fact that she ignores the significant questions 

of genre and narrative voice. The size of Zoshchenko’s stories seems less 

‘insignificant’ or subversive when put in the context of oihtv feuilletons and letters of 

complaint than when placed in the context of the Russian literary tradition. Moreover, 

the way in which we know the plot is through the narrator: the plot does not exist 

independent of narrative form. The narrator relates the plot, and in the case of the 

narrator-participant, this is also his experience. That experience then comes into 

conflict with the narrator’s own generalisation about it. Ultimately, the plots can be 

seen to be revealing as to the narrator’s rather than as to the author’s vision of the 

world. Zoshchenko, on this reading, would be a writer with a sincere belief that 

bigger means better, who satirises opponents of the gigantesque. Popkin, on more 

rigorous scrutiny, turns out to be another commentator who has attempted to side step 

the question of the narrator-author relation. But when read from this very perspective, 

her thesis is found wanting.

However, not all critics have resolved Zoshchenko’s contradictory narrative form 

into a coherent world-view, or simply attempted to ignore it. Some have unwittingly 

or unwillingly raised the possibility of his ambiguity, or ambivalence. Some have 

even embraced it. However, no one has yet developed such a view into an extensive 

piece of research (the purpose of this thesis). On the contrary, the smaller the piece of 

work, the greater the chance that the critic pointed to the contradictory nature of 

Zoshchenko’s art. The main reason for this is that it is easier to express a paradox in 

passing, possibly in the form of an epigram. Longer works, such as the monograph- 

length study, have typically pursued the ideal of systematic rigour and achieved it at 

the price of the paradox at the heart of Zoshchenko’s own work.
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Maksim GorTcii was one of the first people to point to the ambivalence in 

Zoshchenko’s stories:

RaHHBie caTHpHKa y Bac — najiHUo, nyBCTBo Hpomai ohchb ocTpoe h jrapHxa 

conpoBoænaeT ero Kpaime opHnmajiBHG. Taxoro cooTHomeHHB HpoHHH h 

jiHpHKH a HC 3HaK) B jiHTepaType hh y kofo ’̂

Similarly, Kornei Chukovskii also thought that Zoshchenko’s best stories 

combine joy and sadness:

Tax Mc»my HByMa KpaHHocTflMH oh nocroaHHO MeTajica: Me»my 

«yrpIOMCTBOM» H CMeXOM. McTaHCfl H B «H3HH, H B TBOpHeCTBC. H, K0H6MH0, 

CMex no6e»Haji He Bceraa. XrpioMCTBO aanacryio ne xoTejio cflaBaTtca, h 

Torna y Somenxo B03HHxajiH paccxa3ti, rue  cMex cocymecTByeT c tockoh. 

BecenocTb b coMeTaHMH c rpycTbio — bthm cjio)KHbiM MyBCTBOM, xoTopoe, b 

cymHocTH, H Ha3tiBaeTca lOMopoM, oxpameHbi jiynnme npoH3BeReHHa 

3omeHKo.“

Galina Belaia’s investigation into the underlying reasons for the stylistic shifts of 

the 1920s begins to explore these contradictions. Initially, she takes a view similar to 

Starkov’s, arguing that where there is a conflict between the big idea and the 

narrator’s understanding of it, it is not the big idea, but the narrator who is at fault.^^ 

Zoshchenko, she argues, was struck by the gulf between the scale of the Revolution 

and the everyday, the conservatism of the human psyche. He chose the Revolution. 

Thus, the meshchanin's language is a means of ridiculing him, of creating an irony 

that enables Zoshchenko to rise above this byt. Zoshchenko stands on the side of 

interpretation and by tie. His whole purpose is to expose the meshchanstvo of these 

characters and to overcome byt.
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But Belaia also develops a deeper insight into this conflict as one between byt and 

by tie: between the striving to incorporate the new reality and the need to interpret that 

reality. Writers in the early twenties sought new forms capable of doing both 

adequately. The critic sees Zoshchenko’s meshchanin as a creature of byt, as the 

negative side of the small man. Skaz was good at incorporating the new, but poor at 

interpreting it. Belaia sees Zoshchenko as exemplifying an extreme pole of the 

dominance of the discourse of the character, which was a general characteristic of the 

1920s. The danger inherent in the use of the skaz form to introduce the new reality 

was that it brought with it the unwanted additional baggage of byt. Belaia argues that 

Zoshchenko ultimately found this an inadequate solution and began to search for 

forms more capable of expressing an authorial position more directly, of imposing 

interpretation.

At the same time, Belaia is an example of a critic who sees in Zoshchenko a 

certain duality. She argues that in the Sentimental 'nye povesti, Zoshchenko uses his 

irony for the opposite purpose of satirising the ideas, the abstractions themselves:

CapKacTHHHocTfc HHTOHaimH noH H epK H BaeT T y  npH H im iiM ajiB H o ocoaH aH H yio  

HeB03M0)KH0CTI> MtlCJIHTb BLICOKHMH HfteOJIOrHMeCKHMH K aTdropiM M H , 

K O T o p tie  S o n teH K o  o T B e p ra ji k e k  oTB JieH eH H tie, aÔ c rp a K T H tie , y y x u t t i e  

«np o cT O M y  M ejioB eK y» noH srraa.^^

She argues that Zoshchenko is particularly hostile to the abstract concepts that 

invaded the lexicon in the 1920s. At the same time she contends that the character- 

narrators of the Sentimental'nye povesti are attracted to these questions. In other 

words, she detects a certain duality of authorial attitude or a duality in the character- 

narrators themselves. Strangely, this duality is claimed only for the Sentimental 'nye 

povesti.

More recently, in an article of 1995, Belaia changes her position to emphasise 

Zoshchenko’s hostility to abstract concepts, and says nothing of her previous viewthat
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Zoshchenko was ridiculing the narrators who were unable to live up to these big 

ideas.^^ Now she sees the ironic treatment of ideas as suggesting an existentialist 

insight into the unsuitability of big ideas as such for the fragmentary nature of life. 

Zoshchenko himself, according to this account, is now on the side of byt and not 

bytie. However, though this view apparently refers to the whole of Zoshchenko’s 

work, she selects her examples overwhelmingly from Sentimental'nye povesti.

Despite the rich, stimulating subtlety of her analysis, Belaia is unable adequately 

to account for both aspects of Zoshchenko. Rather than incorporate them as two 

inherent tendencies that exist in conflict throughout his short stories, she 

consecutively stresses one aspect of his work, then the other. Moreover, her analysis 

depends overwhelmingly on the Sentimental 'nye povesti^ stories in which the 

philosophy is quite explicit. Neither does she consider the contradiction between 

Zoshchenko’s hostility to big ideas and his attraction to them as determining the 

stories’ form.

The critic and translator, Hugh McLean, similarly detects a certain ambiguity in 

Zoshchenko’s skaz:

‘Debased’ language combined with naïveté of thought implies that the 

author’s attitude toward his apparent spokesman is tinged with irony, and we 

naturally conclude that the narrator’s ideas are to be regarded with scepticism. 

But we cannot be sure. Sometimes ‘naïve’ remarks, like the child’s 

observation about the emperor’s clothes, have a way of striking taboo
24targets.

Ultimately though, McLean sees this uncertainty fostered in the mind of the 

reader as part of the Aesopian language, a way of outwitting the censor. For McLean, 

there is no question of Zoshchenko having intrinsic sympathy for this narrator, his 

language, or his mentality and world-view.
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More recently, in the context of a discussion of Bakhtin, M. Keith Booker and 

Dubravka Juraga have argued that Zoshchenko’s readers can choose whether to see 

the narrators as objects of praise or of ridicule. However, the critics consider this 

choice to be primarily political and conduct little analysis of Zoshchenko’s stories.

One of the first critics to argue that Zoshchenko’s form is essentially ambiguous is 

Vladimir Novikov. Novikov stresses Zoshchenko’s duality, and argues against the 

view of Zoshchenko as a satirist using destructive irony as antiphrasis.^^ Instead he 

attempts to place Zoshchenko within a tradition of Russian literature in which the 

comic and serious are entwined. In this ‘dialogic writing’, which includes Dostoevskii 

and Pushkin’s Povesti Belkina, Novikov stresses the generative power of the comic:

KoMHHecKHe npHCMBi HepeHKO BtmojiHami no3HTHBHo-co3HflaTejifcHyK> 

(j)yHKUHK), noMoramr MoaejmpoBaTL aBTopcKne nyxoBHtie Hjteajiti. Cmcx 

axTHBHO ynacTBOBaji b BbipaôoTxe hobhx, acreTHHecKH npoayKTHBHLix 

XyjDtOKCCraeHHLIX KOHCTpyXimH — CIOKeTHbIX, o6pa3HI>IX, a3HK0BbIX. IIpHHeM 

HeH3MeHH0H njioflOTBOpHocTwo oÔJiaztajia b pyccxoH mrrepaType caMa 

HeonpenejieHHocTb, noaBHxmocTb rpam m  «cMeuffloro» h «cepbe3Horo», h to  

aaBajio 6ojn>iime bo3MO)khocth rjjsi oôpeTemta xyaoKecTBeHHoro 

PByroJiocHa, tuifl napanoKcam.Horo cueiuieroia aHTOHHMHHecKHx cmlicjiob, 

KJia aHajieKTOHecKOH HrpLi BaaHMOHCKmoMaiomHMH TOHxaMH apeima, RJia 

nocTpoeHHa cjioKHoro HHajiora.^^

Novikov also objects to Sarnov’s attempts to identify Zoshchenko with his 

narrator. He refuses to see Zoshchenko’s artistic achievement in narrowly political 

terms. Instead he stresses that Zoshchenko’s hero is primarily an aesthetic structure. 

Moreover, he rejects on principle all attempts to understand the ‘hero’ by comparing 

his with the writer’s own views. The character may resemble Zoshchenko himself, 

argues Novikov, but that is because he resembles us all. The author’s relation with 

that hero is that of a complex dialogue, with a ‘paradoxical interpenetration’:
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IIoho6ho cbohm npe^uiecTBeHHHKaM, 3omeinco ziocTuraeT 3a cmct komhko- 

HpoHHHecKoro pasABoeHHsi oôpasa paccKasMHKa ocoôeHHoro, mhcto 

BCTCTHHecKoro yHBoeinw xyno*ecTBeHHoro 9(j)4>eKTa.“

This view seems to me extremely productive. Nevertheless, it has not been 

developed. The nature of the dialogue between author and character-narrator is never 

defined other than by pointing to its duality. Moreover it is not illustrated. We need to 

know in what respects the narrator is serious and in what respects ironic. We need to 

know how the irony functions in relation to the stories and their structure, but 

Novikov does not seem willing to go into this question in any greater depth. One 

reason for this may be that he has already ruled out comparing the author’s own views 

with those of the narrator. As we shall see in the examination of the theory of skaz, 

this is one of the most effective ways to investigate irony, and a crucial indicator of 

the difference between ironic and sincere uses of skaz.

Furthermore, it seems to me that there can be no such thing as a purely aesthetic 

anything. Zoshchenko’s artistic duality is of course also intimately bound up with 

political as well as other sympathies. The fact that Zoshchenko has previously been 

reduced to the question of his political attitude does not mean that it is irrelevant, or 

that we have the right to discount its importance altogether. He was writing and 

working in a highly politicised society. Politics is likely to have some influence upon 

the question of his attitude to his narrator.

One recent Western study, that of Gregory Carleton, has made the ambiguity of 

Zoshchenko’s stories central.C arleton sees Zoshchenko’s texts as contradictory in 

that they cannot be exclusively interpreted either as parody nor simply as (sincere) 

documentary. He argues that we have no clear guidelines as to which interpretive 

protocol to employ and as a consequence the texts subvert all possibility of reference 

to a reality outside themselves.
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To illustrate his point, Carleton examines a number of texts, including ‘Drova’ 

(1925), Pis'irm kpisateliu (1929), and ‘O sebe, ob ideologii, i eshche koe o chem’, 

(1922), and argues that the parody of a non-fictional text subverts its authority as 

documentary. This claim is crucial, since on it Carleton bases his fundamental thesis. 

In other words, ultimately he founds his analysis of Zoshchenko on a notion of parody 

as subtraction. For Carleton, to parody and play with genres is terminally to 

undermine the referential capacity of language, and sunder it from everything outside 

itself. A parodied document is all parody, no document, and consequently wholly 

self-referential. For Carleton, the debates surrounding Zoshchenko’s work are proof 

of its attack on mimetic structures, and on the very possibilities of referential 

adequacy.

It seems to me that Carleton not only misunderstands the nature of parody, but 

also the historical context of 1920s documentary forms. He argues that documentary 

and parody cannot be combined:

The two narrative modes are inherently antithetical: one presumes the 

author’s ‘hand’ to be minimal, self-effacing so as to effect a transparent 

reproduction; the other operates in the exact opposite direction.

In fact, as we shall see, the documentary forms of the 1920s permitted a large 

degree of authorial interference. Moreover, at no point does Zoshchenko say that he 

has deformed everything. In fact he only distorts to a minimal degree.

Furthermore, Carleton ignores the possibility of a third term, that of stylisation, 

introduced into the theory of skaz by Bakhtin. The term stylisation suggests a more 

sympathetic form of reproduction of a style than parody. Through stylisation, 

Zoshchenko sincerely reproduces fundamental elements of Soviet satirical genres. In 

his short stories of the 1920s that employ the skaz form, there is also an element of 

parody, but the two moments do not cancel each other out. Rather they exist in an 

uneasy and dynamic tension. For Carleton, there can be no combining stylisation and
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parody in skaz: a text is either one or the other, and since Zoshchenko’s texts are both, 

Carleton sees them as neither. The nature of the interrelation between parody, 

stylisation and documentary in Zoshchenko can only be perceived by relating it to the 

skaz narrative form and to the letter of complaint m d feuilleton genres.

Carleton takes a similar approach in examining the question of skaz: all ambiguity 

or contradiction is seen as an attack on representation. The critic claims that the 

mixture of different registers of speech in previous skaz was unambiguous because 

they were clearly demarcated. Zoshchenko by contrast, mixes registers up, and by so 

doing subverts the status of any voice in the text. For Carleton, this mixture of 

different registers is such that the language could not be that of one person. Thus 

Zoshchenko’s character-narrators are not characters at all, but a diversity of voices 

even within a given story. Every aspect of skaz, including of course its use of a 

narrator who is as unreliable as a character, is seen as leading us to question the text’s 

representational value.

It seems to me that Carleton is absolutely right when he perceives that the stories 

have no ‘accessible, univalent authorial presence that would resolve the recurring 

problem of establishing the writer’s “true meaning’” .H o w ev er, the absence of a 

univalent authorial presence does not mean the absence of meaning, representation or 

even of an authorial presence. This seems to me to be a drastic and unfounded 

conclusion: surely it takes more than a partial and limited narrator to undermine the 

whole assumption that the text represents something outside itself.

Carleton sets up univalent, monological coherence as a model for meaning, and 

when Zoshchenko’s texts are found to fall short of this standard, they are 

triumphantly declared meaningless, or subversive of meaning.

However, it seems to me that we can rescue them from this plight by defining 

them as dialogical. The documentary and the parodie principles are both at work; they 

are in constant dialogue. If we keep our focus firmly on the genre characteristics, the 

language, and the figure of the narrator in Zoshchenko’s short stories, that is to say on 

skaz, I believe that we need not succumb to this interpretive despair. Through an
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analysis first of the nature of skaz and a review of its previous uses we can then 

understand how Zoshchenko uses it and to what purpose. In this way we can better 

understand Zoshchenko’s own position in relation to his work.

Conclusion

Understandings of the author-narrator relation in Zoshchenko are either informed 

by an investigation of the question of skaz, or attempt to overlook it, only for it later 

to return and undermine them. However, Chudakova and Kreps are the only studies of 

Zoshchenko’s short stories of the 1920s that also examine skaz in any depth. These 

studies, as we have seen, interpret both skaz and Zoshchenko’s use of it as solely 

parodie.

This seems an omission given that almost every study of Zoshchenko pays 

considerable attention to his use of a skaz narrator in his short stories of the 1920s. 

Zhurbina was not the first to state, when she wrote in the 1930 edition of 

Zoshchenko’s collected works: ‘Literaturnaia sud'ba Zoshchenko sviazana so 

“skazom”’.̂  ̂The grounding of a reading of Zoshchenko’s short stories of the 1920s 

in a thorough understanding of skaz is a project that demands both a reading of 

Zoshchenko that adds to our understanding of him, and an analysis of skaz that 

furthers our understanding of it. It is my contention that by first understanding skaz, 

and drawing on this knowledge to understand the relation between Zoshchenko’s 

narrator and his author, we can reconcile the two main trends in Zoshchenko criticism 

and better understand Zoshchenko.

Recent criticism, such as that of Popkin, Zholkovsky, Samov and Scatton, has 

tended to relegate the importance of skaz in Zoshchenko’s work. Zholkovsky has 

stated clearly that the end of the Cold War opens the question of Zoshchenko’s entry 

into the post-Soviet literary canon and imposes the need to read Zoshchenko in a 

different way. He should no longer be read solely as a satirist, but also for his positive 

programme; not only for his relation to the 1920s, but also to ‘eternal’ themes. It is 

this challenge to which I intend to respond in this thesis. However, the ‘eternal’, or



shall we say enduring, quality of Zoshchenko, that which transcends his age and 

makes him worth reading not solely for his satire of Soviet conditions, does not lie in 

his neuroses, or some world-view separable from his narrative manner. Rather, it 

consists in the ambivalent humour created through his very use of the skaz form.

24
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Chapter II 

Definitions of Skaz

Skaz is a term that has been interpreted and employed in many different ways. 

Consequently, in order to understand skaz, we must first examine the history of these 

often conflicting definitions. In doing so our purpose is to discover or derive an 

account of skaz with which to describe its use both by Zoshchenko and by other 

writers.

Skaz: From Folklore to Literary Criticism

Skaz began life innocently referring to a folkloric genre. According to Vladimir 

DaC’s 1881 dictionary, skaz is an Orel or Kaluga word for a story called a skazanie in 

other parts. ̂  At this point, skaz referred to a genre of folklore, in that it was a story 

related by a member of the ‘folk’, but a genre without clear generic characteristics. In 

other words it was a bin in which to dump folk stories that did not fit other genre 

specifications, such as those of the skazka. This vagueness may well have been what 

attracted writers to the term and its idyllic pre-literary life soon ended. In the same 

year, Nikolai Leskov, himself from the Orel region, called his story better known as 

‘Levsha’ ‘Skaz o tuLskom kosom Levshe i o staLnoi blokhe’. The assimilation of 

skaz from folklore to literature had begun. It is perhaps this unstable position of skaz, 

between literature and folklore, combining the written and spoken languages, that 

explains its enduring fascination for writers, particularly in periods when the literary 

language itself was undergoing change. The 1920s was one such period, and 

Zoshchenko exploited these indeterminacies to a far greater extent than any previous 

practitioner of skaz had done.

It was not long before literary critics too began appropriating the term.^ Boris 

Eikhenbaum’s articles of 1918 were the first of many such examples. What marks 

skaz out from many of the Formalists’ other coinages, such as zawm" and ostranenie.
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is precisely the fact that it was not a neologism. Its folkloric associations meant that 

when Eikhenbaum chose the term skaz to describe a literary form, he simply added a 

further layer of meaning to an already ambiguous term. This process did not stop with 

Eikhenbaum. On the contrary, literary critics and theorists continued to employ the 

term, and to adapt it for their own, sometimes mutually exclusive, ends. The term has 

often been skewed to fit the study of a given writer. In order to sort out the competing 

accounts of the term, we need to isolate the various different contents that have been 

attributed to it. Having done this, we need to develop the most coherent and 

productive into an account of the term adequate for a history of skaz and a description 

of the poetics of Zoshchenko.

Orality: Oral Speech of a Narrator

The most common and inclusive definition of skaz is as an oral narrative. The 

vagueness of this, Eikhenbaum’s first definition of the term, may be attributed to the 

critic’s proximity to the original folkloric meaning of the term and his difficulty in 

extricating himself from its various associations. In Tlliuziia skaza’ (1918), 

Eikhenbaum’s first article about skaz, he describes a general imbalance in discussions 

of literature in favour of the written word, and argues that prose should be studied 

from a phonetic point of view, just as poetry has been studied.^ Skaz is used to 

illustrate this need, since more than any form of literary prose it bears the traces of the 

‘living’ spoken language and skazitel'stvo, the narrative style of an oral storyteller. 

These are in fact two separate features of skaz: the incorporation of the spoken 

language into a literary work is different from the evocation of the feel of an oral 

narrative, since it is possible to have one without the other."  ̂Clearly, though, the 

spoken language and the style of an oral narrator can be combined and often are. 

Eikhenbaum sees no need to distinguish these two elements and presents skaz here as 

an oral principle, ‘nachalo’, that asserts a pervading influence over a work.'"’

The same two notions of the narrator and the language are combined elsewhere in 

Eikhenbaum’s treatments of skaz. In ‘Kak sdelana “ShineT” Gogolia’ (1919), he
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refers to stories in which the dominant personal tone of the author, i.e. the narrative 

manner, creates the ‘illusion oi skaz'!" In the context this seems to mean the illusion 

that the story is being told by an oral narrator. At the same time Eikhenbaum claims 

that the basis of Gogol"’s art is skaz: ‘tekst ego slagaetsia iz zhivykh rechevykh 

predstavlenii i rechevykh emotsii’.̂  The Formalist critic appears to mean that the 

stories use the expressive character of oral language to create an illusion of the 

vivaciousness and immediacy of oral speech.^

In ‘Leskov i sovremennaia proza’ (1925), Eikhenbaum again presents skaz as a 

‘principle of narrative form’. Although Eikhenbaum here attempts to define skaz in 

more detail than elsewhere, the notions of the manner of narration and the language 

employed are again combined:

I l o t t  cK aaoM , a  p a a y M e io  T a x y io  (î)OpMy noBecTBOBaTCJitHOH n p o a t i ,  KOTOpaa b

CBoeH neKCPDce, cHHraKCHce h no%6ope «HTonamm o6Hapy>KHBaeT ycranoBKy
9Ha ycTHyio pent paccKasMUKa.

For Eikhenbaum it is the language the skaz narrator employs that reveals an 

orientation [ustanovka] towards oral speech. Commentators such as Vinogradov have 

rejected this formulation as too indistinct and discarded the idea of oral speech or 

orientation towards it altogether. The notion of skaz as introducing the tone of an oral 

storyteller has led critics such as N. Rybakov to see it as a variant of folklore. If these 

ideas are prised apart, then both aspects of Eikhenbaum’s account might still be of 

use. We must first delineate them separately.

The first idea Eikhenbaum is expressing is that the narrator is using the syntax, 

vocabulary and intonations of oral speech. By this it seems reasonable to understand 

colloquial speech: language and constructions of a conversational register. With the 

possible exception of intonation, these can be defined through linguistic analysis. We 

shall examine this approach to skaz later, with regard to Vinogradov and later Titunik.
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In Eikhenbaum’s account, the illusion of oral narration is the effect that the 

narrator’s use of the conversational register creates. However, this simple formulation 

glosses over the complex question of how this illusion is created. One means is the 

explicit designation of the situation as oral through the address to and interaction of 

the narrator with listeners rather than the more distant relation between author and 

reader. Generally though, this illusion is more a question of narrative manner or 

literary style rather than of features suited to linguistic definition. For instance, in 

describing the skaz narrative mode, Eikhenbaum claims that it appears to be 

improvised and sees it as a return to the ‘primitive’ form of narration from which 

written culture had become estranged.O ral narration in this sense then would 

appear to be a narration in a spoken and not a textual manner. The illusion of 

improvisation is not something that can readily be defined through linguistics. This is 

true of a number of the features of skaz that Eikhenbaum refers to. However, Ong’s 

attempts to define the distinctions between the oral and written modes of 

communication and narration can help us to decide whether there is any hope of 

rescuing Eikhenbaum’s designation of skaz as an oral style of narration from the 

clutches of his own terminology.^^

One element of skaz that Eikhenbaum stresses throughout these articles is that it 

appears to be acted out. In ‘Kak sdelana “ShineT” Gogolia’, he writes of the form’s 

‘verbal mimicry’ and ‘mimico-articulatory gestures’. H e  also uses the word ‘play’ 

{igra, razygrivanie] in the sense of a theatrical performance. Walter Ong sees the 

main difference between oral communication and literary communication as the fact 

that oral speech is a performance, an unrepeatable live event at which both speaker 

and hearer are p resen t.T h e  presence of gestures such as pointing is a related feature 

of oral communication, since the audience are physically present and the speaker can 

supplement his speech in this way. By contrast, literary presentation has no such 

dependence on the live interaction of living people and is oriented towards the 

efficient transmission of already recorded information. Moreover, since the reader is 

absent at the moment of writing and the writer is absent at the moment of reading.
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there can be no gestures to supplement the words. Though Eikhenbaum only employs 

the idea of verbal gesture as an image, it can be given a firmer grounding in the 

linguistic concept of deixis. Titunik defined the use of deixis, or pointing, as a signal 

of skaz: of the linguistic features that literary discourse normally accepts only in the 

speech of the characters, but which skaz incorporates into the language of the 

narrator.

The character of written communication as the transmission of information and 

oral communication as performance can be illustrated by reference to the novel. As 

Ong has argued, the novel typifies written culture in its complex climactic plotting 

and many-sided characters. Such an art is inconceivable without the privileging of 

information made possible by the written and print forms. Oral narration of all types, 

including all folklore, is incapable of dispensing information in such a way as to 

create such intricate plots or rounded characters. Instead, it employs types or flat 

characters and short or episodic plots. This is because the oral narrative is structured 

so as to be easily recalled by the storyteller at the moment of performance. In this 

respect skaz again mimics oral narrative: it has little plotting and rarely has deep or 

rounded characters.Eikhenbaum, in this light, seems justified in seeing the novel as 

the apogee of a literary culture to which skaz stands opposed.

In his analysis of Gogok’s ‘Shinek’, Eikhenbaum argues that skaz’s orality is 

illustrated by certain features of the story’s word play which use redundant language 

deliberately to obscure information. Moreover, if we examine his idea that skaz 

creates the illusion that it is being improvised in front of us, one way that such an 

impression might be produced in a literary work is precisely through the use of 

redundant language and digressions. In his introduction of the idea of improvisation 

as typical of skaz in Tlliuziia skaza’, Eikhenbaum argues that written forms force a 

narrator to choose, fix, and rework. Certainly, one of the main distinctions between 

the oral and literary forms of narration is the fact that an oral narrator has no 

opportunity to go back and revise his words since they are immediately made public. 

With written forms, the words are subject to revision until the moment they are
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released into the public domain. A skaz narrator then, should create the illusion of 

oral speech by making certain errors, ones that a writer could normally write out. This 

is all part of the creation of the impression of a live performance, of the immediate 

presence of a narrator.

The live oral performer deftly uses redundant verbal items and digressions to give 

himself time to think: ‘The ability to correct such mistakes gracefully and make them 

appear as not mistakes at all is one of the things that separates the expert singers from 

the bunglers (...)’^̂  What distinguishes the skaz narrator from the genuine oral 

performer is that he tends to be a bungler, particularly in Gogol" and Zoshchenko. In 

other words, narrating in an oral manner leads him to make a number of mistakes.

This is a further indication that a skaz narrator is in fact a literate recreation of the oral 

state of mind. Oral narration might seem like bungling, or Do-It-Yourself to literate 

people, but the organisation is in fact complex and has its own rules: ‘oral 

organization is not literate organization put together in make-shift f a s h i o n Skaz, 

through its incompetent narrator, tends to differ from folkloric stylisation, where the 

writer functions more as an ethnographer, recreating an even and efficient narrative 

through the skilful use of the formulae of folklore. In skaz, the writer tells the story 

through the mask of an oral narrator who has a poor command of the written language 

but is unable to organise his tale according to the neat patterns of folklore.

A further example of Eikhenbaum’s distorted view of oral cultures is his claim that 

oral narration is disruptive of tradition and fluid. This is in fact an error. Oral cultures 

tend to be extremely tradition-bound. They are usually suspicious of change and 

originality, since without written culture’s capacity to keep records they are 

dependent on easily memorised formulas or clichés for the preservation of 

knowledge. Eikhenbaum’s version of the oral narrator is the fantasy of a literate man, 

projecting a Modernist poetics upon oral culture.

Yet this exploitation of an image of traditional oral cultiu’e by the literate for their 

own objectives is inherent in the skaz form itself. The paradox of skaz is that it 

appears to recreate an oral mindset, and creates the illusion of oral communication, or
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narration, but in fact is a literate person’s distorted recreation of oral culture. This 

paradox has beset reflection about orality from the very beginning.^^ Skaz is neither 

fully oral nor fully literary. As we shall see, this is not the only paradox in skaz. 

However, it is the origin of the ambivalences of skaz.

There are many problems with Eikhenbaum’s definition of skaz. A number of 

commentators have pointed out that GogoT in ‘ShineT’ addresses his reader, as a 

reader, not as a listener.^^ This should mle it out as skaz for Eikhenbaum, since it 

breaks the illusion of oral speech. Moreover, as Vinogradov points out, works where 

the story is designated as spoken, such as Turgenev’s ‘Zhid’ and Myshkin’s story in 

Dostoevskii’s M of contain no specifically oral forms of speech. This, he argues, 

makes it hard to recognise skaz in cases where the story does not explicitly indicate 

that it is being told by a storyteller to a live audience. Such difficulties lead 

Vinogradov to condemn the definition of skaz as oral speech as too vague and he 

rejects it as the definition of one unknown {skaz) by another (oral speech). Moreover, 

he argues, it is almost impossible to distinguish oral and written speech in linguistic 

terms:

noHTH BcaKaa raiCBMeHHaa pe% saKjnoHaeT b ce6e sjieMeHTti ycTHOH, h hchth

Bcaxaa ycraaa, ecjiH ona ne CBORMTca k KpancMM penjnncaM, coaepmrr 4)0pMi.i
22iiHCBMeHHoro asHKa.

Furthermore, the spoken language of certain social circles differs little 

linguistically from the literary language.

Vinogradov attempts to clean up Eikhenbaum’s definition of skaz by rejecting the 

notion of oral speech, and by attempting to make it a form that can be adequately 

described by linguistics.^^ To this end he replaces the oral speech definition with the 

notion that skaz introduces language of a conversational register and conversational 

intonations. Its particularity is that skaz is a form in which the literary and the 

conversational intermingle to a greater extent than elsewhere: ‘formy skaza otkryvaiut
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shirokuiu dorogu prichudlivym smesheniiam raznykh dialekticheskikh sfer s raznymi 

zhanrami pis'mennoi r e c h i I n  pointing to this aspect of skaz as the combination of 

literary and extra-literary language, Vinogradov indicated another aspect of its 

essential ambivalence. Moreover, he attributes these two registers to two planes of 

narration, an insight that we shall develop with relation to the questions of the 

narrator and the narrator-author relation.

For Bakhtin too, oral speech is not the distinguishing characteristic of skaz. 

However, he does not attempt to refute it. Rather, he sees oral speech as a by-product 

of the primary characteristic of skaz, its orientation towards ‘another person’s speech’ 

[chuzhaia rech \  i.e. the language of someone other than the author. Bakhtin argues 

that this other person whose speech is reproduced is usually of low social status, and 

thus as a consequence (in a country in which most of the population was illiterate) it 

is oral.^^ Despite the fact that they disagree with Eikhenbaum’s definition of skaz as 

orientation towards the oral speech of the narrator, both Vinogradov and Bakhtin 

retain and reinterpret the term itself, adding further strata of significance. In doing so, 

they entice the term away from its initial, folkloric context, pulling it increasingly into 

the literary sphere.

However, the oral and folk associations of the word are powerful and not easily 

obscured. What is needed is an analysis that understands the nature of the 

interrelations between the oral and the written modes in skaz. Eikhenbaum does refer 

fleetingly to skaz as an example of orality in the written: ‘elementy skaziteFstva i 

zhivoi ustnoi improvizatsii skryvaiutsia v pis'mennosti’, but does not follow through 

the implications of this insight.^^ Surely if skaz is the incorporation of elements of 

oral language into a written form, then the combination of these two principles is 

significant. Eikhenbaum fails to assess their interaction adequately, and tends to 

assume that a writer incorporates elements of the spoken form of narration for their 

own sake.^^ This is in part because he is unable to integrate his insights into the use of 

skaz with those of its narration by a narrator who is also a character. As we shall see.
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the oral mindset and conversational or substandard language are incorporated into 

skaz for a variety of different reasons.

The authors of Poetika skaza are amongst the only critics to attempt to develop a 

definition for the interaction of the oral and written in skaz: ‘Skaz -  eto pis'mennaia 

forma, zafiksirovavshaia ustnuiu rech".’̂  ̂Yet the fact that this interaction occurs in 

writing and not in a spoken form biases the exchange in favoirr of the written mode. 

For this reason we can talk of the illusion of skaz. This bias is inevitable, since as Ong 

has suggested, oral culture cannot reflect upon its own nature. This can only be done 

in retrospect, by literate culture.^^ One manifestation of the dominance of the literate 

mode in this interchange is that in the context of a literate culture, the reproduction of 

oral language and an oral mindset interacts with the expectation of literary codes. This 

tends to create a certain distance to the orality represented. This leads the reader to 

suspect parody, and a joke at the expense of the oral mindset, or at least be aware of 

such possibilities, since quite clearly the writer is better educated than the oral 

narrator, and is not using the language that is most natural to him. However, the 

expectation of parody does not mean that it is universally the case. Indeed, certain 

critics have assumed that the literate norms serve the oral and folkloric, and that 

parody is altogether absent from skaz.

Skaz as Folklore

As we have seen, the word skaz has roots in folklore. It seems that Eikhenbaum 

chose the word less for its folkloric associations and more for its evocation of the 

notions of oral speech and a distinct narrator. Nevertheless, he failed to strip the term 

of these associations, and some subsequent critics have developed this aspect of skaz. 

We have already examined the notion of oral speech, and in the next section we shall 

examine the question of the narrator in skaz. However, in this section we shall assess 

the relation of skaz to folklore.

Many sources regard skaz solely as a form of folklore. One example of this is the 

second edition of Bol'shaia sovetskaia entsiklopediia where skaz is defined as a
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genre of folklore: ‘ustnyi rasskaz ochevidtsa ill uchastnika o deistviternykh 

sobytiiakh sovremennosti ill nedavnego proshlogo’.̂  ̂This, it is claimed, was a form 

of folklore that was ignored until Soviet times. It was no accident that Soviet folklore 

scholars took so great an interest in skaz. After the 1934 Congress of Soviet Writers, 

folklore was promoted for the propagandistic ends of using the authentic voice of the 

people to condemn the evils of the Tsarist regime and proclaim the advantages of the 

Soviet order. The folkloric skaz fulfilled this need particularly well:

Best suited for this purpose were the so-called skazy, biographical narratives 

and memoirs told by folk-singers and others about their own lives, about the 

events they had witnessed, and about the remarkable people they had met.^^

The authoritative Soviet folklorist, lurii Sokolov, notes the questionable status of 

such skaz as folklore:

npaBtta, 9T0T noBecTBOBaTejiBHBiH )KaHp, HjiH, BepHce aa>Ke, «anpti, croaT b 

H3BecTH0H Mepe elite na nepHt|)epHH 4>DJiBKjiDpa; npaso BKjiioHeHHa hx b cocTaB 

Toro, HTo HasBiBaeTca 4)0jn>KjT0p0M, HeKOTopBiMH HccjieaoBaTejiaMH eiite 

ocnapHBaeTca: yKaatiBaicT na xyno)KecTBeHHOCTi>, HHtie cxasBi HocaT xapaxrep 

emiHHHHoro, cjiyHaHHoro 4>aKTa, MHorae h3 hhx He nepexoflar h3 ycr b y era, 

He HpHOÔpeTaiOT yCTOHHHBOH 4>0pMLI.̂ ^

Sokolov sees their value as documents of the epoch and as eyewitness accounts of 

history. Whilst they occasionally bear some traces of the influence of folkloric 

diction, they are not a fixed folkloric form.

Though genuine scholars of folklore such as Sokolov are keen to distance skaz 

from folklore as such, the argument that all skaz is folkloric deliberately blurs the 

distinction between genuine folkloric skaz, folkloric stylisation of skaz by a literary 

author and literary skaz proper (the subject of my investigation). Even the Bol'shaia
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sovetskaia entsiklopediia participates in this distortion by citing Leskov as an author 

not who wrote literary skaz, but who based some of his stories on peasant skaz?^ This 

lack of discrimination between literature and folklore appears to have some basis in 

an influential current of Soviet folklore scholarship:

While Western scholars have emphasised the creative or dynamic role of the 

individual performer at the moment of performance, they have been careful not 

to equate the creative process and function of the oral poet with those of the 

literary poet. Soviet folklorists of the 1930s and 1940s, however, treated the 

folk performer as a literary artist -  a misconception dating back to Rybnikov 

and GiTferding in the nineteenth century and reinforced by folklorists in the 

twentieth. The role assigned to the new folk poet of the twentieth century was 

indeed similar to that of the Soviet writer.

There was a widespread blurring of the distinctions between folklore and literature 

in this period. Pseudo-folkloric works were written in advance and then memorised, 

or conceived solely for existence on the written page.^^ It is in this context that certain 

literary critics have argued that skaz as a whole is a genre of folklore.

Rybakov is an example of a critic who treats skaz as a genre of folklore.^^ He 

argues that the particularity of skaz is that it synthesises elements of folklore and 

literature. To support this thesis, Rybakov refers to Vinogradov, though as we have 

seen, Vinogradov points to skaz as combining literary language with conversational 

language, not with oral narration or folklore. Rybakov is keen to distinguish skaz as 

he understands it from first-person narratives serving to characterise the narrator. Skaz 

is present where a narrative employs the lexis and syntax of folklore, it is ‘stilizatsiia 

pod narodnuiu (inogda arkhaicheskuiu) rech'’.̂  ̂He adds that the narrator of such 

stories is not the author or a given character but ‘narod s ego vekami slozhivshimsia 

vzgliadom na zhizn", ego otsenkami i “maneroi ponimat" veshchi” (Belinskii)’.̂  ̂

Where there is an apparently individuated narrator, Rybakov sees this as a purely
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formal device to express the popular voice. Leskov’s ‘Levsha’ is seen as typical of 

this definition of skaz.

Of the major theoretical treatments of skaz, Rybakov refers to Vinogradov. Though 

he does not refer to Bakhtin’s definition, in Bakhtin’s terms, as we shall see, he is 

referring to stylised skaz. Yet Rybakov seriously underplays the distance between a 

writer producing a stylisation and the style of the oral narrative that is being 

stylised.Furthermore, the possibility that popular language is introduced for parody 

is not considered for a moment. Instead skaz is a ‘“retransliator” n e p o s r e d s t v e -  

n n y k h psikhologicheskikh i mirovozzrencheskikh otkrovenii naroda’.̂  ̂Its roots, he 

claims, lie in ancient Russian literature.

Rybakov ends his analysis with a reworked definition of skaz\

CK)>KeTHoopraHH30BaHHoe jmrrepaTypHo-xynoKecTBeHHoe noBecTBOBaHHe, 

ocHOBaHHoe Ha ycTHonoBTHHecKHx MOTHBax H oôpaaax (cxascK, npeaaHHH, 

jiereHH, ycTHLix paccKaaoB, mojtl6li h t. n.), o HeoÔBiHaHHBix c tohkh apemw 

4>aK'raHecK0H aocroBepHocTM h thtoihhlix no HaennoMy coaep>KaHHK)

COÔBITHaX H3 )KH3HH Tpy^OBBIX MaCC, H306pa)KeHHI>IX Ha peaJIHCTHHeCKOM, 

HCTOpHHeCKOM H ÔBITOBOM 4>0He 0  n03MU.MH )KM3HeHHBIX H BCTeTHHeCKHX

HfleanoB napoaa, h Btmep)KaHHoe b oco6oh MOHonorHHecKOH cKaaoBOH Manepe 

0 opHeHTaHHeH na Tpaanunonnyio nosTHxy/^

This definition is suited to a sympathetic description of the works of Bazhov, a 

significant figure for those who argue aU skaz is folkloric, but inadequate for 

description of the work of BabeL or Zoshchenko.Moreover, Rybakov makes no 

attempt to distinguish between skaz as a genre of folklore, skaz as folkloric stylisation 

and literary skaz. An egregious instance of this is the designation of Bazhov as a 

writer of folkloric skaz when he was in fact literate, a fact that should immediately 

disqualify anything he wrote as folklore.'^^ This fudging is typical of all the critics 

who understand skaz as a folkloric form, since they attempt to play down the fact that
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this is occurring in literature. The divide between the literary and folkloric worlds is 

deliberately erased so as to link folkloric skaz seamlessly with its stylisation and then 

to present it as the one true skaz.

Fed" sees skaz as an organic synthesis of literature and folklore."^ He stresses that 

skaz is ‘nedelim ot narodnogo vospriiatiia deistviteTnosti’."̂  ̂Its main characteristics 

are its close links with folkoric tradition, its orientation towards the colloquial 

language, its system of imagery and its structure. Through these characteristics. Fed" 

sees skaz as a stylistically and thematically defined genre. Essentially for Fed", skaz is 

a skazka (fantastic tale) with a contemporary or realist subject matter:

OttHOH H3 BaiKHLix cneu.H4)HHecKHX ocoôeHHocTeH jiHTepaTypHoro CKaaa 

aBjiaexcfl ciuiaB ôtuieBoro, noHJiHHHo >KH3HeHHoro Hanajia c (i)OJiBKjiopHi>iMn 

HCTOKaMH — HapoRHBiMM npeHatfflMMH, jierenaaMM, cKaaKaMH, to ecTt

46opraHHHecKoe coHeTamre peajiLHoro h ^anTacrmecKoro.

What Fed" means by a realist subject matter here is the life of the common people. 

However, the common people are hypostasised into their Soviet idealisation. This 

definition enables Fed" to rule out Remizov as misrepresenting the people because his 

works contain nothing about the class struggle and a lot about popular beliefs and 

religion.

Fed" stresses that skaz always has a narrator. Like Rybakov, however. Fed" argues 

that the narrator of skaz fuses with its author and expresses the voice of the people: 

‘PovestvovateT -  narod -  avtor nerastvorimy v skaze’."̂  ̂This notion of the 

indistinguishability of narrator and author in skaz expresses an inherent if extreme 

tendency with the sympathetic reproduction of the voice of the people (what Bakhtin 

called stylised skaz). The writer reproducing the style effaces himself before the 

original style to such a degree that the reader no longer perceives what he is reading 

as a stylisation. Instead he sees it as a style in its own right, as folklore rather than a 

reproduction of it.
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Though the authors of Poetika skaza also see skaz as an expression of the voice of 

the people, they are keen to distinguish between folkloric skaz, folkloric stylisation 

and the skaz form of literary narration. They state that it is the third form of skaz that 

interests them in their book."̂  ̂Critics such as Rybakov and Fed" who claim skaz to be 

a folkloric form are really interested in one form of it, folkloric stylisation, and 

denigrate other forms of skaz. Moreover, they conflate the stylisation and the original 

style, the marginally folkloric genre of skaz. In other words, they attempt to ignore the 

fact that skaz as folkloric sylisation, for all its resemblance to folklore, is still 

stylisation, and that there is necessarily a distance between the person reproducing the 

style and the style itself. Having erased this distance they censure the skaz form of 

literary narration for not being folkloric enough, and are incapable of accounting for 

the parodie use of skaz. As a result they see writers whose use of skaz has a parodie 

element simply as bad writers.

The character narrates

Eikhenbaum’s definition of skaz can be broken down into two elements: oral 

speech and the narrator. Vinogradov interprets the former to mean orientation towards 

conversational language, but does not develop Eikhenbaum’s introduction of the 

question of the narrator.'^^ Other critics develop the notion of the narrator as a 

folkloric storyteller. Bakhtin however, develops this aspect of Eikhenbaum’s thought 

in a wholly different direction by elaborating a richly suggestive description of the 

author-narrator relation in skaz.

In Tlliuziia skaza’ Eikhenbaum praises Leskov highly for the skaz element in his 

work, referring to two of Leskov’s works, Zapechatlennyi angel and Na kraiu sveta. 

He sees it as characteristic of them that they are told as ‘deistviteLnyi ustnyi rasskaz 

opredelennykh lits’. Similarly, in ‘Leskov i sovremennaia proza’, Eikhenbaum adds 

that skaz ‘delaet rasskazchika kak takovogo reaLnym personazhem’. The skaz 

narrator, Eikhenbaum seems to be implying, is a character who is performing the role
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of a narrator. This is a third aspect of skaz that is developed by other critics in a more 

systematic way.

Bakhtin’s redefinition of skaz develops this point further. Skaz is seen as a form of 

discourse in which the authorial voice recreates the speech of another person 

[chuzhaia rech"], i.e the speech of the characters. However, unlike monological prose 

where the author’s discourse is authoritative and the discourse of the characters 

simply serves the author’s intentions, skaz is double-voiced. This means that the two 

intentions, that of the author and that of the character, are equal and function like 

participants in a dialogue. Bakhtin further argues that skaz introduces the voice of a 

narrator who is not a literary person, and usually from the lower social strata, in 

particular from ‘the people’. T h e  people [narod] in the Russian context often 

implies the peasantry, who were overwhelmingly illiterate. Thus the use of oral 

speech is a spin-off effect of the narrator’s social class.

In attempting to flesh out the skeleton of Bakhtin’s analysis of skaz, critics have 

tended to emphasise one or another aspect of it. One group of critics, typified by 

Titunik, have developed the notion of the narrator whose language displays linguistic 

features normally found in the speech of characters. The other interpretation, by 

critics such as the authors of Poetika skaza, stresses the introduction of the language 

of the people.

In his 1963 doctoral thesis, Titunik takes Bakhtin’s categories of the author’s 

speech [avtorskaia rech'] and the characters’ speech [chuzhaia rech^ and uses 

linguistics to define their distinctive characteristics. From a wide corpus of examples 

in Russian literature, Titunik produces a list of the features that distinguish the two 

types of language, which he names ‘Text P’ (the characters’ speech) and ‘Text A’ (the 

author’s speech):
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Text P Text A

1) Grammatical:

2) Situational:

3) Expressive devices

a) first person

b) second person

c) present tense 

deixis

(e.g. exclamations, rhetorical questions)

4) Allocutional devices

(e.g. signalling presence of addressee)

5) Dialectal

6) Semantic:

a) dialectal and idiolectal

deviations

b) marked oral order of speech 

private point of view in

a) factual value judgement

b) modal value judgement

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+ 51

Titunik aims to distinguish, through this list of features, the typical characteristics 

of the characters’ speech from that of the author. He argues that authorial discourse is 

the ‘unmarked speech event’, in that it constitutes the norm for literary speech. By 

contrast, the discourse of the characters is marked by its deviation from this norm in 

any of these six ways. Titunik contends that as a result of this, authorial discourse is 

the normative language in prose and is therefore read as authoritative. Since the 

discourse of characters deviates from the norm in the ways listed above, it is read as 

not being authoritative.^^ Moreover, authorial discourse serves to report and represent.
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whereas the discourse of the characters is reported and represented. These two types 

of discourse are mixed in a number of forms of writing. One example is Free Indirect 

Discourse (which he refers to by the BakJitin circle term, 'Quasi-Direct Speech’). 

Another form where these two types of discourse are mixed is skaz. The particularity 

of their combination in skaz is that the discourse of the narrator performs certain of 

the functions of authorial discourse, in particular its function of narrating, 

representing and reporting, but still has all the linguistic characteristics of the 

discourse of the characters.

Like Titunik, Vladimir Zakharov sees skaz as making the narrator a character.

Skaz he argues, is an extreme form of the basic tendency of the rasskaz. In 

Zakharov’s account, the rasskaz exists in contrast to thepovest\ which tends towards 

the literary language and the systematic relating of facts. "̂̂  Whereas the rasskaz as 

such employs colloquial speech, skaz is a narrative that uses oral and alien speech 

[chuzhaia rech'], i.e. the speech normally used by the characters in a novel, in order 

to create ‘rechevaia kharakteristika geroiia’.'**̂ On the other hand Zakharov explicitly 

rejects the definition of skaz as socially alien speech, i.e. the language of the people. 

Accordingly, Zakharov disagrees with the definition of skaz put forward by the 

authors of Poetika skaza, calling that ‘narodnyi s k a z ' In part Zakharov does this 

because he needs skaz to describe certain works of Dostoevskii, none of which 

employ the popular language. They do however employ a narrator whose narration 

differs from the neutral impersonal style of the standard literary narration, the povest', 

and present a marked and limited point of view distinct from that of the author 

himself.'"’̂

Whilst vague, his definition brings Zakharov close to Titunik’s view, in seeing 

skaz as narration by a narrator whose language displays features normally present in 

the language of the character. However, unlike Zakharov, Titunik does at least admit, 

as a signal of skaz, ‘dialectal deviations’, that is elements of speech likely to occur in 

the language of the people.
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Klawa Nepscha Thresher also sees skaz primarily as narration by a character. She 

boils definitions of skaz down to three elements: orality, characterisation, and 

individuation. In producing a workable definition of her own, she argues that all of 

these can be further reduced to individuation. Skaz, for Thresher, is:

A subjective mode of narration presented with the explicitly individualized 

voice of a narrator who is perceptibly distinct from the author. The narrator’s 

presence permeates the narration, but he is unself-conscious about his literary 

function and the forms of his narrative. As he relays his account, the narrator 

reveals his own values and beliefs, and projects an image of his personality 

through his opinions, evaluations, and choice of words (...) the language 

becomes ‘pitched’ with the distinctive speech mannerisms and specific turns of 

speech that are characteristic of a certain social or professional group or of a 

particular individual.^^

By individuation Thresher ultimately means typification, since the individuality of 

the narrator tends to be defined through the use of a certain language that typifies the 

social group to which he belongs. Furthermore, the idea that the narrator is 

unconscious of his role as a literary narrator, which Thresher introduces to explain 

away the common designation of the form as oral, seems to me to be unhelpful, 

particularly since the narrator often seems to be conscious of narrating. The notion of 

an oral, or at least an extra-literary narrator seems to me to be far more pertinent.

Language of the People

As we have seen, Bakhtin argued in Problemy tvorchestva Dostoevskogo, that skaz 

was introduced ‘for the sake of another voice, a socially defined voice (...) Strictly 

speaking, a narrator is introduced, a narrator who is not a literary person and in most 

cases belongs to the lower strata of society, to the peo p le .B ak h tin  uses the same
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word chuzhoi here as he uses to describe the language of the character. This is one 

cause of the divergent interpretations of the same passage.

The idea that skaz employs a narrator whose language is that of the people is not 

incompatible with the notion of skaz as oral. It is an idea that the critics who see skaz 

as a folkloric form could also employ. The idea was also present in Eikhenbaum’s 

article on Leskov:

a n a  cK a ao B H x  4)0pM  xap aK T ep H o  no jiB 30B aH ne y c rn o H  peH Bio, H M eiouteH  

cneii.H(|)HHecKHe couH ajiB H L ie hjth  npo4>eccHOHam>HBie oTreHKH, — p e %  

KpecTBsiHHHa, no jiyH H T ejiJiH reH T a, M eu ^a m m a , C B am enm iK a h  t . h . R e n o  b t o m , 

HTo n p H H itu n  cK a aa  T p e ô y e x , h t o 6 l i p e n t  p accK aaH H x a ÔBiJia O K pam eH a He 

TOJIBKO HHTOHaiJ.HOHHO-CHirraKCHHeCKHMH, HO H JieXCHHeCKHMH OTTCHKaMH: 

paccK a3H H K  HOJUKdH B B icT ynaT t x a x  o^JiaaaT eH B  t o h  h jih  h h o h  ( |)p a3 eo n o rH H ,

T o ro  HJIH H H oro  c jiO B ap a , h t o 6 b i o c y m e c T B jie n a  ô t u i a  y c ra H O B x a  n a  y c r a o e

60
CJIOBO.

The strongest expression of the interpretation of skaz as expressing the voice of the 

people is to be found in Poetika skaza. The authors of this work stress that skaz is a 

specifically Russian phenomenon and link it to the concept of narodnost', one of the 

standard requirements of Socialist Realist art. They see skaz as a form that 

incorporates both literary and folk or mass art elements. To this end they refer to: 

‘chitateTskoe oshchushchenie, chto za obraznym slovom khudozhnika ugadyvaiutsia 

sotsiaLnye kollektivy, ot imeni kotorykh etot khudozhnik vystupaet’.̂  ̂Bakhtin is 

quoted as a basis for this interpretation:

CB 33aB CKa30ByK> 4»opM y noBecTBOBaHHa c  H C T opH K o-jn rrepaT ypH tiM  

n p o u e c c o M , c npoôJieM O H  H ap o a n o cT H , c aeM 0K paTH 3auH eH  jiH T epaxypB i, M.

M. BaxTHH O H penejiH ji x a x  H cx o aH L ie  m o m c h t b i b  e e  a n a j in a e ,  T ax  h  t o t  n y n » , 

n o  K O TopoM y n a j to  h a t h  n a jib in e .^ ^
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Though also keen to see skaz as an artistic expression of the people, unlike the 

critics who see skaz as folkloric, the authors of Poetika skaza distinguish skaz from 

folkloric stylisation proper which they see as exemplified in the work of Vladimir 

Dak. This is in fact a grey area, since skaz too can be a form of folkloric stylisation. 

Nevertheless, the attempt to separate the two is instructive. These critics argue that 

whereas, like skaz, folkloric stylisation is a reworking of oral material for literary 

consumption, it is a very different type of oral material. In folkloric stylisation, the 

main character personifies folkloric characteristics, his speech is based upon proverbs 

and other rigid folkloric constructions, whereas skaz uses the raw material of 

language as it is spoken at the time. Ultimately, in folkloric stylisation, the author and 

narrator strive to merge completely, and the voice must sound like a ‘we’. This need 

not be the case in skaz.

Poetika skaza also develops Bakhtin’s notion of double-directed (parodie) and 

single-directed (stylised) skaz.^^ Single-directed skaz is where the narrator and the 

author are in sympathy, and double-directed skaz as where the author and narrator are 

at odds. Viacheslav Shishkov’s ‘Tatarskii sposob’ is seen as as an example of single

directed skaz. Zoshchenko’s ‘Aristokratka’ is seen as an example of double-directed 

skaz in the distance between the narrator’s indignation and the author’s ironic attitude 

to it. Nevertheless, theauthors of Poetika skaza argue that all skaz introduces a 

narrator who has some distance from the voice of the author. As a result, a voice with 

ultimate, all-knowing authority is absent from both types of skaz.

This distinction enables the authors of Poetika skaza to highlight the contrasts 

between skaz and other related forms. Hence the absence of an authoritative voice 

distinguishes skaz from the first person narrative or Ich-Erzahlung, in which the 

narrator recounts the story from a distance of many years. Moreover, whereas in skaz 

the narrator and author tend to be distinct, in Ich-Erzahlung, the narrator and author 

tend to merge. This is illustrated by reference to Pushkin’s Povesti Belkina, in which
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the narrator introduces certain literary references and Latin quotations inconsistent 

with Belkin’s education.

A further respect in which skaz differs from Ich-Erzahlung is that in skaz, unlike in 

Ich-Erzahlung, it is not the individuality of the narrator that is important, but his 

social type. The narrator is a representative of a group:

3a jnmieHHBiM HHUHBHflyajiBHOH xapaxTepHOCTH paccKaaHHKOM Bceraa 

yrafltiBaeTcsi KOJiJieKiHB. PaccKaanuK BticTynaeT b Ka^ecTBe nojiHOMOHHoro 

npeacTaBHTCJifl uenoH rpynriBi cede noaodHtix: npeanojiaraeTca, hto oh bhjutt 

H oueHHBaeT 0Kpy)KaK)mnH MHp Tax >Ke, xax BnaaT h ouemiBaioT ero MHorae, 

eMy noaodHBie.^"^

Moreover, the authors of Poetika skaza argue that skaz creates the illusion that it is 

being told orally, to a live audience, that is either directly addressed or implied in 

some way. The narrator assumes support or agreement on the part of his audience. 

This also creates the sense of the narrator as a representative of a collective.

Unfortunately, the notion of skaz which Poetika skaza espouses, namely as a 

democratic tendency in literature linked with narodnost', is not integrated with its 

analysis of double-directed skaz. In describing double-directed skaz and in noting the 

contrast between the evaluations of the narrator and those of the author, they have 

described a parodie or ironic form. Surely, if the language of the people is being 

introduced for a parodie (double-directed) purpose, then the démocratisation is 

illusory or at least not straightforward. The author is at least distancing himself from, 

if not in fact ridiculing the language or the mindset of the people. This shortcoming is 

significant. The interplay between the introduction of popular language on one hand 

and the parodie distance adopted to it is the very nub of the problem of skaz.
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Narration By a Socially Other Character

Levin achieves a synthesis of these two positions, stressing that the skaz narrator 

uses the language of a different social class, socially other speech. This for Levin 

logically follows from the skaz narrator’s use of the language of the character, since 

he argues that this tends to mean the introduction of a narrator who is not an 

individual character, but a social type.^^

Levin defines the ‘classic’ narrative norm as one that uses the language written by 

and for educated society. This language was defined as the literary norm. This 

normative form of narration by its very nature is incapable of incorporating those 

elements of the conversational language that are specific to the oral form of 

expression. Levin is not very explicit, but we could employ Titunik’s list of the 

features that distinguish the language of the characters from that of the narrator here.^^ 

The normative literary narrator cannot use such elements of speech, because his 

language is generalising and performs the role of representing. The speech of the 

characters however can. As a result the normative narrator’s language sets him above 

social class and character: ‘ego sotsiaLnaia kharakteristika vystupaet kak nekotoryi 

normativnyi printsip i ne rasschitana na ego konkretizatsiiu kak lichnosti’.̂ ^

However, Levin attempts to go further than Titunik. He argues that where classic 

Russian writers of the nineteenth century introduced colloquial speech, many 

elements of orality, particularly syntactical elements, were deliberately removed.

Skaz as such is the introduction of speech that differs from the narrative norm of 

the nineteenth century. In particular it is the introduction of socially characteristic 

language. It is also the creation of the illusion of oral speech through the use of oral 

speech intonations. In skaz the authorial voice is itself defined, it expresses itself 

directly, in contrast to the literary norm. By so doing, the authorial voice itself 

becomes a social type. In other words it becomes a character, and is no longer above 

the fictional world. It is made a character by its use of a socially marked language as 

opposed to the unmarked, generalising one. This, according to Levin, distinguishes 

skaz such as that of Zoshchenko and Leskov from that of Remizov and Bely. With the
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latter, it is not a different social language that interests them, but the enlivening of and 

transformation of the norm language of the author in prose through the introduction of 

oral intonations.

Levin’s analysis of skaz cleverly combines two tendencies in the interpretation of 

Bakhtin’s definition of the term: on the one hand the idea that the character performs 

the role of the narrator, a definition given its clearest expression in the work of 

Titunik, and on the other the idea that it introduces the language of the people. These 

two definitions need not be in conflict. However they do seem often to have taken 

different paths.

Natalia Kozhevnikova also sees skaz as a striving towards characterisation.^^ She 

describes this in Bakhtin’s terms of chuzhaia rech' a.nd chuzhaia tochka zreniia^^ 

Kozhevnikova stresses that the Eikhenbaum-Vinogradov definition is not necessarily 

in contradiction with Bakhtin’s.̂  ̂Moreover, like Levin, she also stresses both parts of 

Bakhtin’s analysis: chuzhaia rech'is the speech of a narrator whose point of view is 

not the author’s and whose evaluations are not those of the author. Though she sees 

narration by a character who uses ‘non-literary’ language as "skaz proper’, 

Kozhevnikova does allow as skaz narratives where the point of view is not that of the 

author, but which employ the standard literary language. This is Ich-Erzahlung in our 

terms. Moreover, Kozhevnikova argues that the further a narrator’s speech is from the 

literary language, the further the narrator can be assumed to be from the author’s 

sympathies.^^ Apart from categorising as skaz works that gain nothing from being so 

identified, such an understanding oï skaz is misleading because it demands that we 

identify an implicit literary norm with the implicit point of view of the author. As we 

shall see, the author-narrator relation in skaz cannot be assumed to be so simple.

This notion of skaz as being narrated by a character seems extremely fruitful. It is 

no accident that so many of the more rigorous accounts of the form gravitate towards 

this definition, since it seems to be the definition that describes the form best. 

However, if we accept that skaz is a narration performed by a character, or at least by 

a narrator whose language displays the features typically associated with a character.
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and its main distinctive feature is his use of the language of the people, we are faced 

with new questions. What is the writer’s purpose in introducing such a narrator? Is 

that language being introduced for its own sake, as a way of democratising the 

language of literature or for an ulterior, ironic or parodie motive? Is it the language 

that the author wants or the mentality expressed in that language? The third part of 

Bakhtin’s analysis of skaz initiates discussion of this question.

Skaz as an Ironic System

Bakhtin defined skaz as a form in which, along with the intention and voice of the 

author, a second language, chuzhaia rech and hence a second voice was present. He 

did not stop there, however, but broke down the interrelation of the author’s intention 

and the character-narrator’s language into stylised (single-directed) and parodie 

(double-directed) forms.^^ This is a categorisation according to the author’s intentions 

in introducing skaz. With stylised skaz, the intention of the author coincides with that 

of the style, it is a sympathetic recreation of the given style by an author who sees it 

as inherently valuable.^^ Stylisation differs from imitation, according to Bakhtin, by 

retaining a distance between the writer recreating the style and the style itself: in 

imitation there is no such distance. In practice though, the two can be hard to 

distinguish.^"^ As we have seen, a number of analyses of skaz have assumed all skaz is 

sympathetic stylisation. However, this is not so: with parodie skaz, the author’s 

intentions are opposite to those of the style itself. The intention therefore is one of 

unsympathetic exaggeration and parody of the original style. This dual aspect of 

Bakhtin’s analysis has often been ignored or distorted. Many critics have assumed 

that the skaz narrator was always introduced because the author valued and admired 

the language of the people. Others have assumed that skaz is intrinsically a form of 

parody. Bakhtin’s achievement in distinguishing these two possibilities needs to be 

stressed.

An example of one-sided interpretation of Bakhtin’s analysis of skaz is Zsuzsa 

Hetényi.^^ This critic stresses the socially other nature of the language of skaz, but
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underestimates the role of parody and ironic distance. She quotes Bakhtin’s definition 

of stylisation as if it is the only way in which two voices can be present in one 

utterance.

A recent example of an interpretation that is based on Bakhtin’s analysis of skaz, 

but ignores the possibility of stylised skaz, is Michael S. Gorham’s article on the 

Rahsel'kor movement:

skaz is a parodie device that depends precisely on the undermining of narrative 

authority, mainly by creating discursive distance between narrator and implied 

author. It does so in part by invoking the speech of the ‘other’, the ‘not- 

author’.̂ ^

Natalia Kozhevnikova appears to avoid such an imbalance in her account and 

notes both types of skaz. She expands on Bakhtin’s distinction between single

directed (stylised skaz) and double-directed (parodie skaz) variants of skaz by 

examining the relation of the narrator’s evaluations to the author’s. In single-directed 

skaz the narrator’s and the author’s evaluations and opinions are very close to each 

other or coincide:

B ORHOM cjiynae cjiobo paccKasHmca HenocpewTBCHHo HanpaBjieno na npenMCT 

H He noKBepraeTCfl aBHOH BKcnpeccHBHOH nepeoueHKe. Ohchkh asTopa h 

paccKasHHKa jioKax b dohch njiocKOCTH hjih 6jih3ko conpHKacaioTcsiJ^

In double-directed skaz the evaluations of the author and the narrator do not 

coincide, but are directly at odds. This disparity creates an effect of irony:

B HpyroM cjiyHae oueHKH aBTopa h paccKaanHKa jie>KaT b paantix luiocKOCTflx, 

He coBnaji.aK)T. 9 to HecoBnaaeHHe Bcer^a aaeT HpoHHHecKHH 3(|)^eKT. C jiobo 

paccKaaHHKa CMemaeT Konrypti oôtexTHBHoro MHpa Tax, hto hcthhhbih cmbicji
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paccKasLiBaeMoro Kax 6ti He coBnaaaeT b  4>oKyc, He aan nenocpeacTBeHHo b  

paccKaae, ho yraatiBaeTca aa hhm. XyaoKecTBeHHtiH 9({)4)eKT ocHOBan na 

jtBynjiaHOBOCTH, na nonHepKHyTOH HeTOKnecTBeHHOCTH aBTOpa h paccKaanmca, 

H C TOHKH apeHHfl MHpOnOHHMaHHa, H C TOHKH 3peHH3 erO BI>Ipa>KeHHa. JThuo

aBTOpa cKpBiTo, H oTHouieHHe aBTOpa H paccKasHHKa BtipacTaeT H3 to fo , h to  h

_ 78Kax paccxaatiBaeT o ceoe oh caM.

Though Bakhtin called this type of skaz parodie, Kozhevnikova is justified in 

calling it ironic, since she is drawing attention to the contrast in point of view and 

ways of evaluating rather than contrasts of style and language. This distinction 

between language and ideological point of view is an important one, and is an 

amelioration of Bakhtin that will be pertinent to our analysis of skaz?"^

Her fruitful development of Bakhtin’s categories nothwithstanding, Kozhevnikova 

proceeds to argue that where the language of the narrator is extra-literary, the 

evaluations of the author and the narrator will not coincide, and where the language of 

the narrator is literary, the narrator’s and the author’s evaluations will coincide. 

Although she does admit that this is not necessarily so, she tends to see any use of a 

non-standard language as necessarily parodie-ironic. This seems to be a result of the 

notion of the literary norm that, at least in her earlier articles, she shares with Levin. 

This position is a serious underestimation of the possibilities for the sincere 

stylisation of the non-literary language. The fact that she revised it later is probably 

indicative of its weakness:

Ou,eHXH, xax «e h pent, coothocsitc5i c «HopMajiBHBiM» BocnpHîrraeM MHpa, 

xoTopoe jih6o npHcyrcTByeT HenocpeacTBeHHo b TexcTe, jih6o yraatiBaeTCfl aa 

HHM. OTHouieHHe X oueHxaM, aa^HxcHpoBaHHBiM B Hao6pa)KeHHOM cjioBe, 

xojieôJieTCfl OT cjiHsimia c hhmh no HpoHHHecxoro OTCTpaHeHHa ot hhx, no 

nojTHoro MX HenpnaTHsi — h aaBHCHT ot cTenenH couHajiLHOH h
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ncHxononwecKOH 6jih3octh asTopa k nepcoHa>Ky, ot xapaxxepa caMwx

80oueHOK, OT coaep)KaHMa penH.

This formulation is highly nuanced, but still equates a social distance between 

narrator and author with ideological distance and lack of sympathy. While this may 

cover the majority of cases, surely it is possible to express one’s own views in a 

language not one’s own, and to be ironic in one’s own language or dialect. In a 

situation in which language and social class were undergoing profound changes, it 

may be very difficult to tell the ironic from the sincere, and social class or language 

are likely to be untrustworthy indicators of someone’s way of thinking.

Though it may be proper to credit Bakhtin for first making a clear distinction 

between the parodie and stylised forms of skaz, both Eikhenbaum and Vinogradov 

already perceived that skaz introduced colloquial or extra-literary language for a 

variety of different reasons. Eikhenbaum noted that the use of language that deviated 

from the literary norm often produced a comic effect:

c x a a  oHeHL yacT o  (h o  n e  B c e r a a )  HMeeT xoMHyecKHH x a p a x T ep , BocnpHHHMaacB 

Ha cj)OHe KaH0 HH3Hp0 BaHH0 H jiHTepaTypHOH peHH x a x  e e  j];e4)0 pM auHa. K a x  penL  

ïte4)exTHBHasi, «HenpaBHjn>Haa».^^

Similarly, Vinogradov saw the interactions of two levels in the text as producing 

the comic effects of skaz. These two levels are those of the reception of the text. The 

first is the ‘subjective’ level: the way that skaz pretends that it is received by familiar 

people of a close circle such as the other inhabitants of Mirgorod in Vechera na 

khutore blizDikan'ki. The second level is the ‘objective’ sense in which it was really 

meant for consumption by a completely unknown reader. Vinogradov argues that the 

discrepancy between these two levels creates comic effects: ‘na etom nesootvetstvii, 

nesovpadenii dvukh ploskostei vospriiatii -  zadannoi i dannoi - osnovany ostrye 

komicheskie effekty’.̂  ̂Both of these accounts also assume that the discrepancies
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between the fictional situation and the actual situation of the story, or between a 

substandard usage and the norm are intended solely to have a comic effect It is 

misleading to assume this, since disparities may also have a tragic effect, and to do so 

could lead to us perceiving the comic when a work was not comic in intent/^

Lena Szilard further elaborates Vinogradov’s account of the two levels of skaz!'^ 

Szilard sees skaz as an ‘exposure and demonstration’ of the discrepancy not only 

between two ‘addressers’ and two ‘addressees’, but also between the two 

corresponding layers of language. Vinogradov’s positing of a distinction between the 

subjective and objective addressers and addressees of skaz serves as the basis for the 

development of a model which theorises the distinctions between what Szilard terms 

the factual and formal encoders and decoders:

FACTUAL ENCODER FACTUAL DECODER

The author and his world-view The reader

objectivated in the work of art

COMMUNICATION

hero, event, theme

FORMAL ENCODER FORMAL DECODER

The narrator The audience of the skaz^^

These levels also correspond to the literary or written on one hand and the 

subcultural or spoken on the other.^^ The interaction of these two disparate levels is 

either a ‘zealous reproduction of “non-Gutenbergian” linguistic forms’, and the 

factual level effaces itself before the formal, or it is ‘grotesque-ironic’, and the two 

levels are in sharp opposition.^^ The former is typified by writers such as Remizov. 

The latter is typified by writers such as Zoshchenko and Zamiatin. Szilard 

concentrates on the second, grotesque-ironic form of skaz, in which the presence of
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the two distinct levels is most clearly signalled. She argues that the chief means of 

indicating the distance between the two levels in grotesque-ironic skaz is ‘linguistic 

discrediting’, where the narrator uses the language incorrectly, showing himself to be 

incompetent and untrustworthy as a narrator. Zoshchenko and Zamiatin are seen as 

typical of such skaz?^

Szilard’s description of the two levels at work in skaz is clear and workable. 

Moreover, it skilfully incorporates Vinogradov’s vision of the intermixing of oral and 

written codes with an insight drawn from Bakhtin as to the author-narrator relations. 

However, this development of Vinogradov’s analysis of skaz suffers from the same 

defect as its progenitor, in seeing the linguistic norm as a faithful index of a text’s 

ideological norm, namely the author’s intention. Hence it too readily assumes that 

linguistic incompetence discredits the narrator. It seems that Vinogradov, Szilard, 

Kozhevnikova and Levin fall into the trap of trying to find an exclusively textual, 

linguistic formula for irony and parody. Bakhtin is not guilty of this because he is 

interested in these forms precisely because they are not linguistically definable, but 

dependent for their meaning on the context.

As we have seen, a number of critics have been attentive to the parodie or ironic 

potential in skaz. Generally it seems that a critic stresses either the parodic-ironic or 

the stylised aspect of skaz, and very rarely both. None of them countenances the 

possibihty of a mixture of motives in a single work. One critic however, A. Bocharov, 

does express an awareness as to these two contradictory possibilités inherent in the 

form:

cnocoôcTBya aeMOKpaTnaamiH jnrrepaTypti, cxaa Taux b ce6e h yrpoay (ne 

CTO JIB y>K penKO H onpaenBiBaeMyK) na npaKTHKc) nopowrrB HeKOTOpyio 

CHHcxofljrrejiBHocTB K BTOMy repOK) c ero npocraMH paaocTflMH, 

HaaaMBicjioBaTBiMH npoHcmecTBHaMH, mhjibimh npeTCHSHaMH na 

3HaHHTeJlBH0CTB CBOCM CyHBÔBI. JXjà H npOCTOpeHHe, KOTOpBIM OÔBIHHO HaCBIIĤ eH 

cKa3, c ojmoPi cTopoHBi, cojieHCTByeT jieM0KpaTH3amra, >KH3Hecnoco6HocTH
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jnrrepaTypHoro asBoca, a c npyroH — nacro ÔBiBaeT paccHHrano jihiiib na ero

<OK3 0 TH3am ffl[», HeOÔBIHHOCTB. He OTTOrO JIH CKa3  T ax HaCTO H3  CpeftCTBa 

aKTHBHsauHH flSBiKa cTaHOBHTca cpeacTBOM jmrepaTypHOH cm rnoauH H ?!^^

Bocharov is using the word stylisation, where here we would use the word parody. 

He is clearly intolerant of any distance being taken towards the language of the 

people. It would seem that this is because the people are the agent of universal 

salvation, and an attitude of parody (or even stylisation) ill befits such an object of 

veneration. This hostility to the skaz form’s inherent possibility of parody and irony, 

which we have already witnessed in many Soviet critics such as Rybakov and Fed , 

seems to have hindered investigation into the subject after the 1920s until the work of 

Levin, Natalia Kozhevnikova and others in the 1970s.

It seems to me that we can further deepen our understanding of the interaction of 

parodie and stylised skaz by comparing our findings about skaz with more general 

theoretical treatments of parody and irony.

Skaz, Irony and Parody

the trembling equipoise between jest and earnest

The terms parody and irony have cropped up in our discussion of skaz without yet 

being subjected to rigorous analysis. It would seem that parody and irony often seem 

to compete for the same territory: we found the same phenomenon Bakhtin 

introduced as parodie skaz referred to as ironic by Natalia Kozhevnikova. This is not 

just a consequence of the terms’ shared territory, but also of Bakhtin’s vision of 

language as inextricable from world-view or ideology. Normally parody is said to be 

the ridicule through imitation of another author, literary style or manner of speech. 

Bakhtin allows the term for the ridicule through imitation of another’s point of view, 

which would more commonly be termed irony.^  ̂Though Bakhtin sees them as 

combined, and they evidently share common ground, it is possible to differentiate
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them, albeit as contrasting tendencies: parody targets language and style, whereas 

irony targets mentality and opinions. As Natalia Kozhevnikova imphed, in relation to 

skaz, it makes more sense to talk of irony than of parody, because skaz is always by 

definition a deviation from an author’s most natural style, and so is always a form of 

either parody or stylisation. The point however is which, and whether its target is 

solely a style or also the opinions of a typical user of that style. Moreover, in 

Bakhtin’s definition, parodie skaz differs from stylised skaz in the author’s intention 

in using it. This reference to authorial intention is a question far more widely 

discussed in relation to irony than to parody. For these reasons here we examine irony 

so as to help us understand the uses of skaz.

In Problemy tvorchestva Dostoevskogo, Bakhtin claimed that the parodie form of 

skaz was where what the narrator says stands in direct opposition to the author’s own 

evaluation, in other words to what the author gives us to understand. On the face of it 

this conforms to the most common definition of verbal irony as a form of antiphrasis. 

This was also known as ‘rhetorical irony’:

Although in rhetorical irony the intention of the speaker is contrary to what 

he actually says, rules insure that we actually understand the intended meaning. 

This irony is based on complete agreement, perfect understanding between 

speaker and listener, and an absolute notion of truth.^^

The assumptions required to reach such an understanding are clearly huge and 

open to question. Wayne C. Booth’s attempts to set up firmer guidelines for 

reconstituting the meaning of ironic utterances are a recent refinement of this view of 

irony. Booth sees irony as a process whereby the reader rejects one construction, the 

apparent meaning, and reconstructs a second ironic meaning, though not necessarily 

the opposite one. This version of irony, which Booth also calls stable irony may be 

seen as normative, since it contends that we must break down an illusory ambiguity to 

arrive at a single vision in order to understand a work.^^
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From the Romantic period onwards, there has been a tendency to stress the 

obstacles in the path from the ironic statement to the intended meaning. After all, the 

meaning is not stated. Irony’s most basic operation is to undermine the sense of the 

surface meaning of a text without offering a clear alternative in its place. It may be an 

end in itself and if not checked becomes endless subtraction, infinite undermining of 

meaning. Spren Kierkegaard took a similar view of irony by making it a mode of 

existence in which the apparent order was questioned, thereby opening the way for 

belief in a more real, divine order of being.̂ "  ̂Both Kierkegaard and Booth demand 

that we tear down an apparent mask in order to arrive at the final, unified sense. By 

contrast, Lilian Furst occupies a position significantly different from both the 

Romantic view (Kierkegaard ) and the rhetorical view (Booth). She argues that even 

in traditional irony the apparent meaning of what the speaker says and the intended 

ironic meaning form two alternative or even alternate senses: the intended ironic 

meaning does not completely cancel out the apparent meaning. This results in a 

‘double meaning’ or ‘dual vision’:

Traditionally the ironist has a dual vision, for he sees a latent reality 

divergent from the masking appearance on the surface. While recognising the 

incongruities of a situation, he seems to accept things at their face value. But at 

the same time, by one means or another, he lets his other view shimmer 

through, so that the reader too becomes aware of the alternative. In the reader’s 

agreeing comprehension of the double meaning there is a tacit communication 

of the ironic perspective from the narrator to the reader.^^

Burst’s account can aid us in our understanding of Bakhtin’s concept of skaz as a 

double-voiced discourse. Bakhtin expresses his vision of the indivisible duality in 

parody through the image of a dialogue between authorial intention and text: parody 

is composed of two voices, and cannot be resolved to a single point of view. By 

classifying parodie skaz as a form of double-directed double-voiced discourse,
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Bakhtin is arguing that there are two voices that converse or compete. Indeed, the 

very notion of parody is attractive to Bakhtin because it demands two voices: the 

parodied and parodying voices. These are in a kind of dialogue where the parodying 

intention does not cancel out the apparent meaning: ‘The word becomes the arena for 

a struggle of two intentions’.̂ ^

Investigations of irony commonly address the problem of recognising something 

as ironic. This question is of great relevance to that of parodie skaz, since skaz, like 

irony, adopts a standpoint that is not properly the author’s. Booth, who like Bakhtin 

sees parody and irony as identical, argues that a speaker’s departure from his natural 

style is one indicator of irony: ‘If a speaker’s style departs notably from whatever the 

reader considers the normal way for this speaker, the reader may suspect i r o n y Y e t  

this is the case in skaz universally, whether it is stylised or parodic-ironic skaz, since 

effectively we know that the author is in fact a literate and a literary person and has 

deliberately used a language which is not his own most natural style. Skaz creates the 

mask of a character-narrator through the use of a given style.^^ Though all skaz 

creates a verbal mask, only parodic-ironic skaz forces us to see behind it and detect 

the face of the author, or the intention of the ironist that lies behind this mask in order 

to understand it. The mask of the person who stylises is not one that needs to be torn 

away so that we can understand the work. The person who stylises effaces himself 

before the style. The problem is recognising parodic-ironic skaz.

In attempting to tell parodic-ironic skaz from stylised skaz, the reader must decide 

how to go about the task. The problem for the reader of skaz is what evidence is 

admissible is determining whether or not the work is parodic-ironic. Essentially the 

choice is whether to limit investigation to the text itself or whether to admit, in 

addition to the text itself, evidence such as the author’s statements as to his intention 

in employing skaz, or his general views as to what is good and what is bad literary 

style.

Bakhtin and Booth give us grounds to follow the latter path. In Bakhtin’s 

description of parody the author introduces a second intention into the other’s style.^^
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Parody for Bakhtin is an intentional act of the author. Similarly, in Booth’s account of 

the recognition of irony, he argues that an ironic text demands that the reader make a 

judgement against the overt proposition, and agree with the author’s implied 

judgements. Essentially this means that we can infer the intention of a work of art, 

usually deciding not to trust its narrator, and form an image of what he called ‘the 

implied author’. Booth allows the reader to check this against knowledge of the 

author’s views on art and litera tu re .B oo th  is confronting a major trend in post-war 

criticism, the notion of the ‘intentional fallacy’, which in the Anglo-American 

tradition was initially formulated as ‘the design or intention of the author is neither 

available nor desirable as a standard for judging the success of a literary work of 

art’.̂ '̂ This came to be developed in these critics’ own work into the notion that 

intention is irrelevant to the meaning of a text,^^  ̂and on mainland Europe reached its 

most spectacular formulation in Roland Barthes’ ‘The Death of the A u t h o r S u c h  

approaches demand that we exclude any consideration of or reference to authorial 

intention. Though excluding references to the author does not rule out extra-textual 

reference altogether, the disqualification of authorial intention is usually linked to the 

disbarring of contextual evidence altogether. This is because the argument is 

typically posited upon the idea that the text is written in language, a public code in 

which the meaning of any given usage is not dependent upon any single user such as 

a writer. Instead we are enjoined to depend entirely on textual evidence for our 

interpretations.

Yet surely the recognition of irony and parody demands extra-textual evidence, 

since a sincere or an ironic statement may differ in no semantically discernable way 

from each other. Meaning here is not textual. Rather, it is the nature of irony that the 

apparent meaning of the text is belied by its actual meaning. A good example of this 

is the statement ‘What lovely weather’ pronounced a) in the middle of a downpour, b) 

on the first sunny day in Spring, or c) in the middle of the Sahara desert. In each case 

the statement is the same semantically. Only reference to the context permits us to 

reconstitute an ironic or a sincere intention.
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In a recent book about Russian satire, Karen L. Ryan-Hayes pleads for a special 

dispensation to refer to authorial intent in questions of satire and parody, though she 

is anxious not to be seen to challenge the ‘intentional fallacy’ in general:

While we must certainly avoid the so-called intentional fallacy, it seems that 

satire presents a special case in which it is virtually impossible to proceed 

without making inferences about authorial intention. The reader must decode 

the encoded intent and assign what Morson calls ‘semantic authority’ correctly, 

i.e. to the second voice. We must understand with whom we are to agree in 

order for the parody to be effective.

A contemporary philosopher, Colin Lyas, makes a far more forceful case for the 

relevance of knowledge of the artist’s intention as a vital aspect of the context 

relevant for appreciation of a work of art. Like Ryan-Hayes and Booth, he sees irony 

as a particularly significant demonstration of this case:

The full and relevant critical description of a text can only be offered with 

the aid of a knowledge of its surroundings, where this knowledge may include a 

knowledge of the intention with which it is offered. The clearest case is 

presented by ironic writings.

Lyas also sees the example of the character-narrator as another good example of 

his thesis and, like Booth, argues that a distinction between the judgements of the 

work’s narrator and those of its author is necessary to an appreciation of it.̂ ^̂  Lyas 

argues that statements by artists about their intentions may not be reliable, uniquely or 

even especially authoritative but they are relevant and must restrain the otherwise 

infinite freedom of the reader to interpret. In order not to become meaningless, our 

freedom must likewise be circumscribed by reference to the text’s manifestation of 

what the author intended:
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artists show themselves in those works which it is the task of critics to 

characterize and judge. This fact, in a sense, does indeed put a restriction on the 

critic. For if critics are properly to characterize works they cannot say whatever 

they want.^^^

To characterize the work according to the dictates of the elements in it is to 

say what is true about it. The fact that we must be true to the work does not 

constitute an illegitimate circumscription of our freedom. How could it? What 

worthwhile freedom is it that would require us to shut our eyes to the truth 

about a thing? (...) if my freedom is not improperly circumscribed by a 

recognition of such elements as words notes and colours, which shape my 

response to the work, it is not illegitmately circumscribed by the recognition 

that the elements of the work include qualities that the author displays in it.̂ *̂

In order to discern parodie skaz (an instance of irony) from stylised skaz, we have 

to infer the authorial intention, and if necessary employ extra-textual evidence to this 

end. Booth uses the example of Mark Twain’s The Adventures o f Huckleberry Finn 

(which may be broadly considered parodie skaz)\ ‘Mark Twain knew that you would 

know that he would know his speaker is talking nonsense here.’^̂  ̂ This is 

straightforward where there exists a community of values, a sense of a shared but 

unspoken norm between author and reader. For example, it is easy to see the irony in 

Swift’s A Modest Proposal, because cannibalism is an almost universal taboo. 

However, in conditions where any stable community of values has collapsed, such as 

in the aftermath of a revolution, it becomes very difficult to detect irony reliably:

we are often dependent on the assumption that in that time and in that place, this 

author most probably knew or believed or intended such-and-such, in contrast 

to what the surface says.^^^
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Such assumptions might be built on the basis of knowledge of the general tendency 

of the publication in which the text appears, or on the reputation of the author who 

signed it. Parody may present similar problems: how can we tell that an author 

admires or despises a given style, particularly in a period of instability? In this vein. 

Booth writes of parody:

We can be sure of ourselves only when we have good reason to believe that the 

author’s conception of how to write would exclude his speaker’s way of
113writing.

Yet such indicators are rendered still less reliable where censorship forbids the 

author from expressing his opinions overtly, as in the case of the so-called Aesopian 

language.M oreover, both Booth and Thomson stress that the greater the 

geographical, ideological or temporal distance between the position of the critic and 

that of the author of a given work, the greater the possibility of mistakes being 

made.^’̂  Prejudice too can impair the reader’s capacity to detect irony, especially if 

the object of irony is a belief that he holds: a reader who really thought black people 

inferior to white and slavery justified or justifiable might have missed much of the 

irony in The Adventures o f Huckleberry Finn.

Such considerations surely inform us of the need to work hard to establish the 

context in which a work of skaz was written, and this context includes the author’s 

intentions where these are available and seem relevant. A significant part of this 

context permitting us to recognise irony are the specifically written indicators such as 

the place of publication and the reputation of the author. As Ong has shown, written 

culture institutes and print culture progressively increases the distance between the 

writer and the reader:
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After the invention of writing, and much more after the invention of print, the 

question of who is saying what to whom becomes confusingly and sometimes 

devastatingly complicated/^^

This distance enhances the potential for irony immensely: ‘The ironic heritage of 

literacy (...) was strengthened immeasurably in the Renaissance after the appearance 

of p r i n t . B y  contrast ‘oral performance cannot readily achieve the distance from 

life which complex irony demands. Oral cultures want participation, not questions.

In view of this it is not surprising that skaz, a form in which written and oral modes 

meet, in which written culture reflects upon oral culture, should generally seem to be 

a structure in which the author, a representative of the written mode of 

communication, adopts an ironic stance to the often naïve, apparently oral narrator of 

the story. The comic tradition also tends to make an educated reader expect he can 

look down upon and laugh at a character and even a narrator employing the popular 

l a n gu ag e . Y e t  this need not be the case. In spite of the expectation of irony, in skaz 

the author can attempt to efface himself and strive towards the simplicity of the oral. 

The use of skaz may be entirely or overwhelmingly serious in intent. Here we rejoin 

the question of the distinction between irony and parody, since it is possible for an 

author to reproduce the language of a different social class, or of someone less 

educated than himself, but do so sympathetically. The language reproduced may just 

seem comic to an educated reader on account of its deviations from the standard 

language, but it may have been reproduced because the author admires it, or a 

mentality that typically expresses itself in such a language. The distinction between 

irony and parody is necessary in order to show quite how serious certain uses of skaz 

can be. The complex interactions of parody and irony in skaz may even be such that 

we are invited to admire a language but not the mentality of a user, or the other way 

round.

It now remains for us to examine the interrelation of parody and stylisation, of 

irony and sincerity, in skaz, building on Bakhtin’s insights.
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A Double-Voiced Discourse of Equals

Hohne’s analysis of skaz also uses Bakhtin’s interpretation of the term/^"^ One 

interesting argument that she makes is that although there are two voices present in 

parody, these two voices are not equal, but instead, one language is used to ‘devoice’ 

the other. She cites Zoshchenko as an example of parody in which the two voices are 

not equal, and his stories present simple moral lessons. Skaz is distinct from parody in 

her reading:

What is different about the dialect story [skaz] is that there the other’s speech 

acts on and influences the author’s intention, a key concept, since in this 

relationship of author/other, the author is the one with the power.

Though this seems to me to be an inadequate appreciation of Zoshchenko’s work, 

as well as of parody, Hohne is attempting to overcome a shortcoming in Bakhtin’s 

account of skaz, namely that it ignores the possibility of a given example of skaz 

being both stylised and parodie. The Russian critic fails to envisage cases where the 

author has an ambivalent relation, where he is both in and out of sympathy with the 

narrator or where his sympathies shift. Though Bakhtin discovers such an interaction 

of a number of equally legitimate standpoints in the polyphonic novels of Dostoevsky 

and later in the novel in general, in skaz, however, there is either parody or stylisation, 

and not both.

So as to redress the perceived imbalance, Hohne focuses on the interaction of two 

languages and furnishes a clear reformulation of Bakhtin’s concept of double

voicedness in relation to skaz:

The skaz author speaks in another person’s language, but he does not act as a 

tape recorder; the other’s speech is refracted through the author. Thus, skaz 

contains ‘two semantic intentions, two voices’ in one utterance.
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there is a more or less equal and ongoing clash between the worlds of the author 

and that of the other, between two sets of ideologies, a clash that results in both 

sets of words being deformed, changed.

These two sets of views in skaz are the literary and the extra-literary. This clash is 

also seen as one between the literary and the oral:

There is something like a clash between written and oral, which come together 

even in the same sentence: there is a real mixing of languages, a clash between 

them. And the result of this clash is ambiguity.

Hohne argues that skaz assumes a literary reader on the same plane as the author, 

set against the nar ra to r .When  both author and reader are familiar with the world 

described in skaz, then it is ‘the literature of the people’. Though the terms that she 

establishes are interesting and could be productive, they soon become reduced in 

suggestiveness to official and unofficial ideology:

Written and oral language appear in the work and intersect with each other to 

produce a new meaning. Since we are speaking of literature, these two 

categories may be designated as literary and extraliterary, but working on the 

basis of language as ideology, these categories may be broadened to official and 

unofficial respectively.

The problem with Hohne’s interpretation is that ultimately she treats languages in 

literature simply as discourses of power. Oral and literary, indeed all voices are 

reduced to their support for or opposition to power. The possibility of ambiguity that 

she offered is lacking from her own analyses of Babel". Moreover, Hohne’s definiton 

of skaz is extremely normative: anything that does not conform to her over-
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ideologised conception of the term is rejected. While this definition may help to 

account for certain aspects of the explicitly political struggles in BabeK’s Konarmiia, 

it is of little use for the description of most other examples of skaz.

The Relation of Skaz to Other Forms

Before proceeding to examine the historical manifestations of skaz, we shall here 

briefly consider the relation of skaz to other related narrative forms.

Though sometimes narrated by a narrator who is not a character, skaz is very often 

related by a character-narrator. Sometimes this character-narrator is a participant in 

the stories, sometimes it is an observer. Where the narrator is a character, skaz is 

effectively a variant of the Ich-Erzahlung.^^^ What distinguishes skaz from Ich- 

Erzahlung is that its language is substandard, that of the people, and not that of the 

literary norm. Its lack of a distinct linguistic identity tends to result in the narrator in 

Ich-Erzahlung losing his or her distinct identity, and ending up indistinguishable from 

an impersonal narrator. Deviation from the literary norm, usually by adopting the 

language of the people, is the most fundamental characteristic of skaz. It overshadows 

the question of whether the story is narrated by a character or not, i.e. whether it is 

personalised or impersonal (overwhelmingly in the first or third person). Indeed, we 

can see any deviation from the neutral literary norm as being a nascent form of 

characterisation (Titunik, Levin). GogoL’s garrulous narrator in ‘ShineL’ is already 

half-way to becoming a character and the impersonal narrator of Leskov’s ‘Levsha’ is 

more than half-way. Hence skaz tends towards narration by a character. The furthest 

development of skaz is nevertheless its narration by a character-narrator who is a 

participant in the story he or she narrates. Such a form of skaz is typical of the 1920s 

short stories of Zoshchenko, and explains why he is so often thought of as the 

quintessential skaz writer.

This suggests the question as to how far a narration needs to deviate from the norm 

before it becomes skaz. This is clearly a question of degree and is not a clear-cut 

matter at all. There are clear cases, where the narrator is clearly not educated and the
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narrator’s language is highly colloquial and deviates from the literary norm in almost 

every respect. The more difficult cases are where the deviations from the literary 

norm are minimal. There can be no hard and fast rules as to what constitutes skaz and 

what does not, since the literary language, the conversational language and the 

popular language are always in flux.

Another borderline case is that of Free Indirect Discourse. This is where the 

narrator is speaking, but the language is that of a character. Clearly if one character’s 

colloquial idiom dominates the narrator’s language throughout the course of a story, 

or indeed a novel, then this starts to look like skaz, rather than Free Indirect 

Discourse, which would normally incorporate the language and in particular the 

perspective of more than one character. Free Indirect Discourse is much freer than 

skaz, since it does not have to be limited to the language of the people. Nor need it be 

limited by the consciousness or vocabulary of one character, and never employs a 

character-narrator. Much of what is called ‘ornamentalism’ or ‘ornamental skaz' is 

like this: it may be seen as an extremely free type of skaz, or as a restricted variant of 

Free Indirect Discourse. It differs from skaz in its use of a language that not only 

differs from the literary norm, but is also too rich and too poeticised to be that of the 

spoken language of the people. This does not disqualify it from being skaz, but makes 

it a peculiar and far less restricted type of skaz.

Conclusions

Though my aim in picking through the competing senses that skaz has been given 

was one of clarification, and I deliberately set out to avoid tailoring a definition to suit 

a given writer, this thesis is at the same time a study of skaz in Zoshchenko’s short 

stories of the 1920s. Consequently, my analysis has at times slewed towards 

definitions that help to explain his work, and away from definitions that do not. I 

cannot, for example, accept the definition of skaz solely as folklore, and consider that 

I have advanced convincing arguments in support of my case, yet one of the reasons 

that I reject it is that I am unwilling to accept definitions that accord the works of
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Bazhov, the utmost place in the pantheon at the expense of of Babel", Zamiatin and 

Zoshchenko, whose work is marginalised by the definition of skaz as folklore. 

Moreover, the political imperatives informing such a definition seem to me even more 

questionable than the threadbare logic that underpins it.

The definitions of skaz that seem both coherent and productive are

i) skaz enacts a confrontation between the literary and oral modes of 

communication.

ii) skaz is narrated in the popular language rather than the language of the literary 

norm. This tends to create the illusion that it is being narrated by a character.

iii) skaz is a form that comprises two levels: the oral and popular narrator, and 

implicit comment upon it by an authorial presence. Whilst it tends towards parody 

and irony, the author may attempt to efface himself completely so as to create a 

sincere stylisation.

iv) The interaction between these two levels may be complex. In any given work, 

the author may alternate between or straddle irony and sincerity.

Before setting to work on Mikhail Zoshchenko with the analytical tools fashioned 

here, we must first examine some of the previous uses of skaz. Consequently, in the 

next chapter I draw on these insights into skaz for an understanding of its use by 

Russian writers prior to Zoshchenko.
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Chapter III 

A History of Skaz

In the previous chapter we saw that skaz can be defined as a form of narration in 

which the narrator employs a language that deviates from the norm language of 

literary narration/ Whereas the overriding concern in that chapter was to examine and 

analyse the various concepts of skaz for their internal coherence, and consequently 

any reference to individual writers was necessarily in passing, in this chapter 1 intend 

to test these theoretical formulations of skaz against the use of skaz by a number of 

writers. In particular, 1 shall be employing the distinction between parody and 

stylisation, and attempting to see how well these terms describe the actual practice of 

skaz by authors prior to Zoshchenko who are mentioned in one or more of the critical 

accounts of skaz discussed above. At the outset it must be conceded that parody and 

stylisation can be further subdivided. Among the reasons why a writer might want to 

stylise the language of the people are an ethnographic interest in that language and 

mindset, an egalitarian sympathy for the down-trodden, a nationalist identification 

with one’s compatriots, and a love of the raw but poetic beauty of the language of the 

uneducated. Parodie skaz too may be employed for a myriad of purposes: a writer 

may want to invite laughter at a way of thinking or writing for political, social, or 

aesthetic reasons. Such parody may be part of an attempt to encourage a broader 

epistemological scepticism akin to Romantic irony. The possibility that skaz might be 

a mask adopted in order to avoid the censors also needs to be explored: the very 

ambivalence of skaz makes it an attractive, but at the same time a highly inefficient 

form for the encoding of satirical messages.

In writing this history, 1 hope to address a common weakness of the more extended 

accounts of skaz hitherto: they have been intended to describe one writer, and have 

consequently produced theoretical treatments of the term inadequate for even the 

briefest of histories of the uses of skaz narration.^ Although this is a thesis that
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focuses on Mikhail Zoshchenko’s use of skaz, it is also a thesis about skaz, the 

purpose of which is to bequeath a definition of the term adequate to a description of 

all its uses. This, it seems to me, can best be achieved by relating its most celebrated 

instances to one another in a chronological framework. In doing so I aspire not to 

reassess the various skaz writers, such a project would clearly be beyond the scope of 

a single chapter, but briefly to suggest avenues for the reassessment of their uses of 

skaz. In many instances, critics working with rather makeshift definitions of skaz have 

already perceived the dual possibilities of stylised and parodie skaz at work in a text 

by dint of the depth of their knowledge of its author, and their native insight.^ Where I 

perceive this to be the case I am only too pleased to recapitulate their analysis or 

restate it in more rigorous terms.

A further objective of the present chapter is to evaluate the claim that skaz is a 

deviation from the norm of literary narration. This can be best done by examining, 

even if briefly, the language of the individual writers who employed skaz. Moreover, 

in this chapter I propose to explore some of the ramifications of transgression of the 

literary norm for skaz and skaz writers. In particular, I shall seek to understand to 

what extent the choice of skaz narration implies a school of writing, to what extent it 

gravitates towards a given genre and how far it is possible to make statements about 

skaz that are applicable throughout different historical contexts. Literary techniques 

exist in specific historical and critical contexts, and an attempt to relate these 

questions to skaz entails reference to and a retelling of Russian literary history and 

some discussion of Russian literary criticism. In so doing I aim to test the claim made 

by Eikhenbaum and others that skaz consitutes an alternative narrative tradition to the 

novel."  ̂To rewrite or reassess Russian literary history in the light of skaz would 

clearly be a task beyond the scope of this thesis, and it is not my intention to 

undertake that labour here. Rather, so as to aid the understanding of skaz, I seek to 

relate skaz to the major commonly accepted trends in Russian literary history: i.e. to 

Reahsm and Symbolism, and to the cultural effects of the Revolution.
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The Literary Norm

As we saw in Chapter II, skaz was defined in the work of critics such as Titunik 

and Levin as deviation from the ‘unmarked’, norm language of literary narration. For 

Levin and Natalia Kozhevnikova, the notion of such a norm is based on the Russian 

term ‘literaturnyi iazyk’.̂  This is a concept of standard Russian that can encompass 

the spoken language and pronunciation as well as written Russian.^ As Levin has 

argued, in the nineteenth century both the norm language of literary narration and the 

standard Russian language gravitated towards the language of educated society.^ This 

norm of narration he calls ‘klassicheskoe povestvovanie’.

By contrast, skaz, according to Levin, is defined by its deviation from that 

linguistic and narrative norm. The deviations from the linguistic norm of the standard 

Russian language that occur most commonly in skaz are ‘prostorechie’, which may be 

translated as popular speech, and usages specific to regional dialects. Prostorechie is 

generally seen as a ‘coarse’ [grubovatoe] item of the spoken language of the Russian 

people, and often implies, town-dwellers. In contrast to dialect usages, prostorechie is 

not limited to the language use of a given region.^ These definitions employ the rather 

loose term familiar from Chapter II: ‘narod’, the people, and ‘narodnyi iazyk’, which 

can also be translated as popular language. As a class, rather than as a nation, the 

narod may be best defined negatively, as not meaning the gentry. It often seems to 

imply the peasantry, but does not have to. It can include the merchants, priests, and 

lower social classes in towns such as the proletariat. Moreover, someone from the 

narod could learn to speak and write the standard Russian language. Furthermore, 

educated society itself had many subclasses. Belinskii, for example was a 

raznochinets. Furthermore, the picture was in constant flux. Throughout the 

nineteenth century, the standard Russian language was evolving, constantly 

incorporating elements from other linguistic spheres, including prostorechie and 

dialect usages.^ This evolutionary process was accelerated many times over in the 

immediate aftermath of the Revolution, when the very notion of a standard language 

and the definition of it were open to question, as we shall see in Chapter V. However,
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during the 1930s, literaturnyi iazyk came to mean the standard Russian language, and 

became a rigidly normative concept employed to underpin the notion of a Realist 

language.

If skaz deviates from the linguistic norm underpinning ‘classical’ literary narration 

of the nineteenth century, as Levin and Titunik argue, then what are the ramifications 

of this deviation? What is its relation to the cultural forms and traditions that moulded 

and were moulded by that style of literary narration? That is to say, what is its relation 

to Realism and to the novel?

Skaz and The Realist Novel

Russian literature of the nineteenth century was dominated by the Realist novel. 

Yet there is no work of skaz that can be unambiguously classified as an example of 

the novel, and only with considerable critical effort can any example of it be 

classified as Realist. Skaz appears to represent an alternative current of narrative form 

to the Realist novel. However, before discussing the relation between the two, I 

should note that though I consider the term Realism helpful for an understanding of 

the nature of skaz and of its historical uses, the term is problematic, even in the 

historical sense in which I employ it, and must be handled with care. To this end, I 

shall address the question of the specific nuances of Realism in the Russian context. 

First, I intend to adumbrate the features of skaz that determine its problematic relation 

to the prescriptions of the Realist novel as such.

The essential contrast between skaz and Realism is one of narrative form. Realism 

strives to depict and hence depends upon the notions that telling leaves what is told 

unchanged and that the message or content is more important than its presentation. 

Indeed the narrative strives towards complete transparency. Christopher Nash, a 

contemporary critic, describes this well:

It positively invokes the conception that its ‘telling’ leaves what is told 

untouched. As a transparent medium (a window, a mirror) it has no qualities
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other than clarity. Since it claims to offer as its ‘subject’ a reality that is always 

already there, it disavows the influence of ‘form’ (discours) upon ‘content’ 

(histoire)}^

Nash argues that there was a deception in this technique:

there is an overwhelming (indeed overweening) deception lodged in the gap 

between a histoire concerning such characters, for whom existence may be as 

problematic as you please, and a discours that is as clear cut and reassuring as 

you could imagine.

In its pursuit of transparency, the Realist novel attempts to avoid drawing attention 

to the language in which it narrates. Indeed, even discussions of Realism, be they in 

the Russian or Western contexts, tend deliberately to avoid discussion of the language 

of narration. To give the appearance of formal transparency. Realism employs a 

normative, socially and regionally neutral, and therefore unmarked language, shifting 

all socially and regionally marked language to the speech of characters. J. P. Stem 

sees this language as a balance between a completely faithful record of the way in 

which people speak, which he calls naturalism, and the linguistic creativeness of 

poetic discourse:

The language of realism needn’t of course have the awful flatness of our 

conversation (...) On the other hand it will have to eschew the linguistic 

creativeness that is the hallmark of symbolist poetry, of the Joycean stream of 

consciousness, and the like. The verbal innovations it offers (...) will be 

infrequent and unobtrusive — realism avails itself of what is given in the broad 

spectrum of natural language as it avails itself of what is given in experience.
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By contrast, the skaz narrator adopts a colloquial, socially and often regionally 

marked language/^ This was not the language of the reading public of pre

revolutionary Russia, and as a consequence it tended to draw attention to itself and 

problematise the narrative rather than simply acting as a vehicle for the story. 

However, as Stern indicates, the use of such language might also serve the purposes 

of representation, by meticulously reproducing ‘the awful flatness of our 

conversation’. In other words skaz might also be used to recreate the way people 

actually speak, because the author values that language. This possibility, that of the 

stylisation of a socially marked language, has been eschewed by the mainstream of 

Realist writers in both Russian and Western European contexts. 1 suggest that their 

reason for doing this was a fear that it should hamper the task of representing an 

extra-linguistic reality.

In its striving towards transparency, the narrative voice of Realist fiction typically 

attempts to avoid all personality and partiality. As we have seen in Titunik, these are 

the traits of the characters, not those of the narrator. Personality in the narrator was 

seen as part of the Romantic heritage that Realism was attempting to overcome. The 

Realist text depends on the implicit assumption that:

since among the greatest obstacles to our perception of the truth is the 

complexity — and inclination toward parti pris — of each individual subjective 

consciousness and the diversity among the ‘subjectivities’ that compose human 

experience taken collectively, the greatest effort must be made towards the 

ostensibly most 'objective’ articulation of the data as possible (‘nothing but the 

truth’), with the minimal visible intervention on the part of the ‘teller.

Philippe Hamon’s analysis of the features of Realist discourse similarly stresses 

that in its efforts to present itself as a faithful and transparent record of reality, 

Reahsm eschews aU reference to the act of storytelling: it ‘takes a lot of trouble to
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conceal the place from which it speaks as well as its author’s pedagogical status’/^ 

He continues:

Realist Discourse, like pedagogic discourse, will in general reject reference to 

the process of articulation, and move instead towards a ‘transparent’ writing 

dominated only by the transmission of information. This leads to what could be 

called a neutralization or a detonalisation of the message, that is to say, to a 

symmetrical absence of participation by author and reader.

The skaz narrator, as we have seen, displays some of the features of a character. At 

an extreme pole he is a participant in his own story, and incapable of giving a 

balanced account: he forgets, digresses, concentrates on the peripheral at the expense 

of the central, and generally shows himself to be untrustworthy. As a consequence, 

the act of narration itself becomes problematic, and the narrator falls short of the 

neutral and reliable standard of Realism.

In doing this the skaz narrator sacrifices his claim to be an impartial mediator of 

the truth. He shows himself instead to be biased, unreliable and open to question. This 

characteristic of skaz makes it suited to parodie purposes. Here lies the essential 

problem of skaz outlined in the previous chapter: is the author adopting the mask of 

the skaz narrator because he sees that language and mindset as valuable in itself 

(stylisation), or is he adopting it in order to ridicule it (parody), implicitly demanding 

that we compare the substandard language and values of the skaz narrator with a 

linguistic or social norm? As we saw in Chapter II, in order to distinguish between 

parodie and stylised skaz we must attempt to ascertain the writer’s intentions in using 

skaz. What in his world-view or artistic project attracted the writer to skazl There are 

two ways in which we can do this. The first is an analysis of the skaz texts 

themselves. The second is an analysis of available extra-textual evidence about the 

writer’s own views and the prevailing climate of aesthetic thought. In tracing the use
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of skaz in Dal", Gogol", Leskov, Belyi, Remizov and Zamiatin I intend to use both of 

these methods, supplementing readings of the texts with extra-textual evidence.

However, before undertaking such an analysis, we must first consider the question 

of whether or not there is something specific to the definition, understanding or 

practice of Realism or the novel in the Russian context that would enable it to 

recuperate skaz as a part of that tradition. Donald Fanger, for example, has asked 

whether the distinctive quality of the Russian novel lies in the literary means by 

which it conveys its messages. This peculiarity would be a formal freedom, in 

particular in the handling of plot and in the deployment of the ‘narrative persona’, 

which he detects both in Evgenii Onegin and in Mertvye dushi}^ Fanger certainly 

seems to have a point, but although the notions of a free ‘narrative persona’ and a 

loose plot may describe some of the untrustworthiness of narrators in parodie skaz, 

they fail to describe the most significant aspect of skaz, and the feature that 

distinguishes it from Ich-Erzahlung and the ‘unreliable narrator’: its deviation from 

the norm language of literary narration. Consequently, although it does justice to 

GogoT’s Mertvye dushi, Fanger’s is not an account of the Russian novel that can 

assimilate skaz.

In the Russian context, as elsewhere, accounts of Realism often concentrate on an 

examination of the work’s perceived ideological content or the author’s ideology so 

far as virtually to exclude consideration of a text’s form. However, in Russia, this has 

had unusual and specific consequences: Realism’s association with the representation 

of lower social strata, or with the so-called ‘little man’ was attributed a lofty moral 

purpose, in particular the championing of a democratic cause and the criticism of 

shortcomings in Russian society. These intentions were imputed to Gogol", most 

influentially by Chemyshevskii. The effect of this was that he was interpreted as an 

archetypal Realist writer, despite his digressive and disruptive narrative form. 

Ultimately, this interpretive practice meant that if a critic could find ‘realist’ 

intentions in the writer and a corresponding content in his work, then any
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particularities of the narrative, including the narrator’s use of substantandard 

linguistic forms, could be overlooked. However, where such intentions were not in 

evidence, then the narrator’s excessive use of prostorechie would be condemned as an 

unhelpful or self-indulgent distraction. Through such critical practices, skaz could be 

accepted as Realist, but only where the author held, or was seen as holding, the 

requisite political views. Of the writers I shall discuss here, this was the case only 

with GogoT. This is indicative of the fact that the difficulties of tracing a Realist or 

even an ‘anti-Realist’ tradition in the Russian context centre upon interpretation of 

GogoT. We shall confront these difficulties below, in our discussion of that writer.

Russian Literature in the 1830s

Russian prose of the 1830s was in a state of flux, a fertile chaos in which disparate 

influences competed. The Russian reading public, its cultural institutions, and the 

Russian literary language, were still in a formative state. Literate society was 

animatedly debating the questions of national identity and the extent to which the 

imitation of foreign models was desirable for Russian literature and the Russian 

language. Realist fiction and the novel had yet to gain the dominant position they 

were to maintain for the greater part of the century. As most commentators have 

noted, skaz comes to the fore in periods in which the literary language is undergoing 

radical change/^ It is no surprise, therefore, to see the first uses of skaz in Russian 

literature coming in the 1830s, initially in the works of writers such as Bestuzhev- 

Marlinskii (1797-1837) and DaT, before before being employed by GogoT.

DaT

Vladimir DaT, like many of the writers who have employed skaz, had a strong 

interest in ethnography and lexicography. However, none pursued this interest so 

consistently as DaT who published a universally acclaimed dictionary of the Russian 

language, collections of proverbs and articles on the Russian dialects. DaT’s use of 

skaz is highly folkloric and can be seen as part of his general interest in ethnography.
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Indeed contemporaries caUed his works ‘poeticheskaia etnografiia’.̂  ̂His is the most 

unambiguous case of sympathetic stylisation. We can find ample evidence of DaK’s 

zealous desire to bring written Russian more in line with the spoken idiom of the 

people:

Ho cjiOBaM  B. H. R a j ia ,  eM y , c u t e  p eô cH K y , B c e r n a  K a3a jio c L  crp aH H tiM , oT H ero  

9T0 j h c h h ,  non yH H B u iH e o ô p a so B a H H e , r o B o p a r  n o -p y c c K H  n e  T a x , x a x  ro B o p a T  

npocT O jiiottH H L i. Ein^e 6o n e e  CMy crp aH H o 6b ij io  t o ,  peHB n p o cT o iiio tm H O B  c  

ee c B o e o 6p a 3HBiMM oôopO TaM H  B c e r a a  h c h t h  o T jiiw a j ia c B  KpaTKocTfcio, 

OKaTOCTBK), acHOCTfcK), cnpeti,ejTHTe.nBHOCTbK) H B HOM Ô B ino r o p a a a o  ô o jiB u ie  

)KH3HH, H6M B aSBIKC KHIDKHOM H B aSBIKC, KOTOpBIM POBOpaT OÔpaSOBaHHBie 

nioK H . H  OH noHioÔHjT n a p o H H y io  peHB.

Dak wrote:

E rcte B K o p n y c e ,  n o j iy c o sn a T e jiB H o  sa M e n a j i a ,  hto Ta p y c c x a a  rpaM M aTH xa, 

n o  KOTopoH ynH jiH  n a c  c  noM ou^B io p o s o r  h c e p e ô p a n o H  T aôaxep K H , hh ô o jiB in e  

HH M eH Buie, K ax B3%op H a B3% ope, n e n y x a  n a  n e n y x e .  K o n e n n o ,  a  T o r^ a  n e  mot 

e n t e  noHHMaTB, hto p y c c x o H  rpaMMaTHXH h a o  chx n o p  n e  ÔBiBajro, hto Ta 

n e n y x a ,  x o T o p y io  30B yT  « p y o c x o H  rpaMMaTHXOH», c o c T a B n e n a  n a  ny>KOH j ia a ,  

c o o 6p a 3H o CO BceM H IleT poB cxH M H  H p e o 6p a 30BannaM H : n eH B yn en n B iH ,

neHccjieaoBanHBiH b ero 3axonax )khboh a3Bnc B3ajiH aa n BTHcnyHH b
22jiaTHHcxHe paMXH, cxjieennBie neMeaxHM xneeM.

With both his scientific and literary work, Dak attempted to redress this 

imbalance. In 1832 he published his first collection, on the basis of which he has been 

called a skaz writer: Russkie skazki, iz predaniia narodnogo izustnogo na gramotu 

grazhdanskuiu perelozhennye, k bytu zhiteiskomu prinorovlennye i pogovorkami 

khodiachimi razukrashennye kazakom Vladimirom Luganskim: piatok pervyÛ^ This
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included stories such as ‘O I vane molodom serzhante, udaloi golove, bez rodu, bez 

plemeni, sprosta bez prozvishcha’ and ‘Novinka-dikovinka, ili Nevidannoe chudo, 

neslyshannoe divo’. These were free adaptations of folktales, in other words, folkloric 

stylisation. They have a personalised narrator who addresses the readers at the 

beginning of the cycle. As the collection progresses this narrator fades from view.

The language of these stories is an idealised folkloric speech. Some years later, DaT 

said of this collection:

He cKasKH caMH n o  c e 6 e  6 bijih  m hc  Ba>KHLi, a p y c c K o e  cjio bo , KOTopoe y n a c  b 

TaxoM  aaroH e, nro eM y n e n t s a  6 bijto n oK aaaT tca b  jhohh  6 e a  o c o 6 o r o  n p e n n o r a  

H n o B o n a  — cK aaxa nocjTy>KHJia n penJioroM . 9  a a n a ji c e 6 e  aanany noanaxoM nTB

SeMJiaKOB CBOHX CKOJlLKO-mïÔyjïB 0  napORHBIM 5I3BIKOM H rOBOpOM, KOTOpOMy 

OTKpBiBajica TaxoH BOjiBHBiH p a s r y j i  h  lu n p o x n n  npocrop b  n a p o n n o n  cKaaKe.^"^

DaT’s ‘Russkie skazki’ are an example of a borderline case between folkloric 

stylisation and skaz. The authors of Poetika skaza see DaT’s stories as examples of 

folkloric stylisation, and certainly the language and imagery of these stories is that of 

folklore, but, as we have seen, what interested DaT was the language of the Russian 

people. He chose the folkloric form, because he could not find any other suitable 

form.

In the 1840s DaT’s work can be seen as closely related to what was called the 

Natural School. The aim of the writers that have been loosely associated with this 

loosely defined school of writing was generally to present man as representative of 

his social class and environment, and to reproduce his speech accordingly. DaT 

produced works such as Denshchik and Peterburgskii dvornik, which are examples of 

the physiological sketch, the Natural School’s most characteristic form. On the whole 

though, these are not properly skaz, but nearer to Free Indirect Discourse, with the 

neutral narrator in both stories incorporating more and more of the characters’ words 

into his own voice, and explaining the meaning of the more obscure terms that he
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uses. In this period he also produced stories. A good example is ‘Vakh Sidorov 

Chaikin’. This is the autobiographical story of a character who was an orphan brought 

up by aristocrats and taught to read and write. It is explicitly presented as written, but 

the language is not that of the standard written language, and the narrator’s position 

affords the reader an insight into the suffering of the Russian people. Though 

unambiguously written, the language in which this story is narrated is a strange 

mixture of written and popular conversational codes that makes it skaz.

Like that of his earlier works, the language of these sketches and stories is rich and 

interesting, but tends to work to the detriment of their artistic value. Belinskii in 

particular doubted that DaT could handle plots.^^ Indeed, few, even the most 

sympathetic commentators, such as MeLnikov and GogoT, are willing to claim that 

DaT had a great literary talent. Chemyshevskii in particular was hostile to DaT, and 

objected to his use of prostorechie as excessive. For Chemyshevskii, DaT’s language 

hindered the tme purpose of stories about the people, in that they disrupted the 

transmission of information: ‘iz ego rasskazov ni na volos ne uznaesh" nichego o 

russkom narode’.̂  ̂Soviet critics followed Chemyshevskii’s lead and criticised DaT’s 

verbal exuberance.^^ As a result, DaT was seldom published or discussed over the 

Soviet period. DaT’s use of skaz was unacceptable to both Chemyshevskii’s and 

Soviet accounts of Realism.

DaT appears to be the clearest possible example of stylised skaz narrative. From 

the evidence of his skaz works themselves, and from the profound and sincere interest 

in promoting a deeper knowledge of the Russian language to which his literary and 

academic work attests, it is evident that his intention in writing his skaz stories is 

never to parody the language or its speakers.^^ Few of the other practitioners of skaz 

present so straightforward a case.

GogoT

The discussion of Nikolai GogoT’s work must be central to any consideration of 

skaz in the context of Russian literary history. His first uses of skaz are the cycle
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Vechera na khutore bliz Dikan'ki (1831). It is in the context of the unstable state of 

the Russian literary language of the 1830s that Gogol" produced a style that combined 

many disparate elements including native Ukrainian folk-art influences, particularly 

the Cossack ballads [dumy], and the comic style of Laurence Sterne. This 

combination of native oral and Western written influences runs throughout GogoL’s 

skaz works. In order to define the style of Gogol"’s skaz, I propose to look at the early 

Vechera na khutore bliz Dikan'ki (hereafter Vechera ) and the later ‘ShineL’.

There are a number of narrators in Vechera. As Rudyi Pan "ko explains in his 

preface, he has collected and published the various stories, none of which are told by 

him. Rudyi’s prefaces are the most parodie and comic component in the stories. He 

attempts to perform the role of mediator between the world of the storytellers of 

Dikan"ka and the reading public. He performs this task ineptly, forgetting that he is 

addressing readers who have never been to Dikan"ka: ‘Vot, naprimer, znaete li D"iaka 

dikan"skoi tserkvi, Fomu Grigor"evicha?’̂  ̂In the terms established above, in Chapter 

n, he is so deeply embedded in the oral mindset, where the audience are present in the 

same place at the same time as the speaker, that he finds it impossible to adapt to the 

written form, and a readership unfamiliar with Dikan"ka. Rudyi’s style is colloquial 

and he is clearly intimidated by the educated panich in a pea-green kaftan who tells 

stories ‘vychurno, da khitro, kak v pechatnykh knizhkakh!’̂  ̂Rudyi's lack of 

familiarity with the written form is also signalled by his digressions: ‘Odnako zh, chto 

ia V samom dele razboltalsia?’^̂  and his forgetting what he wanted to say (or write): 

‘Da, vot bylo i pozabyl samoe glavnoe.’̂  ̂In their mixture of oral and written codes, 

his prefaces are a good example of skaz. The purpose is quite clearly parodie: we are 

not to understand this narrator’s style as one to emulate or admire, and it seems safe 

to assume that Gogol" could have written a competent, serious preface if he had 

wanted to. Adopting the mask of Rudyi Pan "ko for the preface serves a purely comic 

end. He is certainly not a folkloric narrator, nor is he a competent literary narrator or 

ethnographer. Rather, he is a corrupted, fallen folk narrator; one that is inept because 

he is neither properly folkloric nor properly literary.^^
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None of the other narrators is so clearly individuated as Rudyi Pan "ko. The other 

two who are identified are Foma Grigorievich, the clerk of the DikanTca church, and 

the panich in a pea-green kaftan. Their tales also enact a confrontation between oral 

and written codes, but in a far less obtrusive manner. Foma Grigor"evich, whom we 

might assume to be literate given his profession, tells three stories: ‘Vecher nakanune 

Ivana Kupala’, ‘Propavshaia gramota’ and ‘Zakoldovannoe mesto’. None of these 

stories particularly bears the imprint of his personality, although ‘Zakoldovannoe 

mesto’ and ‘Propavshaia gramota’ are both stories about his grandfather, and both are 

prefaced by conversations where he is asked to tell a story. He tells the stories 

competently and the focus is more on the supernatural events of the stories than on 

the narrator’s personality. They are stylised skaz, since they are clearly even more 

lexically and syntactically colloquial than the other stories, and told in substandard 

language, but not so as to parody or discredit the storyteller. The humour is 

overwhelmingly situational and not at the expense of the narrator’s language. The 

same is true of ‘Vecher nakanune Ivana Kupala’, except that here Foma 

Grigorievich’s story is introduced by another narrator (we assume him to be Rudyi) 

who tells us that Foma never repeats the same version of a story. Foma tells his story 

in response to a printed version of it that he objects to, disputing the attribution to 

him: ‘Kto vam skazal, chto eto moi slova? (...) Tak li ia govoril?’̂ "̂ It seems that there 

is something about the printed word that he objects to. This may be its immutable 

nature, given that he always changes his stories when retelling them.

The introduction to this story also suggests that we have already heard a story from 

the panich with a pea-green kaftan. Since ‘Vecher nakanune Ivana Kupala’ is the 

second story in the collection, this is presumably a reference to ‘Sorochinskaia 

iarmarka’. This story is told in a highly oratorial or lyrical style. It is alone among the 

stories for exposing the supernatural as based on a misunderstanding. It seems 

possible to argue that the narrator, who is clearly an outsider at the ‘evenings’, and 

eventually turns out to be a commissioner, takes the distance to the supernatural we 

would expect from a more educated person.̂ '** The other story in the collection that
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contains no elements of the supernatural is ‘Ivan Fedorovich Shpon'ka i ego 

tetushka’. This story is said to have been written down for Rudyi Pan "ko by Stepan 

Ivanovich Kurochka. Here the language is far more standardised and even-flowing 

than in the rest of the stories, and there are far fewer ukrainianisms. As with the other 

stories, the narrator is not a character in the story. Some of the humour, however, is at 

the narrator’s expense: for example, he thinks that Ivan Fedorovich has achieved a 

great deal by becoming a lieutenant after over 20 years’ service. In sum, the interplay 

between oral and literary codes is a constant theme in Vechera, but it is through the 

mask of Rudyi Pan "ko that this interplay is exploited to particularly comic effect.

Vechera was written at a time when exotic regionalism and gothic horror were 

made fashionable by Romanticism. Although Gogol" wrote these stories in an attempt 

to profit from a popular vogue, there is a great deal of evidence as to his genuine 

interest in folklore and ethnography.^^ They present a world in which the supernatural 

permeates the lives of the characters. It is related without any distance from the 

plausibility of these claims, since the narrators appear themselves to believe in the 

existence of the stories’ spirits and demons.^^ The absence of parody and resulting 

lack of distance between the narrator’s and author’s viewpoints makes Vechera an 

example of stylised skaz. Moreover, the language, including that of the narrator, is 

permeated by colloquial and substandard language, particularly Ukrainian influences, 

but this is not done for humorous effect. Overwhelmingly GogoT is in sympathy with 

the language and the world-view of the stories. The language seems to have been 

introduced for its rich expressive power and vivid colour. The mentality of the 

characters is also one GogoT has sympathy with and reproduces so as to create a 

nostalgic atmosphere of rural idyll consistent with his conservative nationalism. 

Except in Rudyi Pan "ko, neither the language nor the mentality is being parodied.

There is no doubt that Vechera is an example of skaz. The question remains of its 

relation to Realism. Chemyshevskii does not accord these stories the pride of place 

that he assigns ‘ShineT’ and Mertvye dushi. They seem not to have the ingredients he 

was to extract from those works in order to proclaim them ‘Realist’. However, some
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Soviet critics have been more tenacious than Chemyshevskii. One standard history of 

Russian literature, though it concedes the ‘romantic’, ‘lyric’ and ‘subjective’ narrative 

style of the cycle, still manages to term them Realist.^^ It does this through the skilful 

manipulation of terms such as ‘narodnost"’ and satire, both of which Soviet critics 

associated with Realism. In particular the term narodnost' is useful here, since it 

refers to a national and class collective, which, as we have seen, Soviet critics saw as 

the subject-matter of the Realist method. Thus it is used so as to permit the 

interpretation of the skaz narration as expressing a content of narodnost':

OcHOBBiBasi cBoe noBecTBOBaHHc He na (j)OpMax lODDKHoro cnuw, a na

yCTHOM «CK2L3C», Ha >KHBOM pasrOBOpHOH pCHH, YorojiB HaHÔojiec nojrao

- 39BBipa)Kaji HapoHHBiH xapaKTep caM oro coHep>KaHHfl cbo hx  noBecTCH.

Yet narodnost' is not Realism. If narodnost' were Realism, all works of folklore 

would be Realist, but they are not termed so even by the most ingenious Soviet 

critic’s most flexible use of the term. We now find ourselves in the territory occupied 

by Fed" and others in the previous chapter. For such interpretations, the value of skaz 

lies in the fact that it is folkloric and therefore partakes of narodnost', and at the same 

time relates to simple, everyday themes and plots rather than the legendary and heroic 

subject matter of much folklore. Though this makes skaz doubly acceptable to 

orthodox Soviet criticism, it still does not make it ‘Realist’.

Nevertheless, there is an aspect of skaz that is described by such accounts of 

Gogol" as a Reahst: in stylising, skaz aims at reproducing the language of the people. 

In other words, it may strive to represent a certain sort of language, and in doing so 

may be interpreted as rejoining Realism. However, as we have seen, typically 

Realism is suspicious of verbal exuberance, and does not normally interpret 

representation to mean to reproducing the speech of the narrator too accurately where 

this entails deviating from the norm language of narration, since this is normally seen 

as detracting from the representation of more significant ‘realities’, termed the work’s
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content. Gogor is a special case, and is granted special leeway because his later work 

was more plausibly termed Realist. Such allowances were not made for Dak.

Clearly, the interpretation of Gogol" presents almost as many problems for a 

history of skaz as it does for histories of Realism. A major reason for this is the 

vagaries of Russian criticism of the time and the subsequent influence 

Chemyshevskii. Finally, Gogol"’s own evolution and contradictory sensibilities give 

grounds for a broad spectrum of interpretations. As Vinogradov put it:

TBOpHecTBo r o r o j i a ,  B iiH T aB inee b  c e b a  a jie M e ir r t i p a 3H o p o ju n > ix , aa>Ke 

ZtHaMCTpajiBHD n p o T H B o n o n o K H B ix  jn rrep aT yp H L ix  Tpafl.Hii.HH h  C B o eo ô p a a H o  h x  

n p eT B o p H B u iee , M o r jio  fl.aTb o n o p y  pasH ocTopoH H H M  xyfl.o>KecTBeHHLiM

40HanpaBjieHHaM.

‘Shinel"’ is a still more egregious example of this problem. The story has a special 

place in the history of skaz, as a result of its designation as such by Boris 

Eikhenbaum, in his groundbreaking article. Eikhenbaum’s choice of ‘ShineT’ was 

quite possibly determined polemically by the fact that in Russian literature the story is 

more famous for its supposed championing of the cause of the ‘little man’, and its 

privileging of content over form. The critics primarily responsible for this 

interpretation were Chemyshevskii, and to a lesser extent, Belinskii. Chemyshevskii 

in particular claimed that the sole purpose of every element of narrative form in the 

story was to evoke sympathy for Akakii Akakievich."^  ̂This interpretation established 

‘ShineT’ as a cornerstone of the Russian Realist tradition. The reinterpretation of 

GogoT began at the end of nineteenth century. What interested the Symbolists, and 

subsequently the Formalists, were precisely those elements of GogoT’s art that 

Chemyshevskii ignored: GogoT’s extravagant use of language and his deployment of 

a narrative mask.

However, there are more substantial objections to the definition of ‘ShineT’ as 

skaz. A number of commentators have pointed out that it is explicitly a written story.
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and not a spoken one/^ Moreover, the narrator is neither a clearly defined character 

nor is his speech particularly that of the people. However, in its repeated digressions, 

its garrulous colloquial style and inept narration it does have the feel of an oral 

narrative. Furthermore, like the narrators of Vechera, the narrator of ‘Shinek’ 

recounts supernatural events without questioning or distancing himself from them. 

Nevertheless, it is probably more accurate to see skaz as one element in ‘Shinek’, as 

Robert Maguire has done, rather than to see the story as a skaz narrative as such.^^ 

Skaz is one means by which Gogok draws attention to the narrative itself and the 

narrator at the expense of the story that is being recounted. The skaz elements in the 

story function parodically, to create humour at the expense of the character and of the 

narrator. The narrator is less rustic than Rudyi Pan "ko, but no less inept and comic. 

“ Shinek, is parody, but it is not quite parodie skaz.

Gogok is typically seen as riven by conflicts between his didactic aims and his 

comic gift, between his irony and his lyricism. It is unsurprising then that this brief 

examination of his use of skaz finds an analogous dichotomy between the sincere 

stylisation of the language and mindset of the people and a mocking parody of that 

mindset and that language in Rudyi Pan "ko. In both cases Gogok’s prose slows the 

reader down and draws attention to its own style of narration, rather than to the story 

being related. In doing so he developed in his stories a powerful mine of formal 

resources for subsequent Russian writers not content with the mainstream of Realist 

fiction.

Chernyshevskii’s interpretation of Gogok blinded readers to his idiosyncratic style 

and made him the forerunner of Realist prose fiction. Chemyshevskii encouraged 

writers to emulate the model of Gogok rather than Pushkin, by giving precedence to 

subject matter over s ty le .T h is  emphasis was a principal feature of the literary 

Realism that dominated Russian literature in the coming years, from approximately 

1855 to 1880, an era that witnessed the publication of some of the greatest novels of 

the century.
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In a period dominated by this polemical interpretation of Gogol", it is not 

surprising that when Dostoevskii made his literary debut, he did it by rewriting 

‘Shinel"’. In fact Dostoevskii's Bednye liudi humanises Gogok's tale and better fits 

the image Belinskii had made of Gogol". Bednye liudi is a novel in letters in which 

the characters’ use of language serves to characterise them. However, though their 

language is individuated, neither Makar nor Varvara use a substandard, vernacular 

Russian. This is the pattern with Dostoevskii. His narratives often employ character- 

narrators to refract information, but always his purposes are psychological and 

ideological. Though elements of Dostoevskii’s work have been interpreted as skaz, 

the language that the character-narrator uses rarely exceeds the bounds of standard 

Russian.Consequently, the language is never an issue in itself, nor is it an explicit 

indicator of class.

In the period of the flowering of Russian Realism, however, the writers who 

sought primarily to employ colloquial forms from beyond the standard Russian 

language were not the famous novelists. The playwright Aleksandr Ostrovskii ( 1823- 

86), and an actor who frequently appeared in his plays, the short story writer Ivan 

Gorbunov (1831-96), significantly extended the possibilities for the use of the popular 

language in this period. However, the one outstanding prose writer of this period who 

employed skaz extensively was Nikolai Leskov.

Leskov

Leskov began his literary career in the period immediately after the 1861 

emancipation of the serfs. Literary and political life of the time was dominated by 

debates over the question of the Russian peasantry. The most influential intellectual 

figures of the time in St Petersburg were university-educated aristocrats prone to the 

idealisation of the peasantry. Leskov was a provincial with a more modest formal 

education than his literary contemporaries, and was not attracted to such abstractions. 

Skaz for Leskov was a form in which he could stress his advantages over other writers 

in his practical knowledge of the Russian people and their language. It also suited his
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need to debunk idealised and abstract representations of the peasants. Moreover, in 

striving to avoid the novel genre, in which he felt out of depth by comparison with 

more erudite writers, he needed to find alternative forms. Once adapted to his ends, 

the skaz short story became his genre.

Leskov was writing at the height of literary Realism. His use of skaz was to adapt 

it to Realist characterisation. Most of Leskov’s skaz stories are frame narratives in 

which a narrator, sometimes identified as the author, and always someone who uses 

standard literary Russian, meets a character, who is usually a peasant, and always 

someone from the people. This character tells their story in their own words, which 

are not the standard Russian language, but include all sorts of substandard usages, 

dialectisms, archaisms and so on. This character’s story forms the inner part of the 

frame narrative and dominates the work. Leskov argued that he introduced this 

unusual language in order to make his characters more true to life: ‘my peasants [talk] 

like peasants, upstarts from their ranks and mountebanks talk a deformed jargon (...) 

All of my heroes and myself, have our voices.

Zapechatlennyi angel and Ocharovannyi strannik are good examples of this form 

of skaz. In Zapechatlennyi angel (1873), the story starts with impersonal narration. 

This sets the scene of travellers taking shelter from a snowstorm and starting up a 

conversation about guardian angels. This leads to one of the travellers telling a story 

about having seen a guardian angel. This story is a skaz story in which the narrator, an 

Old Believer and art-connoisseur, is the main participant. The language that he uses is 

not standard literary Russian but a richer, more archaic language. Clearly this 

language is not introduced with a parodie intention, but not solely in order to render 

the characterisation more effective. It is also employed for its intrinsic beauty. Leskov 

clearly adored the language of the Russian peasantry for its richly suggestive poetry.

In a letter of 1888, he wrote:

B OpjioBCKOH H TyjiBCKOH ryôepHHSx, Kpecn.aHe roBopaT yHUBnrcjiBHO 

oôpaaHo H MeTKO. Tax, nanpHMep, 6a6a He roBopur o My>Ke «oh Mena jhoôpit», a
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roBopHT «OH Mensi «ajieeT». BaayMaHrecB, h bbi yBHflnre, kbk 9to hojiho, 

ne)KHo, TOHHO H acHo. My» o npnaTHOH »eHe ne roBopHT, hto ona eMy 

«noHpaBHjiacB», oh roBopHT «ona no bcom MticiiaM npHiima». CMOTpHTe onaTt.,
47Kaxaa a c n o c T t  h  n o j in o T a .

Indeed, McLean argues that the narrator speaks an idealised language and that the 

effect of the language itself is arresting:

The archaic, bookish vocabulary and forms make this voice from a cultural 

past come ahve. It is as if the icon itself began to speak. The effect is 

incantatory, almost hypnotic. It is, to be sure, idealized language, like the person 

who uses it and the story itself; no nineteenth-century Old-Believer would have 

spoken so perfectly in character."^^

We are thus invited to admire the power and charm specific to this language, an 

emblem of a Russia which is not that of the reader. The narrator is able and 

trustworthy: he even gives us the option of a naturalistic explanation of the miracle.

At the same time the fact that he is the main protagonist in his own story gives it 

immediacy. Moreover, he knows that his world is unfamiliar to his listeners, and so 

he interprets it for them, by, for example, explaining the Old Believers’ attitude to 

icons. In a sense then, he performs the task that Rudyi Pan To set himself: that of 

introducing a world distant from the reading public’s normal experience. The 

difference is that Leskov’s narrator is not a comic figure and so does this 

competently.

Ocharovannyi strannik (1873) is a Leskov story where skaz is used in a similar 

way. Again the language serves to individuate the portrait of the narrator-character 

and to give the story the immediacy of oral narration. As in Zapechatlennyi angel, 

there is something admirable in the narrator’s language: here it is its vigour, the 

energy of an extraordinary life. This is not a parody. However, the narrator’s language
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does create some comic effects. An example of this is his description of himself as a 

‘connoisseur’ or ‘koneser’, by which he means someone who knows about horses 

‘koni’. This is a ‘popular etymology’, the misuse or mssification of a foreign term. 

Whilst here this device serves to create a little joke at the narrator’s expense, without 

discrediting him, Leskov was later to employ such devices widely in his skaz stories 

for parodie purposes.

An example of this is Voitel'nitsa (1866). This story is another frame narration. 

Here the skaz narrator, Domna Platonovna, is a procuress and a meshchanka who 

attempts to use the language of the upper classes, but fails. An example of this is her 

reference to someone being pregnant as ‘ona v svoem marriazhnom interese’."̂  ̂The 

linguistic distortions that litter her speech serve, in the first instance, to characterise 

her as a meshchanka pretentiously striving to seem refined. They are one of the means 

by which Leskov parodies Domna Platonovna’s desire to present herself as 

respectable despite the unsavoury reality of her activities.

However, here there is something else at work besides the straightforward Realist 

characterisation through distinctive language. McLean has pointed to another aspect 

of this use of language in the story:

Domna Platonovna’s speech is thus individualised by specific regional and class 

features that place her in a geographic and social context, anchor her in a 

specific linguistic environment. But Leskov goes a step further. Domna 

Platonovna’s idiosyncratic oddities of speech take on an independent aesthetic 

value, irresistibly attracting attention to themselves. The reader is forced to 

change the focus of his eye: he no longer merely perceives the characters and 

the action through the glass of language, but finds himself admiring the patterns 

and colours of the glass itself.

This ‘making stylistic texture an end in itself’ was condemned by the Realist critics 

of the time, whose aim was ‘optimum transparency of style’. A s  a consequence.
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Leskov’s artistic achievement was not appreciated until after his death. Even then 

there have been many who have seen his language as excessive or gratuitous.^^

As we have seen, Domna Platonovna’s language is parodie, and hence distances 

the reader from her, alerting him to the unreliability of her account. Once aware that 

her story is distorted in her telling of it, the reader can separate her interpretation from 

what actually happened. This creates the two opposing perspectives, or two voices 

that were earlier said to be characteristic of skaz: we can choose whether to 

sympathise with her or with her victim. However much we find her actions repellent, 

Domna Platonovna’s worm’s eye view of the world seems nearer the truth than the 

romanticised perspective of her victim. Each perspective corrects shortcomings in the 

other. This gives the story a certain ambivalence that prefigures Zoshchenko’s use of 

the form.

Leskov was further to exploit the potential ambivalence of parodie skaz in 

probably his most famous short story: ‘Levsha’ (1881). This work is narrated by an 

impersonal narrator whose language is extremely untrustworthy. This is signalled in 

his reporting of speech: the Tsar is made to speak the same colloquial and popular 

idiom that the narrator speaks, and by the use of popular etymologies. Examples of 

these are ‘kleveton’ for feuilleton, ‘melkoskop’ for microscope and ‘kavriL’ for 

quadrille. These strange made-up words function in a number of ways. First of all 

they serve to characterise the narrator as lacking in education, as someone from the 

people, and as having a disdainful and badly informed attitude to all things foreign. 

They are also of intrinsic value as humour, in part because they have a certain truth, 

and make us see things in a different way: di feuilleton may well be an article full of 

calumnies [klevety\, and a quadrille could be a dance upon a carpet [kover].

Though they characterise the narrator and express a certain tmth, the function of 

these popular etymologies is parodie. They distance the author and reader from the 

narrator’s unreliable language and consequently from his views. Warned by these 

distortions, the reader can adopt a different attitude to the events of the story from that 

taken by the narrator. Where the narrator approves of Platov, his violence towards
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subordinates and his xenophobic, aggressive patriotism, the reader can see a parody at 

work, and discern a quite different attitude on the part of the author. This reading of 

the story is encouraged by the plot, in which the English appreciate the left-handed 

craftsman’s talents more than the Russians do. Reading in this way we see two 

mutually contradictory perspectives at work in the story, the explicit parodied views 

of the narrator, and the implicit parodying consciousness of the author. In other 

words, Leskov employs a garrulous narrator to create what Bakhtin calls ‘double

directed discourse’. This of course depends on the narrator describing an experience 

or imparting information that contradicts his own interpretation of that experience or 

information. In doing this, ‘Levsha’ exploits the inherent duality of skaz for satirical 

ends. An anonymous reviewer of the time picked up on this:

The entire tale appears to support Mr. Aksakov’s theory about the supernatural 

capacities of our people, who have no need of Western civilization; but at the 

same time it contains within it a very sharp and malicious satire of that very 

theory.^^

Unfortunately, few critics understood the work so subtly. There was a huge 

misunderstanding when the work was first published with a framing prologue in 

which Leskov claimed that he copied the story down from the words of an old 

armourer from Tula, whom he met in Sestroretsk.^"  ̂Critics took Leskov at his word, 

and mistook the parody for a real oral legend. At the same time he was condemned or 

praised for the narrator’s views, in particular his xenophobic nationalism. McLean has 

highlighted this contradiction:

Readers who thought the story a pure transcription of folklore could not 

acknowledge the double perspective, though they still inconsistently ascribed to 

Leskov views expressed in the story of which they disapproved. Thus the
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problem of the story’s origin became integrally bound up with the question of 

moral interpretation/^

The danger that readers fail to appreciate the ‘double perspective’ is a problem that 

seems to dog works of skaz, reaching particular intensity in the case of Zoshchenko. 

However, Leskov is partly responsible for the critical confusion. The work 

camouflages its message well, since we know that parody is at work, but we cannot 

be entirely sure how far the parody goes. McLean relies on biographical and extra- 

textual data for his interpretation of the work as an expression of the author’s despair 

at the state of Russian society, which was presented in an oblique form so as to avoid 

censorship.'"’̂  McLean accepts that it failed to make its point, and in writing of another 

skaz story by Leskov, Polunoshchniki, he argues that it is a ‘serious technical 

difficulty of the skaz' that readers may not interpret the story as the author intended.

It would seem that skaz is not well-suited to the making of such polemical points, 

because there is too great a danger that the underlying message will not be perceived. 

Skaz, in other words, makes the already difficult task of discerning the author’s 

intention in a work harder still, yet more important than ever.

In this light, it seems possible to see the choice of parodie skaz in ‘Levsha’ as 

motivated by Leskov’s deep ambivalence towards his country, an attitude that 

McLean has characterised as ‘a violent oscillation of the emotional pendulum 

between love and exasperation or d e s p a i r T h e r e  is something endearing about the 

language and even many of the attitudes of the narrator: his intolerance of the Tsar’s 

infatuation with all things foreign is not wholly unjustified. Unlike GogoT, the parody 

here is social, and for a satirical purpose: what absurdity there is not part of the 

essential nature of things, but an absurd way of doing things that could be changed.

Leskov developed skaz immensely, producing in ‘Levsha’ a highly ambivalent 

form combining parody and stylisation, the two inherent possibilities of skaz 

narration. It is Leskov’s most challenging use of the form. At the same time, the 

stylised skaz of his frame narratives present examples of the rich possibilities of the
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spoken language of the common Russian people. Whilst Leskov in these stories 

adapts skaz in part to the demands of Realist fiction, at the same time, in the highly 

colourful language of his narrators, he exceeds the boundaries of what was acceptable 

in Realist form, by problematising the process of representation. This was not 

appreciated by critics of the time, but made him extremely attractive to Symbolist 

writers looking for a native Russian prose tradition free from the strictures of 

Realism.

Skaz and Modernism

The skaz form reached its apogee in the period from 1905 to 1925. This is also the 

modernist period. There are a number of aspects of the skaz form that made it 

attractive to writers of that era. The most salient of these are its undermining of stable 

narrative authority and consequent problematisation of the process of representation, 

the privileged status it accords language over and above narrative itself, and its 

compatibility with parody and an ironic stance. In these ways the formal properties of 

skaz suited a number of the major concerns of modernist writers.

Modernism is invariably described as an art of crisis, an art that responds to a 

historical and cultural crisis perceived from the late 1890s.^^ Thought in general in 

this period shared the feeling that something fundamental had changed, and a general 

sense of instability. Science had offered certainty in the nineteenth century, but now it 

too had become a source of radical scepticism. In particular Einstein’s theory of 

relativity argued that no law or observation can be universally reliable, but depends 

on the position of the individual observer. This profound sense of upheaval entailed a 

questioning of the means by which reality was apprehended and tended towards a 

rejection of ‘the positivistic mode of cognition that relied on the surface reality of 

empirical facts subject to Realistic representation’.̂  ̂It had wide-ranging effects on 

the very form of artistic expression. It was:
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the result of and the reaction to a crisis of authority which affected every sphere 

of activity in Western Europe and America in the late nineteenth century — 

political, philosophical, scientific and artistic. At the artistic level this was a 

crisis of confidence in the authority of the author or creator. Where the 

Romantic poet had been convinced of the truth and value of what he had to say, 

his modern counterpart could only see the absurdity of such a posture.^^

This radical questioning of the processes of representation tended to mean a 

rejection of the idea that the language of narration could be transparent and a 

problematising of the status of the author and his authority. One of the ways in which 

skaz was useful as a narrative method suited to the new sensibility was that it 

refracted reality through the point of view of an observer-character, or even a 

character-participant. In so doing it narrated in a more palpable way than had 

previously been done. Natalia Kozhevnikova noted that the history of narrative form 

in the nineteenth century was the gradual side-lining of the author’s subjectivity and 

the increasing dominance of the point of view of the character.^^ This tendency 

became more marked as the century drew to a close. Chekhov is illustrative of this, in 

that his so-called ‘objective’ technique, from around 1886, is one of Free Indirect 

Discourse in which the authorial voice is dominated by the language and perspective 

of the character.^^ Skaz develops to an extreme this tendency for the author to leave 

perception and ultimately narration to the characters.

Another consequence of this new sensibility was the widespread abandonment of 

the attempt to mediate reality through a language that aspired towards the condition of 

transparency. Stern sees Modernism’s exaggeratedly self-conscious use of language 

as one of the ways in which it upsets Realism’s balance. He attributes this directly to 

Modernism’s crisis-conscious sense of meaninglessness:

Finding nothing significant to retrace, literature is now faced with the novel task 

of having to create meanings, as it were ex nihilo. It turns away from realism to
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writings determined by other kinds of balance. The documentary, the literatures 

of solipsism, of symbolism, and of language consciousness are alternatives in 

which the elements of world, self, meaning, and language respectively assume 

dominant, value-creating roles.^

One aspect of Modernism’s heightened language consciousness was its use of 

parody.^^ As a two-planed discourse of language about language, parody draws 

attention to language and further serves to question the notion of a transparent 

medium in the process of representation. Skaz too, as a use of language that draws 

attention to itself, was also attractive to modernist writers. Szilard sees the attraction 

of skaz, and the related form of omamentalism, as part of a general striving in 

European Modernism to:

TpaHc^opMM posaTB poMaHHyK) n p o a y  aa cneT  ti>yHKii.HOHajiBHoro npeodjianaH H si 

cu o B a  Hapt ueiiBK) co6 bithh  h  pacKpBisaiom H M Hca b  h h x  nepcoHa>KaMH.^^

Similarly, Patricia Carden sees omamentalism as synonymous with Modernism in 

Russian prose.^^ This claim needs to be tested against a more careful consideration of 

modernist currents in Russian literature.

Skaz and Symbolism

The initial current of Russian Modernism was Symbolism. In the movement’s final 

stages, in the aftermath of the 1905-07 Revolution, the Russian Symbolists moved 

away from exclusively lyric forms, and became interested in forms capable of 

exploring questions of history, Russia and the people. For some this meant a turn 

from poetry to prose. There was nevertheless an enduring hostility to the Realist 

novel. The quest for a language-conscious prose form adaptable to the Symbolists’ 

poetic vision unearthed GogoT and Leskov, the tradition of skaz that had been 

obscured and marginalised by Realism.
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Z. G. Mints has analysed a shift in Russian Symbolism’s attitude towards myth. 

Prior to the 1905 Revolution, the Symbolists were concerned with myth in Christian 

or Western demonology, and myth in Western and Russian literature. Moreover, they 

were interested in the myths themselves as expressions of a metaphysical truth. After 

the 1905 Revolution they turned their attention to Russian and Slavonic pagan 

folklore. Their attitude to these myths was quite different. They now sought truth not 

in the myths themselves, but in the popular, archaic or national world-view reflected 

in the myths.^^ This interest coincided with a general boom in folklore scholarship 

from the late nineteenth century, and increasingly rapid industrialisation that worked 

to undermine the traditional societies that underpin folklore.

Skaz enabled the Symbolists to explore folklore, the popular mentality, and popular 

speech, whilst retaining the freedom to experiment that might be sacrificed in more 

rigorous forms of folkloric stylisation. Aleksei Remizov made the most extensive use 

of skaz in this period, but Andrei Belyi was first to employ it.

Belyi

Before turning to skaz, Belyi attempted to create an innovative prose form closer to 

music in his Symphonies. These works attempted to disrupt the normal continuity of 

narrative time and space in order to suggest a reality beyond these dimensions. In 

1909 Belyi published Serebrianyi golub'. This work was part of his response to the 

Symbohst crisis referred to above. Whereas in his previous work Belyi had assumed 

that art would impart a mystical experience that would transform each individual 

reader, the exploration of the problem of forming a transformative community led 

Belyi towards skaz and ultimately towards the novel. The prose model that Belyi 

attempted to adapt to his purposes was that of GogoT, about whom he had written a 

work of literary criticism earlier that year.

In Serebrianyi golub skaz is one element of the narration and is linked with the 

the village of Tselebeevo and the religious community of the Doves. Other elements, 

such as the life of the aristocrats, are narrated in a more neutral, standard Russian.
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Thus the narrative manner changes in accordance with what is being depicted. The 

skaz part of the narration is not fully personalised, but a disembodied ‘we’, a kind of 

voice of the countryside and the village. The language is a highly stylised version of 

peasant speech, tending towards the ornamental in its inclusion of many literary 

expressions as well as more colloquial and popular usages. When nature is described 

in this voice it is often made animate, and the uncritical reporting of rumour is 

reminiscent of GogoT’s ‘ShineT’.

Such devices are all part of the stylisation of peasant speech used to create a 

certain atmosphere, a generalised image of the Russian countryside, in which the 

miraculous is still possible. The skaz element of the story has something of Rudyi 

Pan T o’s introduction: it includes digressions and apparently irrelevant information. 

Moreover, like Rudyi, it forgets that it is written and invites us to ask the priest’s wife 

if we do not believe that Tselebeevo is a wonderful town.^^ Yet the overall purpose of 

this style is not comic. Instead it appears to be a sincere stylisation of the oral speech 

of a peasant: the narrator’s language and mentality are not being parodied. However, 

since the skaz narrator is not the only voice in the story, but one of a number, it is 

clearly not being presented as an authoritative way of seeing the world, not invested 

with ultimate semantic authority. Instead, we arrive at the truth of what is occurring 

by piecing together information gleaned from the various voices, none of which is 

completely trustworthy. Belyi seems to be attracted to skaz both for the evocation of a 

certain mentality, and because its untrustworthy narration suggests that the ultimate 

truth is inaccessible. Belyi’s use of skaz undermines narrative authority after the 

manner of parodie skaz, but for purposes more typically associated with sincere 

stylisation.

Nevertheless, skaz was not central to Andrei Belyi’s literary work: only this one 

element in one of his prose works can be called skaz. The most significant use of skaz 

by a Symbolist was in the work of Belyi’s contemporary, Aleksei Remizov.
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Remizov

Aleksei Remizov’s whole fictional work is permeated with the use of a form of 

skaz. This appears to be part of project to russify the Russian language in an attempt 

to gain access to a more essential, primitive consciousness marginalised by the 

rationalised, europeanised, standard written language. His explicitly formulated 

artistic project and world-view are intimately bound up with his use of skaz.

Remizov’s skaz is most definitely stylised; he is never parodying the language of 

his narrator, and not suggesting that we compare it with the standard Russian 

language. Remizov wanted to make the literary language more dynamic, to introduce 

‘chat’ [viakan'e] into it:

Haao paapyÔHTt, BCTpaxnyrt, nepcBecTH na >KHByK) pent — BLiroBapHBaa cjioBa

BceM rojiocoM h aaMetmsi KHiDKHoe paaroBopHBiM. Hnane becuBCTHBie 4>pa3i>i,

70He cBeTflmHeca cjioBa h KopoTBiiiiKa mbicjib.

This was an extremely conscious project with Remizov, and he named DaT,

GogoT and Leskov the writers who had succeeded in making the Russian literary 

language talk, and whom he wanted to emulate.

There are no frame narratives in Remizov, nor is the skaz narrator in Remizov 

personalised, indeed the language is infinitely more complex and more musical than 

the language of any really existing person’s colloquial speech.^^ Indeed, Remizov is 

difficult to read, even for the educated. Often the voice of the narrator and that of the 

character intermingle in forms of Free Indirect Speech. Moreover, the narrator 

habitually sees nature as animate, so that the boundaries between man, nature and 

thing are also blurred. Language itself seems to be more a fact of nature than a man- 

made object. Where Realism placed man at the centre of the world through its rational 

causality, individuated characters and strong psychological motivation, Remizov uses 

skaz to suggest that life has an ungovernably tragic course and man has no more 

power over it than inanimate objects do. This narrator ultimately appears not to be a
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human voice, but the voice of life itself. At the same time there seems to be a tension 

between the rich and beautiful expressive power of his language, and the gloomy 

vision of the world it articulates:

As with other writers of the Silver Age, Remizov’s primitivism was one of 

the manifestations of twentieth-century anti-rationalism. By exploring the 

child’s and the primitive’s sensibility, Remizov was able to challenge rational 

cause-and-effect relations and present a view of the world as illogical, 

inexplicable, and ungovernable. He was also attracted to primitivism because he 

valued its poetic and imaginative qualities.^^

Greta Slobin sees in Remizov a belief in the regenerative power of language that 

counterbalances his tragic view of existence.^^ Certain stories certainly counterpose 

the language and the world. This tension is thematically explored, for instance in 

Tsarevna Mymra (1908), which dramatises the fall from a rural childhood accessible 

in dreams into the betrayals and corruption of the urban and adult world. Yet there is 

scant evidence of language’s regenerative power in Remizov’s work. Most of 

Remizov’s other works, despite their stylisation of the folkloric world, do not suggest 

that it is more innocent or pure. The cycle of evil is already present in the traditional, 

folkloric world of Zanofa (1907), where a woman is accused of being a witch and 

murdered on the strength of mmour. This vision of the world is unrelenting. In works 

like Pozhar (1906), Petushok (1911) and Krestovye sestry (1910), Remizov suggests 

that neither social revolution and technical progress, nor the pursuit of love and 

personal advancement will redeem either the individual or the world from this cycle 

of evil. His rejection of linear progression in favour of cyclical plots, and the 

repetition of motif are further expressions of his hostility to the notion that time 

progresses for the better. Remizov may be called a primitivist, but this is not because 

he believes the primitive world-view to be more innocent or pure. Rather he believes
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it to be free from illusions as to the powerless and inherently evil nature of man, 

summarised by the refrain from Krestovye sestry: ‘Chelovek cheloveku brevno’7^

Remizov’s work belongs to a period in which Symbolism, as we have seen, 

retreated from its more ambitious claims as to the transformative power of art. 

Symbolists initially sought to challenge and disrupt the reader’s expectations of 

temporal and spatial continuity so as to suggest a higher reality. Remizov disrupts the 

expectation of Realist narrative form and transparent narrative discourse, but suggests 

no higher reality. This development of Symbolism was to be further developed by his 

successors such as Shmelev (1873-1950), and in particular Zamiatin, into what was 

called ‘Neo-Realism’.̂ ^

Zamiatin

In his 1922 essay ‘O sintetizme’, Evgenii Zamiatin described his prose as Neo- 

Realism, a synthesis of Realism’s everyday subject matter with Symbolism’s distance 

from the wo r ld Wherea s  in Symbolism this distance was the result of a belief in a 

higher reality, Neo-Realism’s distance was characterised by irony. This was a 

subtractive generalised irony towards the value of apparent reality, motivated 

primarily by an awareness of the instability of a world subject to abrupt and 

bewildering technological and social change. Zamiatin found Remizov’s skaz style 

readily adaptable to this purpose.

In the initial period of his literary career, from his literary debut in 1908 to 1917, 

Zamiatin’s work was dominated by skaz. Paradoxically, given his world-view, 

Zamiatin uses skaz in these works, not to represent a world racked by change, but one 

of stasis and stagnation that resists all change. Typical of this is Uezdnoe (1912). In 

this work, Zamiatin employs the impersonal but colloquial narration of a member of 

the provincial town. The voice of this insider, sympathetic to the values of this 

community, dominates the narration and suggests the closed circle of a corrupt 

society hostile to dissent and change. The story’s episodic structure, a common 

feature in skaz, also de-emphasises action and adds to the atmosphere of stagnation.
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Zamiatin, like Remizov, exploits the power of skaz to portray an unbroken cycle of 

evil. However, from the philosophical purposes of Remizov he turns it to more socio

political purposes, in which the vicious circle might be broken by an act of revolt or 

moral courage, but is not. Zamiatin is not interested in the genesis of evil, but in the 

question of revolt. In this sense, Uezdnoe is the tragedy of an outsider, a potential 

rebel, who is all too easily reintegrated into the routine and corruption of the 

community.

As with Remizov, Zamiatin’s narrator has a rich vocabulary, access to the 

characters’ inner thoughts which are often rendered in Free Indirect Speech and he 

occasionally uses literary devices such as images and repetitions. But whereas with 

Remizov such motifs work to reinforce his unremitting vision of inescapable evil, the 

images in Zamiatin at times suggest an authorial comment on this world. A good 

example is the image of the ‘kamennaia baba’ at the end of the story, which suggests 

the complete dehumanisation of Baryba, the main character. This image is revealing 

as to a further contrast between the two writers: Zamiatin uses this image of primitive 

art as an emblem of a stasis that can implicitly be broken.

Zamiatin also uses directly parodie skaz. The narrator inadvertently exposes the 

society’s attitude to religion whilst apparently taking a sympathetic view of it: 

‘prikhozhanka ona byla primernaia, bogoboiaznennaia, khorosho platila’.̂  ̂The 

narrator’s small town distaste at political events occiuring elsewhere in Russia and for 

newspaper reports of them is also satirised in the context of the story:

Kax rasera noHHraTt — c yMa cxojiaT. IIoHecTt, ckojibko bckob >khjih, Bora 

tiosuiHCfc, u,apa hthjih. A Tyr — xax ncLi c irerm copBajiHci), npocTU YocnoKH 

(...) a y Hac nycraxaMM bthmh pasHLiMH h nexoraa sannuaTtca.̂ ^

However, Zamiatin cannot be taken as implying that the neutral, standardised 

Russian language is more trustworthy than that of his narrator. The representatives of 

the metropolitan world in Uezdnoe are every bit as repugnant as the provincials. As
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Alex Shane has argued, despite his negative attitude to the provincial world of 

Uezdnoe, Zamiatin does seem to be attracted to the expressive power of its language: 

‘the provinces provided him with numerous colloquial and regional expressions to use 

in renovating the literary language’/^ It could be added that the elliptical syntax of

the oral narrator is also attractive to him, as can be seen in his later fictional works
, 80 and essays.

Zamiatin then in this work, and throughout the skaz work of this earlier period, 

creates a strange mixture between the stylisation of the language of this provincial 

world, the expressive power of which he admires, and the satire of its mentality as 

vitiated, venal and vegetative. In other words, both sympathetic stylisation and parody 

are at work in Zamiatin’s use of skaz, even in the same work.

With each of these three writers who employ ornamental skaz, there is a use of 

skaz to suggest the powerlessness of man, and his lack of control over his language. 

The impersonal, but highly stylised language of the narrator is used to imply that it is 

not man, but nature talking, and that the human being is at the mercy of an indifferent 

environment opposed to change, and which is far more likely to change him.

Although both Remizov and Zamiatin use ornamental skaz to create this all-pervasive 

linguistic environment, for Remizov, man’s helplessness before this environment is 

an atemporal existential condition, for Zamiatin, his lack of power is the result of the 

wrong way of organising society. In Chapter IV I shall discuss Zoshchenko’s use of 

the technique of ornamental skaz which he inherited from these writers, and in 

Chapter V II aim to examine the extent to which Zoshchenko is able to use his 

predominantly narrator-participant skaz so as to suggest a predicament in which 

language rebels against its user with tragi-comic results.

Skaz after October

It is the dominance of skaz, and the related form of omamentalism, in the 1920s 

that particularly concerns us.^’ As one critic said at the time: ‘Tiagotenie k skazu
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iavliaetsia obshchei chertoi sovremennoi prozy.’̂  ̂Skaz was also first defined and 

discussed by literary critics in this period, as we have seen. The question we must 

answer is precisely what aspect of skaz attracted writers in the early 1920s and to 

what purposes they put it. In seeking a response, I shall also examine the major skaz 

theorists’ accounts of this dominance, where they have discussed this question.

While, as we have seen in the more general discussion of Modernism, it was not 

only in Soviet Russia that forms such as skaz became attractive at this time, most 

Soviet critics have seen the widespread use of skaz in this period as a particularly 

Soviet phenomenon, a reflection of the increased power of the workers and peasants. 

Rybakov, for example, argues that writers from the peasants and soldiers, having been 

through the war, and knowing not only the people’s language but also their way of 

thinking, turned to skaz in order to make known the events of the people’s life, the 

Revolution and the Civil War, in their own language and through their own eyes.^^ 

The problem with this view is that it assumes skaz either to be literary expression of 

the people by the people, or when the writer was, like Zoshchenko, from an 

intelligentsia background, to be a self-effacing stylisation. The possibilities of a 

double-voiced skaz, which uses the language of the people, but takes a certain 

distance to it, are ignored.

NataTia Kozhevnikova also argues that writers turned to skaz in the 1920s as an 

attempt to represent the profound social changes that had occurred.^^ Writers chose a 

narrator who would refract the new situation through both the language and mindset 

of a given social group. Implicitly the chosen social group would be the peasantry or 

the workers. This broad picture, though similar to Rybakov’s, better fits the historical 

facts in that it accepts that writers who were not of peasant or proletarian backgrounds 

consciously chose the form and the viewpoint of a peasant or a worker.

Belaia attempts to assess the general change in style that occurred in the first years 

after the Revolution.^^ The break in tradition that many have said to be an essential 

factor for the flourishing of skaz, she sees as due to a distrust of the Russian literary 

tradition as irrelevant to the new post-revolutionary world. Writers felt there was a
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sharp divide between bookish discourse and the language of everyday currency. As a 

consequence, writers like Vsevolod Ivanov, Nikitin and Zoshchenko chose to trust 

their experience of life rather than the literary tradition. The traditional, many-sided 

literary representation of the world appeared too passive and contemplative for the 

representation of the dynamic events of the time. Instead, writers chose forms of a 

more interpretive character, where the authorial evaluation of events dominates.^^ At 

the same time they attempted to create the impression of the authenticity of the 

narrated event by conducting the narration from the point of view and in the language 

of a participant or a voice that sounded like that of a participant in the events. In 

writing of Fedin’s Anna Timofeevna, Belaia stresses that here the authorial (i.e. the 

impersonal narrator’s) speech is constructed according to the patterns of the popular 

and conversational speech of the inhabitants of the town. Previously such language 

had only been admissible in the speech of characters:

BcKope TaKaa ({)OpMa noBecTBOBaTejiBHDH peHH, rue 3a cnoBOM omymajica ero 

npoTOTHn — cnoBo repoa, rp;e cjiobo repoa rocnoacTBOBano, noHHUHaa ce6e 

na>Ke asTopoKyio pent (sa KOTOpoH ao Tex nop Bceraa npHsnaBanocB npaBO na 

«nocjieaHee cjiobo»), m e — 6onee Toro — cjiobo repoa cTanoBHjiocB ochobhbim 

sjieMeHTOM KOHCTpyxuHH, cTajia BocnpHHHMaTBca KaK HOBaa xyno)KecTBeHHaa 

CTpyxxypa.^^

Reality is here seen from a single point of view rather than by an authoritative and 

objective narrator who can switch between a number of given points of view. In other 

words the character gains independence from the author and takes over. Belaia simply 

describes this phenomenon and does not ponder the analogy it suggests with the 

events of the Revolution. The shattering of the stable hierarchy of an impersonal, 

authoritative, authorial voice employing the standard literary language, and an 

unreliable, partisan character speaking dialect, evokes the razing of hierarchy enacted 

by the Revolution itself. All revolutions subvert authority, and leave in their wake an
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attitude of suspicion of it for some time. The supplanting of the author by a 

character-narrator may well be linked to the suspicion of authority in all its forms.

Yet the discourse of the character was by its very nature unreliable. The language 

of the people was not suited to the establishing of a new authority. As Lunacharskii 

noted, it was inadequate to the expression of the complex political ideas that had now 

gained currency.^^ Hence skaz was gradually marginalised, since it was suited to the 

undermining of authority. In literature, as in life, a stable hierarchy was reestablished. 

From the late 1920s onwards, the transparent narrative voice of the novel regained its 

primacy.

Eikhenbaum takes quite a different view of the reasons for the rise of skaz in this 

period. He examines the rise of skaz since 1905 as part of a process of the evolution 

of literary genres rather than an attempt to represent social upheaval. Eikhenbaum 

sees the novel as the highest achievement of literary culture and maps the path of the 

novel from spoken to truly written f o r m s . I t  reached its apogee in the 1870s, since 

when it had been disintegrating into its two constituent parts. These two components 

are the very process of narration on one hand, and plot, character and description on 

the other. The novel’s plots and descriptive power have been usurped by cinema. 

Lesser forms, including skaz, became dominant because they give full rein to 

storytelling, the distinctively verbal form of narration. The nineteenth-century 

tradition of skaz in GogoL and Leskov that had been marginalised by the dominance 

of the novel is seen as coming to the fore in the prose of skaz writers such as 

Remizov, Zamiatin, Zoshchenko, Vsevolod Ivanov, Leonov, Fedin, Nikitin, and 

BabeL.

Eikhenbaum sees this disintegration of purely written forms, and hence the 

dominance of skaz, as a result of the ‘mad’ but ‘creative’ character of the epoch 

expressing itself in the elemental oral language, in opposition to the ‘museum’ of 

written culture: all artists are improvisors, but written culture forces the writer, against 

his inclinations, to choose one variant and to ossify that choice. Eikhenbaum argues 

that all narration is inherently oral. The short story, of which he sees skaz as a form.
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retains a far greater residue of the primitive narrative art, where all tales were 

improvisations, and plots were just an outline to be elaborated as the storyteller went 

along. Skaz, he writes, is an

ocBoôoïmeHHe ot Tpaonmra, cBaaaHUbix c iiHCBMeHHo-neHaTHOH KyjiBTypoH, h 

B03BpameHHe k ycrraoMy, )KHBOMy siatiKy, BHe cba3h c KOTopBiM 

noBecTBOBaxejiBHafl npoaa mokct cycmecTBOBaxB h pasBHBaxBca tojibko

91BpeMCHHO H yCJTOBHO.

There is a distinct note of celebration in these articles, a kind of dizzy fascination 

with the eruption of elemental forces similar to that of Aleksandr Blok. Indeed these 

reflections as a whole bear a strong imprint of their time. The idea that cinema spelt 

the end of the novel was an apocalyptic overestimation of the former’s power, and 

more than a little wishful thinking on Eikhenbaum’s part. Moreover, whilst 

Eikhenbaum expected the rise of new written forms, the precursor of which he saw in 

Zoshchenko’s ‘Strashnaia noch"’,̂  ̂Russian prose was in fact just about to turn back 

to the novel.

Nevertheless, if we take skaz to be a form of narration in which the written 

language recreates certain elements of what it perceives to be the oral mode of 

narration, it seems legitimate to ask whether the situation of artists in the immediate 

aftermath of the Revolution made this aspect of skaz attractive.

One aspect of skaz that may have been attractive to writers in the early 1920s was 

its manner of fictionalising its readership. A number of accounts have linked the rise 

of skaz to the perception of a break in literary t radi t ion.A literary tradition is at least 

in part a way of fictionalising the readers of l i terature.In a situation where writers 

perceive that tradition to have been broken, there will consequently be an uncertainty 

as to the identity of the readership, and their expectations. This is a situation peculiar 

to print cultures, since all written forms are ways of fictionalising readers: the oral 

narrator can always see his audience and hear and react to any objections to his story.
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Skaz is a way of fictionalising the reader as a listener, and the author as storyteller. It 

falls back upon the most basic narrative situation of all, because the literary tradition 

has collapsed, or has been rejected as an expression of a now discredited bourgeois 

culture.

Oral culture was not only uncorrupted by bourgeois literary culture, but more in 

keeping in certain respects with the collectivist ethos of the Revolution. Ong points to 

the fact that in English, ‘audience’ is a collective noun whereas ‘readers’ is a plural 

and ‘readership’ an abstract concept. Skaz, which typically addresses its readers as if 

they were listeners, invites them to imagine themselves as members of a collective 

that is listening to a live performance. It pretends that it is not a printed work being 

consumed, as all written works are, in isolation, but an oral performance at which all 

are immediately present. It pretends to be dynamic and to be occurring before our 

eyes and ears. This dynamism too creates the illusion of a speaker who has not had 

time to digest fully the momentous events of the Revolution, but is reacting to them 

almost as they happen.

This can be seen as a part of Modernism, a final phase of it in the Russian context. 

However, this is all just an illusion. Skaz is a written form destined to be consumed in 

isolation by individual readers, and is as mediated and distant from events as any 

written form. This discrepancy leads us to suspect irony even where none was 

intended, i.e. even in examples of self-effacing stylised skaz. Some writers were 

undoubtedly attracted to skaz for the ironic potential of the discrepancy between its 

two levels. It was a form in which they could adopt a verbal mask and pretend to be 

interested and concerned with the Revolution and the people, while in fact adopting 

an ironic distance to it. Moreover, the difficulty in telling parody from stylisation in 

skaz made it ideally suited to a bewildered writer not sure how to react, since it could 

express both enthusiasm and cynicism simultaneously. Victor Erlich argues that it 

was precisely this ‘integrated ambivalence’ that attracted writers in the 1920s as a 

way of distancing their inner turmoil and evading the censors:
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To an early Soviet writer seeking to come to terms imaginatively with 

unbearably stark and conflict-producing realities, [skaz] offered obvious 

advantages in view of its potential for distancing the subject and muting the 

authorial effect. '̂"’

Although, as we have seen there were a wide variety of reasons why a writer might 

be attracted to skaz in this period, Erlich’s point is nonetheless a convincing one. 

However, skaz as a response to a contradictory situation and skaz as a means of 

outwitting the censors are different, since the former suggests an interest in masks for 

their own sake, and the latter implies a firm purpose achieved through the use of a 

mask, after the model of the so-called Aesopian language. Nevertheless, in the 

conditions of censorship and political repression obtaining at the time, a writer was 

unlikely to admit that their intent had been ironic or parodie, even if it had been. 

Consequently, skaz in this period becomes more ambiguous. Now more than ever 

before, it is difficult to tell the sincere stylisation from the parody of the language of 

the people.

Throughout this brief history of skaz, we can see that both parody and stylisation 

have been at work. Bakhtin’s account of the term, developed by Titunik, Levin and 

Natalia Kozhevnikova appears to have been able to describe its uses by the writers 

discussed here. However, a writer often employs both forms of skaz. Indeed, there are 

often parodie and stylised elements at work in a single example of skaz. This history 

has suggested that, in this regard, these critics’ treatment of the term needs to be 

revised.

In this short history we have also been possible broadly to see that skaz is a prose 

form that has existed in tension with or in opposition to the Realist novel. It should 

now be possible to make some general statements about the sorts of reasons why a 

writer chooses skaz rather than the novel. It seems that a writer seeking to transmit a 

message, or a clear ideology, to create extended narratives, and represent the world
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transparently and economically is unlikely to turn to skaz to further those objectives.

If he does do this, he may find that skaz disrupts his intentions , as McLean argued 

happened with Leskov. A writer may choose skaz for the purpose of stylisation, to 

introduce hitherto neglected forms of the Russian language into literature. To a 

greater or lesser extent, this is true of all of the writers discussed here. Yet deviation 

from the norm language of literary narration is implicit in the use of skaz, and in such 

cases, parody is never far away. This seems to be why skaz is better at debunking 

certainties than at affirming them. In many cases it suggests mystery, ambivalence 

and blind-spots in knowledge. It privileges the fragment and typically serves satirical 

or irrational and mystical ends. Consequently, it has been most extensively exploited 

by writers with Romantic or with Symbolist affinities. Even Leskov, who does not fit 

either pigeon-hole, employs skaz to tell stories about people with a belief in the 

supernatural, or for satire.

In each case that we have examined, each of the various writers has put skaz to a 

purpose that was integral to an artistic vision. We must now examine the nature of 

Zoshchenko’s skaz: was it stylised or parodie, or a mixture of the two? Why did he 

choose to use skazl Moreover, we must assess the ways in which he adapted skaz, in 

the form in which he inherited it from the writers I have analysed above, and bent it to 

his own design.
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Chapter IV

The Evolution of Zoshchenko’s Art: Early Work

Our analysis of the nature of skaz and review of its previous uses has equipped us to 

understand what is specific in the way Zoshchenko uses it, and should help us to 

ascertain his purpose in employing the form. At the same time, the analysis of 

Zoshchenko’s work should aid us better to understand the skaz form. Zoshchenko is the 

most extreme example of certain possibilities inherent in skaz^ Hence to define the 

specific nature of his work is to understand skaz better. In order to delineate the specific 

nature of Zoshchenko’s use of skaz, we must first chart the evolution of his distinctive 

skaz form.

Zoshchenko’s most significant and original literary works were the short stories and 

feuilletons he wrote after starting to contribute to the satirical press in late 1922. Whilst 

the mature work is characterised by a certain ambivalence, Zoshchenko’s work up to 

that point was far more straightforward, and predominantly divided into two groups. 

The first group comprises works set in the countryside, which are predominantly skaz, 

and often employ a narrator-participant. The intent in such work is predominantly 

satirical, and the skaz is overwhelmingly parodie skaz. The second group is formed by 

works with an urban setting, predominantly St Petersburg (then Petrograd). These 

stories display signs of the expressive racy urban idiom of Zoshchenko’s post-1923 

work. However, this language is incorporated through an authorial voice, which is not 

tied to the hnguistic register or the perception of any one character. In other words this 

language is introduced through the use of ornamental skaz. In this period then, 

Zoshchenko keeps his use of skaz for parody and satire quite separate from his use of 

skaz for the expressive value of the language, by restricting them to distinctly different 

forms. His post-1923 work blurs such boundaries by employing skaz for the purposes 

of both parody and stylisation.

Nevertheless, a number of the themes and preoccupations that were to dominate his 

most successful short stories are already discernible in his early work. Though
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Zoshchenko’s most significant development of the skaz form came with his work on the 

satirical press, some of the later developments are prefigured in this earlier work.

Zoshchenko’s Early Unpublished W orks 1914-1921

Prior to the publication of Rasskazy Nazara Il'icha, gospodina Sinebriukhova in 

December 1921, Zoshchenko had already been writing for at least seven years. His 

earliest surviving story is ‘Dvugrivennyi’ (1914). Its importance is underlined by the 

fact that it is the only one of the stories of this period that he returned to later. ̂  In this 

story, an old woman at church thinks she sees a 20-kopeck piece, and in order to get 

hold of it bows to the ground, as if from pious devotion. What she thought was a coin 

turns out to be spittle. The narration is impersonal, and we see things initially from a 

neutral point of view and then from the old woman’s own point of view. The language 

is completely standard, and nothing in the technique points towards the style of 

Zoshchenko’s later short stories. However, here we can already discern a pattern that 

was to be repeated in the later work, whereby self-interest and the concrete are shown to 

underlie an action that initially appears to be motivated by a more worthy, abstract 

purpose. The satirical charge of the story lies in the unmasking of hypocrisy. Here 

religious devotion is portrayed as a mere appearance masking self-interest. In his later 

work however, this suspicion of anything that claims to be beyond pettiness and self- 

interest came to be reworked in more subtle ways.

The works and even letters of this period are divergent in style, but increasingly hint 

at Zoshchenko’s gift for quickly reproducing a style.^ This talent was commented upon 

by Kornei Chukovskii. Chukovskii at this time ran a studio for would-be literary critics 

under the auspices of the Vsemimaia literatura publishing house. In his memoirs, he 

describes how Zoshchenko developed this ability into a capacity to stylise or parody a 

style almost at will.^

This gift for stylisation and parody was soon to find a specific target that was to serve 

Zoshchenko for the production of his finest work. In the meantime Zoshchenko was 

attracted to hterary criticism and wrote a number of articles in which he presented 

contemporary Russian literature as polarised. On the one hand there was the
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intelligentsia, who were moribund and individualistic. In Zoshchenko’s view Boris 

Zaitsev (who was to emigrate in 1922) typified them. On the other hand there were 

healthy but destructive collectivist barbarians. They were typified by Vladimir 

Maiakovskii. Zoshchenko praised Maiakovskii in a number of articles at this time for the 

innovative energy of his neologistic language. He saw this language as raw and 

primitivist rather than futurist."  ̂Zoshchenko was clearly attracted to the energy of 

Maiakovskii’s personahty as well as to his language. It was to serve as an inspiration for 

his own experiments in producing a literary idiom rich in expressive energy.

Another model for Zoshchenko’s linguistic innovation was Aleksandr Blok. Marietta 

Chudakova has underlined the importance of the poetry of Blok for Zoshchenko, and 

particularly Dvenadtsat'^hich., she argues, Zoshchenko saw as a turning point in 

(Russian) literature, and the work which first opened his eyes to the possibilities of 

skaz:

O h  yBH îteji b H eii peiiiHTenLHoe HaMeneHHe B cero  crp o fl m n e p a T y p t i ,  e e  

siaBiKa. Hy)KHG, He aBTopcKMe r o j io c a . T ax peimrrejiBHO BBetteH H ue b noBM y, no- 

HOBOMy o cB em jiH  B R pyr b o 3 M o * h o c th  c x a a a . ( .. .)

He BBejteHHe pasroBopHOH h  ByjitrapHOM penn — b T e x  h jih  h h b ix  Macurradax 

— B cTpoH noBMBi, a 3aMemaHH6 eK) ronoca nogra — b o t  h t o ,  bm hhm o, dnjio 

Han6oJiee ch h bh bim  BnenaTjieHMeM SonteHKO o t  no3MBî

It seems to me that whatever the effect of Dvenadtsat', it was not immediate: the 

decisive turning point in Zoshchenko’s stylistic development came later. However, the 

effect of Dvenadtsat' v̂ 3iS certainly important in attracting Zoshchenko towards the 

language of the people and in raising the question of how that language should be 

represented in literature. Blok’s poem uses the language of the people in a completely 

new way. Previously Russian writers had tended to use the image of the people and 

their language as a form of the picturesque, and as part of an exploration of national 

identity. GogoT and Leskov used skaz narrators, but there the language of the people is 

that of the peasantry, and the settings are rural. In Blok’s poem the people are violent
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urban revolutionaries. Their language and world-view occupy the centre stage of the 

poem, banishing the intelligentsia to its margins and threatening them with destruction. 

If this example was ultimately important for Zoshchenko, it still took him some years 

before he was to find a genuinely new form, distinct from the examples of Remizov and 

Zamiatin, in which to represent these people and that language.

Zoshchenko’s Early Published Work

For the most part Zoshchenko’s early stories were published in literary journals, 

such as Krasnaia nov', and are much longer than the typical stories of the period from 

1923. They are also more overtly literary than Zoshchenko’s post-1923 stories and 

continue to use skaz as it had tended to be used by previous writers: either as a way of 

representing the peasantry or as omamentalism.

This period was one in which Zoshchenko was part of the ‘Serapion Brotherhood’ 

of writers. They were formed on 1st February 1921, and their apogee came in 1922: in 

May they published an almanac and in August, their manifestos.^ This group’s main 

defining characteristic was a concentration on the formal aspect of literature, on how it 

was written as opposed to what it said. Their concern with technique owed much to the 

thinking of the Formalist critics: their theoretician, IFia Gruzdev, had been a student of 

Eikhenbaum and Tynianov. Skaz was a form that a number of the Serapions employed, 

for example Fedin, Kaverin and Nikitin. Zoshchenko’s initial literary experiments and 

first attempts in the skaz form can be related to this context. However, none employed it 

so extensively and so innovatively as Zoshchenko, and his use of it was not typical of 

the group. Rather, they tended to employ ornamental skaz, continuing to use the form 

broadly as Zamiatin had been using it before the revolution.

Though Zoshchenko published ‘Viktoriia Kazimirovna’, part of Rasskazy Nazara 

Il'icha, gospodina Sinebriukhova, in the May 1922 Serapion almanac,^ his association 

with the group soon became extremely distant. Moreover, by 1923, their influence was 

waning and, despite the ongoing crisis of Soviet literature, Zoshchenko was beginning 

to find a style he could call his own.^
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Whilst his first published stories were Rasskazy Nazara II 'icha, gospodina 

Sinebriukhova (1921)^ (hereafter Sinebriukhov) he had in fact already written other 

stories that were only published after that work. For example, ‘Ryb'ia samka’ (1923) 

was composed in November-December 1920, ‘Liubov'’ (1922), ‘Voina’ (1922), 

‘Starukha VrangeL’ (1923), and ‘Liai Tea piat'desiat’ (1922) all date from early 1921 and 

hence were written before Sinebriukhov^ which was written in the Summer and Autumn 

of the same year.'° Sinebriukhov stands apart from the rest of these stories, and should 

be dealt with separately. The other stories composed before 1923, with the exception of 

‘Pis'ma V redaktsiiu’, must be treated as a separate part of Zoshchenko’s literary output. 

These stories are those mentioned above along with ‘Chernaia magiia’, ‘Veselaia 

zhizn'’, ‘Grishka Zhigan’, ‘Rasskaz pro popa’, ‘Metafizika’, and ‘UchiteT’.

‘Ryb'ia sam ka’ (Composed November-December 1920) {SS, I, pp. 94-99)^^

‘Ryb'ia samka’ is told by someone sympathetic to the priesthood. The narrator is 

apparently upset at how little priests are respected, about how powerful women have 

become and how weak men have become. Humans, he says, are now like fish in 

Darwin’s theories: the female is bigger than the male and will eat him. These generalised 

reflections it turns out are based on the fact that a cowardly priest finds his wife having 

sex with their railway technician lodger. The next morning he condemns the government 

for its undermining of family life and is arrested as a result.

This story is a skaz parody of the language of a peasant. However, the narrator is not 

a character in the story and this language is combined with the perspective of a narrator 

who has objective knowledge about everything that has occurred in the village. Though 

there are digressions that give the narrative a more oral feel, we perceive the narrator as 

being satirised ultimately because of the inadmissibility of his views and far less through 

the incompetence of his narration. This is a case of irony far more than one of parody. 

There are some examples of humorous turns of speech in which the humour derives 

from the misuse of words: ‘okolo zhenskogo klassa’ (SS I, p. 97), but these are fairly 

rare in comparison with, for example ‘Aristokratka’ (1923). The failed attempt to 

employ the Marxian lexis of the revolution we find in that story is not characteristic of
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‘R ybla samka’: unlike Zoshchenko’s later narrators, the narrator of ‘Ryb'ia samka’ 

does not attempt to adapt the discourse of the revolution to his own ends. In general, his 

views are not parodied by the way in which they are expressed. Instead, the naive, 

narrowly provincial view of the world, which is presented, is clearly to be read as 

untrustworthy by the reader of the time. As a result, the reader’s relation to the story and 

its humour is more straightforward than in later stories. The irony here works in a stable 

binary way. Everything that the narrator says is wrong, because his values, such as his 

respect for the priest and his views on women, are simply erroneous, according to the 

standards of the time, and we should understand the precise opposite.

In this story the narrator attempts to link the demise of the priest with larger, abstract 

themes such as the revolution and Darwinian evolution. In fact the priest’s downfall is 

caused by personal reasons: his wife being unfaithful. There is here a disparity between 

the narrator’s perception of the event and the true nature of it, between the broad sweep 

of the reasons provided by the narrator and the sordid and mundane nature of the reality 

we perceive beyond them. This disparity exists throughout the greater part of 

Zoshchenko’s work. After 1923, it was often developed in a far more complex manner. 

Here it is clearly the narrator’s understanding that is at fault, and we perceive the true 

events clearly, despite his misinterpretation of events.

‘Chernaia magiia’ (Composed Winter 1921-22) (SS I, pp. 64-74)

The narrator begins the story by saying that the days of black magic are gone, and 

links black magic to Russia’s ignorance and backwardness. Dmitrii Naumych’s wife 

died from black magic, he says. He then starts by telling the story of Vaniushka, who 

reasons that men are in short supply, and leaves his wife, hoping to find a rich bride. On 

his way home from a local woman’s house he drowns in the river. When diving to look 

for Vaniushka’s corpse, the same thought, that men are in short supply, occurs to 

Dmitrii Naumych, and he decides to throw out his own wife and look for a more 

lucrative match. Abandoned with no means of subsistence, Dmitrii Naumych’s wife 

turns to black magic to win him back. A neighbour advises her to put a live black cat 

into the bathhouse boiler at midnight and when it dies keep one of its bones by her at all
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times. She follows these instructions, but when she opens the boiler to see what has 

happened, the cat jumps at her, and she dies from fright. Here the narrator says that it 

may not have been the cat jumping at her, but just some boiling water.

As Dmitrii Naumych is driving past the graveyard that night on the way to town to 

find a rich bride, he starts to become scared and when a twig scratches him in the face, 

he screams out. His horse bolts, crashes into a tree and is killed. He comes home, finds 

his wife dead and realises his mistake.

‘Chernaia magiia’ has a number of basic similarities with ‘Rybla samka’: it is set in 

the countryside, and the narrator’s language has a folkloric lilt. It is also like ‘Rybla 

samka’ in that the narrator’s story disproves his own generalisation: the woman dies not 

so much from black magic as from Dmitrii Naumych’s greediness and heartlessness. He 

is unable to see this and misinterprets the story because he is extremely limited in his 

understanding of the world. However, it differs in certain important respects, and in 

doing so anticipates Zoshchenko’s mature style. Here we have a personalised skaz 

narrator, i.e. one that is also a character, albeit an observer rather than a participant. In 

this light his misinterpretation of events is due in part to his sharing the same values and 

interests, as a man, as Dmitrii Naumych. Moreover, unlike the narrator of ‘Ryb'ia 

samka’, who is an explicitly dyed in the wool reactionary, the narrator of ‘Chernaia 

magiia’ pays lip service to the values of the age by saying that he does not believe in 

black magic (but it will not do any harm if he talks about it) and by attempting to justify 

the villagers’ methods for finding the drowned as scientific. Moreover, the narrator 

perceives the advantages of ‘evropeiskoe prosveshchenie i kuftura’ to be symbolised by 

heaters on trams. This is similar to the outlook of the narrator of, for example, ‘Bania’, 

who fantasises about American bathhouses. He does not exist in a completely isolated 

rural world, but has some idea of town life, e.g. trams, and of how city dwellers and 

foreigners would view his village’s belief in black magic. Here we can already see the 

figure of Zoshchenko’s meshchanin: the little man who reduces everything to the little 

scale of creature comforts.

We are being asked in this story to look beneath the narrator’s deliberate 

misrepresentation of his own views to see what he actually believes. This is nearer to the
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sort of contradictions in the narrator’s voice that appear in later Zoshchenko stories. 

However, it is a simple matter here to see beyond the narrator’s transparent attempt to 

present himself as enlightened. The difference between this story and Zoshchenko’s 

mature style consists in the different way in which the irony functions. Here the target 

is, as with ‘R ybla samka’, the backward mentality of rural folk. The positive message 

of the story is easily reconstructed: attitudes to women must change, belief in the 

supernatural is harmful, technical progress is good, greed is bad. The backward 

attitudes of the countryside are very much an officially sanctioned object of satire, and 

the overwhelmingly urban reader could read this story without feeling any sympathy for 

the target, and without having to reassess his own behaviour. The satire in 

Zoshchenko’s later period functions in a far more unsettling way. There the narrator 

makes a direct appeal to our sympathies that is often far harder to discount, but at the 

same time difficult to accept without reservations. ‘Chernaia magiia’ is by contrast 

typical of the earlier stories: it presents us with no difficulties in deciding what to think 

about the narrator, and is a straightforward use of parody to ridicule.

^LiaKka p iat'desiat’ (Composed Winter-Spring 1921) (SS I, pp. 58-63)

‘Liailea piat'desiat’ tells the story of Maksim who wants to accumulate enough 

money to enjoy Liai lea. He gets this money by violently robbing some blackmarketeers. 

He is in turn mugged and has no money with which to pay Liai Tea.

This story begins with a statement that is immediately tempered by a qualification that 

completely undermines it:

H K axoH  TaKOM H y n a x  c x a s a j i ,  mto b  L b rrep e  )khti> lu i o x o ?  SaM C M aTentH o >KHTb. 

HMTRe HOT T aK oro B ece jib fl, x a x  b H ir r e p e . T ojibkg 6 t i .n o  6 t i  aeH exoŒ . A 6 e 3  

n e n e r  (...) 9to tomho, 4to n p o n a n e i i i t  6 e 3  n e n e r .

This is a technique that Zoshchenko was to use extensively. However, subsequently 

he developed it so as not simply to undermine the narrator’s authority playfully as here, 

but rather to problematise the narrator’s capacity to generalise from and make sense of
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his experience. The style of this initial paragraph is most definitely conversational, and 

in a substandard but not rustic language. However, the narrator then goes on to tell the 

story and becomes much more competent. The focus of the story shifts much more to 

the event that is being narrated. The narrator is not recounting a story that he claims to 

have eyewitness or immediate and authoritative second-hand knowledge of. There is no 

limitation of perspective, instead the narrator follows the characters around and has 

unrestricted access to their unspoken thoughts. The narration itself is at times extremely 

competent and economic. Moreover, though the language has rustic elements, it is not 

restricted to a peasant register, and though it employs urban slang, it is not limited to that 

register either. Instead, the language of the narrator combines those registers with a large 

vocabulary, including a large proportion of words belonging to the standard literary 

language. This is skaz as Free Indirect Discourse, ornamental skazy with an urban 

setting redolent of Blok’s Dvenadtsat' or Zamiatin’s stories of the Civil War period. 

Indeed the technique itself has much in common with the elliptical style of Zamiatin in, 

for example, Mamai or Peshchera.

Though later the scale of human corruption is smaller and the stakes are lower, the 

same utterly vitiated world is presented here as in the later stories: the thief robs the 

blackmarketeer, is robbed by a passer-by, and has no money to pay the prostitute. 

However, the mixture of comic and tragic here is different. The humour is solely that of 

an irony of fate. Apart from in the opening paragraph, there is none of the verbal 

humour so characteristic of the 1920s stories of Zoshchenko. With the exception of the 

first paragraph, irony here does not function in the manner of the later personalised skaz 

stories in that we do not have to be so suspicious of everything that the narrator says as 

potentially incommensurate with the narrative. The narrative is not being conducted by a 

character, and we are consequently less distrustful of what the narrator says.

Zoshchenko also chooses the ornamental skaz form so as to explore the urban idiom 

and subject matter in a serious manner. Such a form of narration is less liable to be seen 

as comic. The result is a more straightforwardly serious reaction to the narrator and what 

he relates. The same is true, for example of ‘Liubov"’ {SS I, pp. 81-90), which is also 

narrated in ornamental skaz. There the impersonal narrator’s voice interlards elements of
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oral speech with the highly literary. The themes here are less satirical, more an attempt to 

express the moral chaos of Petrograd at that time. ‘Liubov'’ contains very little humour 

and might be regarded as an example of Zoshchenko’s formal experimentation in this 

period.

In ‘Voina’, which was composed during the Winter and Spring of 1921, Zoshchenko 

again uses the ornamental skaz form. However, in this story of reluctant and semi- 

mutinous Red Army soldiers, the narrative voice is far more limited than in ‘LiaiTea 

piat'desiat’, and gravitates towards the vocabulary and consciousness of the soldiers 

themselves. For most of the story, it is as if the narrator was an unnamed member of the 

group. It is through the exploration of the military theme that Zoshchenko is able to 

move away from the purely rural associations of skaz. ‘Veselaia zhizn'’ and 

Sinebriukhov mark decisive points in this evolution.

‘Veselaia zh izn '’ (Composed Winter 1921-22) {SS I, pp. 74-81)

‘Veselaia zhizn'’ is Zoshchenko’s first use of skaz without the introduction of a rural 

theme. However, as with the skaz stories set in the countryside, he is still using skaz for 

the purely satirical purpose of ridiculing the narrator and his environment. The satire 

here is directed against the aristocracy and their code of honour.

The narrator reflects upon how times change, and how aristocrats no longer shoot a 

person who strikes them nor do they commit suicide. To illustrate this, he recounts the 

story of how a general leaves his wife and falls in love with an actress, but she leaves 

him, striking him in the process. In response, he does not commit suicide. He later dies 

of dysentery.

The narrator here has a skaz manner, and the introduction is very much in the chatty 

manner of the later stories. The main difference is that the narrator uses a lot of the 

pompous language of bureaucracy, and shows immense respect for the aristocracy. The 

narrator also knows in some detail what happened to the general, but is not explicitly a 

character. As is common in these earlier stories, the target of the satire, the old ruling 

class, is clear. Furthermore, it is an officially sanctioned object of ridicule for Soviet 

writers. Though the narrator has sympathy for the characters, they are all portrayed as
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cynical swindlers, and the general is clearly a coward. Hence the reader can 

unequivocally laugh at their misfortunes, and disregard the narrator’s stance. Indeed, the 

narrator himself ends the story by relating the fact of the general’s death through 

dysentery. He does not play upon the possible emotive or tragic effect of that event. 

Rather, it is unmotivated: a narrative deus ex machina. As a result it is comic.

Rasskazy Nazara Il'icha gospodina Sinebriukhova

(Composed Summer-Autumn 1921. Published end of December 1921) {SS I pp. 26- 

58)

This cycle of stories recounts the eponymous narrator’s adventures during the First 

World War, the Revolution and in the immediate aftermath of those events. Marietta 

Chudakova is typical of commentators who have seen Sinebriukhov as the most 

significant of Zoshchenko’s works of this period. Such critics praise this cycle of 

stories particularly for its accomplished use of personalised skaz narration, and its 

mixture of conflicting registers of speech.*"  ̂It is certainly true that the use of 

personalised narrator-participant skaz appears here for the first time in Zoshchenko’s 

work. This permits the narrator to make a direct appeal to our sympathies, and permits 

his actions and the reactions of others to counteract his own opinion of himself.

However, the irony in Sinebriukhov functions like that of the earlier satirical stories, 

such as ‘Chernaia magiia’ and ‘Rybla samka’. The fact that Sinebriukhov is himself 

such a fool means that the reader tends to feel, at the most, pity for him rather than 

sympathy. Consequently, the irony here is straightforward, and functions like dramatic 

irony, where the audience sees what the characters cannot. Here we immediately see that 

the other characters want to swindle Sinebriukhov, but his inability to see this allows us 

to take a distance towards him that is not possible with the narrators of Zoshchenko’s 

later works.

Like most of the other skaz narrators in Zoshchenko’s work of this period, 

Sinebriukhov is a peasant, but unlike all the others with the partial exception of ‘Veselaia 

zhizn"’, his language incorporates many other registers of language that he has picked 

up during his time in the army. The difference with the later narrators is that they are far
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more urban, and more roguish rather than foolish. Sinebriukhov is far more like the 

other rural narrators (e.g. of ‘Ryb'ia samka’ or ‘Chernaia magiia’), he has simply got it 

all wrong, and we can simply disregard his judgements. With the later narrators, we 

concede some points but conclude that they have got it wrong on others. The urban 

narrators have more convincing pretensions to knowledge, to an understanding of the 

world and to being good Soviet citizens. Their generalised statements have a certain 

attractiveness. These effects come about in large part through the adaptation of the 

journalistic forms of the time to personalised skaz narration such as that used in 

Sinebriukhov.

Nevertheless, Sinebriukhov is an extremely well worked example of skaz. It strains 

at the boundaries of the rustic tradition of skaZy in that the narrator’s language has 

already been corrupted by the modem world even though he remains a peasant at heart. 

In this it points forward to the ways in which Zoshchenko was to develop the skaz form 

in the coming years.

Writing in 1932, Zoshchenko claimed his first published stories were a mistake:

riepBtie MOH jnrrepaTypHtie uiara nocjie peBOjnoimH 6bijih ouih6ohhbi. 9  

Hanaji nMcaTB 6ojii>iirae paccKasti b crapoH 4)opMe h crapBiM, nojiycrepTBiM 

93LIKGM, Ha KOTOpOM, HpaBRa, H HOCeHHaC 611̂ 6 HHOH pa3 HOHHCLIBaeTCB ÔOJIBIUaSI 

jmrepaTypa.

Tojibko nepea roH,, no^ajiyô, a nomui onraÔKy h craji nepecrpanBaTBca no 

BceMy ^ponry/^

However, for all their difference from his later work, in these stories Zoshchenko 

clearly established the central themes that were to dominate his work for the next ten 

years: the revelation of self-interest beneath an apparently disinterested interpretation.

Furthermore, lurii Tomashevskii sees the stories of this period as a kind of stylistic 

apprenticeship, in which Zoshchenko gained the experience that enabled him to reinvent 

the Russian literary language:
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PaôoTa Haa «ôojim iih m h  paccxasaMH» (...) noMoma eMy oBJianeTb npweMaMH 

TpammHOHHOH c t h j ih c t h k h  pyccKoro mrrepaTypHoro siatiKa, 6e3 nero Bpsm jm 

eMy ynajiocL 6i>i c to j ib  HCKycHo h  b c to j ib  Koponoie cpoxH nepecrpoHTt 

npHBBiHHyio JurrepaTypHyio pent TaKHM oÔpaaoM, hto ona crajia noiwTHa 

TOJIBKO HTO npMKOCHyBIUHMCB K KyJIBTypC.̂ ^

In this period, Zoshchenko certainly experiments with a number of forms, and 

elaborates devices that were to serve him in his later work in the 1920s. In ‘LialTca 

piat'desiat’, as we have seen, he employs the device of asserting something and adding 

a qualification that effectively contradicts the original assertion. In Sinebriukhov, he 

uses a similar but different device, whereby a generalised claim is undermined by the 

story that follows it. Examples of this are Sinebriukhov’s boastful claims to be a good 

storyteller and all-round handyman, which are undermined by what we learn about him 

from his own narrative. These devices were to be transformed by being employed in the 

new context of Zoshchenko’s work on the satirical press, and made to serve a purpose 

that was not simply satirical.

Nevertheless, it seems to me that Zoshchenko was broadly correct in his later 

analysis of his early work. Prior to his involvement with the satirical press, his stories 

were very much a continuation of previous literary trends. They can be described 

through Levin’s distinction between skaz proper and ‘unclassical’ forms of narration 

(i.e. ornamental skaz). Skaz proper reproduces the language of a social type defined by 

linguistic deviation from a ‘classic’ hterary norm. Leskov’s stories are an example of 

this. ‘Unclassical’ forms of narration tend towards the remodelling of the literary 

language. They retain the narrator and the resources of the literary language, but add to 

and develop them with the resources of conversational and popular speech. Examples of 

‘unclassical’ forms of narration are Belyi and Remizov. Zoshchenko, in much of this 

early period of his work, continued to write skaz that gravitated to one or another of 

these types of skaz, depending on the subject matter: where skaz proper is used it is to 

explore the style of speech and mentality of the peasantry. They are satirised by 

reference to an implicit literary norm. Where the urban theme is explored it is through
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the use of the ‘unclassical’ form of narration (i.e. omamentalism), and the narrator’s 

language is not the object of ridicule. On the contrary it presents itself as a liberated, 

post-Symbolist prose style.

Zoshchenko’s distinctive prose manner, however, was an attempt to create a 

completely new Russian literary language dependent on neither the ‘unclassical’ form of 

narration nor on skaz proper. This was a form that employed a language that was being 

both parodied and stylised, and a narrator who was not a peasant but a meshchanin to 

whom we ultimately feel sympathy as well as antipathy. The catalyst for this 

transformation was the satirical press. Highly accessible quasi-joumalistic forms suited 

Zoshchenko’s attempts to democratise and simplify the literary language as well as 

suiting the exploration of the themes of human selfishness and deceit that Zoshchenko 

had adopted since his earliest attempts at fiction. This new language, when combined 

with the use of a skaz narrator, became inextricable from the ambiguous view of the 

world that the stories present.

1923: Zoshchenko’s Year o f Transition

1923 was a transitional year for Zoshchenko. During the course of this year he 

quickly moved away from the peasant theme and the peasant skaz narrator; he also wrote 

his last ornamental story, ‘Starukha VrangeT’ {SS I, pp. 100-07). The influence of the 

Serapion Brotherhood, who were particularly associated with the ornamental form, was 

waning fast. His new skaz and journalistic styles were still in the process of formation.

It was at this point in his contributions for the satirical press, at first Drezina (the satirical 

supplement to Gudok) in particular, that Zoshchenko started to elaborate the size of 

story, and then the language, narrative voice, style and humour of his most characteristic 

form.

In some of his initial work for the satirical press, Zoshchenko’s irony is the irony of 

fate rather than that of humour. Such a tone was present in the ornamental skaz stories 

discussed above. This loss of humour may be ascribed to a certain difficulty in adjusting 

from satirical literature to satirical journalism. It is, moreover, significant that skaz short 

stories such as ‘Plokhaia vetka’ {SS I, pp. 128-29) and ‘Distsiplina’ {SS I, pp. 126-28)
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employ skaz, but this is no longer parodie skaz used to satirise the narrator, as with 

‘R ybla samka’, ‘Chernaia magiia’ and Sinebriukhov. Instead, it tends towards stylised 

skaz. Shortly, Zoshchenko was to perfect the skaz short story in which stylised and 

parodie skaz are combined to create both humour and the irony of fate.

Zoshchenko’s short stories from 1923 to the end of the decade can be broken down 

into a number of categories. It should however be conceded that these classifications are 

necessarily inexact. It is difficult to determine the precise degree a narrator’s language 

needs to deviate from the neutral authorial norm of the standard literary language and 

employ the language of the people in order to qualify as skaz. Nevertheless, I classify as 

skaz texts in which some deviation is noticeable.

i) The first group is that of short stories that are not skaz. These exist in two 

variants. In the first the narrator is not a character, and hence his knowledge of the 

characters and events is not limited in any way. Unlike the skaz narrator he does not 

offer his opinion; instead the events themselves offer commentary. Examples are 

‘UchiteT’ (SS I, pp. 122-23), ‘Sila talanta’ (SS I, pp. 145-46), ‘Novyi chelovek’ {SS I, 

pp. 154-55), and ‘PisateT’ {SS I, pp. 155-57).

His role is usually minimal and may consist in simply establishing a location for a 

story narrated mostly in dialogue. This is the case in for example ‘Agitator’ {SS I, pp. 

157-59).

The other variant of the non-skaz short story is where the narrator is a character in 

the story, usually identified as the writer himself. There are far fewer of these. ‘Senator’ 

{SS I, pp. 132-36), and ‘Tochka zreniia’ {SS I, pp. 275-76) are examples of this type of 

story.

This form of short story is essentially a continuation of the Chekhovian forms of 

short story. With both of these types of short story there is a tendency for the humour to 

be less linguistic, and more based on the strangeness and irony of events. In both cases 

the narrator’s language is too neutral and too close to the standard literary language to be 

called skaz. Moreover, rather than the narrator’s opinions, it is the main character’s 

opinions, and events that are unstable (e.g. ‘Sila talanta’, ‘Liubov'’ {SS I. pp. 193-95)).
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There are nine stories that are not narrated in the skaz manner, out of the 32 stories 

included in the 1986 collected works for 1923. This represents just under a third of the 

stories published in this year. Such stories become proportionally less significant when 

the three feuilletons from the 1986 edition are included: they are all skaz. The 47 other 

works published in 1923 included in Uvazhaemye grazhdane are mostly journalistic and 

have at least some conversational elements in the albeit often very short narratives, thus 

making them skaz. In sum then, short stories not narrated in the skaz manner make up 

just over a ninth of Zoshchenko’s published works for 1923.

There is a more significant proportion of short stories that are not skaz in 1924: of 

the 39 stories and three feuilletons that appear in the 1986 edition 14 are not told in the 

skaz manner. Of the 23 stories that appear in Uvazhaemye grazhdane, six are not skaz. 

Stories not told in the skaz manner make up 20 out of 65, that is to say under a third of 

Zoshchenko’s published stories for this year.

From 1925 to the end of the decade the non-^te short story is completely 

marginalised. The year 1925 is typical: nine out of the 35 short stories, two out of the 22 

feuilletons in the 1986 edition are not written in skaz, and one out of the 31 stories and 

feuilletons that appear in Uvazhaemye grazhdane is not in skaz. For 1925 then, 12 out 

of 88 stories are not in skaz. This represents approximately one seventh of 

Zoshchenko’s published work for that year. Similarly, in 1926 only two out of the 25 

stories included in the 1986 collected works are not told in the skaz manner: all of the six 

feuilletons included in that edition are in skaz, as are the four feuilletons and short 

stories included in Uvazhaemye grazhdane. In other words six out of 35 short works 

published that year are not skaz. At this point proportions become so insignificant as to 

become meaningless. Of the 69 short stories and feuilletons included in the 1986 

collected works for the years 1927, 1928 and 1929, only two cannot be confidently 

classed as skaz. All of the 51 short stories and feuilletons collected in Uvazhaemye 

grazhdane for the same period are written in skaz.

In sum then, of the 390 short stories and feuilletons published by Zoshchenko in the 

years from 1923 to 1929,45 were not written in skaz. That is to say approximately a 

ninth, an insignificant proportion. This may be expressed in the form of a table:
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Year

1923

1924

1925

1926 

1927-29

Total

82

65

88

35

120

9

20

12

2

2

10.98

30.77

13.64

5.71

1.67

Tota l 3 9 0 4 5 1 1 . 2 5

As we can see from the figures, the impersonal skaz form of narration and 

paiticularly nai rator-participant skaz merge with feuilleton form from 1925 in 

particular, and the impersonal form of nanation disappears for some time. It reappears 

in the 1930s and becomes more important then, as the skaz element of Zoshchenko’s 

work is toned down in favour of more standard and neutral foiTus.

ii) During 1923 Zoshchenko begins to employ nanator-paiticipant skaz increasingly. 

This is one of his most characteristic forms. As we have seen, skaz tends towards 

characterisation: the skaz n ana tor incorporates ceitain language and a fallibility that ai*e 

noiTnally permitted the characters but not the narrator. In nairator-paiticipant skaz, the 

nan ator is not just a character, but either the main protagonist of the story or so near to 

the events of the stoiy so as to be caught up with them and incapable of delivering 

unbiased Judgement on events.^^ One variant of the naixator-paiticipant skaz is where 

there is a neutral frame that introduces the nan ator-participant. Typically the frame is 

trustworthy and neutral (though this is not the case in ‘Schast'e’ {SS I, pp. 211-14) for 

example). While initially naiTator-participant skaz stories such as ‘ Aristokratka’ {SS I, 

pp. 170-73) are distinct from the explicitly written stories employing the letter or memoir 

forms such as ‘GorTaia dolia’ {SS I, pp. 141-43) and ‘Madonna’ {SS I, pp. 115-22), 

later in 1924 and especially in 1925, the narrator-participant form tends to merge with 

the more Journalistic form.s particularly through the model of the letter of complaint, in 

which the person complaining draws from their own experience.
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The narrator-participant is the extreme possibility of skaz as a whole, in which the 

narrator’s language and perspective take on characteristics and limitations usually 

associated with characters. Though also an extreme possibility within Zoshchenko’s 

own art, this narrative form is nevertheless the most explicit form of a tendency that runs 

throughout his 1920s short stories. The narrator-participant is a form suited to 

expressing an incapacity to generalise, since the narrator can make sense of the world 

only insofar as it relates to him. He can neither tell a story that he has invented nor even 

one about anyone else. That would demand too great a capacity for abstraction beyond 

immediate experience. He draws on his own experience and generalises from it, but the 

generalisation typically is an unconvincing account of his experience. As we shall see, 

this incapacity to generalise need not be solely a source of humour, but also an 

admirable limitation.

iii) In 1923, the other skaz form that Zoshchenko developed was skaz which 

employs an impersonal narrator. In such skaz stories as ‘Vor’ {SS I, pp. 136-40), and 

‘Sobachii sluchai’ {SS I, pp. 140-41), the narrator is not a character, but he is definitely 

not a standard literary narrator. He fully shares the value system of the character and 

even assumes that the reader will too.

It should be noted that throughout this period Zoshchenko continued to write his 

eight longer short stories, known as the Sentimental'nyepovesti. These broadly belong 

to this category of impersonal skaz narratives. However, the main characters of these 

stories are members of the old intelligentsia who have fallen on hard, post-revolutionary 

times, and they are not treated with sympathy by the narrator, as is the case with the 

shorter stories. Consequently, the element of parody clearly predominates, as with the 

earlier peasant skaz stories. Moreover, in these stories, the more extended form enables 

Zoshchenko explicitly to explore his deeper ‘philosophical’ themes, such as the 

‘grustnaia povest" o krushenii vsevozmozhnykh filosofskikh sistem’ in ‘Liudi’ (1924) 

{SS II, pp. 58-88 (pp. 59-60)). In the shorter stories, such questions are not explicit, 

and only an investigation into their form can uncover them.
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These two skaz forms of narrator-participant and impersonal skaz Zoshchenko 

increasingly adapted to the purposes of the satirical press, particularly after 1924. This is 

not to say that all of Zoshchenko’s skaz short stories show direct evidence of the 

influence of the journalistic forms of the satirical press. They do not. Nevertheless, that 

influence was significant, and enabled him to develop a subject matter that was already 

his own, and to develop skaz forms particular to him. After his first contact with the 

satirical press in 1922, the influence of skaz became more and more significant during 

the course of 1923. The period from 1923 until the end of the 1920s was the high point 

of Zoshchenko’s career. It was in this period that he wrote his best comic short stories, 

the works with which he gained his reputation as a writer, and which, despite their small 

size, still dwarf the rest of his work in significance.
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Chapter V 

Zoshchenko’s Skaz and Journalism

The starting point for our search to understand the workings of Zoshchenko’s skaz 

lies in ascertaining whether Zoshchenko is employing stylised or parodie skaz. This 

means understanding his consciously held attitude to the style and mentality of his 

skaz narrator. In order to define that relation, we must first determine the 

characteristics of the style, its most typical forms, and attempt to form a picture of the 

sort of person who would use such a style and such forms. The most significant of 

these forms are the journalistic feuilleton and the letter of complaint. Before 

evaluating the precise nature of the relation of these forms and their style to 

Zoshchenko’s stories, we must first describe them.

This chapter comprises four sections: the first three are shorter and introduce my 

analysis of Zoshchenko’s short stories in the larger, fourth section. In the first section, 

I describe the general context of 1920s Soviet newspaper culture and of the satirical 

press. In the second section I examine Zoshchenko’s attitudes to both journalism and 

literature as expressed in his articles and other statements about his art. The third 

section is a detailed examination of the dominant forms of the satirical press in the 

1920s and the ways in which they functioned. Here I also suggest, in general terms, 

the relevance of these forms for Zoshchenko. The fourth and main section of this 

chapter is an in-depth investigation into the influence of journalistic forms on 

Zoshchenko’s short stories.

i) The Soviet Press

Newspapers in Revolutionary Russia

On coming to power, the Bolsheviks completely transformed popular culture in 

Russia. In place of pre-revolutionary Russia’s sensationalist popular fiction, religious 

texts, and commercially driven journalism, they introduced a completely new
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newspaper culture. Lenin and the party leadership, who were effectively former 

journalists, demanded that Soviet newspapers perform an important political role. 

After a process of adaptation to the language of the mass of the people in the early 

1920s, the mass press became the most accessible form of printed material during the 

Soviet era and a vital political tool.^

At the same time Russian literature was undergoing a profound crisis of form, and 

there was a demand that the material for literature be contemporary. Many writers 

turned to journalistic and pseudo-journalistic forms.^ Zoshchenko at this time was still 

experimenting with a number of styles of writing (see above Chapter IV). He tried his 

hand at journalism too, and soon found that his proclivity for recreating other 

people’s styles could be amply indulged in the prevalent journalistic forms. 

Meanwhile, the Serapion Brotherhood was fragmenting: with the closing down of 

Dom iskusstv in 1923, the Serapions lost their base, and with the death of Lev Lunts 

in 1924, they lost their unoffical leader. Zoshchenko began to drift away from this 

more properly literary grouping, and away from more conventionally literary forms. 

Increasingly, he gave himself over to journalistic forms. He soon became the most 

successful Soviet writer to have done so.^

The Satirical Press

A specific feature of the newspaper culture of this period were satirical journals, 

which started life as supplements to the major papers. Zoshchenko’s first publication 

in a ‘tonkii’ or ‘thin’ journal, the satirical magazine, Mukhomor, came in December 

1922, within a year of his first publication."^ The story was ‘Metafizika’, which differs 

little from the rest of the stories he published that year. However, in the next issue of 

that magazine he published a. feuilleton, ‘Pis"ma v redaktsiiu’ (SS I, pp. 449-51). This 

was a series of fictional letters of complaint signed with pseudonyms. Here for the 

first time Zoshchenko employs a journalistic form, the letter of complaint. Fictional 

personae indignant at unmerited misfortunes make aggrieved appeals for sympathy.
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It was through his work on the satirical press that Zoshchenko developed his 

distinctive style. His already proven flair for reproducing styles was now applied to 

the letter of complaint m d feuilleton forms. His language became more succinct and 

distinctly urban. The choice of this language and these forms is part of a deliberate 

programme to democratise literature and make it more accessible. Before analysing 

these forms and Zoshchenko’s use of them I propose to examine Zoshchenko’s views 

on his own work, and his comments about journalistic and documentary forms 

especially.

ii) Zoshchenko’s Views on Literature & Journalism

Zoshchenko’s statements about literature were written from the late 1920s 

onwards in response to intense criticism of his work.^ They were a retrospective 

defence of the way in which he had been writing since 1923. The principal 

accusations that he reacts to in them are that he has been corrupting the Russian 

language for trivial humorous purposes and that his preference for the short story 

form proves that he is an ephemeral humorist.^ Throughout these articles, in 

defending the language and the forms that he had been employing since the early 

1920s, Zoshchenko also sets out his view on the sort of literature the Soviet Union 

needs. Likewise, he argues that the way in which he has been writing is a correct 

response to those needs.

So notable a critic as Kreps dismisses these statements outright, arguing that they 

should be disregarded altogether because they were written under conditions of 

censorship. Whilst this is true, and we must be careful when reading them to bear 

censorship restrictions in mind, it is surely still possible to make sense of their 

contradictions. Moreover, these statements suggest weaknesses in Kreps’s account of 

Zoshchenko simply as a parodist, and it may well be that he disregards them because 

they do not fit his account of Zoshchenko’s skaz. I propose that we can read these 

contradictory statements of Zoshchenko’s intent in adopting the mask of a skaz 

narrator as trustworthy: it is precisely their contradictory character that is to be
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trusted, since it points to contradictions present in the stories themselves, and in the 

very nature of skaz. Taken as a whole, Zoshchenko’s later programmatical views and 

defences of his art, from 1927 to 1937, shed light on his earlier fictional practice and 

articulate a consistent vision of form and style. The kernel of Zoshchenko’s argument 

is that the contemporary reader needs accessible literature written in a concise style 

and short forms. He claims that his work is an attempt to respond to this demand, 

rather than simply to follow literary tradition. Zoshchenko at a couple of points even 

suggests that it is not just literary traditions that must be broken with, but even 

literature as such. He advocates documentary writing or journalistic forms such as the 

feuilleton and the very short short story, as the forms most suited to the post

revolutionary literary readership.

In his first article on this subject, ‘O sebe, o kritikakh i o svoei rabote’ (1927),^ 

Zoshchenko begins by considering accusations that his work is trivial, and that he is 

not a proper writer:

A TaK KaK 6ojibinasi Hacn. mohx Bentew cjtejrana b HeyBæKaeMOH (#*opMe — 

)KypHajn.Horo 4>em>eT0Ha h KopoTeHtKoro paccxaaa, to h cyttbôa mosi côlitho 

npejtpemeHa. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 585)

He rejects such accusations, and argues that what society needs is a literature that 

does not ape the models of the Russian classics, but uses precisely those lesser forms 

that he was being criticised for employing:

A OTHOCHTejibHo MemcoH mrrepaTypH a ne npoTecTyio. Ente HenaBecTHo hto 

3HaHHT ceHHac Memcaa jmnrepaTypa.

Bot b nHTepaxype cyntecTByeT Tax naatiBaeMLiH «counajibHBiH saxaa». 

npenjiojiaraio, 'rro aaxaa btot b nacroantee BpeMa cîtejian neBepHO.

EcTb MHeHHe, HTO ceHHac aaxaaan KpacHbrii JTcb Tojtctoh.
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( . . . )  [h o ]  BCJI >KH3Hb, OÔmeCTBeHHOCTb H BC6 OKpy)KeHHe, B KOTOpOM )KHBeT 

ceH M ac HHcaTeJib, aaK aatiB a ioT  KOHeHHo m e  n e  x p a c H o r o  JIbB a T o j ic T o r o . H  

e c jiH  roB opH T b o  a a K a se , t o  sa K a a a n a  Ben^b b t o h  HeyBaxcaeM OH m o j ik o h  4>opM e, 

c KOTOpOH, n o  K p an n eH  M ep e  p a n b iu e , CBSiabiBajmcb ca M b ie  n n o x n e  

jn rrep a T y p H b ie  T pafm uH H .

9  B3flji n o Q p a a  n a  b t o t  a a x a a .

9  H pennojiaraK ), hto  n e  o iim 6c$i.

B B bicoK y io  H H T epaT ypy  n e  c o ô n p a io c b  JiesTb. B b u c o k o h  J n r re p a T y p e  h  T ax  

nocTaTOHHo HM caTeneH. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 585)

Zoshchenko advocates the use of forms that before the Revolution had been 

associated with ‘the worst literary traditions’ as a way of democratising literature and 

making it accessible to new readers. He is presumably referring to the fact that the 

forms he adopted were pioneered in the satirical press, and were considered to be of 

low literary value.

This vision of a dichotomy between a greater, respectable, traditional literature 

and a lesser, unrespectable literature runs throughout these articles. The related notion 

that his choice of forms was determined by the need to break with the main-stream of 

the pre-revolutionary literary tradition is further developed in a subsequent article, 

‘Kak ia rabotaiu’ (1930).* Here Zoshchenko discusses his early, longer stories, that is 

his work before his debut in the satirical press, and condemns their form as 

inappropriate and traditional:

M n e  n o K a a a j io c b  b  jtajibH eM uieM , hto  ^ o p M a  6o j ib u io r o  p a c c K a a a , n o cT p o eH H a a  

H a cT ap oH  TpaaHUHH, ecT b n exoB C K aa (|)opM a h  [o n a ]  M e n e e  n p H r o o H a , M e n e e  

FHÔKa tu if l co B p eM eH H o ro  H H TaTena, K O TopoM y, mhc  n o K a a a j io c b , J iy n u ie  aaTb  

K p a T x y io  c{)OpMy, TOHHyro m a c H y io , HToÔbi b  e r a  h h h  nflTHHecsrra cT poH K ax 6 h i n  

B ecb  cK >»eT, H H xaxoH  60HTOBHH. T o m a  a  n e p e iu e n  n a  K p a T x y io  4>opM y, n a  

MaJieHbKHe p a c c x a a b i.  {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 590)
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Zoshchenko also argues in ‘Kak ia rabotaiu’ that the present-day writer must write 

accessibly so as to interest the masses in literature. To do this ‘nuzhno pisat' iasno, 

kratko i so vsei vozmozhnoi prostotoi’ {Uvazhaemye grazhdane^ p. 589). The need for 

Soviet literature to write in a new way is also emphasised in ‘Avtobiografiia’ (1932). 

Here Zoshchenko again reviews his literary career, emphasising that the way that he 

writes was determined by the demands of the post-revolutionary situation:

9  cpaay crojiKHyjicfl c TpyaHeraneô aajtaMCH — iracaTb n;w hoboh crpanti, hjia 

HOBHX, eme HeH3BecTHi>ix MHTaTeneH. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 591)

Zoshchenko repeatedly upbraids those who write in the old language of the 

intelligentsia and continue the traditions of the old literature, ‘kak budto v strane 

nichego ne sluchilos"’ (1929) {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 371).^ They are condemned 

as ‘red Lev Tolstois’, writers whose sentences are as artificial as those of Russian 

literature before Pushkin. The Formalist critic Viktor Shklovskii, is, by contrast, held 

up as a model for making his sentences short and readable. Zoshchenko claims to 

have done the same:

9  ramiy OMeHt OKaTo. <î>pa3a y Meiw KopoTxaa. RocrynHaa ÔeîtHLiM. M okct 

ôtm., noBTOMy y mchsi mhofo HuraTeneH. (1930) {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 

586)

Zoshchenko presents his form, style and language as a démocratisation of 

literature in line with the demands of the Revolution and the new readership that it 

produced. He repeatedly refers to his large readership as evidence that he has 

succeeded.

Though Zoshchenko was not a member of any literary grouping after increasingly 

drifting away from the Serapions from late 1923, these defences of his art appear to
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echo the views of the Novyi lef Constructivists, who were also formulating their 

views on literature from 1927.

The Constructivists were the most extreme of those voices demanding a fusion of 

life and art.^° Such currents had been around since the very start of the Revolution.^ ̂  

An example of Constructivist practice was the filmmaker, Dziga Vertov, who 

believed art to be inherently counter-revolutionary, and pioneered a new style of 

documentary film journalism.

In particular the Constructivists condemned the notion that Soviet literature 

needed a ‘red Tolstoi’, as part of a mistaken understanding of the cultural needs of the 

new society. They argued that the new society could simply not make any use of the 

art forms of the past. It did not need contemplative, passive, art and literature, but new 

joumahstic forms such as the active reworking of fa c ts .T h is  perspective, 

particularly in its disdain for tradition, is remarkably close to Zoshchenko’s views on 

art expressed in this period, right down to the admiration for Shklovskii, who was a 

contributor to Novyi L^/and a pioneer of non-fictional form s.M oreover, we have 

already seen evidence of Zoshchenko’s admiration for Maiakovskii, the most 

prominent figure in Constructivism (above. Chapter IV).

Yet Zoshchenko remained his own man, and some of this resemblance is quite 

possibly the result of similar reactions to the cultural climate of the 1920s, rather than 

an indication of any direct influence. Certainly the Constructivists make no mention 

of Zoshchenko in their articles, and Viktor Shklovskii was a figure whose influence 

and appeal surpassed that of Constructivism.

Nevertheless, Zoshchenko’s work contains a substantial documentary component 

that has never been evaluated adequately.This orientation in his work runs from the 

early 1920s unbroken to Pered voskhodom solntsa. The initial impetus behind the 

documentary and journalistic bias of his work was the attempt to attract readers who 

had not previously been interested in literature, and therefore had no connection to the 

existing literary tradition through the turn to forms that were themselves outside the 

mainstream of the literary tradition. For Zoshchenko, the most significant of these
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was the pseudo-documentary journalistic form of feuilleton. feuilleton genre 

is highly dependent on the use of factual material, in particular readers’ letters/^

As well as employing Ûiq feuilleton proper, Zoshchenko’s short stories also mirror 

the structure of the, feuilleton. In particular they frequently rely on factual material: 

Zoshchenko reckoned that 30 to 40% of his stories were based on incidents that he 

had read about in the papers (‘Kak ia rabotaiu’, Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 589).

The motive behind the journalistic orientation of his work was to attract readers 

who showed no interest in literature, but who appreciated journalism. In Pis 'ma k 

pisateliu (1929), one of the letters (‘Pis'mo rabkora’, Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 427) 

praises the collection of feuilletons in the writer’s recent collection, Nad kem 

smeetes'. This rabkor prefers facts to authors’ ‘fabrications’, and asks Zoshchenko to 

get Zemlia i fabrika publishing house to print more collections of feuilletons.^^ There 

is more than a slight suggestion that Zoshchenko himself has great sympathy with this 

rabkoPs point of view. Furthermore, this kind of reader was precisely who 

Zoshchenko had in mind when employing iho feuilleton a.nd feuilleton-mfiuenced 

short story forms:

3  HeMHoro HSMeHHJi H odjiennui CHHTaKCHc h ynpocTHJi KOMnosHuino 

paccKaaa. 9 to  noaBOjnuio Mne 6biti> noHJiTHBiM T6M HHraTeJisiM, KOTOpBie He 

HHTepecoBajiHCi. mrrepaTypoH. (1933) {Vozyrashchennaia molodost', SS HI, p. 

158).

Similarly, in ‘Kak ia rabotaiu’, reiterating his demand that literature should be 

written so that the people understand it, Zoshchenko writes: ‘Neobkhodimio massu 

interesovat' literaturoi’ {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 589). Attracting extra-literary 

readers in fact meant employing not only extra-literary language, but also extra- 

literary forms. With his simple language and journalistic forms, Zoshchenko did both 

of these things.
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The question of documentary literature is not discussed at great length in 

Zoshchenko’s articles. However in a 1930 letter to Gorlcii, Zoshchenko argues that 

not only ‘high’ literature, but fictional works as such are irrelevant:

3  B c e r j ta  p a ô o T a ji  n o  caMWM m cjuchm  « y p n a n a M  h  B c e r n a  c r a p a j ic s i  

ynep)KHBaTBC5i o t  «BBICOKOH nH T epaT ypM ». C cH H ac a ,  n an p H M e p , paÔ O Taio n a  

a a B o n e  b  creHHOH uexoB O H  r a a e i e  h  b n eM am o H  aasoncK O H . A caM  B t is B a jic a  n a  

9T y  p a ô o T y  n n a  T o ro , h t o 6 l i BnncTfc b c k > « o o n t  h  n p im e cT H  K axyio-H H Ô ym . 

no jn> 3y , T a x  K ax , c K o n tK o  a  noH H M aio, x y n o K e c T B e H n a a  jn r r e p a T y p a  c e n n a c  

M ajio  cym ecT B eH H a h  M a jio  x o M y  T peôyeT ca .^*

Zoshchenko continued to keep his critical distance from the purely literary form 

of literary tradition. Even as late as 1937, in an article entitled, ‘Osnovnye voprosy 

nashei professii’,̂  ̂Zoshchenko argues that Soviet literature is a literature of fact.

Here he raises his objections to fictional literature, and claims that all successful 

Soviet novels have introduced new extra-literary elements: e.g. history, chronicle, 

memoir or science. They are not novels of the purely literary type. Vsevolod Ivanov, 

Aleksei Tolstoi and Sholokhov all ‘freshened up the form with interesting facts’ :

9  H e 3H aio jta jitH eH in eH  c y a i> 6 ti  coB eT C K oro p o M a n a , optHaKo n o x a  h t o  b 

p o M a n e  ABCTBeHHO H aM cnaeT ca jn n n w  ^ a x i a ,  HCTopMH h  RoxyM CHTa b 

xynoK ecTB eH H O H  n e p e p a Ô o T x e  ( . . .)  b  n a i i r a x  y a a H H tix  p o M a n a x  m b i HaxoHHM  

sneM eH TBi 4>axTa, x o T o p B ie  o c B e * a io T  c r a p y io  4>opMy ( . . .)

H MH6 nyM aeTCfl, h t o  h m c h h o  T y r  b  oÔJiacTH 4>axTa (a 6 e p y  u m p o x o :  

HCTopHa, H a y x a , BocnoM HHaHHa) M oryT  ôbitb  oTxpBiTBi h o b b io  » aH p B i. A t c  

« an p B i, x a x H e  m b i anacM , — HejtocTaTOHHBi h  jn r r e p a T y p a  B p a a  j ih  n a  h h x

OCTaHOBHTCa.

T y r  n y a o io  n o ô o jiB u ie  cM eJiocTH , p H c x a  h  h o m c x o b . T y r  M o r y r  6 bitb  

HHTe p e c H e m ira e  O T xpB iroa.
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3  jiHHHo a e j i a j i  o n tiT W  b b to h  oÔJiacTH, b  oôJiacT H  (j)aKTa.

M oh nocjieuHHe paôoTW «IlHCbMa k iracaTejiio», «BosBpameHHaa 

MOJioHocTb» H «Fojiyôasi KHMra» — bto noHCKH HOBoro «aHpa.

Ho 9T0 noHCKH HO pagM caMoro »aHpa, a pajm tcmbi, KOTopyio a ne Mor 

noaaTB B ycTapCBUiHX ^opMax. {1935-37, pp. 378-79)

This statement is in part misleading in that he is drawing parallels with other 

writers, who have ‘artistically reworked’ history, documents and facts. This 

formulation stresses the similarités between him and more mainstream Soviet writers, 

and is so broad as to include the historical novel. In stressing these resemblances, 

Zoshchenko is disguising some profound differences: his reworking of facts at times 

really is journalism and is never far removed from it, whereas historical novels are 

explicitly fictional.

Nevertheless, this article does point to a contradiction in Zoshchenko’s work: 

even at its most journalistic, it is not free from the author’s hand; it is still a 

‘reworking of facts’. Zoshchenko stresses this in the 1932 ‘Avtobiografiia’ when he 

says that he has exaggerated the language of his works. Not to have done so, he 

argues, would have resulted in photography, not art.

The insistence that his work is art and not ‘photography’ stands in contradiction 

with much of what Zoshchenko says elsewhere about literature. This contradiction 

reveals a tension that runs throughout Zoshchenko’s work: Zoshchenko’s stories of 

the 1920s, for all their use of the, feuilleton form, are also works of literature. They are 

both journalism and literature. Th& feuilleton form itself oscillates between the 

newspaper article and the short story. In the hands of the most able practitioners of the 

form such as HT and Petrov, Kataev as well as Zoshchenko, Ûiq feuilleton form 

became close to and even indistinguishable from the short story.^^ These writers’ use 

of ihQ feuilleton form enabled the short story to be rejuvenated.

Yet Zoshchenko claims to be employing the, feuilleton form for its factual and 

extra-literary character:
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B 9THX $em>eTOHax h c t hh xanjiH BtiayMXH. 3q.ecb Bce rojiaa npaBjua. 9  

peimrrejibHo HHHero ne floôaBJisui o t ceôa. IlHCbMa paÔKopoB, 04)HUMajibHbie 

ttOKyMeHTti H raaeTHbie aaMCTKH nocjiyaouni mhc MaTepHajioM.

Mne Ka*eTC$i, h t o  HMeHHo ceHHac cymecrayeT m h o f o  jrioaeâ, KOTopbie 

noBOJiBHo npeapHTejiBHo othocbtcsi k  BunyMKe h  k  nncaTenbCKOH c|)aHTa3HH. 

Hm X0H6TC9 HaCTOan̂ HX, nOWIHHHblX (î>aKTOB. Hm XOHCTCa yBHaCTb 

HacTOflmyio )KH3Hb, a ne Ty, xoTopyio nonaioT c rapHHpoM TOBapnn^H iiHcaTejTH.

B 9THX MOHX cî)eni>eTOHax ecn» ^parouennoe c b o h c t b o  — b  h h x  h c t  

HHc a T e n a . Bepnee: b h h x  h c t  nncaTcnbC K O H  ôpexHH. ( ‘Ot avtora’, SS I, p. 

448)/'

This appears to be a straightforward statement of Zoshchenko’s commitment to 

documentary journalism. However, even after so apparently categorical a statement, 

he hesitates and admits that he has changed some names, before repeating his claim 

that ÛIQ feuilletons are all ‘the naked truth’. This is clearly not so: ÛiQ feuilletons 

contain much that appears to have been liberally fictionalised.^^

This indecision is typical of Zoshchenko, and is a revealing instance of his 

ambivalent intentions in reproducing journalistic forms: Zoshchenko is making a 

serious attempt to attract new readers by democratising literature and bringing it 

closer to life by using journalistic fact based forms. At the same time he is using 

parody to ridicule such forms and those who would write in such a manner. 

Documentary material is important, but it is reworked and exists in tension with 

literary licence. This results in an ambivalent attitude to the literature of fact. This 

relation to documentary literature, as we shall see, is not the only contradictory 

position that Zoshchenko adopted. Irresolvable contradictions seem to have lain at the 

heart of Zoshchenko’s creative enterprise. In his work, the tensions between 

documentary journalism and art, between fact and interpretation, are transformed and 

deepened into the expression of an existential conflict. In order to examine this
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strategy in detail we must enumerate those journalistic forms that Zoshchenko was to 

employ, stylise and parody in his short stories.

iii) 1920s Soviet Journalism: Form, Style and Outlook

The Feuilleton

The dominant form of satirical journalism of the 1920s was the, feuilleton. A 

feuilleton is a journalistic genre originating in France around 1800 and first used in 

Russia in Vestnik Evropy in 1820. In the Soviet Union a century later it became one of 

the most common forms of satire. The generic characteristics this form acquired in the 

Soviet Union need to be outlined in order to trace the specific stylistic and thematic 

influences of the satirical press on Zoshchenko.

In his history of feuilleton in Russia and the Soviet Union, Leonid Ershov 

shows how, after the Revolution, this form became highly politicised.^^ From 1918 to 

1921 the 'small feuilleton' predominated. This genre developed from the critical 

notice [zametka] or sketch [ocherk] in Pravda and Izvestiia. These were often based 

on facts gleaned from letters to the paper, in particular from rabkors (worker 

correspondents). In this period information prevailed over humour and what little 

humour there was tended to ridicule the Soviet Union’s enemies crudely. However, in 

the years 1922-1923, a new form, ‘the laxgQ feuilleton' came into being. Here the 

quantity of information was reduced and the elements of humour and the 

dramatisation of the situation became far more significant. Though art was 

subordinate to information, and broadly served to bring the situation alive, there was 

still scope for the creative writer. A pioneer of this form of Ûvq feuilleton was Mikhail 

KoTtsov (1898-1942). Significantly, it was in this period that Zoshchenko made his 

literary debut. He was quick to seize upon and exploit the possibilities offered by this 

new form. In doing so he expanded its scope immeasurably.
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Let us examine the aspects of Ûiq feuilleton that Zoshchenko was to employ:

• Fact

Unlike a correspondent proper, ûiq feuilleton writer selects one fact for the focus 

of the article. Leonid Ershov has stressed ihQ feuilleton" s factual basis:

pacuBdT 4>enBeT0Ha b CCCP b 20-e rom>i — cBHHeTejn>CTBo ycHjieHHsi

HOKyMeHTajifcHoro, (|)aKTHHecKoro naMajia b jmrepaType.

( . . . )  T axH e « a n p t i ,  k b k  o n ep K  h  c n e j i a m i  M H oroe  j y i a  c6n iD K eH iw

24
jn rrep a T y p ti c  «ooH b io

The factual material upon which ih& feuilleton was based was very often the 

letters to the paper, particularly from worker and peasant correspondents:

M HOFHe Ba)K H tie t c m b i (j>ejiBeTOHOB n o n c K a a n B a c T  penaKUHOHHaji n o n r a .

riHCBMa paÔKOpOB H CCJIBKOpOB HC TOJIBKO nOJICKa3I>IBaK)T TCMBI, HO H RaiOT

M aTcpH ajiB i RJia 4>em>cT0H0B (...) B H C K O T optix r a a c T a x  M CTtipe iw T t ix  b c c x

25
(JjCJIBeTGHOB HMCIOT CBOHM HCTOHHHKOM peHaKUHOHHyiO HOHTy.

The proximity of these two genres is such that the rubrics in which the letters of 

complaint are published can be seen as examples of ihQ feuilleton, in that the letters 

are introduced and commented upon by a columnist. This effectively makes them 

feuilletons}^

• Generalisation

Having selected his fact the journalist had to ensure that it was understood in a 

certain context. He did this by reworking it artistically:
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B psiae cjiynaeB 4>ejn>eT0HHCT coaaaeT ycjiOBHBie jmajiorH, pHcyeT cuchkh, 

KOTOpbix Ha caMOM Hcjie ne ôbijio. Bce b to  cMy neoôxoîUiMo, HToôbi pacxptrn,

27CMLicH pasBeHHMBaeMoro sœjienHsi.

The purpose of such literary reworking is to relate the incident at the basis of the 

feuilleton to larger social and political questions. In this way, ihQ feuilleton performed 

an explanatory function that distinguished the Soviet press from other forms of 

joumahsm.^* However, this begs the question as to how far something can be 

artistically reworked before it ceases to be an example of journalism and becomes a 

work of literature. A tension between literature and journalism was inherent in the 

feuilleton form. Zoshchenko transplanted it into the skaz form, and transformed it into 

the expression of a philosophical problem.

The rabkor and the Letter of Complaint

Ohh ôecnoMomHti, komhhhm. Ho bmcctc c tcm  ohh cepbesHti.

(Pered voskhodom solntsa)

The facts reworked into ihQ feuilletons were typically gleaned from letters written 

to the newspapers. A feature of the Soviet journalistic culture of the time was to 

encourage readers to participate in the press by writing to the papers about their own 

lives and conditions:

HTo6fci y paôoHero ôtiJia cbosi raacTa, Heo6xoHHMO, HTOôti cbmh paôoHHe

HHcajm npo cboh Hy)KHti h Bonpocti, mto6h  cemh paôoHHe 6hjih  rjiaBHtiMH

29coTpyztHHKaMH raaeTti.

The aim of this activity was to criticise shortcomings in Soviet society with an 

view to improving them. The rabsel'kors or worker and peasant correspondents were
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central to this. As Jeffrey Brooks has argued, professional Soviet journalists had no 

incentive to criticise the regime’s shortcomings, since they were themselves paid by 

the same State responsible for those shortcomings:

Critical commentary was reserved for unofficial local reporters, such as the 

worker and peasant correspondents, who were paid a few rubles for each 

accepted contribution. These occasional commentators lacked the autonomy, 

education and economic security to become an independent voice in Soviet
• . 30society.

These people wrote more or less systematically to a given newspaper and 

organised wall newspapers criticising shortcomings in their workplaces or conditions 

in the places where they lived with the aim of increasing production and improving 

the quality of life.^  ̂The movement was officially encouraged in particular from 1923 

when Pravda organised a conference of rabkors.^^ During the NEP period, the Soviet 

government saw this as a vital means of improving production so as to industrialise 

the country. The satirical press was very much a part of this. In Krasnyi voron, the 

forerunner to Be gemot, sections such as ‘Otryvki iz rabochikh pisem’ and Tashchik 

dlia zhalob’ encouraged readers to perform the role of rabkor^ and write in to 

complain about priests, nepmen and upravdoms and other perceived perpetrators of 

injustice at the behest of the columns:

ToBapMn^M! n H im r re  o 6 o  BceM b « 9 i i ; h k  a j i a  )K ajio6»  K p a c H o ro  B o p o n a . 

B y n e M  c G o ô n ta  ôopoTbC fl c  b o j i o k h t o h ,  HepacnopîmHTejifcHOCTfcio, 

n en c o M B ic jn ieM , BSflTOHHMHecTBOM, ca6oT a»(eM  h  oTpH uaTentH B iM H  cropoH aM H  

Hgna/^

The readers responded enthusiastically and Zoshchenko was quick to recognise 

and seize upon the possibilities of this material. He used it as factual material and
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plots for his straight-forwardly journalistic/^«///^tons and for his short stories. He 

also drew on the material, in a less direct manner, by recreating their style, form, plots 

and the mentality of the letter-writers. An excellent example of such a reproduction of 

the style of letters of complaint and of their factual plots is Zoshchenko’s most 

famous story, ‘Bania’, which was actually based on a number of letters of complaint. 

Zoshchenko refers to the process of writing ‘Bania’ in Pered voskhodom solntsa:

Ha M oeH  n o n y u n c e  Jie)KaT im cb M a b p e n a x m a o  «K pacH O H  ra a eT L i» . 9 to 

» a j io 6 fc i  Ha ôaH H Bie H e n o p a a x H . 9 th n n cb M a M n e a a n n ,  hto6 a  H a im c a ji  

4>eJiBeT0H.

9  n p ocM aT pH B aio  b t h  nncL M a. O h h  ô e c n o M o n tH ti,  x o m h h h b i. H o  B M ecT e c  

T6M OHH cep b eaH M . E n t e  6 t i !  PeMb h h c t  o  HeM ajioBa»(HOM  « H j e n c x o M  t t e j ie  -  o  

6anax.^^ {Pered voskhodom solntsa, SS III, p. 506).

The letter of complaint was a perfect form in which to combine the trivial and the 

important, since it was ‘a theater in which the new Soviet public values were 

superimposed on the actualities of daily life’.̂  ̂But since Soviet public values did not 

always, or rather seldom matched up with the actualities of daily life the effect was 

typically that of a disparity. The given experience of daily life remained at odds with 

the interpretation of it.^^

Further distortions resulted when BoTshevik politics and political vocabulary 

were simplifed in the pursuit of a wider audience. This was true particularly of 

newspapers such as Rabochaia gaze ta and Rabochaia Moskva:

The staff journalists simplified and abbreviated their presentation of Soviet 

values in the active sphere because of the subject matter and the character of the 

discussions. The semi-educated local correspondents and letter writers brought 

this public culture down to a still lower level when they tried to apply abstract 

values to specific issues. The transition was necessarily an imperfect one, since
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local correspondents were unable to replicate the public culture expressed by 

the staff journalists/^

RabseVkors in particular had a tendency to concentrate on one particular aspect 

rather than the whole picture. This was something which Gorldi highlighted:

MpaHHBiH neccHMH3M [9THX paÔKopoB] TeM H oÔ tacH geT ca, s r o  ohm cy x o m a io T  

CBoe BHHMaHHe Ha h jio x o m  h  xo p o u ieM  b  n p e n e j ia x  HMeHHo c B o e â  ^aôpMXM, n e  

3HaSI HJIM aaÔLIBaSI o  BCCH KOHJieKTHBHOH paÔOTe, TBOpMMOH B C oK )3e CoBCTOB 

paÔOMHM KJiaCCOM.^*

This is an aspect of the rabkors that Fedor RaskoTnikov, writing in the proletarian 

literary journal Na postu, also highlights. He contrasts the rabkors' narrowness of 

vision with the broad sweep of the proletarian writer:

K p y ro 3 o p  H p ojieT ap cK oro HHcaTejia iiiH pe, h cm  y  p a ô x o p a :  p a ô x o p  oTpaxtae?  

6 b it , HpaBBi, BKOHOMHHecKMe ycHOBHsi, nopsm xH  HIM HenopsmKH c B o e r o  3aB0H a, 

T o r a a  x a x  npojieTapcxM M  HHcaTeJii, OTpaxaeT n e  tojibko  s o o h b  aaB on a , a a * e  n e  

TOJiBKo »(H3Hb paôoM ero K Jiacca b uc jio m , ho  0Tpa)KaeT )KH3HB, ncHxoJiorHK) h  

MMpOB033peHHe CaMBIX pa3H006pa3HBIX KJiaCCOB, CaMBIX pa3H006pa3H BIX  

oômecTBCHHBix c jîo c B , HO pa3yM eeTCîi, CO cB o en  npojieTapcK O H  toh k h  apeHHa.^®

It would seem then that the relation between the abstract level of interpretation, of 

ideology, and that of the concrete and immediate experience, was a problem for the 

rabkor. Zoshchenko, as we have seen in the previous chapter, began to explore this 

question from his earliest surviving story, long before he started writing for the 

satirical press. In the letter of complaint, and in the figure of the rabkor, he found the 

perfect vehicle for the exploration of this tension.'^
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Moreover, the rabkors’ letters were, of course, personalised narratives. In this 

they served as a blueprint for the narrator-participant skaz form that Zoshchenko was 

to make his own: the rabkor, like Zoshchenko’s narrator does not use the impersonal 

narrative, and as a consequence cannot hide his self-interest behind a veneer of 

objectivity. As a result, the rabkor was potentially still more fruitful as a means of 

articulating Zoshchenko’s other related perennial theme, the ubiquity of human 

material self-interest. The rabkor was typically somewhat upwardly mobile."^  ̂He 

often demanded the sacking of a specialist. All well and good, but he often also 

suggested that he himself be appointed in his place. Very often a motive of self- 

interest was discernible behind the slogans about the good of the Soviet fatherland."^  ̂

The complaints themselves at times appear more sinister than public-spirited, and can 

perform the role of anonymous denunciations to the police.

Rabkor as Meshchanin

In Soviet terms a worker who did not conform to the idealisation of the working 

class, and who was concerned with his immediate self-interest and private pleasures 

rather than the good of the society, of the collective, of his class, was a meshchanin. 

This is not a social type, but a moral type: someone unable to rise above the everyday 

{byt\, to concentrate upon the future, the goal, the essential [bytie].

In this it is similar (but opposite) to the Soviet definition of the proletarian. A 

proletarian was not just a member of a class, but also had to have proletarian class- 

consciousness. In other words, proletarian was a prescriptive not a descriptive term."̂ "̂  

Historians know this idealised worker of Soviet ideology better than they know the 

other worker whose world was one where drinking, brawling and cursing were 

prevalent. But that clean image is a distortion, such dissolute behaviour was in fact 

quite common: though drunkenness was seen as counter-revolutionary, the 

overwhelming majority of workers drank.'*  ̂This other worker’s behaviour is, in 

Soviet terms, meshchanstvo.
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The interesting thing was that the non-politically conscious 'woTk&v-meshchanin 

also regarded the Revolution as his victory, and was enthused with a new 

assertiveness and confidence. As Philips has argued, ‘By the mid-1920s Russian 

workers had mastered revolutionary discourse and used it to further their own ends.’"̂  ̂

This meant the justification of the pursuit of self-interest in the most banal spheres of 

existence, through the use of abstract political slogans, even as far as demanding the 

political right to go to the theatre or cinema when reelingly drunk."^  ̂Similarly, 

workers paid lip-service to such abstractions ironically, while contravening their 

strictures: they might propose a toast to anti-alcohol campaigns or the cultural 

Revolution."^*

The gap between the abstract slogan and the underlying motive of self-interest is 

something that Zoshchenko was able to observe in life, in the letters of complaint and 

rabkors," letters. It fitted his own view of the world, and he was able to find in the 

feuilleton form a particularly powerful means for the exploration of this tension. It 

should be stressed, however, that it is the tension between these two spheres that 

interests Zoshchenko. The balance of the Zoshchenko short story depends on us 

having as much sympathy for the striving towards ambitious interpretive abstraction 

as we have understanding of the underlying self-interest.

Another way in which Zoshchenko explored this tension was through the 

narrator’s language.

The Language of the Rabkor

As well as providing factual material for the basis of his plots, and naturally 

fitting his vision of an irreconcilable conflict between the concrete sphere of existence 

and the abstract realm of ideologically informed interpretation, the letter of complaint 

also provided Zoshchenko with a rich vein of popular idiom with which to fill his 

note-book. In his memoirs, Chukovskii describes similar letters sent to Zoshchenko as
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KopsiBfcie, apeMyMHe, Man̂ e Bcero anKo ôearpaMOTHtie nocjiainw k raepHjitiMy, 

nojiHfcie BonjieM h »ajio6 ôeaaaKOHHo o6H*aeMi>ix

Zoshchenko was sincerely attracted to the new language and attempted to use it in 

his stories. Though written, this was the language of the recently literate and was far 

closer to the way in which people spoke than to the literary language. As such it 

brought to the stories the immediacy and energy of live speech, and can still be called 

skaz. At the same time it brought its defects. In particular, the problem that beset his 

stories was that the language was seen solely as a means of parody. Indeed, there is an 

inherent danger in using a language which is not the standard literary language, 

particularly the language of the people, in that it is likely to be seen as comic, as a 

parody. This is in part because of the traditional way in which the language of the 

people has been employed in literature.^^

In order to avoid this unintended comic effect, when incorporating letters, 

magazines and journals of the time rewrote them.^* The same happens in modem day 

teenage magazines for example: letters in which the readers express themselves 

incompetently are rewritten so as not to detract from their emotional impact.^^

Writers such as Mikhail Bulgakov and Zoshchenko himself were employed to 

rewrite these letters.^^ The effect of this rewriting was that the language of literature, 

and even of journalism, did not resemble the language that was being spoken by the 

common people. Thus Zoshchenko, in Pis'ma k pisateliu (1929), was able to defend 

himself from the charge that he was cormpting the Russian language for cheap laughs 

by claiming to be reproducing the language, ‘na kotorom seichas govorit i dumaet 

ulitsa’ {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 371). He claims to have done this, just as he 

claimed to have adopted journalistic forms, with the purpose of democratising 

literature:

9  cnejiaji 3T0 (b MajieniKHX paccKaaax) He paflH KypieaoB h ne îuisi Toro, 

HToôfci TOMHee KonHpoBaTb Hamy «oohb. 9  caejiaji bto hjisi Toro, HToôti
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3anomnm> xotsi 6 bi BpeMCHHo t o t  KOJioccajibHBiH paapWB, KOToptm 

npoH3omeji Me)Kay jnrrepaTypoM h ynHuen.

A roBopK) — BpeMeHHo, Tax xax a h  b caMOM nejie roniiy Tax BpeMeHHo h  

napomiHHO. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 371)

Zoshchenko sees the letters that he receives as confirmation that he was right as to 

how the street thinks and writes.

Zoshchenko then, in his short stories and feuilletons, reintroduces the actual 

language that the workers might have used if an average one became a writer, or 

attempted to become one. Having done this, he was beset by the problem the practice 

of editing and rewriting was introduced to overcome: only the ridiculous aspect of his 

narrator’s language was perceived. His work was seen as parodie.

Insofar as we can perceive it through the process of rewriting and editing, the 

language of the rabkors seems to have been a strange hybrid. Raskol'nikov 

encourages rabkors to use a more rugged idiom than is standard literary practice:

PaÔxopbi, npMXoaantMe b jnrrepaTypy, MeHwue Bcero Hon*Hbi jtejiaTb nonbrrxH 

ifflcaTb HHTejurareHTcxHM aabixoM. IlycTb o h h  inniiyT Tax, xax o h h  npHBbixjiH 

rOBOpHTB. HyCTB HHinyr to m  ASBIXOM, XOTOpBIH HM aaJIH paÔOMHe MaCCBI.̂

The tone of entreaty is in part because, as Michael Gorham has shown in his study 

of the phenomenon of the rabkors, they tended to abandon their natural idiom in the 

attempt to master the language of journalistic cliché. This was a result of the strange 

position in which they found themselves: they were expected to act both as the 

organic voice of the people and as the politically active representatives of the Soviet 

state. The effect of mixing these languages was a bizarre hybrid, because the idiom of 

colloquial speech and that of political jargon did not complement each other. Instead 

both became deformed. Rather than conveying any message, the rabkor's language
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often drew attention to the contorted construction of his discourse. Gorham sees 

Zoshchenko’s ‘Obez'ianii iazyk’ (1925) as typical of this hybrid language.

However, Gorham only sees the parodie aspect of this language: writer and reader 

can laugh at the narrator. In fact, Zoshchenko transforms this language into a 

linguistic analogue of the profound conflict of abstract interpretive system and 

particular experience. The highly concrete linguistic medium resists and disrupts the 

ideology it attempts to bear. The effect is not so much a laugh at the expense of the 

narrator, but despair at the impasse of the human condition.

In this section we have examined aspects of 1920s journalism relevant to 

Zoshchenko’s work. In particular, we have described two journalistic forms in detail: 

ihc feuilleton and the letter of complaint. We have also discussed the figure of the 

rabkor, in part because he is tied up with the letter of complaint phenomenon, but also 

because his language and mentality prefigure the language and mentality of 

Zoshchenko’s character-narrators. Having established the journalistic context we can 

now show how Zoshchenko’s work relates to it.

iv) The Influence of Journalistic Forms on Zoshchenko

Before introducing examples of Zoshchenko’s use of journalistic forms, let us 

briefly summarise the emphatically journalistic elements in Zoshchenko’s art, and 

contrast them with the properly fictional short story form:

* Factual Basis

The, feuilleton is based on a true incident or fact, or what purports to be one, and 

demands that the reader believe that the figures in it are real and not fictional.^^ This 

need not be the case with the short story. Zoshchenko habitually based not only his 

feuilletons, but also his short stories, on such factual sources.
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• Immediate Topicality

Immediate topicality is, a further characteristic common to both the form of a 

Zoshchenko short story and that of di feuilleton. As Ershov has indicated, it is not 

normally a feature of the short s to ry .In  Zoshchenko’s short stories though, the 

events are very commonly related to events of the day, after the manner of a 

feuilleton.^^

• Generalisation

The '\siVgQ feuilleton' generalises and puts a single fact or incident in the context 

of a socially significant wider theme.^* This also functions as a way of ensuring that 

the reader interprets these events in the ‘correct’ manner.^^

The combination of the generalised theme and the particular incident is a matter 

of artistic technique, which distinguishes Û\q feuilleton from simple reporting, i.e. 

from journalism that presents itself as the simple transmission of facts. Ershov argues 

that this is what enabled the, feuilleton to become a self-sufficient genre, no longer 

dependent on the press, but published separately in collections.^

Zoshchenko transforms this scheme, by relating the fact to a general theme which 

is irrelevant. The fake generalisation is often really the expression of the narrator’s 

own interests.^^ Zoshchenko’s narrator, unlike that of a normsA feuilleton, often

expresses his opinions and makes generalisations incompetently, prompting us to
1 '

supply a new interpretation of the event.

• The Letter of Complaint Writer or rabkor

Zoshchenko uses, stylises and parodies the letter of complaint writer and the 

figure of the rabkor. At times this figure becomes inseparable from that of the skaz 

character-narrator employed in stories that show little or no journalistic influence.
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With ‘Pis'ma v redaktsiiu’ {SSI, pp. 449-51), Zoshchenko first attempted to 

reproduce the letter of complaint form. As his first reproduction of journalistic forms, 

they are worth analysing, though they are not representative of his use of journalistic 

forms. In ‘Pis'ma v redaktsiiu’ Zoshchenko’s intentions are overwhelmingly parodie. 

While simple parody was not typical of his later use of journalistic forms, it was 

generally the purpose of his use of skaz in this early period of his work, as I have 

shown above (in Chapter IV).

One indication of the parodie intention in these letters is that despite 

Zoshchenko’s claims to the contrary, there seems here to be no genuine factual basis 

for these letters. Consequently, I propose to examine them as fictional parodies of the 

letter of com plaint.There are a number of good reasons for seeing these letters as 

Zoshchenko’s fictional creations. First of all, the names of the letter writers are 

typical of Zoshchenko. The first letter, ‘Prelesti NEPa’ is by Semen Kaplunov, the 

same initials as ‘Semen Kurochkin’, a favourite pseudonym of Zoshchenko at this 

time. The second letter is signed ‘Kontorshchik Iv. Lermontov’, which follows the 

pattern of using the surname of a great writer parodically combined with a rustic 

sounding first name, that Zoshchenko repeated in ‘Otkrytoe pis'mo’ (1924) 

(Uvazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 227-29), where one of the signatories is Vasia Pushkin.

The complaints touch on common grievances: for example complaints about 

public transport were common, not only in Zoshchenko’s work. The first letter, 

‘Prelesti NEPa’ complains that the bourgeois passengers have been elbowing and 

pushing. The letter writer has even had his foot stepped on. However, the theme of 

having one’s foot stepped on is a theme particular to Zoshchenko.^^ Moreover, the 

claim that the people causing the trouble are bourgeois is reminiscent of the 

complaints made on behalf of Vasia Rastopyrkin in another of Zoshchenko’s short 

stories, ‘Meshchanskii uklon’ (1926) {SS I, pp. 360-62). The use of ‘mankirovat'’, a 

foreign loan word, is not typical of Zoshchenko’s narrators except when referring to 

foreigners or foreign countries. However, it does suggest a tendency to bluff and to be 

too clever for their own good which is typical of his narrators. The most significant
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aspect of this and the other letters is the excessive attention that they pay to trivial 

aspects of life. The letter writers seethe with righteous indignation over complete 

trifles.

The second letter, ‘Vnimaniiu militsii’ is a complaint by office worker Iv[an] 

Lermontov, who was travelling on a steamboat when he was spat at from a bridge. 

The offending phlegm landed unnoticed on a ‘former’ lady’s hat. Lermontov, the 

letter writer, demanded that the Finnish captain stop the boat so that he could catch 

the ‘expectorating hooligan’, but the Finn refused.

This letter begins with a generalisation after the manner of a. feuilleton and 

Lermontov uses a general category to refer to a single steamboat: ‘legkoe 

parokhodstvo’ rather than the more appropriate term for a steamboat, ‘parokhod’. As 

with Zoshchenko’s later uses of this device, there is a disparity between the incident 

and the generalisation. However, where in later uses of th& feuilleton form the 

incident often disproves the generalisation based upon it, here the satiric charge is 

simply that this is such a trivial matter, and not a generalised phenomenon at all. The 

narrator is clearly a fool, and an old world fool with antiquated manners at that. As 

such he is the butt of the humour, as is the rule with ‘former’ people in Zoshchenko’s 

work of this period.

Here the simply absurd element of the situation is also important. Ivan Lermontov 

demands that the captain stop the boat. This is in itself ridiculous, since boats cannot 

simply be stopped as he demands. Moreover, he seems to be the only person who 

takes any notice of the incident. Even the woman who was hit by the spit does not 

notice. The letter ends with the demand that steamboat passengers be protected from 

spitting, itself an absurd demand that would be extremely hard to realise.

This same pattern of the demand for an absurd measure to be taken is repeated in 

‘Glas vopiiushchego’ (the third letter). Here a complaint about the price of coffins 

ends with a demand that a department be set up where every employee [sluzhashchii] 

can buy themselves a coffin.
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The same pattern of complaints based upon incidents that occurred to the letter 

writers but are not revealing of any general phenomenon repeats itself throughout 

these letters. In ‘TeatraTnaia zhizn"’ (the fifth letter), the letter writer suggests that 

theatre seating arrangements be ordered according to each given spectator’s height. 

This demand is a result of his being seated behind a tall woman at a recent visit to the 

theatre. This letter as well as ‘Baron’ (the fourth letter) and ‘Panama’ (the sixth letter) 

are full of the class resentment of professionals such as actors, doctors and engineers. 

All of the letter writers are ‘former’ people, and like the peasants and priests in the 

stories of this period, they are simply to be laughed at; there is no mixture of 

sympathies.

The narrators of these three letters use language that is close to that of 

Zoshchenko’s later stories, particularly the narrator of ‘Panama’, who refers to the 

engineer as ‘sobachii nos’. This is in contrast to the narrators of ‘Vnimaniiu militsii’, 

‘Glas vopiiushchego’ and ‘Golos prokhozhego’ (the seventh letter) who express 

themselves in the more formal and bureaucratic language typical of their professions.

These letters all parody the absurdly specific and trivial nature of complaints by 

basing them upon an incident that the narrator experienced, but that is not at all 

typical or relevant to society as a whole. Sometimes they are motivated by a reference 

to the general situation that is unconvincing. In such complaints Zoshchenko is 

evidently exploring the strange phenomenon of the use of the complaint form by 

people who believe that their own interests are completely identical with those of the 

society. This obvious paradox in a society in which collective interests were meant to 

prevail over personal ones apparently attracted him. Here the class background of the 

letter writers discredits their complaints and their personal experience. In his later 

stories, the letter writers’ class does not discredit their complaints and readers are left 

to adjudicate between the claims of personal experience and those of ideological 

abstraction. The imbalance between the personal experience of an incident and the 

generalisation is accentuated by the writers’ constant appeals for the readers’ 

sympathy. This appeal for sympathy by the narrator is an element very proper to the
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letter form’s directness. Although here other factors mean that we disregard the 

appeals, this is another element of the letter of complaint form that Zoshchenko was 

to incorporate in his short stories through the use of a skaz narrator.

Though ‘Pis "ma v redaktsiiu’ prefigure Zoshchenko’s later use of journalistic 

forms in significant ways, they also stand in stark contrast to the ambivalence of the 

later work in the unmitigatedly satirical tone of their parody. Nevertheless, it is 

significant that these letters were only Zoshchenko’s second submission to the 

satirical press. He ended the 1920s with the publication of Pis'rm kpisateliu, a 

collection of letters that he edited. This dependence on the documentary form, and on 

letters, underpins his work throughout the 1920s.

Letters as Factual Sources for Zoshchenko’s Feuilleton-Stories

The, feuilleton, as we have seen, is based on factual sources, usually a letter to the 

magazine or newspaper. The same is true of Zoshchenko’s short stories. It would be 

almost impossible to recover all of those sources, reckoned to lie behind over a third 

of his stories. Nevertheless, it would be helpful to compare the sources with the final 

versions of the stories in order to see quite how and how far Zoshchenko reworked 

them. I propose to look at the documentary sources of a few stories, including those 

for one of Zoshchenko’s most famous works, ‘Bania’.^

‘Bania’ (1925)

‘Bania’, which was first published in the satirical magazine Begemot in 1925, is a 

good example of Zoshchenko’s adaptation of ihe feuilleton form to that of the short 

s t o r y . I t  is also a good and revealing example of Zoshchenko’s use of readers’ 

correspondence: important elements of the story are taken from letters published in 

the satirical press from 1923 to 1925. ‘Bania’ also typifies Zoshchenko’s ambivalent 

attitude to the feuilleton form. He relies on certain of its typical features of 

generalisation, immediacy and a factual basis. But at the same time he plays with and 

even ridicules these features. The story’s ambivalent tone is an excellent example of
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the mixture of sincerity demanding the reader’s sympathy expressed in a parodie 

language. In order to help the reader follow this close reading of ‘Bania’, I have 

decided to reproduce the original magazine published version of the story:

EAH9

FoBopsiT, rpa»naHe, b AMeprace 6aHH ohchb oTJiMHHue.

Tyaa, HanpHMep, rpaxcaamni npimeT, cKHHeT 6ejn.e b o c o 6 l ih  smtHK h  

noHfleT ce6e m litb c ji. BecnoKOHTbCJi jta>Ke ne ÔyaeT — m oji, xpama h jih  

nponaxca, HOMepxa tta>Ke ne BoaiMCT.

Hy, MOKCT, HHOH 6ecnoKOHHi>iH aMepHKaneu h cKa)KeT 6aHntHKy:

— Fyr 6aH, aecxaTB, npHCMOTpH.

TojifcKo H Bcero.

IIoMoeTCfl 9T0T aMdpHKaHeu, Hasan npnneT, a cMy hhctoc 6ejn>e nonaioT — 

CTHpaHoe H rjiæKeHoe. IlGpTsnncH He6oci> 6enee cnera. IIomirraHHHKM 3aimm>i, 

saJiaTaHti. )Ki!TuniiKo!

A y Mac 6aHH TO)Ke HHMero. Ho xywe. Xota tokc mbitica mokho.

y Hac TOJiBKO 0 HOMepKaMH 6ena. Hpouuiyio cy66oTy a nouieji b ôaHio (ne 

exaTB »e, nyMaio, b AMepHxy), — naioT RBa HOMepxa. Onrai aa ôente, npyroâ 

aa najiBTo c manxoH.

A rojioMy MenoBexy xyna HOMepxH nen? IIpflMo cxaaaTt — nexyna. 

KapManoB neTy. KpyroM — «hbot na hoih. Fpex onHH c HOMepxaMH. K 6opone 

He HpHBSDKeiUL.

Hy, HpHBJiaaji a x HoraM no noMepxy, hto6 ne Bpaa noTepsm,. Bouieji b 

6aHK).

HoMepxH TenepHHa no noraM xjionaioT. XonHTb cxynno. A xonnrt nano. 

HoTOMy uiaHxy nano. Bea manxn xaxoe *  m litb c ?  Fpex ozmn.
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H m y  uiaiiK y. r j w » y ,  o a h h  rpaacnaHHH b T p ex  inaHKax m o c tc s i .  B  o h h o h  

CTOHT, B RpyroM  ô a m x y  M tijm r, a  TpeTfcio j ieB o ii pyxoM  npHHep)KHBaeT, m to 6  He 

cnepH H .

IloT siH yji 9  TpeTBK) uiaHKy, xoTCJi, M e*H y npoHUM, e e  c e d e  B s a n ,  a  

rpa»naH H H  He B tm yn^aeT .

— T t i  HTO »  3T 0 , roB opH T , Hy)KHe uiaHKH B o p y e u ib ?  K a x  j i a n n y  T e d e  m ain coH  

Me)KHy r j ia a  — n e  s a p a a y e m t c a .

9  roBopK):

— H e  uapcxH H , roB op io , p e x o m  uiaHxaMH jianaTB. 9roH 3M , ro B o p io , x a x o H . 

H a a o  » e ,  ro B o p io , h  m pyinM  noMi>m>ca. H e  b TeaTpe, ro B o p io .

A  OH sa a o M  HOBepHyjica h  M oeTca.

«He cToaTb »e, nyMaio, nan ero AyuioH. TenepHna, nyMaio, o h  napoMHo TpH 

jm a  dy&eT M tiTbca».

H o iu e j i n a jttu ie .

H e p e a  n a c  r j i a » y ,  x a x o H -T o  a a a a  a a a e B a jic a , BBUiycTHJi h 3  p y x  m a n x y .  3 a  

MBiJioM H a r n y H c a  h j ih  a a M e n r a jic a  — n e  a n a io . A  t o j ib x o  T y io  u ia n x y  a  B sa j i  

c e d e .

TenepH H a h  m a n x a  ecn>, a  cecT b n e r n e . A  cT oa MfciTBca — x a x o e  * e  M tiT te?  

r p e x  OAHH.

Xopomo. C to k )  CToa, aep>Ky u iaH xy b p y x e ,  mokdcb.

A  xpyroM -T O , danoiiixH-CBeTfci, c r n p x a  caM ocm iB H o H^eT. O z m n  urraH ti 

MoeT, a p y r o H  nonmraHHHXH TpeT, TpeiHH en^e h t o - t o  x p y n r r . T o j ib x o ,  cxaaceM , 

BBIMBIJICa — OIWTB rpaSHBIH. B pB I3»yT  RBaBOJIBI. H  UiyM TaXOH CTOHT OT CTHpXH 

— MBiTBca H eoxoT a. H e  c jib iu ih iiib , x y a a  m b ijio  TpeuiB. F p e x  o u h h .

« H y  H x, n yM aio , b d o jio T o . R oM a homoiocb» .

H a y  B HpeadaHHHX. B B m aw T  n a  HOMep dejiB e. F j ia ^ y  — B ce  M oe, urraHBi n e  

MOH.

— F p axcaan e , ro B o p io . H a  m o h x  Tyr HBipxa dBijia. A  n a  b t h x  b b o h  r a e .

A  d a m a n x  roB opH i:
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— M il, roBopHT, 3a HtipKaMH He npHcraBHeHLi. He b TeaTpe, roBopHT. 

Xopomo. HaneBaio b th  urraHBi, Hfly sa najitTOM. HajitTo ne BtmaioT —

HOMepoK TpeôyKxr. A HOMepoK na Hore sa6i>m>iH. PaaaeBaTtca naflo. Chjui 

urraHBi, Hû y HOMepoK — neTy HOMepxa. BepeBxa Tyr, na Hore, a 6yMa)KKH h o t .  

CMBiHacB 6yMa)KKa.

Houaio ÔaHU^Hxy BepeBxy — ne xomot.

— Ho BepeBKe, roBopHT, ne BBinaio. 9 to, roBopuT, Ka>KABiH rpa»aaHHH 

HacTpH»eT BepeBOK — hohbt He HanaceniBCfl. 0 6 o)khh, roBopHT, xoraa nyôjniKa 

pasoHfleTcsi — bbihbm , xaxoe ocTaneTca.

9  roBopio:

— B paT nm eH xa, a  B R pyr u a  apuHB ocT aneT ca? He b TeaTpe «e, ro B o p io . 

B B iaaH , roBopK ), n o  npHMeTaM. O h h h , ro B o p io , xapM an pBanBiH, u p y r o r o  n eT y. 

HTO xacaeM O  nyroBH U , t o ,  ro B o p io , B ep x n a a  ecTB, hh)khm x me n e  npeRBHHHTca.

Bce-TaxM BBmaji. H BepeBxn ne Bsaji.

Onejica a, BBimeji na yjmuy. Bnpyr bchomhhji: mbiho saÔBin.

Bepnyjica cn oB a. B najiBTo ne B iiym aioT .

— PasHeBaHTecB, roBopaT.

9  roBopK):

— 9  rp axcnane, n e  M ory b TpeTHH p a s  pasaeB aTBca. He b T eaTpe, ro B o p io . 

BBiRaHTe T orn a  x o t b  c to h m o c tb  MBiJia.

He uaiOT.

He naioT — He naao. Homeji 6es MBma.

KoneHHo, mrraTeHB npHBBixiiiHH x 4>opMajiBHocTaM Mo*eT 

nojHoôoHBiTCTByeT: xaxaa, necxaTB, sto 6ana? Pae ona? Aapec?

Kaxaa 6ana? OÔBixHOBeHHHaa. KoTopaa b rpHBeHHHX.

A na xaxoH yjnme — ne cxa*y. Ce6e aopo*e. HoTOMy nocjie npnaeuiB — 

cTyxnyr Te6a manxon no 6ajiae — rjiaanuiB n neTy cosnaTejiBHoro,

BayMMHBoro Fpa>KaaHHHa.̂
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As we can see in the extract from Pered voskhodom solntsa reproduced above (on 

page 144), the story began as di feuilleton. Elsewhere Zoshchenko refers to ‘Bania’ as 

a story: it has always been classified as a short story and is termed such in every 

edition of Zoshchenko’s wo rk s . I t s  initial designation as a. feuille ton is revealing as 

to the immense overlap of these forms in Zoshchenko’s work.^ The sources for the 

story can be found, albeit with an appended commentary, on the complaint pages of 

Krasnyi voron. In a letter to Krasnyi voron in March 1923, there is a complaint about 

a public bathhouse in which it is impossible to get washed:

BMECTO EAHH -  K0HK)IUH3

B BacHjieocTpoBCKHX ôansx (9-a jnnnw, 16), b paancBajiBHsix ycrpoena 

napHKMaxepcKafl, KOTOpaa npHTOM, h hh cm  ne oropo»ceHa. IlGMenteHHe 

HeôoJiBiuoe, H BBiMBiBiuHMca noceTHTensiM, nocjie paaneBajibHH, npHxonirrca 

XOTfc CHOBa HTTH B 6aHK)...̂ ^

Similar incidents involving bathhouses in which it is impossible to get washed are 

repeated twice more on the reader’s pages subsequent to the publication of ‘Bania’ in 

March 1925 (Begemot, No. 11, 1925 & No. 49 1925). This becomes something of an 

urban myth. In the actual story ‘Bania’, (SS, I, pp. 278-79), the narrator repeats a 

rumour he has heard about the spotless cleanliness of American bathhouses.Soviet 

ones are also all right, he says, except worse, but you can wash in them: A u nas bani 

tozhe nichego. No khuzhe. Khotia tozhe myt'sia mozhno’(p. 278). The rest of the 

story shows that this is in fact not the case, at least not for the narrator in that 

apparently typical bathhouse. Ultimately the title of the story becomes ironic, since a 

bathhouse in which it is impossible to wash is not really a bathhouse at all.^  ̂This is 

directly parallelled in this feuilleton, where it is called a stable.

In ‘Bania’, the narrator is unable to wash because other people are washing 

clothes and splashing him with their dirty water, so he decides to go home and wash. 

This element of the story appears to be even more directly derived from a letter of
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complaint. In Krasnyi voron. No. 3, 1924, someone complains about people washing 

clothes in the bathhouse. Here, there is a contrast with the columnist’s response to the 

letter in the first source. In that case, the columnist’s comments were full of 

sympathy, though humour was also derived from the sheer ridiculousness of the 

situation of a bathhouse in which it is impossible to get clean. However, in the second 

source the columnist treats the incident in a completely humorous manner, laughing at 

the reader for writing to the paper and not sorting the matter out for himself: ‘Sami, 

nebos", boites', oshpariat, a nas posylaete. Dudki!’ The columnist concludes that the 

person who wrote the letter was too scared of being shouted at to go and complain to 

the people washing their clothes and that is why he wrote to Krasnyi voron, rather 

than immediately sorting the matter out for himself. This theme is also developed in 

the story, where after being threatened by someone hogging three basins, the narrator 

does not even think of complaining to the people washing their clothes. In the version 

of ‘Bania’ first published in Begemot in 1925, the narrator refuses to name the exact 

location of the bathhouse, for fear that he will be assaulted the next time he visits it. 

This appears to be an oblique reference to the widespread violence against Rabkors. 

Typically, they were threatened with violence by those they criticised. In 1922 a 

rabkor called Spiridonov was murdered; in 1924 eight rabkors were killed. All of 

these deaths were attributed to retribution by ‘class enemies’. Gorham notes that 

persecution was so widespread that the rabsel'kor trade paper had a rubric devoted to 

this subject.^^

The contrasting responses of the journalist commenting on the article to the letters 

are another way in which they seem to prefigure ‘Bania’ the story. In this instance 

they anticipate the mixed reaction that ‘Bania’ the story arouses in readers: we laugh 

at the narrator for his fantasies about American bathhouses, his attempts to defend 

Soviet bathhouses, his lack of courage, his clichés, and the sheer ridiculousness of the 

situation, but feel sympathy for his humiliation at the hands of the attendants and the 

other patrons.
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Another major element of the story, the problem with cloakroom tickets, appears 

to derive from a previous letter of complaint to Krasnyi voron in 1924:

BAHHBia BOnPOC

O k h h  TOBapHn^ oneH b  o ô im e jic s i n a  6 a in i .  R a x )T , BaaHM en B a a r o r o  n a  

x p a H M jm n te  HOMepKH. B o t  b  h h x -t o  h  c m m r  caM asi a a a a .  CaM H ,

TOBapHmH, c y m r r e :

«HoMep nacTcsi na BepeBOHxe, BepCBOMKa ot MOxpoTBi aaMinnuia, 

BCJiettCTBHe Hero noceTHreJib He MOKeT HOMep Kyna-HHÔo na ce6% npHBSiaaTb. A 

6epB HOMep c ajiuhhoh BepeBOHKOH h Beuiaa ero na cede na meio, pHCKyeim> 

nojiyMHTb Kaxyio-nHdo doneaHb... A ecjm He dpaxb HOMep, a tojh>ko aanoMHHTb 

— M0)KH0, a TeM BpeMeneM cneuHajftHbie «(yjiHKH notucapayjiHBaioT, rae dejn>e 

dea HOMepa h crapaioTCfl Taxne noJiyHHTb.»

C h o b o m , KaK HH KHHb — B ce  KJiMH, xaK  HH d p o c b  — B ce  d a d x e  b  d poB b! C  

HOMepaMH — d o jie aH b , d e a  HOM epa — xcyjiHKH. He d a n a ,  a  — a a n a a n a !  K y a a  

ae B a T b c a ? ...  B n p o n e M , e c jiH  oneH b n e  aaayM biB aT bca n a a  d an n b iM  B o n p o c o M , 

T ax  OHO, HO)KajiyH n e  T ax  y *  c T p a u m o ?  M o)KeT, h BOBce H e c r p a u m o ,  a  to — h 

coB ceM  n y c T a x H ?  B e p n e e  — n a e B o e  a e a o  a a * e !  T a x ,  ot cx y x M  no ro B o p H H H  h 

aoBOJibHo!^^

Here the fear that someone else might get the patron’s clothes and the 

impossibility of attaching the ticket to oneself are elements that the story reworks. 

Moreover, here once more the bathhouse is said to be something other than a 

bathhouse: ‘Ne bania, a -  zapadnia.’ In the commentary to the letter the contrasting 

attitudes of the first two sources are combined, so that the story shows sympathy 

before lightheartedly condemning the incident as trivial, a device that Zoshchenko 

was to employ in a number of later stories.

Thus we see that Zoshchenko almost certainly worked by lifting factual accounts 

from various different letters sent to, in this instance, Krasnyi voron, and
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incorporating them into a story. However, the short story ‘Bania’ is not based on a 

single letter. The various elements of the three sources are further transformed by 

making a narrator experience these difficulties at first hand and narrate them as a skaz 

narrator-participant. Where the columnist commenting on the letters, particularly with 

the last two letters, treats the difficulties experienced by the reader as a subject for 

humour, regarding them as trivial or ridiculous, Zoshchenko makes the narrator of the 

story the actual person experiencing these difficulties. This is a dramatisation of the 

situation in line with the nature of a feuilleton. However, through his use of a 

particular type of skaz narrator, Zoshchenko achieves an unusual degree of 

ambivalence not typical of feuilleton.

In ‘Bania’, the use of a skaz narrator-participant renders the experience of 

humiliation suffered by the character more immediate. There is no objective narrator 

to interpose between the character who experiences the suffering and the narration of 

that suffering. The narrator’s experiences become the central focus of the story, and 

their vivid evocation makes the appeal to our sympathy all the more direct. Greater 

directness is also achieved in the language itself. As we have seen in the discussion of 

skazy narration in a language more typical of the character than of the standard 

narrator is one of the defining characteristics of skaz. Here Zoshchenko employs such 

narration. The syntax also conforms to his prescriptions for the literary language in its 

brevity and use of ellipsis. For example, ‘Ne tsarskii rezhim, shaikami liapat"’ 

suppresses logical links such as ‘chtoby mozhno bylo’, to create a more direct and 

expressive language. The short sentences, often of no more than one word, also typify 

Zoshchenko’s attempt to compress the language and enliven syntax. This is a clever 

use of the skaz form as sympathetic stylisation.

At the same time this unmediated appeal to our sympathies is undermined. The 

events narrated comment upon the narrator’s opinions. For example, after waiting for 

an hour he steals someone else’s basin. Though he condemns someone else for their 

egoism in using three basins, while he has none, he is not at all above inflicting the 

same suffering on someone else. Moreover, the very language that produces skaz and
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its direct appeal also undermines that appeal through the use of cliché, verbal tic, 

tautology, slang and grammatical error. These exaggeratedly substandard usages tend 

to render the narrator’s language parodie and increase our distance from him, as does 

the humour of the situation. The contradictory and ambivalent attitudes that were 

present in the treatment of the theme in the sources from the reader’s letters page are 

made still more intractable in the story.

As we have seen, Zoshchenko himself referred to ‘Bania’ as both a story and a 

feuilleton. The final version cleverly parodies ihe, feuilleton form. The narrator begins 

and ends the story with an attempt to link his experiences to a wider context. This 

attempt to generalise from the specific incident is a generic characteristic of the 

feuilleton. The story’s narrator relates the incident to some gossip he has heard about 

the high standards of bathhouses in America. This piece of gossip seems to mix up 

the description of a bathhouse with those of a laundry, a dry cleaner’s and a clothes 

repairs service. This fantastic exaggeration, bom of the awful state of Soviet 

bathhouses, suggests the narrator’s inability to place his experiences within an 

appropriate context. He fails to generalise convincingly from the particular in the way 

that a good feuilleton should. The narrator then compares Soviet bathhouses 

unfavourably with those in America, but in their defence claims that you can wash in 

them. Even this most modest of generalisations is unstable and is invalidated by the 

experiences that are narrated in the story. The narrator finds it impossible to wash. He 

is prevented from doing so by people washing their clothes. '̂*

However, the claim is that it is possible to get washed in Soviet bathhouses. On 

the narrator’s own experience of a typical bathhouse, this would seem not to be the 

case, despite his considerable efforts. Yet the story does show some other people 

washing, and thus produces some evidence that it is possible to get washed. The 

generalisation is invalidated by the narrator’s own experience, but not by what he sees 

of other people’s experience. Yet individual experience is itself an unstable sphere: 

even the narrator’s use of the tautological construction ‘poidet sebe myt'sia’ suggests 

this by repeating the reference to the self.
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As readers we are left to decide whether to trust the narrator’s experience, or his 

generalisation that it is possible to wash in Soviet bathhouses. Neither quite tells the 

whole truth. What truth there is can be understood as a tension between the 

conflicting accounts of the incident. This is an example of how Zoshchenko turns 

generalisation and concrete factual experience, the basis of ihQ feuilleton, into a 

philosophical conflict between the claims of concrete existence and those of abstract 

ideology.

The story has the journalistic immediacy of di feuilleton. The incident supposedly 

occurred ‘last Saturday’. Zoshchenko here parodies this characteristic by making the 

narrator’s immediacy, his proximity in time, and his acquaintance with the bathhouse 

all factors tending to mar the account rather than improve it. This narrator might more 

properly have placed his experiences in an appropriate context if he was not writing 

so soon after the events and if he researched the actual conditions of American 

bathhouses. Nevertheless, the immediacy of the first person narrative still has a 

certain direct appeal which is difficult to disregard, for all the narrator’s 

inconsistencies and errors.

Similarly, the ending parodies the feuilleton's characteristic of being based on a 

particular incident directly experienced by the correspondent. As Ershov has 

indicated, the SowiQt feuilleton typically revealed the exact identity of the people 

implicated and the exact address of any enterprises or institutions involved in the 

incident.^^ The motive behind this was to hold those concerned up to ridicule with the 

aim of reforming them, in accordance with the didactic aims of Soviet satire. The 

original 1925 Begemot version of the ending of ‘Bania’ parodies that formula by 

anticipating the reader’s demand for the exact address of the bathhouse in the last six 

lines of the story (as it is reproduced above). Here, instead of giving the address, the 

narrator simply claims that it is a normal bathhouse. The reason for this is revealed in 

the last sentence. He does not give the exact address for fear of reprisal. Ultimately 

then, the narrator is unable to do what iht feuilleton should do, i.e. reveal the identity 

of the objects of criticism, because he is in too immediate a relation with them. He
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avoids doing this by giving a vague generalisation. Zoshchenko here plays off the 

various elements of feuilleton against each other. The narrator’s immediacy, far 

from guaranteeing relevance, leads to a distortion of the importance of the incident 

and to the narrator’s refusal to name the object of the criticism. Generalisation here, 

rather than furnishing the incident with an appropriate context, serves as a way of 

muting the effect of the satire.

In keeping with the critical position that sees Zoshchenko as satirising his 

narrator, Starkov argues that the discrepancy between the narrator’s generalisations 

and the information we glean from his account is Zoshchenko’s way of discrediting 

and parodying the narrator. He calls this the ‘irony of the plot’ [siuzhetnaia ironiia].^^ 

Certainly untrustworthy narration creates a distance indicating that the narrator and 

Zoshchenko’s own position are not identical. However, as we have seen, this distance 

is not maintained evenly, and Zoshchenko’s intention is not solely to parody his 

narrator. Rather, the elements of ih& feuilleton form are deployed in the earnest 

pursuit of new, easily consumed literary forms and at the same time for the purposes 

of parody. The language of Zoshchenko’s narrator accomplishes the author’s goal of 

bringing the literary language closer to the language of conversation and also parodies 

such language. The use of the skaz form renders the narrator’s experiences more 

immediate, but it also suggests that this immediacy distorts the importance of those 

experiences. These ambiguities are unresolved. Zoshchenko’s own position cannot be 

derived simply by inverting the narrator’s own appraisal of events. The irony is not 

binary, but a far less predictable interplay of parody and stylisation, of sympathy and 

hostility.

Obez ianii iazyk’ (1925)

Zoshchenko did not always combine so many elements from different letters into 

the one story. Sometimes the stories appear to have been developed from an incident 

described in a single reader’s letter. Such a relation between letter and final product is 

more typical in feuilletons. ‘Obez'ianii iazyk’ is an example of a story that appears to
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be based on a single incident (551, pp. 264-66). The story tells of a meeting at which 

the narrator overhears two men talking incomprehensible gibberish composed of 

foreign loan words. The theme was treated in a reader’s letter published in the ‘Na 

prieme u Begemota’ column earlier that year, in which the correspondent complained 

about foreign loan words being used indiscriminately in meetings:

HHCTOTA A3BIKA

Ha 6)KeHeaejn,HLix oôntepaHOHHLix coôpaimsix paôoTHHKOB ÔHÔmioTeMHoro 

aejia BojmapcKoro paHona

HHCTpyxTopfci B CBOHX AOKJiaaax ynoTpeôJisuoT  

CTOJlfcKO HHOCrpaHHtlX CJIOB, HTO ÔOJIBIIIHHCTBD 

paôoTHMKOB C MecT TOJifcKo yuiaMH xjionaiO T , a 

HeKOTOptie H a » e  JioKaTcsi cn a T t c  BHUHxnoneptHHecKHM 

CJIOBapCM...

PesojiiomM EereMOTa. Hn({)OpMMpyio M H crpyxTopoB o 6  aôcypHHOcTH quasi- 

HHTeJIJieKTyaJIBHOH BJlOXBeHUHH B KOHTperaUHîIX nOXaJlBHMX KOJiaÔOpaHTOB. 

C jiym ajiH ?  T o-to !^ ^

Although it might be argued that this is a generalised phenomenon, the 

coincidence of themes is extremely, indeed uncannily, close. Moreover, the story and 

the letter even employ the same expression for ‘to look dumb’ [khlopat' ushami].

Like ‘Bania’, ‘Obez'ianii iazyk’, heightens the dramatic effect of the incident by 

telling the story from the point of view of someone involved in the incident, in this 

case one of the people who do not understand the foreign words. One extra comic 

touch that the story adds to the original reader’s letter is that the two men using all the 

foreign loan words themselves do not understand them, but pretend that they do.

Their pretence goes so far as to argue in words that they clearly do not understand:
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— B ot B t i ,  TOBapHm , H eôocfc hc o n o ô p a e T e  bth lu ie n a p H t ie  a a c e a a H H a ... A 

MHe KaK-TO OHM ÔJHDKe. Bce KaK -To, 3H aeT6 HH, HpflMO C K a * y , H o cJ ieR H ee BpeM fl 

OTHOUiyCb HOBOHbHO HOpMaHCHTHO K 9THM C06paHH9M . T aK , 3 H a eJ e  JIM, 

MHnycTpMsi M3 HycTO Fo B H opoxcH ee.

— He Bcerna bto, B03pa3MJi nepBUH. — Echm, KOHenno, nocMOTpeTb c tohkm 

3peHM9. BcTyram., lax  cKa3an>, na TOHKy apennsi m OTreaa, c tohkm 3peHMfl, to

— Ha, MHHyCTpMSI KOHKpeTHO.

(SS I, p. 265)

They even get annoyed with each other as if there was a point of principle at stake 

in the argument. They are of course the main objects of satire in this story. However, 

here the narrator is also satirised, as is feuilleton form that he attempts to use. In 

attempting to place the incident within a general context, as the narrator of di feuilleton 

should, he shows himself to be as guilty as the people he has overheard of arguing 

about that of which he knows nothing. He compares Russian with French, arguing 

that the problem with Russian is that there are so many foreign words in it:

Hy B3flTb <j)paHuy3CKyK) pent. Bce xopomo m hohjitho. KecKcce, MepcM, komcm

— B c e , o ô p a T M ie  B a m e BHMMaHMe, hmcto (j>paHU3ycKMe, n a T y p a jib H tie , noH flT H bie  

c j io B a .

{SS I, p. 264)

However, he clearly does not know French: if he did he would realise that the two 

men are talking pretentious nonsense. Hence he is certainly not in a position to say 

that everything in that language is easy to understand. Moreover, he does not admit 

that he gets nothing of what the other characters say, but claims that he ‘understood 

their conversation with difficulty’. There is even a suggestion that he is more annoyed 

by the fact that he was made to look stupid than concerned by the state of the Russian 

language.
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In a formula that Zoshchenko exploited on a number of occasions, the person 

criticising is himself exposed as guilty of similar failings, and incapable of upholding 

a superior moral standard. Examples of such stories are ‘Butylka’ (1927) {SS I p. 390) 

in which the narrator stands by and observes people’s lack of public spiritedness in 

not cleaning up a broken bottle, though he himself is guilty of the same failing; 

‘Sobachii niukh’ (1924) {SS I, pp. 181-82), in which a sniffer-dog is brought in to 

track down a theft and ends up forcing confessions of petty crime from everyone: the 

victim of the theft, the militia dog-handier and even the narrator;^* ‘Rech" o vziatke’

(1923) {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 198-99), ‘PisateE’ (1923) (551, pp. 155-57) and 

‘Chestnyi grazhdanin’ (1923) (551 pp. 161- 63), in which those who set out intending 

to denounce others end up denouncing themselves. The implication in such stories is 

that there is no infallible position from which to criticise, since all vantage points are 

potentially corrupted by self-interest. This is yet another manifestation of 

Zoshchenko’s vision of the competing claims of concrete self-interest and abstraction, 

where abstraction here is the neutral position of the observer making sense of events.

‘Obezlanii iazyk’ is another instance where Zoshchenko takes documentary 

material and produces a short story close to the feuilleton form. However, here the 

introduction of a special type of skaz narrator serves to parody the feuilleton form and 

satirise the criticisms of the narrator. This is something that the writer has added: 

whereas in the reader’s letter, those using foreign loan words are the sole objects of 

satire, in his story, Zoshchenko satirises both those who use that language and the 

person who does not understand such language.

This additional twist in perspective also sharply differentiates ‘Obez'ianii iazyk’ 

from ‘Bania’, in that it undermines all sympathy for the narrator, rather than 

problematising it as in the earlier story. This is not just satire or parody, but meta

satire: the object is satirised, but so is the satiriser. This dynamic form of satire leaves 

us feeling uncomfortable: maybe we too are as hypocritical as the narrator. Whereas 

in ‘Bania’ we were challenged to decide whether to trust existence or ideology, here 

we are challenged to ask ourselves on what basis we criticise. Zoshchenko in this use
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of narrative technique shows himself an heir to the mantle of Gogol", in asking us 

whether we in fact have the right to laugh at those satirised: are we ourselves (present 

company of course excluded) not guilty of the same pretentious use of language, and 

of pretending to understand that which is really beyond our grasp?

We may wonder where the author’s sympathies lie. Yet even here there is 

something suspicious about the notion that Zoshchenko’s own position can be derived 

by inverting the views or language of those satirised. In the matter of language, the 

evidence from Zoshchenko’s articles is contradictory. He believed a clear, simple 

language to be best suited to the needs of the age: ‘nuzhno pisat" iasno, kratko i so 

vsei vozmozhnoi i^vos>ioioi...\Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 589). However, he also 

believed that the language of literature should be closer to the way in which people 

actually speak. The absence of a normative language, and the lack of a clearly defined 

normative point of view is central to Zoshchenko’s vision of satire. If we read 

Zoshchenko’s use of skaz as a deviation from an implicitly understood linguistic 

norm, i.e. if we read it as satire or parody in the sense intended by many theorisations 

of skaz and by influential interpretations of Zoshchenko, such as that of Kreps, then 

we congratulate ourselves for having the correct point of view and laugh at the 

narrator for his stupidity. To do this is to simplify it, sanitise it and deaden its blows. 

Such interpretations resolve Zoshchenko’s contradictions and confine Zoshchenko’s 

universal comic genius to the narrow context of the 1920s and to the Soviet Union.

To do so is a grave error. Zoshchenko’s satire continues to pose awkward questions of 

us. It is relevant as long as we are hypocritical and stupid.

‘Shapka’ (1927)

In 1923, in ‘KholodiUnik’, a column in the journal Drezina, an incident is 

reported that served as the basis for one of Zoshchenko’s weaker stories, ‘Shapka’ {SS 

I, pp. 408-09):
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UlHÔHe KOHKH

E x a j i  MauiHHHCT H epH L iuieB  c  n o e s n o M  113 n o  PasancKOH n o p c a o c e .  R o e x a n  

n o  x a x o ro -T O  n o n y c T a m c a , — b c h o m k h ji :  u ia ra c y  n o T ep su i. A r n e  n o T c p su i — n e  

nOMHHT.

IloBepHynH Maumny naaan b  xony. B pon^e noHcxaji — ncTy inanxn. Ilonep 

najiwne. CMOTpHT, manxa na xocorope Jie)KHT y paateana «Cnaccxoe»/^

In ‘Shapka’ Zoshchenko recounts the same incident of an engine driver losing his 

hat and putting the train into reverse in order to find it. Here though, he presents it as 

the sort of thing that used to occur in 1918 and 1919, and makes it an index of how 

far everything has progressed in the ten years since the Revolution.

This example differs significantly from the two previous ones, where the factual 

basis serves to enhance the topicality and relevance of the story. Here the original 

account appeared four years before being incorporated into an article. It was 

published in Drezina, which was printed by the railwaymen’s printing house, Gudok. 

In the reworking of the incident it is narrated by a former railway worker. His 

attempts to show how far things have progressed in ten years serve as the feuilleton- 

style generalisation that starts off the story. However, the incident is not particularly 

revealing of the typical conditions on the railways in the first few years after the 

Revolution. It is more of an unusual incident that the narrator relates, not because of 

its importance as such, but because it happened to him. In this respect, it is a good 

example of Zoshchenko’s narrator’s incapacity to determine what is of historical 

importance or general interest and what is simply an amusing or unpleasant incident 

that occurred to him. Tht feuilleton form, parodied by the introduction of a skaz 

narrator, is the ideal form for this confusion as to the general and particular, the 

significant and the insignificant: the abstract and the concrete. A similar worm’s eye 

view of history is presented in ‘Zhertva revoliutsii’ (1923) (SS I, pp. 168-170) and 

‘Istoricheskii rasskaz’ (1924) (SS I, p. 210).
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The narrator’s distorted understanding of historical progress is parodied, but the 

irony does not stop there. The image of the train is one with many resonances in the 

Soviet context, and was often used as a symbol of the Revolution. The story seems to 

imply a certain nostalgia for the ad hoc mentality expressed in the 1919 incident. It 

may only be a fur hat, but in Zoshchenko’s world such items as galoshes, hats and 

boots take on vital importance and the essential drama of human existence is played 

out in a bathhouse, a buffet or a kitchen. There is something endearing in the engine 

driver getting the passengers to help him look for his hat. It suggests that people had a 

more caring attitude. The last lines of the story tell us that such things cannot happen 

now, but there is more than a little note of ambiguity in this conclusion:

A Tcnepfc He t o j ib k o  m a n x y  — n a cca x m p a  cttyn eT , h  t o  ocraHOBKa He 6 o J ie e  

ORHOH MHHyrtL

IIoTOMy — BpeM a aoporo. Hano exaTB. (SS I, p. 409)

The fact that trains now will not stop longer than a minute even when a person is 

blown off is revealing as to the lack of importance of the individual, and of the 

insignificant status of the particular incident in the new, organised Soviet society.

This may not and indeed almost certainly does not correspond to any historical 

reality: respect for the individual was hardly the defining characteristic of the first 

years after the Revolution. Part of the irony in the choice of this episode is that it is 

not typical of the historical epoch. The historical situation is simply a frame in which 

the writer opposes the abstract notion of purposeful movement and progress, and the 

infinitesimal individual requirements of the person who has lost a hat. This person 

and the lost hat become a symbol for the individual and fragmentary. Zoshchenko, 

even in this apparently simple story, achieves the sort of ambivalence we saw in 

‘Bania’ by making the incident a trivial index of the progress of the Revolution and at 

the same time an indication that this progress has been achieved at the cost of an 

attentive attitude to individual needs.
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‘Krizis’ (1925)

A 1923 letter from a rabkor to Drezina seems to have served as the genesis of the 

story, ‘Krizis’ {SS I, pp. 320-22):

B x o * y  B cT poeH B H ue c  H a m m c tio :  « a j i a  My)KHHH»,— n u m e T  paÔ K op 1 8 9 , —  

H Haxo>Ky TaM ... X BapTH py. IK en a  c jiy > K a m ero  c r o w r  y  T aôypeT K H  h  j i e im r  n a  

H6H BapeHHKH. O xaaL iB aeT C fl, a n e c B  y » e  6 o j i e e  2-x M ecsm cB  aaiB eT  

cTaHUHOHHfcra c T o p o * ,  OH — * 6  jiaMHOBii^MK H K y ô o r p e H . A B n o jia r a r o m e H c a  

CMy K BapTHpe Ô JiaroH yu iecT B yeT  k t o - t o  H3 « co K p a m eH H tix » .^ ^

The story repeats the idea of people living in the most unlikely places, there a 

bathroom, in the letter, a public toilet. Zoshchenko’s story is told by a narrator- 

participant, which should make the experience of hardship all the more direct. 

However, this narrator is an optimist whose complaints are presented almost as 

afterthoughts. Indeed the description of how bad conditions are now appears almost 

as a qualification to his breathless fantasies about the building of new housing that 

have been aroused in him by the sight of bricks being transported. Moreover, despite 

the constant deterioration of his situation, he attempts to carry on and look on the 

bright side of life. These optimistic reveries function as the generalisation to which 

the story is the illustration. However, as we have seen with other examples, there is a 

discrepancy between the two. The extent of the housing crisis as depicted in the story 

in fact suggests that it will take more than 20 years to solve. All the cheerfulness in 

the world will not make a bathroom, and still more a bath, habitable. The relation 

between the incident and the narrator’s interpretation of it and connecting of it with a 

general theme is that the latter are optimistic fantasies prompted by the unbearable 

nature of the present crisis, like the narrator’s image of American bathhouses in 

‘Bania’. But at the same time there is something admirable in the obdurate nature of 

that belief. As with ‘Bania’, the fine balance and true force of the story depends on
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our sympathising with the optimistic belief whilst also recognising that the present 

incident and the logic of human experience in general threaten to undermine it.

Further Influence of Satirical Forms 

Amerikanskaia reklama’ (1926)

A further example of the close relationship between the journalistic forms and 

Zoshchenko’s short stories is ‘Amerikanskaia reklama’ (1926) (SS I, pp. 329-30).

Here the interrelation is different. This is not a parody of the form, but a satire of the 

effects of the letter of complaint, as well as of the immense proportions of the housing 

crisis. In its theme and meta-satirical thrust it has much in common with ‘Krizis’ and 

the other meta-satirical stories mentioned in relation to that story.

A specific feature of the feuilleton/lQiiQT of complaint satirised in ‘Amerikanskaia 

reklama’ is its factual basis, in particular the tendency to indicate the precise address 

of the target of the satire. In Zoshchenko’s story the rabkor's letter gives the precise 

address of the landlord who is charging an exorbitant rent. Rather than working to 

expose the landlord to shame and ridicule, as good socialist satire should, this works 

like an advertisement and attracts a huge crowd of people willing to pay three times 

the original rent and more to secure the flat.

This is not an example of Zoshchenko’s use of the stylistic devices of journalistic 

satirical forms to revivify the short story form. It is, however, a further example of the 

ambiguous attitude that he adopts to the satirical forms. At times he employs them 

and on other occasions he satirises them. In ‘Amerikanskaia reklama’, more than 

anywhere else, Zoshchenko shows the letter of complaint to have precisely the 

opposite effect to that intended.

Immediate Topicality

The journalistic component of Zoshchenko’s work in the 1920s is nowhere more 

evident than in the extreme topicality and often ad hoc nature of his stories. This was
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a feature of Ûiq feuilleton, a journalistic form in which immediate topicality was 

paramount, that he incorporated into the short story.

The most widespread and evident aspect of such immediacy is that of situating the 

story as occurring recently through the use of temporal deixis: linguistic time markers 

that assume a shared present. These deictic markers are typical of the spoken 

language, where speaker and listener are in the same place at the same time, but they 

are also common in newspapers, which also assume a shared time-frame. Zoshchenko 

uses temporal deixis in almost every story that he wrote: ‘Bania’ for example 

stipulates that the story occurred last Saturday. ‘Zakoriuchka’, ‘Draka’, ‘Sobytie’ and 

‘Melkoe proisshestvie’, for example, all begin with the words: ‘Vchera’...’ {SS I, p. 

410; p. 396; p. 395; p. 382).

With other stories, immediate topicality is not textual but is clear from their 

publication context. ‘Rezhim ekonomii’ (1926) (SS I, pp. 342-43) is such a case. It 

first appeared during the campaign for economy measures. The next issue of Begemot 

after the publication of Zoshchenko’s story was devoted to this campaign and 

featured a cartoon on the cover with the eponymous hippopotamus saying that the 

measures have had no effect on him since he never ate caviar or quail anyway and 

always walks everywhere.*^ There is also a picture of a three-legged chair as an 

example of the economy measures. A number of satires in that issue suggest that the 

measures are likely to lead to more bureaucracy rather than to any genuine savings. In 

the story, Zoshchenko uses a skaz narrator who claims to have made genuine savings 

by not heating the toilet, a measure suggested by the woman whose job it was to drag 

logs to the toilet stove. The stove’s chimney-pipe breaks off as a result of it not being 

used in the cold weather. Though the narrator puts this down to the fact that it was 

built in Tsarist times, the reader realises that this is in fact the upshot of the economy 

measures and the measures end up wasting money.

There are many other stories that contain more obscure references to 

contemporary figures or events related to the context of the publications in which they 

were first published. One example of this is the ending of ‘Kitaiskaia tseremoniia’
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(1924) (SS I, pp. 206-08), which contains a reference to Diadia lasha, who was a 

regular contributor to Krasnyi voron. Often the subjects of the stories were 

determined by a themed issue of the magazine in which they came out. Typical of this 

phenomenon is ‘Zabytyi lozung’ (SS I, pp. 226-28), which was written for the 

International Women’s Day edition of Krasnyi voron in 1924 (No. 9, March 1924). 

The whole issue is devoted to the question of women. ‘Tochka zreniia’ (SS I, pp. 275- 

76) was written a year later for the same occasion. ‘Monter’, (SS I, pp. 355-56) under 

its original title of ‘Slozhnyi mekhanizm’ appeared in a special issue of Begemot 

devoted to the theatre (No. 43, 1926). Similarly, ‘Pushkin’, (SS I, pp. 373-75) which 

was originally called ‘Grob’, appeared in an issue of the same magazine devoted 

solely to the 90th anniversary of Pushkin’s death (No.7, 1927).

Other stories refer to the time of year at which they were published. Both 

‘Ispoved" (1924) (SS I, pp. 237-39) and ‘PaskhaTnyi sluchai’ (1925) (SS I, pp. 281- 

83) (under the title ‘Pustiakovyi obriad’) appear in an Easter issue of Krasnyi voron 

‘Zhulik’ (1927) (Uvazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 290-91) and ‘Poslednee rozhdestvo’ 

(1923) (SS I, pp. 178-80) both appear in Christmas editions and contain references to 

Christmas. Similarly, the opening of ‘Bochka’ (SS I, pp. 338) refers to Spring and 

appeared in the May 1926 issue of Begemot.

The size of the stories was also determined by their place of publication. Stories 

first published in Ogonek, such as ‘Vor’ (1923) (SS I, pp. 136-40) and ‘Senator’ 

(1923) (SS I, 132-36) and in Leningrad, such as ‘Sluchai v provintsii’(1924) (SS I, pp. 

248-52) are far longer than those first published in the satirical publications.

Contextual factors such as these are significant in establishing quite how near 

journalism Zoshchenko’s work is. Indeed, we can see from an understanding of the 

context that he had little control over the length and themes of his stories. In this 

context narrative technique and the reworking of ready-made material takes on an 

even greater importance.
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The Writing Out of Topical References

Zoshchenko considered his works ephemeral: their purpose was to respond to 

contemporary needs, and he used the language of the everyday in order to have an 

immediate effect. He did not see his stories as works of great literature capable of 

standing the test of time.*^ Certainly his language and the forms he chose display a 

deeper imprint of their time than neutral standard literary language and a more 

deliberately enduring form like the novel could. This in part explains why 

Zoshchenko had no compunction in altering the stories for publication in collections.

Though Zoshchenko never imagined that his works would last, they did. Though 

they are constructed from the ephemeral, they succeeded in making the ephemeral 

lasting. This forced him into the Russian literary tradition that he had attempted to 

break from and end.

Zoshchenko’s rejoining the literary tradition at the end of the 1920s was not 

simply part of an internal or textual dialectic. There were also external pressures 

forcing him to gravitate towards more properly literary forms. In particular, from 

1927, the satirical press was subjected to increasingly severe control: in 1928 

Begemot and Smekhach were merged and then closed down, and by the end of the 

decade there were no satirical magazines left in Leningrad. The only satirical 

magazine still published after 1930 was Krokodil, which was published in Moscow, 

where the authorities could keep an eye on it. This restriction of the avenues that he 

had previously exploited for publication forced Zoshchenko to reevaluate his attitude 

towards literature. As late as 1929 Zoshchenko said in response to an offer to publish 

a proper literary edition of his works: Ta khochu eshche goda dva na vole poguliat'— 

s dikim chitatelem delo imet'.’ "̂̂ He had greatly overestimated the length of time he 

would be allowed to enjoy himself, since later the same year the writer began 

publishing a six-volume collected edition of his works. From this point onwards it 

became necessary to present himself as a more properly literary writer. The position 

he had previously occupied, between journalism and literature proper, was no longer
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tenable, especially not for a satirist. As a result it became necessary to present his past 

in a different light: he had to rewrite his earlier stories.

In the collected works of 1929-32 he enhanced the effect of his compressed 

syntax by spacing the sentences out and creating more paragraph sentences. This also 

made it seem more literary, more deliberate, and less like the semi-literate scrawhngs 

of a demented rabkor. Moreover here, and for subsequent editions of his work, he 

reworked the language and rewrote many of the stories, often filtering out references 

he may have seen as too specific to the time at which they were written, and therefore 

too journalistic.

The alterations to ‘Bania’ discussed above have this effect of filtering out overly 

journalistic touches. Another example is ‘Tiazhelie vremena’ (1925) {SS I, pp. 266- 

67). This story first appeared with a newpaper cutting as a subheading:

B M ara3HH KpeturmHoro TOB-Ba b  EropteBCKe sauieji ohhh rpa)KHaHHH BMecre
86

CO cB o eH  j io u ia t tw o  h  n p H x a s a n  n p H M ep im . ed x o M y r . (Pa6. MocKBa, Jsf9.295)

This extract is not attached to the subsequent editions of the story. By removing it 

from subsequent versions of the work, it is made to look more like a short story than a 

feuilleton.

‘Plokhoi obychai’ (1924) (SS I, pp. 232-33) in its first published form is highly 

topical. In the rewritten form the emphasis of the story changes substantially. The 

magazine published version refers to a decree of that February that makes tips legally 

equivalent to bribes. In that version of the story there is a long introduction in which 

the narrator claims that the decree saved his life. Whereas in the later version, the 

narrator simply decides not to ‘tip’ the medical attendant anymore, in the original 

version it is the decree that brings salvation from his zealous attentions. The essence 

of the story is the same: what he calls a tip is in fact a bribe anyway. Nevertheless, in 

the original version the narrator is more cunning in using pious reverence for the 

decree as a way of stopping the medical assistant and presenting himself as a law-
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abiding citizen. This, like all the changes, is an apparently minor thing. But 

Zoshchenko’s is a literature of minutiae.

‘Neizvestnyi drug’*̂  (1923) (SS I, pp. 146-48) was also rewritten to remove 

references that were too contemporary. Here the story suffers very little, but the 

filtering out of these details is still relevant. The couple are said not even to have left 

the house to see the film Dr. Mabuse. This was a film that was very popular at the 

time in the USSR. Moreover, the amount of money that they lose is calculated 

according to the sovznak- or denznak of the period up to 1924, as a trillion rubles in 

money signs.

These amendments are generally in accordance with the spirit of the original 

works and make them more accessible to a posterity unaware of the minutiae of 

1920s life. However, it seems to me that a significant aspect of Zoshchenko’s work is 

its journalistic topicality. In rewriting and altering his works, Zoshchenko made them 

more literary. His new work of the 1930s likewise became more literary in form and 

language. This was a response to the closing down of the publications in which he 

had published throughout the 1920s and to a cultural situation that discouraged his 

marginally literary language. However, by rewriting his earlier work, he was 

obscuring the quasi-journalistic roots of his art.

Zoshchenko’s Skaz and Journalism 

(Conclusion)

In this chapter we have attempted to define the journalistic style that Zoshchenko 

was reproducing in his art, his intention in doing this and to illustrate how his 

reproduction of that style worked in practice. In particular, we have examined how 

Zoshchenko reworked letters to the press, how he reproduced the, feuilleton and the 

letter of complaint forms, and how he recreated the language and mentality of the 

letter writers. Our aim in doing this has been to gain a better understanding of 

Zoshchenko’s relation to the style of his narrator, to understand his skaz better. 

However, it seems that his intentions are intractably ambivalent. There is also an
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ambivalence as to whether his 1920s stories are literary or journalistic. Zoshchenko 

was both attracted and repulsed by documentary journalism, just as he was attracted 

and repulsed by literature. His works are neither wholly fiction nor wholly 

journalism. They employ journalistic devices, and a language and narrator figure 

largely derived from journalistic sources both for their own sake, and to ridicule them.

Yet this ambivalence in itself seems so consistent as to imply some kind of world

view. Zoshchenko appears to have been attracted to ambivalent generic forms, 

ambivalent stylistic devices and an ambivalent narrator figure precisely because they 

suited the expression of what he saw as an unresolvable conflict. In the next chapter I 

propose to examine the technique of the stories as a whole, and attempt to infer the 

wider implications of this ambivalence.
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Chapter VI 

Zoshchenko’s Skaz Narration

In the previous chapter we analysed the stylistic input of journalism in 

Zoshchenko’s use of skaz. But not every Zoshchenko short story that employs skaz 

bears traces of the direct influence of journalism. The journalistically influenced 

stories must be related to the broader context of Zoshchenko’s use of skaz as a whole 

and to his short stories in general. In this chapter, we shall attempt to do so, and in so 

doing, strive to ascertain or infer Zoshchenko’s underlying purpose in employing the 

skaz narrative technique.

Fallible Narrators and Unstable Statements

As we saw in Chapters II and III, the skaz narrative form deviates from impersonal 

authorial narration, in particular by employing a number of dialectal, regional and 

colloquial usages unacceptable to such norm narration. In so deviating, it sacrifices the 

authority of impersonal narration and invites challenges to whatever claims it makes. 

In other words, skaz narration, by its nature, suggests the possibility that the narrator is 

fallible, and does so far more than standard Ich-Erzahlung. Zoshchenko exploits this 

possibility in a number of different ways.

A reader coming to Zoshchenko’s stories for the first time is typically struck by 

their apparent chaos. The narrator appears to have great difficulty in getting to the 

point and in successfully distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information. 

Moreover, the narrators and characters make many linguistic errors and include 

language of sharply discordant registers. The language of Zoshchenko’s stories has 

been amply described and commented\ and, where it is that of the narrator, there can 

be doubt that it is skaz. However, what interests us about this language is whether it is 

being employed for the purposes of parody or for stylisation. This is not properly a 

linguistic question, since, as we saw in Chapter II, it is the nature of both stylised and 

parodie skaz to employ language that deviates from the norm language of literary
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narration, and parodie skaz cannot be defined according to a linguistic formula. Rather, 

if we are to describe Zoshchenko’s skaz in the light of Bakhtin’s definition of it as a 

bi-polar, double-voiced discourse, we must find the two planes, or the two voices 

present in a Zoshchenko short story. This is likely to be most clearly illustrated in 

cases of parodie skaz, since in such examples of the technique, the two perspectives 

tend in different directions, i.e. they are in contradiction with each other.

‘Sila krasnorechiia’ (1927) (SS I, pp. 375-77) is a Zoshchenko story that contains 

such a contradiction between two points of view, and seems suited to our discussion, 

because it explicitly explores the question of language. In particular it comments upon 

the language of rhetoric and its power to persuade people and influence events. In this 

story the narrator watches the trial of a burglar. Having been prevented from leaving 

by the old man next to him, the narrator tries to amuse himself by speculating as to the 

outcome of the trial. However, the old man tells him that there is nothing to speculate 

about, since the penal code stipulates a punishment of four years’ imprisonment, and 

that is what the defendant will get. Nevertheless, the narrator is swayed by the 

prosecuting counsel’s speech. Under its influence the narrator describes the defendant 

as a terrifying subhuman with a low forehead and a protruding jaw. He even wonders 

whether the death sentence will be passed. The old man dismisses such notions and 

again points out that the crime is punishable by four years’ imprisonment. When the 

defence team make their case, the narrator changes his opinion entirely, and praises 

not only the defence counsel, but the power of eloquent language as such:

Kaxaa aura KpacHopeHHa! KaxoH HenottentHOH npocroTOH h HCKpeHHocTtio 

3ByMajia bca ero pent!

KpacHopeHHe — bto 6ojibuioh Rap. 9 to  6ojn.inoe cMacTfce — oÔJiaRaTt TaxoH 

cnocoÔHOcTtK) ncKopaib jho rch  cbohmh cnoBaMH. H RHKTOBaTb CBOH «ejiaifflfl.

(SSI,  p. 376)

Touched by the power of this language, the narrator now sees the defendant as a 

simple person with not such a low forehead, and with a quite normal jaw. Like the
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narrator, the public is moved, and no one thinks he will get more than a year in gaol, 

apart from the old man, who repeats the opinion he expressed at the start. The sentence 

passed bears out what he has been saying all along: the defendant is given four years 

in gaol. Despite this experience, the narrator ends the story by saying that he likes 

eloquent speeches because they lead to fewer mistakes.

This praise of the power of language is deeply ironic, since the defendant was 

sentenced to the prescribed term of imprisonment, regardless of the verbal powers of 

either barrister. Moreover, while the narrator celebrates the power of language to 

persuade, language in this story is at best an entertaining but meaningless game. At 

worst it is a dangerously misleading medium capable of whipping up hysteria. Under 

the influence of the barristers, the narrator and, it seems, the rest of the audience, 

change their opinion several times. In this respect the capacity of language to convince 

and compel others is illustrated in this story. However, this has no influence upon the 

course of the trial. The narrator’s celebration of eloquence and claim that it obviates 

error is itself an error. Language is the unstable province of confusion and 

misinterpretation. In this story, language is a sphere of illusion that exerts influence 

over gullible people, but is powerless to alter the deeper processes that govern human 

destiny.

However, whatever this story tells us about language, it is itself composed entirely 

of language. Whatever we decide about the narrator is based on what he has himself 

told us. It would seem then that there are two separate tendencies of the narrator’s 

language in this story: on the one hand language that faithfully reflects life, that 

slavishly follows the narrator’s experiences of an event, and on the other hand, 

language that interprets that experience, that draws lessons from it, and relates it to 

broader concerns. These are the two levels of the story and they contradict each other 

for an effect of irony. However, this irony is made possible by keeping the description 

of an experience and the interpretation of it separate. This distinction underpins the 

Zoshchenko skaz narrative, but it is a tenuous one. For all the incompetence of 

Zoshchenko’s skaz narrators, they describe the world well enough for the reader to see, 

for example, a contradiction between what the narrators experience and how they
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interpret that experience. In ‘Sila krasnorechiia’ itself, we see that the narrator’s 

description of the defendant changes in response to the various arguments of the 

prosecution and the defence: making the accused man look at first a brute and then an 

innocent. Even the narrator’s description of the shape of the defendant’s skull changes. 

Description is informed by interpretation. Nevertheless, in the structure of this and a 

great number of Zoshchenko’s skaz stories, this distinction is maintained through the 

contrast between the narrator’s description of an experience or an incident and his 

interpretation of it. This is made possible because the narrator is not rigorous enough 

to realise that there is a discrepancy between the two, and not cunning enough to 

doctor his description in such a way as to force it to corroborate his interpetation. In 

some cases, as we shall see, he perceives the discrepancy at the end of the story and 

renounces his initial assertion or interpretation.

In ‘Sila krasnorechiia’, the narrator sees his experience at the trial as a general 

illustration of the power of oratory and the power of language over people and events, 

and encourages us to agree with him. We have already been attempting to respond to 

this challenge in the preceding paragraphs, but a few more comments are in order.

In the mouths of Zoshchenko’s narrators and characters, language is feeble and 

untrustworthy. Though it can be used to fool those naïve enough to be taken in by it, it 

is itself at the whim of obscure forces. Characters and narrators repeatedly attempt to 

explain, interpret, make sense of, draw lessons from and make assertions about their 

experience of an event, but like the narrator in ‘Sila krasnorechiia’, they fail to do so 

satisfactorily. Their interpretations are often wrong and constitute an apparent level of 

the story that we must see beyond in order to appreciate what really occurred, and its 

true significance. It is opinions about something seen or heard and attempts to suggest 

the broader societal or universal significance of an event, that are the most hazardous 

and unstable linguistic operations in Zoshchenko’s stories. Time and again the 

narrators’ and the characters’ capacity to make sense of their experience of an event, to 

make claims about life in general on the basis of a particular incident and to fit an 

experience in to a more ambitious framework informed by ideology or values, is 

shown to be untrustworthy and highly unstable. Experience and the evaluation of it
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repeatedly come into conflict, and appear to be divorced. Repeatedly, the interpretation 

turns out to be an apparent level of reality. Reality refutes interpretations. There is a 

tension or a discrepancy between them.

This discrepancy is not celebrated, indeed it is often a miserable situation for 

Zoshchenko’s characters and narrators. However, it is often comic too. In ‘Sila 

krasnorechiia’, the gap between the narrator’s celebration of the power of oratory and 

its actual influence on the course of events constitute two levels of the story. The event 

of the story and the narrator’s or character’s statement about that event are the two 

levels of skazy the two opposing points of view, the two voices incarnating conflicting 

intentions that Bakhtin first described (see Chapter II). He described them as parodie 

skazy but they are also an example of what we might call comic incongruity.^ 

Zoshchenko’s stories repeat this predicament many times over, with numerous subtle 

variations.

The Discrepancy between Experience and Interpretation

One of Zoshchenko’s most famous short stories, ‘Aristokratka’ (1923) {SS I, pp. 

170-73) is a narrator-participant skaz story in which the narrator’s interpretation of his 

own narrative is undermined by what we leam of it. In this story, Grigorii Ivanovich, 

for whom the mysteries of plumbing represent his sole conversational gambit, starts by 

saying that he dislikes aristocratic women. He then briefly defines an aristocratic 

woman as one with fancy stockings, a pug-dog and a gold tooth, and tells us that he 

once dated such an aristocratic lady. His strange definition of aristocrats already leads 

us to question his claim: a gold tooth is hardly incontrovertible evidence of blue blood. 

Furthermore, in the course of the story, what we leam about her suggests that the 

woman was not an aristocrat at all. After all, it is for the measly reward of a theatre 

ticket and three pastries that this woman endures the advances of the irredeemably 

tedious Grigorii Ivanovich.

On closer examination of Grigorii Ivanovich’s definition and stated dislike of 

aristocratic women, the reader is able to see that what he claims to dislike about this 

woman from Flat Seven, is in fact what first attracts him to her. He was attracted to the
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same ‘classiness’, that he cites as repellent to him at the beginning of the story. Her 

gold tooth is what he initially likes about her: he mentions it three times in the story. 

Nevertheless, when she ends up costing him too much money, he cites the same gold 

tooth as proof that she is an aristocrat. This is an attempt to condemn her 

opportunistically as a class enemy according to the prevailing ideology, and thereby to 

imply that they fell out for ideological or political reasons. The story shows how the 

meaning of the word ‘aristokratka’ changes for Grigorii Ivanovich during the course of 

the story.

‘Aristokratka’ is an excellent example of the instability of the skaz narrator’s 

opinions. The cause of this about-turn is that she ends up costing him too much 

money, by eating too many pastries. This is another pattern that Zoshchenko uses a 

number of times: a potentially romantic plot is disrupted by considerations of money, 

of personal possessions. Love and romance are repeatedly shown to be unstable and 

insubstantial. They occupy an analogous position to interpretation and opinions, since 

like them, love and romance in these stories exist on an apparent level of reality, and 

are liable to be exposed as such by the more basic need for money and the drive to 

acquire or retain possessions. This undermining of love is often brought about by a 

theft. In, for example, ‘Neizvestnyi drug’ (1923) {SS I, pp. 146-48), a couple that never 

go out receive anonymous letters: the wife’s appeals to her sense of melodrama, the 

husband’s to jealousy. They go to the place indicated by the letters at the correct time, 

find nothing and return home to find that they have been burgled. The apparently 

romantic plots of melodrama and jealousy boil down to theft. Theft is also used in 

‘Chasy’ (1926) (SS I, pp. 332-33), to show how a man’s gallant manners are very 

flimsy: when Vasilii Mitofanovich realises his watch has been stolen, he immediately 

blames his girlfriend. This theme is also explored in non-skaz stories, such as 

‘Liubov"’ (1923) {SS I, pp. 193-95), where Vasia Chesnokov one moment declares his 

undying love and claims to be willing to sacrifice himself for Mashen"ka, and the next 

minute the couple are mugged, and he complains to the thief that he is the only one 

whose coat and boots are being stolen and suggests that the thief take Mashen"ka’s fur 

coat rather than his own.
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Professions of love and attempts to be charming or polite are shown to be only 

superficial and misleading. In stories with such plots, the implication seems to be that 

people have a deeper bond with objects than with one another. The interpersonal 

sphere of opinions, conventions and manners is typically unstable. When brought up 

against objects, and the striving to acquire them, all such refinements buckle and 

surrender.

In a number of Zoshchenko’s stories, the world of objects is shown to govern 

interpretations in a very direct way. ‘Tsarskie sapogi’ (1927) (SS I, pp. 377-79) is a 

clear example, in that the narrator’s evaluation of tsarism changes according to the 

state of his boots. When he first buys them, he considers 18 rubles a very reasonable 

price for the Tsar’s or ‘tsarist’ boots. But when they fall apart after four days, he 

grumbles that if they had been Soviet-made, he could have made a complaint, and 

maybe even got someone sacked, but since they are ‘tsarist’ there is nothing he can do 

about it. Similarly, his friend Katerina Fedorovna Kolenkorova initially calms the 

narrator down, arguing that in the ten years since the Revolution, any royal boots were 

bound to suffer the ravages of time. However, when the blouses she bought at the 

same sale come apart after the first wash, she too curses the tsarist regime.

In other stories it is not characters’ opinions as such that change to suit objects, but 

their relations to each other. In ‘Stakan’ (1925) (SS I, pp. 305-06), a cracked glass, and 

an apparently stolen light bulb in ‘Gosti’ (1927) (SS I, pp. 363-65), cause complete 

reversals in relations between the characters of the story and their evaluations of each 

other. Friendship and hospitality turn to enmity and hostility. Both are shown to be as 

fragile as love and romance, or opinions and interpretations, and like them, pale before 

the importance of objects. In ‘Passazhir’ (1925) (SS I, pp. 299-301) the narrator asserts 

that: ‘Chelovek... vse-taki vazhnei, chem veshchi...’ (p. 300). This claim is itself not 

borne out either by that story, or by a large number of Zoshchenko’s stories. People 

consider their relations with other people less important than their relations with 

things. On the evidence of a great number of the stories, they are right to do so, since 

objects have far more power than people.
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In each of these cases human opinions, evaluations and assertions, especially 

declarations of love or friendship, are forced to change by objects. Objects and the 

characters’ relations to them form a second perspective in the stories which 

undermines that of the narrator’s evaluations, assertions and opinions. Just as in ‘Sila 

krasnorechiia’, the narrator’s claims are in conflict with and powerless over the world.

Zoshchenko also explores the instability of interpretations and opinions through the 

theme of self-interest. This is linked to the notion that material objects have more 

power over people than people do over each other. Consequently, self-interest is often 

explored through the familiar theme of theft. In ‘Vory’ (1925) {Uvazhaemye 

grazhdane, pp. 259-60), for example, the skaz narrator-participant begins the story 

complaining about the prevalence of theft, and mentions that he himself has been a 

recent victim of crime. As a victim he is in favour of draconian penalties for theft and 

enthusiastically relates something he has heard about how thieves used to have their 

hands cut off in Finland and how this had a beneficial effect on morals. When the 

narrator’s suitcase is stolen, he reports the theft and tells the militia to tear the thief’s 

hands off when they catch him. The officers laugh and ask the narrator to return the 

pencil he has just stolen from them. Having returned it, the narrator rethinks and 

revises his opinions on the punishment of thieves. The narrator changes his opinion 

and evaluation in accordance with his own position as victim of theft or thief. Self- 

interest too is universal, and no opinion or view can withstand its influence.

The theme of self-interest underpinning opinions and interpretations is also 

explored through stories in which men advocate the liberation of women. In ‘Zabytyi 

lozung’ (1924) {SS I, pp. 226-28), a journalistically influenced letter to the editor, a 

man advocates the equality of the sexes. We later realise that this is because he does 

not want to have to pay for women when he takes them out for dinner. Similarly, in 

‘Semeinoe schast'e’ (1924) {SS I, pp. 262-64), the narrator visits Egorov, an 

acquaintance who proudly boasts that he has ‘liberated’ his wife, Motia: they now eat 

in the canteen so that she need no longer do the cooking and now, he says, has so 

much free time that she can sew all day if she wants. The narrator asks whether Motia
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would not rather sit and read the paper like Egorov himself rather than constantly 

sewing. Egorov is completely astounded and takes offence: ‘Kak zhe ei ne shit', kogda 

ona baba’, he exclaims. When the narrator leaves, soon afterwards, he overhears 

Egorov claiming that the real reason for the narrator’s criticism was because he was 

unhappy at not being fed. Altruism, these stories suggest, is an illusion. Those who 

claim that their opinions are based on it are invariably using it to cover base motives.

Self-interest is the most substantial motive in the characters’ and the narrators’ 

conduct. If they attempt to advance opinions based on anything but such 

considerations, self-interest will reveal itself as the genuine and the fundamental 

concern. Once again this results in the displaying of a discrepancy, the laying bare of 

the two perspectives present in the Zoshchenko skaz short story. As with the previous 

stories, the characters’ opinions are shown to be flimsy, and subject to the dictates of 

deeper, more powerful forces.

However, self-interest and the lure of objects are not the only forces that serve to 

undermine opinions, interpretations, and explanations. The narrators and other 

characters come to erroneous conclusions about something they see or experience for a 

myriad of reasons. In ‘Beshenstvo’ (1926) {SS I, pp. 346-47), for example, the narrator 

is one of a group of men who kill a completely normal dog because they are scared of 

rabies and think that it might be rabid. In ‘Ulichnoe proisshestvie’ (1925) {SS I, pp. 

303-04), the narrator is part of a crowd of people who see a militiaman with a woman 

and start to hurl abuse at the woman whom they decide is a criminal. To the crowd, her 

crime escalates from illicitly distilling vodka to murdering her husband. The lynch- 

mob atmosphere is only dispelled when it transpires that the militiaman is taking his 

girlfriend for a stroll.

For the characters in Zoshchenko’s stories, and in particular for the narrators, there 

is a gulf between what they see and experience, and the evaluation or interpretation of 

that experience. They tend to conclude that two and two are five. There are similar 

discrepancies in the stories in which a relation of love or friendship is affirmed at the 

beginning only to be undermined by an event in the story. In such stories, love or
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friendship may be said to be an interpretation of the relation between the characters, 

but neither can stand up to the actual nature of life, to the power of objects and to the 

course of events. The contrast between the two levels of the story, these erroneous 

interpretations and the exposing of them as such in the course of events produce some 

of Zoshchenko’s greatest comic moments.

Yet this gulf between a character’s experience and his interpretation of that 

experience is not only a comic one. Even in ‘Beshenstvo’ and ‘Ulichnoe proisshestvie’ 

there are unfortunate consequences, or potentially unfortunate consequences, of the 

narrator’s and the crowd’s misinterpretation of the situation. These stories seem to link 

the malleable and unstable nature of human opinion to violent acts and mob rule.

Many of the other stories too derive humour from unpleasant aspects of human 

conduct, such as selfishness, acquisitiveness, and dishonesty. Moreover, the general 

predicament of the characters in Zoshchenko’s short stories is one in which not only 

opinions and interpretations, but even attempts to make sense of existence by trusting 

one another, through friendship or love, are repeatedly shown to be misleading ways 

of thinking or acting. However, if Zoshchenko’s skaz stories are balanced between 

comedy and tragedy, between parody and stylisation of the narrator, then it is because 

a number of stories encourage the reader to disregard the discrepancy between the 

narrator’s initial account of events, and what we subsequently glean about them.

Accepting or Overcoming the Discrepancy

In Zoshchenko’s stories, as we have seen, there often appears to be a discrepancy 

between, on the one hand, the narrator’s assertions, interpretations or opinions, and on 

the other hand, the incident or experience which comprises the main event of the story. 

Ershov argues that in the typical Zoshchenko short story the title and the narrator’s 

evaluation or assertion are directly contradicted by the event narrated. He uses 

‘Schast'e’ (1924) {SS I, pp. 211-14) to illustrate his point:

npocTonymHo-HaHBHtiH paccKaaMHK ysepaeT BceM tohom cBoero 

nOBeCTBOBaHHJl, HTO HMeHHO Tax, KBK OH HCJiaCT, H CJieRyeT OUeHHBaTB
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H 3 o 6 p a * a eM o e, a  HuraTejiB jih6 o u o ra a u B a eT csi, jih6 o tomho 3HaeT, hto 

n oK oÔ H tie oueHKH-xapaKTepHCTHKH HCBepHW. 9 to  BCMHoe ôopeH H e M e » fly  

yTBepactteHMeM cKaaHHxa h  MirraTejifcCKHM HeraTHBHtiM BocnpwaTHeM  

o im cB iB aeM iix  c o ô t m n i  cooÔn^aeT oco6 i>ih  KHHaMHSM aon^eHxoBCKOMy 

p a c c x a a y , H an om w eT  e r o  toh k o h  h  rpycTHOH HpoHHCH.^

Effectively Ershov sees Zoshchenko’s irony as antiphrasis. Broadly, this is the spirit 

in which we have been reading Zoshchenko’s use of skaz narration in this chapter so 

far. However, it is possible to read the lack of correspondence between the narrator’s 

assertions or interpretation and the experience narrated in a different way. The reader 

may decide that the discrepancy is not important, and disregard it. This way of 

viewing the relation between the narrator’s interpretation and his experience permits 

the reader to see ‘Schast'e’ as sincere. We can admire Ivan Fomich because he has 

managed to find happiness in a world, which, as the narrator and Ivan Fomich both 

suggest, gives little scope for it. He has managed to transform a trivial incident such as 

the chance smashing of a window into happiness."^ To be happy with so little is 

something to be applauded, and not seen as a satirical comment on the fact that there is 

so little to be happy about.

The sort of perspective that would permit us to admire Ivan Fomich in ‘Schast'e’ 

would presumably stress humanity’s capacity to change. It would see in this infinite 

adaptability an ability to get used to the worst possible situation, such as to the 

presence of carbon-monoxide fumes. This, it would argue, is the highest expression of 

the human. This talent for enduring adversity grants us our few glimpses of happiness. 

This is the view of humanity expressed in the last sentence of ‘Koshka i liudi’ {SS I, 

pp. 406-08 (p. 408): ‘Chelovek ne blokha -  ko vsemu mozhet privyknut".’ In this story 

the narrator fails to persuade the housing office to change his leaky stove. An ironic 

reading prompts us to ask whether human beings cannot change a political and 

economic situation where they are being asked to endure the fumes from leaky stoves. 

But if change does not come, if the leak remains, then the capacity to adapt to the 

worst is praiseworthy. To aspire towards contentment not just with the everyday, but
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with an impoverished world, is the sole path to happiness. This is a way of thinking 

diametrically opposed to the idea of revolution or revolt. Ivan Fomich willingly 

submits to the domination of objects and chance. He is happy being ruled by windows 

and the chance breaking thereof.

There is another way in which Zoshchenko’s stories treat the discrepancy between 

evaluation and experience. In a number of Zoshchenko’s stories, though the narrator’s 

interpretation appears not to fit, it is possible to make it fit if we disregard the 

particular experience of the narrator. As we have seen, man is endlessly defeated by 

objects throughout Zoshchenko’s work. However, in these cases he continues to 

struggle against them, and their reifying influence upon him. He fights using his wits 

and his imagination. Here interpretation is all that he has left, and unlike in ‘Tsarskie 

sapogi’, he stands by his initial opinion, despite being betrayed by the object. A good 

example of this is the aptly named ‘Rubashka fantazi’ (1927) {SS I, pp. 386-87). Here 

the narrator buys a new shirt to go to a party and gets it laundered only to find that it 

has shrunk. He has to put his old one on top of it to distract attention from it. The story 

ends with him saying that the party went well and no one noticed the shirt. Yet he 

presumably bought the shirt so that people would notice it. This resolute ability to 

derive comfort from the worst setback is, in its own way, heroic. It is dependent on the 

narrator’s powers of imaginative transformation, on his ability to remain true to his 

interpretation, even though the object fails to justify his faith in it. This narrator 

refuses to succumb to the treachery of things and the perfidious indications of 

experience. This way of thinking is exemplified in ‘Zelenaia produktsiia’ (1927) {SS I, 

pp. 394-95): ‘No nado byt' optimistom i nado v kazhdom pechaTnom iavlenii 

nakhodit' khoroshie storony.’ (p. 395).

‘Zakoriuchka’ (1927) {SS I, pp. 410-12), is a further example of the struggle 

between experience and the interpretation of it. Here the narrator praises the efficiency 

and lack of bureaucracy of a government institution. The story itself is a catalogue of 

an exhausting experience of bureaucracy and the narrator leaves in a terrible state of 

nervous exhaustion. Here we are faced with a straight choice between deciding 

whether there is a lot of bureaucracy in the USSR or whether there is very little. The
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narrator-participant’s experiences are of bureaucracy, but he does not see this as at all 

bureaucratic. We have to decide whether to believe the narrator’s experiences or his 

opinions. We might think we are being encouraged to choose experience, but that 

would be a simplistic reduction of the competing forces of the story. Indeed, the very 

title of the story, ‘Zakoriuchka’ refers to the little mark that the staff put on the 

narrator’s papers, permitting him to pass straight through when he returns to the office. 

At the same time it means a hitch, or drawback. The word symbolises the choice 

readers are confronted with: is it a sign of progress, or a failure to progress?

‘Galosha’, (1926)^ also presents us with such a choice. In this story, the narrator’s 

search for a lost galosh means him having to describe it in immense detail to the lost 

property bureau, and when they identify it from his accurate descriptions, they still 

will not give it back because he has not got the requisite chit proving that it is his.

After even more bureaucratic to-ing and fro-ing, the narrator gets the chit, his efforts 

are rewarded, and he gets back his lost galosh. The only problem is that in all the fuss 

he has lost the other galosh in one of the offices he had to go to. Yet the naiTator barely 

mentions the fact that he lost the other galosh, he concentrates instead on the galosh 

that he has found, seeing it as a proof of the perfect functioning of Soviet institutions. 

Indeed, the found galosh becomes an inspirational object that he looks at whenever he 

feels low. Here it is not a question of totally ignoring experience: the narrator’s joy and 

optimism are based on one aspect of his experience, the fact that he found his lost 

galosh. They just blot out the more significant context, that he lost his remaining 

galosh, and a single galosh is no use to anybody. This selective blindness on the part 

of the narrator is extremely significant.

The blithely optimistic rejection of the evidence of experience is a powerful strand 

running through Zoshchenko’s work. We have already seen it in the journalistic works 

such as ‘Bania’, where the narrator claimed that you could get washed in Soviet 

bathhouses, even if in actual fact he was unable to do so. Similarly in ‘Rostov’ (1927) 

{SS I, pp. 412-13), the narrator is sitting on a bench reading when he is frightened out 

of his wits by a stranger wearing only a pair underpants leaping over him. When he 

realises that this is athletics and not hooliganism, he immediately discounts his
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experience of fear and praises the beneficial effects of sport. Faced with a choice 

between trusting his own experience and discounting it as irrelevant by interpreting 

reality through a comforting slogan, as a rule he chooses the latter.

Either the narrator discounts his experience and disregards the perfidy of objects, 

choosing instead to trust his uncorroborated interpretation, or he submits to the rule of 

things with good cheer. Whether he accepts or ignores the discrepancy between 

experience and interpretation, the narrator puts a benign construction on a disturbing 

reality.

The personalised narrator is an individual, and the interpretation is sometimes a 

more flattering account of Soviet society than that suggested by the narrator’s 

experience. In other words the narrator’s experience tends to confront received 

wisdom. But Zoshchenko’s narrator is not a rebel or a strong individual, and is simply 

not made to struggle against the existing order or its flattering account of itself. He is 

more of a herd animal who would prefer to be wrong with the majority than right 

alone, a meshchanin. In the context of the Soviet Union even of the 1920s not only the 

meshchanin, but also most people could justifiably be scared of being isolated in 

opposition to society and the government. However, to take this view is to assume that 

these opinions and interpretations function as parodie skazy i.e. as irony, and that we 

should trust the narrator’s personal experience instead. It is to conclude that 

Zoshchenko was primarily satirising the shortcomings in Soviet society in his narrator 

and inviting the reader to disregard the original interpretation and insert one more in 

keeping with the narrator’s experiences, in the manner of irony as antiphrasis.

However, we must hesitate before doing so. To do so is to read into this writer a 

prophetic insight as to the weakness of Soviet Communism. This interpretation smacks 

too much of hindsight. Instead, I propose that we see the narrator’s interpretations as a 

form of daring optimism in the face of the evidence of experience. These stories are 

about making sense of one’s experience in general, and not just about the discrepancy 

between official accounts of Soviet life and the narrators’ experiences of that life. The 

optimism of the stories involves discounting the fragmentary nature of individual
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experience for the sake of a coherence that ultimately finds no corroboration in the 

empirical world. It functions in a similar way to an irrational act of faith: the credo 

quia absurdum of a Soviet Abraham. Biographical evidence shows us that Zoshchenko 

persistently saw health and optimism as linked: he seems to have believed that if he 

was optimistic then he would be healthy.^ In this light it would seem that the narrator, 

like Zoshchenko himself, was striving despite evidence to the contrary, to interpret 

experience optimistically. The scepticism fostered on one level of his narrative, the 

relentless doubt engendered by the use of a skaz narrator and that narrator’s 

experiences, are counter-balanced by his implacable optimism and indefatigable 

cheerfulness. This tension can be illustrated by reference to one of Zoshchenko’s most 

typical devices.

Discrepancy as Euphemism or as Optimism?

The tension between interpretation and experience expresses itself even on the level 

of one of Zoshchenko’s smallest stylistic devices. There is a repeated pattern in 

Zoshchenko’s short stories where the narrator makes an assertion and then attempts to 

qualify it. The qualification undermines and sometimes even serves to invalidate the 

original assertion and we are left trying to decide whether we want to believe the 

original assertion or the qualifications of it. Was the original statement an optimistic 

assessment or a euphemistic attempt to hide the facts?

An excellent example of this comes in ‘Kachestvo produktsii’ (1927) {SS I, pp. 365- 

67), where the narrator describes some of the items left behind by the German as 

‘pochti dve pary kaTson. I sviter pochti ne rvanyi.’ To picture something which is not 

quite one pair of long Johns, let alone not quite two, demands some considerable 

imaginative effort. Ultimately it would seem that we are dealing with some rags that 

though once long Johns, cannot quite be called that anymore, so advanced is their state 

of disintegration. Only an act of fervent optimism, infinitely greater than that needed 

to turn a half-empty glass into a half-full one, only a supernaturally cheerful 

Panglossian capacity could transform these rags into ‘nearly two pairs of long Johns’. 

The story as a whole shows how foreign goods are transformed into a magic class of
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especially powerful objects when placed in the context of the squalor and optimism of 

Zoshchenko’s world. This optimism itself, of course, is that we saw summarised in 

‘Zelenaia produktsiia’, a tenacious capacity to look on the bright side spawned by the 

squalor of the time, and an inability to conceive of a transformation that would make 

such optimism and such underwear unnecessary.

Such stylistic devices often resume the plot of the story in a kind of mise-en-abîme. 

An example of that comes in ‘Rostov’, (1927) {SS I, pp. 412-13) where the narrator 

states that it is a quiet town. One of the things that he likes about it is that there is no 

hooliganism there whatsoever. He then goes further still and claims that a young 

woman can happily walk around the town at night alone. This claim is immediately 

qualified, and the narrator concedes that a woman might not be able to walk around 

alone. Ultimately the only fact the narrator can adduce in support of the notion that 

Rostov is a quiet town is that the inhabitants do not swear excessively at passers-by 

and they allow you to pass without jostling you unduly. This opening is a miniature 

version of the plot as a whole, where the narrator at first confuses athletics for 

hooliganism. In this passage, as in the story as a whole, we understand that the narrator 

is willing to disregard his own personal experience in order to interpret Rostov as a 

peaceful town, and the Soviet Union as a place in which everything is constantly 

improving.

Another example of a story constructed in a similar way is ‘Mnogo li cheloveku 

nuzhno’ (1927) {SS I, pp. 381-82). It has a similar opening in which assertion is 

largely undermined by qualification:

H aoummHtiH KpHSHc (...) Hanaji Kax ôyttTo 6ti cjierxa ocjiaôeBaTt. Bojiee 

Kax ceMHanuaTb MejioBex b ohhoh xoMHaTe naM He npHxoHHJiocfc bmactb.

H T O Jitxo  B o tm o M  r o p o n e  xoM H aT y aaH H M ano n B a H u a n . TpH n ep co H B i

The same facts could easily have been used to argue that the housing crisis was as 

bad as ever, yet the narrator’s capacity for interpreting in the light of his optimism 

transfigures such facts.
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These optimistic transformations may be contrasted with stories where the initial 

statement is simply euphemism. With euphemism the underlying reality shines 

through the narrator’s attempt to conceal it and unlike in the above examples there is 

no balance between the two possible interpretations. Instead, the interpretation is 

shown to be utterly wrong. This usually works in the binary manner of irony as 

antiphrasis, where we come to understand the opposite of what was originally stated.

A good example of this is ‘Limonad’ (1926) {SS I, pp. 362-63). This story starts with 

the sentence Ta, konechno, chelovek neplushchii’ (p. 362). The narrator immediately 

qualifies this by admitting that there are certain social circumstances where drinking is 

unavoidable. He then tries to limit this undermining of the first assertion by claiming 

that he never drinks more than two bottles (of vodka) at a time, (i.e. a litre). However, 

he has to qualify this by the admission that he once drank a ‘quarter’ (approximately 

three litres)! By this point we realise that, despite the opening sentence, this man 

consumes an astounding quantity of alcohol and is effectively an alcoholic.

Another example of such euphemism can be found in ‘Gosti’ (1927) {SS I, pp. 363- 

65):

Ho HHHero TaK oro npeaocywfrejiBHoro, KpoMe hcckojibkhx ôyrepôpoROB, h 

n o n d y rtij iK H  MajiepBi, nsyx HeôonBuiHX pioMOK h o tm o r o  rpa4)HHa, oÔHapyxteHO 

He dfciJio. (pp. 364-65)

Here, as in euphemism in general, the motive for concealment is more one of 

reticence or duplicity, often from reasons of self-interest or from an implicit fear of 

upsetting someone, than from optimism.

With these figures of Zoshchenko’s style we are faced with discerning the 

euphemism from the act of optimism. In other words we must distinguish irony from 

the attempt to disregard or overcome it. This tension between comic discrepancy and 

the attempt to overcome it through resignation or optimism is extremely important in 

Zoshchenko’s work. In the journalistic work, Zoshchenko develops the inherent 

components of Ûiq feuilleton, the fact and the generalisation, and explores the
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possibility that they might contradict each other. Faced with a fact that contradicts the 

generalisation made on the basis of it, we must decide whether to trust the fact or the 

generalisation. To believe the generalisation, one must have an optimism that 

disregards experience, such as that of the narrator of ‘Bania’. If we do so, then the 

story is stylised skaz, in which there is no second, ironic level. If we disregard the 

generalisation on the basis of what we leam of the incident in the course of the 

narrative, then the story is parodie skaz. In his skaz stories as a whole, including his 

journalistic work, Zoshchenko presents us with many examples of such discrepancies. 

In doing so he presents us with a choice: that between the inherent possibilities of 

skaz: parody and stylisation. The presence of both parody and stylisation is a 

consistent feature of Zoshchenko’s use of skaz, and is intimately bound up with the 

writer’s attitude to his narrator, to the language that he uses but also to the opinions he 

expresses. As we saw in Chapter I, critical opinion is deeply divided on the question of 

this relation between the author and his narrator.^ The roots of this controversy lie in a 

deeply ambivalent attitude on the part of Zoshchenko himself to his narrator.

Zoshchenko’s Attitude to his Narrator: Articles and Statements

As we have seen, skaz is a form that can be used either in order to stylise 

sympathetically or parody unsympathetically a given language, form or mentality. In 

the previous chapter we saw how Zoshchenko was attracted towards accessible 

journalistic forms for the purposes of revivifying the literary idiom. On the other hand, 

he is also quite clearly parodying the very journalism he claims to be employing. His 

work as a whole combines these two possibilities. The contradiction that lies at the 

heart of Zoshchenko’s intentions in his stories as a whole can be seen clearly if we 

look at what he thought he was doing by adopting the mask of a skaz narrator. 

Zoshchenko’s articles consistently link the question of his language with that of the 

character who uses it. These considerations are almost inextricable from the question 

of Zoshchenko’s language, since the language characterises the narrator who uses it. 

Here, as we did in the previous chapter with regard to Zoshchenko’s attitude to 

journalism, we shall take the various statements from 1927 onwards as a body of work
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offering a coherent if contradictory point of view. By doing so we can analyse 

Zoshchenko’s statements about and commentaries on his own work, along with the 

evidence of those who knew him, as a way of defining his attitude to his own narrator 

and to that narrator’s use of language.

One of Zoshchenko’s best known statements about his art, ‘O sebe, o kritikakh i o 

svoei rabote’, (1927), typifies the writer’s deep contradictions. In this article 

Zoshchenko claims to be a proletarian writer and then alters this to say that he is 

parodying the sort of proletarian writer who would exist in present conditions:

R e n o  B TOM, n r o  a  — npo jieT apcK H H  iiH caT ejn ,. B e p n e e ,  a  n a p o a H p y io  c b o h m h  

Ben^aM H T o ro  B oo6pa>K aeM oro, h o  n o jy iH H H o ro  n p o j i e ja p c K o r o  HHcaTCJia, 

K O ToptiH  cy m ecT B O B an  6 t i  b  T e n e p e iim e H  c p e n e .  K o n eH H o , T a K o ro  n n c a T c n a  n e  

M o » eT  cym ecTBOBaTB, n o  KpaHHCH M ep e  c e H n a c . A K o rn a  ô y n c T  cyntecTBO BaTB, 

TO e r o  oôm ecT B eH H ocT b, e r o  c p e n a  ananH TejiB H o noB B icaT ca b o  B c e x  

OTHOUieHHaX.

9  TOJifcKo n ap oftH p yio . 9  B peM enno saM em aio  n p o jieT a p cK o ro  n n c a T en a .  

O noro TeMfci m o h x  p accx a a o B  npoHHKHyTW naHBHOH ^HJioco<$)HeH, x o T o p a a  x a x  

p a s  n o  n j ie n y  m o h m  HHTaTejiaM. (‘O sebe, o kritikakh i o svoei rabote’, (1927) 

Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 586)

Zoshchenko seems to suggest that he is attempting to create a new, proletarian 

literature, part of a positive project for which he seems to have been genuinely 

enthusiastic. But since that literature and the proletaiian writer cannot yet exist he is 

parodying them. Yet the object of what is here termed parody clearly is not just a 

language or a form. It is also the mentality of the proletarian writer, and his ‘naïve 

philosophy’. Thus Zoshchenko uses parody here to refer to the reproduction of 

someone’s attitudes for the purposes of ridicule. This is what I argue is more properly 

the province of irony (see Chapter II). Consequently, Zoshchenko’s narrator is a 

coherent figure, a type given unity not only by his consistent use of language but also 

by his consistent way of thinking.
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Zoshchenko’s use of the concept of parody has a further peculiarity: he associates it 

with the temporary. Moreover, this is not an isolated instance: he employs it again in 

Pis'ma k pisateliu (1929) {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 371). This usage implies that 

‘parody’ or irony is temporary and ephemeral and can at best prepare the way for a 

genuine way of writing and a genuine writer. This passage seems to suggest that all 

meaningful existence lies in the future, and that the present is a degrading sphere. Thus 

Zoshchenko explores and ridicules the mentality of a proletarian writer, a creature 

more properly belonging to a perfect future society who is in fact mired in present-day 

byt, and, we might add, ruled by narrow concerns. He is ‘parodied’ and treated with 

irony, since he will be replaced by the real proletarian writer. Irony has its eyes on 

possibility, on the future, on bytie, and looks down on the compromises with the 

everyday that are forced upon the likes of Zoshchenko’s proletarian writer. In 

Zoshchenko’s narrator, the proletarian writer is presented as a meshchanin.

However, this petty mentality is at the same time the very one that Zoshchenko 

claims he gives his writer in order to make him accessible to the present day reader. 

One part of the attempt to reach an untapped, newly literate audience consisted in the 

use, as we have seen, of journalistic forms. Another aspect of it was through the 

‘philosophy’ of the stories, the ‘naïve’ mentality of the narrator: his pettiness, his 

concern with and susceptibility to apparently minor things is what many hundreds of 

thousands of readers recognised and responded to. Such concerns are not simply 

ridiculed. This other dimension of Zoshchenko’s stories ensured that parody of the 

narrator was not permitted to prevail unchallenged.

By unpicking the above passage we find that the aims of sincere démocratisation 

and an attitude of ironic distance are inseparably intertwined in Zoshchenko’s attitude 

to his narrator figure. The coexistence of these contradictory attitudes is the wellspring 

of Zoshchenko’s ambivalence, and makes him such a difficult writer to understand: his 

attitude is both sympathetic and at the same time one of ridicule; one of both sympathy 

and irony. His use of skaz is a refusal, or possibly an inability, to resolve this 

indecision.
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Similar contradictions can be found throughout Zoshchenko’s statements about his 

character-narrator and his language. In the same 1927 article, ‘O sebe, o kritikakh i o 

svoei rabote’, Zoshchenko answers the charge that he is willing to do anything to the 

Russian language just to get a laugh, by arguing that he needs this language to create a 

new ‘type’, previously unknown to Russian literature:

Ecjm 9 HCKa>KaK) MHoraa sislik, to  ycjioBHo, nocKOJitKy mho xoneTca 

nepejtaTfc Hy»HLiH mhc nm  — THn, KOTopbiH noHTH h to  hc <j)HrypHpoBaji pantm e 

B pyccKOH jnrrepaType. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 585)

Who is this new character? He has been the subject of much discussion, particularly 

in Soviet literary criticism, in which most critics, as we saw in Chapter I, consider 

Zoshchenko’s character-narrator to be a meshchanin whom he despises and satirises.* 

Though, as we have seen, this is part of the picture, it is not the whole picture: few 

critics have developed Zoshchenko’s statement that his new character is a proletarian 

writer, albeit a temporary one/ There is however a great deal of support for this point 

of view in Zoshchenko’s statements on literature. In Pis'ma k pisateliu Zoshchenko 

describes some of those who write to him:

HpojreTapcKaa peBOJiioitmi noansuia uejitiH h rpoMajmtiH luiacT hobbix, 

«HeonHcyeMBix» m oaeô. 9 th Jiiojm ao  peBOjnouHH »(hjih, xax xoHJraie 

pacTeHHfl. A ceHHac ohh, xyao  jih, xopomo, — yMeioT nncaTB h aa)Ke cohhh9K)t 

cthxh. H b 9T0M caMaa ôojiBmaa h TopxcecTBeHHaa 3acnyra Hauieâ anoxH.

B ot b mcm y  M6H9 HHKortta He 6bijio coMHeHHsi. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 

357)

These ‘indescribable’ people resemble the type from the previous quotation who 

had never appeared in pre-revolutionary literature. They now write and their ways of 

writing and thinking serve as prototypes for Zoshchenko’s narrators. As such, 

Zoshchenko feels the same contradictory way towards them: he expresses immense
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sympathy for these newly literate people and at the same time casts doubt as to the 

quality of what they write. This mirrors the divided sympathies that we saw above in 

his attitude to the figure of the proletarian writer.

This attitude is repeated in his relation to his readers. In Pis 'ma k pisateliu, 

Zoshchenko notes that the kind of readers who write to him are not typical since they 

have literary pretensions; he also writes that they are the sort of people that ‘my, 

pisateli, staraemsia izobrazit' v tak nazyvaemykh “khudozhestvennykh” 

proizvedeniiakh’ {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 345). In other words they serve 

Zoshchenko as examples of the sort of proletarian writer that exists in present 

circumstances. In the same passage he claims that it is not his intention to make fun of 

the illiteracy of his readers. Yet later he considered that this is exactly what he had 

done in Pis'ma k pisateliu, albeit inadvertently.Zoshchenko has mixed emotions 

about the readers’ letters assembled here. They are semi-literate and worse, but they 

are also in part sympathetic:

S a e c B  B 9T0H KHHTC, MOKHO BHACTi. HacToaiityK) TpareflHK), H ea a y p a a H tm  yM , 

HaHBHoe a o ô p o a y iim e ,  »ajiKMH JieneT, rjiynocTi>, SHrysHaaM, MemaHCTBo, 

«yjiBHHHecTBo H yiK acaiom yK ) HcrpaMOTHOCTB. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 345)

The letters create an ambivalent effect because the worthy and sympathetic coexists 

with the unworthy and unsympathetic aspects of these people. The same is true of 

many of Zoshchenko’s own narrator-protagonists.

The ambivalence of Zoshchenko’s stories can be traced back to the writer’s own 

complex and contradictory feelings about his characters and their language. This is the 

prime source of the ambivalence that runs throughout Zoshchenko’s work of the 

1920s. But how does the notion of an ambivalent attitude to the narrator square with 

the tension we have been broadly describing as that between interpretation and 

experience? They are two related aspects of the epistemological uncertainty that lies at 

the heart of the Zoshchenko short story. It is not so much a question of deciding for or 

against the narrator, but of deciding which to trust: the narrator’s description of his
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experience or his interpretation of it. As we have seen, this is a tension inherent in the 

feuilleton's fact/generalisation distinction, and one that Zoshchenko was to exploit 

beyond the bounds of what was habitual in that form. Nevertheless, this is not solely a 

question of language and genre, i.e. of parody, but also one of point of view and hence 

of irony. Since the reader must decide whether the text supplies a coherent or 

convincing interpretation of the concrete experience also portrayed there.

Yet, as I have attempted to show, Zoshchenko’s stories are not ironic if we agree 

with his narrators’ interpretations of their experience. Even if we see a discrepancy, 

that discrepancy is often as tragic as it is comic. Zoshchenko went to some lengths to 

ensure that readers perceived a choice as to how to interpret the stories. 

Contemporaries commented how seriously Zoshchenko read his own stories and how 

he especially rated straight-faced performances of his work, such as lakhontov’s. It 

seems to me that this reveals a desire to make the reader feel the serious appeal for 

sympathy in them and not simply burst into unreflecting laughter at the narrator’s 

expense. The great comic writer wanted to ensure that readers were free to see the 

serious side, even if fleetingly, and to attempt to fit reality to the narrator’s scale of 

values, even if unsuccessfully. Indeed, in ‘Kak ia rabotaiu’ (1930), he even went so far 

as to insist that the serious side of his work was its most important aspect, and that he 

never intended to make people laugh:

Hx [M ajien tK H e p a c c K a s t i]  n aatiB aiO T  lOMopHcrmHecKHMH. C od cT B eH H o, b t o  H e  

COBCeM npaBHJIBHO. O h h  h c  lOMOpHCTHHeCKHe. I I oH lOMOpHCTHHeCKHM MBI 

HOHHMaeM p a c c K a a n , H anH caHH Lie paRH T o r o , h t o 6 bi n o c M e u n m .. Ho a  n n c a j i  n e  

tU ia  T o r o , MToôfci n o cM eim m > ; bt o  c m ia H U B a jio c B  h o m h m d  c e 6 a  — bt o  

oco d eH H o cT b  M oeH  p aôoT B i. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p . 5 9 0 )

Similarly, in ‘Avtobiografiia’ (1932), Zoshchenko blames the humorous effect on 

the critics:
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M n e  M H oro n p H u in o c t  n o p a ô o T a T t n a a  aatiK O M . Beck CHHTaxcHC H a a o  6 k ij io  

K p y ro  MCHflTk, MTo6ki c a e j ia T k  jn r re p a T y p H y io  Ben^k n p o c r o H  h  A ocryiiH O H  

HOBkIM MHTaTejLIM. RoKasaTBJIkCTBOM TOFO, HTO SI HC OIIIHÔCSI, ÔklJIH OHCHk 

BklCOKHe THpa>KH MOHX KHHT. CTaJIO 6kITk, SI3kIK, KOTOpkIH SI B3SUI H KOTOpkIH, Ha 

n e p B k ix  n o p a x ,  x a a a j ic s i K pnT H xe CMCiuHkiM h  napoM H o HCKOBepKannkiM , 6 k ij i ,  b 

c y m n o c T H , Hpe3BkiHaHHo npocT kiM  H ecTecTBdHHkiM. {Uvazhaemye grazhdane, 

p. 592)

These claims seem extreme, and it is hard to believe that Zoshchenko intended none 

of the humour of his stories, but they make more sense when we relate it to his 1944 

article, ‘O komicheskom v proizvedeniiakh Chekhova’.H e r e  he argues that there are 

two sorts of laughter; humorous laughter that affirms and is trivial, and satirical 

laughter that is critical of society. Chekhov, he argues, was defined by critics of his 

time as simply funny in a neutral way in order to dampen the satirical force of his 

stories, in order to let the targets of his satire off the hook. In the two previous 

quotations Zoshchenko stresses that his own intention in writing his short stories was 

not to produce humorous stories and not to make people laugh. Implicitly, his intention 

was to make them see their faults and the faults of the society in which they live. In 

these two works of the early 1930s, he perceives the two intentions as mutually 

exclusive. Moreover, in contrast to the later article on Chekhov, he sees only one kind 

of laughter: the trivial, humorous sort. However, the essential argument is unchanged: 

apparently comic works, be they his or those of Chekhov, are far more serious than is 

usually thought. Humour is no laughing matter.

Here Zoshchenko rejoins the greatest of satirical or comic writers, such as Swift, 

who could not understand how the people whose vices he had wanted to expose 

laughed and were neither ashamed nor reformed: ‘The chief end I propose to my self 

in all my labours is to vex the world rather than to divert it.’ "̂* This is true also of 

GogoT, who was particularly concerned that the public misunderstood his works. He 

even explored this question in the mayor’s speech from ‘Revizor’: ‘Chemu smeetes'?
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Nad soboiu smeetes'!’^̂  This was appositely echoed in the title of a 1928 selection of 

Zoshchenko’s stories: ‘Nad kern smeetes'?’

In this 1944 article, Zoshchenko uses a discussion of Chekhov to write about 

problems in the reception of his own comic art. Nevertheless, there are also significant 

and instructive contrasts between the two writers. Unlike Chekhov, Zoshchenko never 

claimed that he had attempted to suspend judgement because he believed this to be the 

writer’s mission or moral duty.^^ Yet the effect of the Soviet writer’s contradictory 

statements about literature is to demand that we use our own powers of judgement 

rather than trust those of the author. Likewise, the effect of his skaz narratives is to 

remove the possibility of certain knowledge and to demand that we distrust the 

narrator’s conclusions and be willing, if need be, to supply our own instead. A stance 

such as Chekhov’s would have been almost impossible in the USSR of the 1920s, 

when public professions of loyalty were required from writers. Zoshchenko’s 

contradictory views, proffered when goaded by hostile criticism into defending the 

way in which he wrote, achieve something similar by refusing to give straight-forward 

or self-identically definitive answers. This contradictory view of his art that we find in 

his articles has itself been deemed irrelevant by critics of all political and critical hues 

in search of a univalent and definitive Zoshchenko. These writings become a powerful 

tool for exegesis only when seen through an understanding of the dual possibilities of 

skaz and hence of Zoshchenko’s thought and art.

Zoshchenko’s Development; The End of Ambivalence

Zoshchenko began to realise that his works produced an ambivalent and humorous 

effect that he himself could not control (‘Avtobiografiia’, Uvazhaemye grazhdane^ p. 

592). This was what Zoshchenko eventually termed irony. It seems to me that this 

irony was an uncertainty, a doubt and an ambivalence which was the product of his 

contradictory intentions, whereby the reader could not be sure of the meaning of any 

given statement or any given story. This ambivalence, expressed in the contradictions 

of his early short stories, creates the openness that is a fundamental characteristic of 

his best short stories, most of which were written in the 1920s. It is this, which
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distinguishes them from his later, irony-free, straightforward work, be it his less 

celebrated documentary works or Pered voskhodom solntsa.

With the intensification of criticism of him from 1927, in a political climate where 

ideological conformity and loyalty was demanded of artists and writers, it became 

increasingly desirable to rid his work of such unintended irony. It came to worry him; 

he began to see it as an illness, and strove to cure himself of it even at the cost of his 

art. Chukovskii writes in his memoirs that in the early 1930s, Zoshchenko repeatedly 

complained about his irony as if it was an illness:

O h  roBopH Ji, h t o  CMy oTBpaTKTejieH e r o  HpoHHHecKira t o h ,  KOTOpBiH t e k  

HpaBHTCfl HHTepaTypHBiM rypM anaM , h t o  B o o ô n te  o h  CHHTaeT HpoHHio nopoKOM , 

THXCeHOH 6oHe3HBK), OT KOTOpOH CMy, HHCaTeJHO, HCOÔXOUHMO JieHMTLCfl.

IloT O M y HTO îtJisi tteM O K paTH H ecK oro HH TaTejia, k  KOTOpoMy o h  h  o tip a n ^ a eT ca  c o  

CBOHMH HHCaHHSIMH, HpeBLIUie BCCrO — SROpOBaB SICHOCTB H UeHBHOCTb HyiUH, 

H pocTO Ta, H oôp ocep H C H H oe h  p a n o c T H o e  noHATHe MHpa.^^

Chukovskii’s account also resembles the way in which Zoshchenko claimed that the 

humour in his stories was unintentional.^^ People like Chukovskii treasured the 

ambivalence of Zoshchenko’s work, as we do now, while most of the readers whose 

letters he published in Pis 'ma k pisateliu saw Zoshchenko as something of a moral 

teacher. Zoshchenko himself cherished such readers and saw ambivalence as a curse to 

be shaken it off in favour of optimistic and cheerful simplicity. Tragically he 

succeeded. His success also destroyed the delicate balance of his short stories, making 

them one-sidedly sincere or crudely hostile and inferior in quality to his earlier work. 

The balance of the ambivalence was upset, and the stories were less and less written in 

the skaz style.

Nevertheless, there are many common elements between the stories of the 1920s 

and the later works, which permit us to see precursors to later Zoshchenko’s 

development. This is particularly true of the relation between broad, ambitious 

interpretation and concrete documentary evidence in the narrative. Throughout
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Vozvrashchennaia molodost' and Golubaia kniga the narrative fails to corroborate 

fully the interpretive sweep. In the former there is a tension between the book’s broad 

thesis and its scientific notes on one hand, and the narrative provided to prove this 

thesis on the other. In Golubaia kniga the broad historical framework of vice resolved 

by socialism is in fact contradicted by the stories provided to prove that view. In both 

cases the narration complicates the stated didactic aim. Nevertheless, both works give 

greater weight and power to an overarching interpretation than is usual in the stories of 

the 1920s, a fact exemplified in the use of a standardised, reliable form of narration 

instead of skaz. The same pernicious tendency can be observed in Zoshchenko’s later 

short stories.

Interpretation reaches its apogee in Zoshchenko’s work with Pered voskhodom 

solntsa. Here evidence is dovetailed to fit the predetermined interpretive framework. 

The result is a rigidly determinist vision in which appetites and fears ingrained in 

childhood determine subsequent human existence. Pered voskhodom solntsa is a 

confession of faith in a rational psychology, in optimism as a path to health, but those 

claims are counterbalanced with none of the qualifications or conflicting evidence we 

saw in Zoshchenko’s early work. In the short stories of the 1920s there was often an 

irony at the expense of psychological accounts of human existence. This is 

exemplified by ‘Nervnye liudi’ (1925) (SS I, pp. 322-24), in which the psychological 

account of the characters’ violent conduct is counterbalanced by suggestions that their 

behaviour is due to their squalor and selfishness. Such balance and such laughter are 

banished from Zoshchenko’s later psychological account of human behaviour. In place 

of the old comic power, there is a sober sterility and a scientific laconism. Where the 

early works were garrulous, fallible and contradictory, Pered voskhodom solntsa is 

economic, authoritative and monolithic. Where there was once an ambivalence that 

left the reader in a state of uncertainty, full of questions, there is now clarity, a 

definitive answer presenting itself as an end to questions.

The clarity of this work, and its scandalous treatment at the hands of Soviet 

criticism and the censor, have made it an attractive place for recent critics to start an 

analysis of Zoshchenko’s work. Certainly the project of understanding the whole of
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Zoshchenko’s oeuvre is an important one, and recent critics are right to react against 

the tendency to see Zoshchenko simply as a satirist relevant solely to Soviet life. 

However, beginning an analysis of Zoshchenko, as Zholkovsky and Scatton have 

done, with an interpretive framework derived from the certainties and univalencies of 

Pered voskhodom solntsa, is to risk subordinating the rest of Zoshchenko’s work to 

it.^  ̂Attempts to stress the continuity of Zoshchenko’s creative output throughout his 

life tend to subordinate the genius and complex irony of the short stories to the 

mediocrity of the other work and unqualified sincerity of Pered voskhodom solntsa. 

Moreover, they fail to explain convincingly how a comic vision of the world becomes 

one of humourless piety. Such an analysis is likely to lose sight of the fact that it is the 

contradictions, the humour, and their source in Zoshchenko’s narrative technique that 

constitute their greatness. With the resolution of these contradictions, the humour 

disappears.

This is why Zoshchenko’s comic short stories of the 1920s are irreconcilably in 

conflict with the later work in general and Pered voskhom solntsa in particular: it 

resolves the conflict at the heart of his earlier work. That his greatest works are short 

must not serve as a barrier to adequate appreciation of their extraordinary value. Their 

size is part of their insight into the fragmented nature of experience: we may as well 

condemn a haiku or an Ungaretti poem for being short. Their underlying vision of an 

unresolved tension between the striving to interpret and find coherence, on one hand, 

and the fragmented nature of experience and life, on the other, can only be perceived 

in its full strength by separating them from the later work, not subordinating them to it.
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Conclusion

In striving to produce a coherent, readable account of Zoshchenko’s short stories, 

commentators have often resolved their contradictions. Many critics have gone to great 

lengths to tidy up or explain away the fragmented form of Zoshchenko’s skaz 

narratives as an encyclopaedia, a prologue or part one of an extended narrative. I hope 

to have shown that we can gain greater insight into Zoshchenko’s short stories if we 

stop regarding their narrative form as an obstacle to understanding Zoshchenko’s 

underlying purpose or world-view, but rather see that form as the irreducible 

embodiment of an ambivalent world-view. Zoshchenko drew on a number of genres 

and sources for his art, and transformed them by adding a skaz narrative, thereby 

creating an original form. This form is his supreme achievement and guarantees the 

stories’ lasting appeal.

The problem of the relation between Zoshchenko and skaz is that critics tend to 

concentrate on analysing Zoshchenko and adopt a simplified view of skaz. In 

consequence Zoshchenko is forced to comply with a narrow view of skaz as parody.

By redefining skaz we are better able to understand Zoshchenko. Whatever the context 

in which we intend to place Zoshchenko, his skaz narrative form is of the greatest 

importance. Skaz too reached its zenith with Zoshchenko. The tendency towards the 

fragment and the unstable status of narrative authority in skaz were extended to their 

utmost in an ideal epoch, the aftermath of a revolution, by an ideal exponent, a man 

racked by self-doubt. The fragmentation and confusion of Russian society in the 1920s 

created an atmosphere of unstable authority that is echoed by the structure of 

Zoshchenko’s narratives. For this reason it has been necessary to combine an analysis 

of skaz with an investigation of Zoshchenko.

The analysis of skaz and Zoshchenko has at the same time provided us with a 

fascinating and instructive example of how text and author influence and are 

influenced by each other. Authors make their own meaning, but not in an original 

language or unprecedented forms. Form has its own philosophy, but that philosophy is 

not completely autonomous. It interacts with its author and with its reader: meaning is
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not solely a reader-text relation. Zoshchenko’s views are relevant to an understanding 

of his work. To discount them in the pursuit of a unifying vision of him is a 

homogenising and impoverishing interpretation of the contradictory evidence of his 

work.

The term skaz was initially introduced by the Formalists to further the argument 

that meaning is textual and not authorial. Ultimately then, it is an irony (of fate) that I 

have come to believe, and have attempted to demonstrate, that authorial intentions, 

insofar as we can know them, are relevant to our understanding of works of fiction. 

The continued relevance of skaz as a term of literary criticism can only be ensured by 

insisting on Bakhtin’s distinction between parodie and stylised skaz: a distinction that 

can only be maintained by reference to authorial intention. I do not see the resurrection 

of the author as an attempt to turn the clock back, but rather as an effort to establish 

balance in the debate as to what determines a text’s meaning.

Moreover, I hope that in future skaz will be more consistently related to other 

modes of quotation such as parody, irony, stylisation and pastiche. Doing so will 

throw more hght on skaz and will, I suggest, further illuminate such practices. Seen in 

this light, skaz becomes highly relevant to influential present-day intellectual currents, 

such as the thought of Derrida. The nature of this thesis, its combination of an 

examination of the skaz narrative technique with a study of its use by a given writer, 

has meant that I have not been able to explore such connections. This structure has 

also meant me touching upon or raising certain issues regarding the 1920s and 

Zoshchenko without being able to investigate them in full. These questions include the 

relation of Zoshchenko’s work to that of other satirical writers of his time and a 

comparison of his documentary practices with those of the left-art movement. 

However, the study of these and all matters relating to Zoshchenko is at present 

hampered by the legal obstacles preventing the publication of an adequate collected 

edition of his works. Consequently my thesis and any research on Zoshchenko raises 

questions of textology that may have to wait for copyright to expire on Zoshchenko’s 

works, in 2008, before they can be treated systematically. I hope that my thesis has
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enhanced the reader’s appreciation of Zoshchenko sufficiently to have encouraged him 

or her to address these issues.

Finally, although it has been my intention in this thesis to stress the fragmented 

and contradictory nature of Zoshchenko’s art, I hope to have avoided reproducing the 

fragmentary and contradictory nature of my subject matter. Whether or not I have 

successfully consummated this authorial intention is for the reader to judge.
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incorporates a translation in his book. McLean, Nikolai Leskov: The Man and his Art, p. 394. Fed' 

sees Leskov’s narrator, Leskov, and the people as indivisible: Nikolai Fed', Paradoks o 

polozhitel'nom geroe, Moscow: Sovremennik, 1986, p. 314.

55 McLean, Nikolai Leskov: The Man and his Art, p. 399.

56 AlekseJ B. Ansberg also sees Leskov’s use of skaz as motivated by the need to avoid censorship: 

Aleksej B. Ansberg, ‘Frame Story and First Person Story in N. S. Leskov’, Scando - Slavica, 3 

(1957), 49-73 (p. 52).

57 McLean, Nikolai Leskov: The Man and his Art, p. 608.

58 Ibid., p. 231.
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According to McFarlane and Bradbury Modernism assumes ‘a notion of the relationship of crisis 

between art and history’. Malcom Bradbury and James McFarlane ‘The Name and Nature of 

Modernism’, in Malcom Bradbury and James McFarlane (eds), Modernism 1890-1930 , 2nd edn, 

rev., Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1991, pp. 19-55 (p. 29).

Irina Papemo, ‘Introduction’, in Irina Papemo and Joan Delaney Grossman (eds). Creating Life: The 

Aesthetic Utopia o f  Russian Modernism, Stanford CA: Stanford University Press, 1994, pp. 1-11 (p. 

3).

Gabriel Josipovici, ‘The Lessons of Modernism’, in Gabriel Josipovici, The Lessons o f Modernism 

and Other Essays, 2nd edn, Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1997, pp. 109-23 (p. 109).

Natal ia Kozhevnikova, Tipy povestvovaniia v russkoi literature XIX-XX vekov, p. 75.

Aleksandr Chudakov, Chekhov’s Poetics, tr. Edwina Jannie Cruise and Donald Dragt, Ann Arbor 

MI: Ardis, 1983, p. 62.

^  Stem, On Realism, p. 141.

Booth sees an ironically ambiguous authorial position as a characteristic of modem literature: Booth, 

A Rhetoric o f Fiction, p. 323. Grossman stresses the widespread use of parody in the period 

immediately after 1905. Leonid Grossman, ‘Parodiia kak zhanr literatumoi kritiki’, in Boris Begak 

et a l  (eds), Russkaia literaturnaia parodiia, Moscow: Gosizdat, 1930; repr. Ann Arbor MI: Ardis, 

1980, pp. 39-48 (p. 44).

^  Léna Szilârd, ‘Omamental'nostV Omamentalizm’, Russian Literature, 19 (1986), 65-78 (p. 65). 

Patricia Carden, ‘Omamentalism and Modemism’, in George Gibian and H. W. Tjalsma (eds), 

Russian Modernism: Culture and the Avant-garde 1900-1930, Ithaca NY, Comell University Press, 

1976, pp. 49-64 (p. 49). See above (Chapter II) and also see later in this chapter for the distinction 

between omamentalism and skaz.

Z. G. Mints, ‘Russkii simvolizm i revoliutsiia 1905-1907 godov’, Uchenye zapiski Tartuskogo 

gosudarstvennogo universiteta, 813 (1988), pp. 3-21 (p.9).

Andrei Belyi, Sobranie sochinenii: Serebrianyi golub rasskazy, ed. V. M. Piskunov, Moscow: 

Respublika, 1995, p. 17.

Quoted in Natal ia Kodrianskaia, Aleksei Remizov, Paris: Natalie Codray, 1959, p. 130.

This has led certain critics to see Remizov’s prose style as omamental skaz. Levin argues that it is 

not skaz at all, since it is not linked to a character, but a new and revolutionary form of narration:
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Levin ‘“Neklassicheskie” tipy povestvovaniia’. Szilârd sees it as omamentalism. Szilârd, 

‘Ornamental'nost' / Omamentalizm’.

Charlotte Rosenthal, ‘Primitivism in Remizov’s Early Short Works (1900-1903)’, in Greta N. Slobin 

(ed.), Aleksej Remizov: Approaches to a Protean Writer, Colombus OH: Slavica, 1987, pp. 195-205 

(p. 203).

Greta N. Slobin, Remizov’s Fictions 1900-1921, DeKalb: Northem Illinois University Press, 1991, 

p. 119.

Aleksei Remizov, Sobranie sochinenii, ed. Dmitii Chizhevskii et a i ,  4 vols, St Petersburg: 

Shipovnik, 1911; repr. Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1971, IV, pp. 13-157 (p. 19).

It can be argued that Remizov was himself a Neo-Realist, as Alex Shane has done. Certainly he was 

not a mainstream Symbolist. Alex M. Shane, ‘Remizov’s Prud: From Symbolism to Neo-Realism’, 

California Slavic Studies, 6 (1971), 71-82.

Evgenii Zamiatin, O sintetizme’, in Izbrannye proizyedeniia, ed. with an introduction and notes by 

E. B. Skorospelova, Moscow: Sovetskaia Rossiia, 1990, pp. 410-17.

Zamiatin, Sochineniia, ed. Evgeniia Zhiglevich with an introduction by Aleksandr Kashin, 4 vols, 

Munich: A. Neimanis, 1970,1, p. 51.

78 Ibid., 1, pp. 72-73.

79 Alex M. Shane, The Life and Works ofEvgenij Zamjatin, Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 

1968, p. 122. Philip Cavendish stresses this point. See Philip John Cavendish, ‘Evgenii Zamiatin and 

the Literary Stilization of R u s ’, unpublished doctoral thesis. University of London, 1997.

89 For example, ‘Rasskaz o samom glavnom’, in Evgenii Zamiatin, Izbrannye proizvedeniia, pp. 189- 

215; and ‘O literature, revoliutsii, entropii i o prochem’, ibid., pp. 431-36.

81 In Natal ia Kozhevnikova, Tipy povestvovaniia v russkoi literature XIX-XX vekov. Kozhevnikova 

sees the difference between skaz and omamentalism in the different purposes for which the writer 

selects it: skaz for a socially other point of view, usually that of a character; omamentalism, simply 

for the style. The latter never has a character narrator, since that would be an unacceptable restriction 

upon the form’s stylistic freedom. Kozhevnikova sees Zamiatin and Belyi as a combination of both 

omamentalism and skaz, and BabeL and Zoshchenko as properly skaz.

82 A. Lezhnev, Sovremenniki: literatumo-kriticheskie ocherki, Moscow: Kmg, 1927, p. 65. Quoted in 

Rybakov, p.84.
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Rybakov, ‘K problème skaza v khudozhestvennoi literature’, p. 84.

Natal'ia Kozhevnikova, ‘O tipakh povestvovaniia v sovetskoi proze’, p. 102.

Galina Belaia, ‘Problema aktivnosti stilia: k issledovaniiu istoricheskoi produktivnosti stilei 20-kh 

godov’, in S. Bocharov et al. (eds), Smena literaturnykh stilei, Moscow: Nauka, 1974, pp. 122-77.

86 Ibid., p. 125.

87 Ibid., p. 130. The other examples Belaia gives of this are the stories of Zoshchenko, and Leonov’s 

Zapiski Koviakina, which she terms ‘stilizovannyi skaz’.

88 ‘Every successful revolution shakes authority and makes social cohesion more difficult.’ Bertrand 

Russell, Power: A New Social Analysis, London: Allen and Unwin, 1963, p. 75.

89 A. V. Lunacharskii, Sobranie sochinenii v vos'smi tomakh, ed. 1.1. Anisimov et a l , Moscow, 1963- 

6 7 ,1, pp. 357-58. Quoted in Belaia, Zakonomemosti stilevogo razvitiia, p. 47.

90 Ong too argues that the novel is the apogee of written and print culture, and argues that it dealt a 

final blow to oral narration and orality as a whole. Ong, Orality and Literacy, pp. 139-55.

91 Eikhenbaum, ‘Leskov i sovremennaia proza’, p. 218.

92 Ibid., p. 238.

93 For example, Szilârd, 'Skaz as a Form of Narration in Russian and Czech Literature’, p. 187, and 

Vinogradov, ‘Problema skaza v stilistike’, p. 202.

9̂  ̂ Ong, Interfaces o f  the Word, p. 60.

95 Victor Erlich, Modernism and Revolution: Russian Literature in Transition, Cambridge MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1994, p. 11.
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Chapter IV: The Evolution of Zoshchenko’s Art: Early Work

 ̂ Vera Zoshchenko, ‘Tak nachinal M. Zoshchenko’, in Vospominaniia o Mikhaile Zoshchenko, pp. 5 - 

28 (p. 6-7). ‘Dvugrivennyi’ was rewritten as ‘Iskushenie’ (1922), in Mikhail Zoshchenko, 

Uvazhaemye grazhdane: parodii, rasskazy, feietony, satiricheskie zametki. P is 'ma k pisateliu, 

odnoaktnye komedii, ed. Mikhail Dolinskii, Moscow: Knizhnaia palata, 1991, p. 160. References to 

this collection will hereafter be given in the body of the text, as Uvazhaemye grazhdane.

^ Vera Zoshchenko, the writer’s wife, comments that Zoshchenko was constantly using his letters to 

her and others as literary exercises. These were often written in the style of writers that he admired 

at the time such as Nietzsche and Artsybashev: ‘eto ne pis'ma kak takovye, a tozhe literatumye 

proizvedeniia’. Vera Zoshchenko, ‘Tak nachinal M. Zoshchenko’, in Vospominaniia o Mikhaile 

Zoshchenko, p. 12.

^ See Chukovskii, ‘Iz vospominanii’, p. 39.

^ See ‘O Vladimire Maiakovskom’, and ‘VI. Maiakovskii: poet bezvremen'ia u Maiakovskogo’, in 

Mikhail and Vera Zoshchenko, Neizdannyi Zoshchenko, ed. Vera von Wiren, Ann Arbor MI: Ardis, 

n.d., pp. 57-61 and pp. 62-64. Also see A. I. Pavlovskii (ed.), ‘Stat ia M. M. Zoshchenko o B. K. 

Zaitseve’, in N. A. Groznova (ed.), Mikhail Zoshchenko: materialy k tvorcheskoi biografii (kniga 

pervaia), St Petersburg: Nauka, 1997, pp. 37-48.

^ Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 23-24.

^ Hongor Oulanoff argues that Zoshchenko was typical of the Serapions, and analyses Sinebriukhov as 

typical of Zoshchenko. I disagree on both counts. As we shall see, these stories were in fact not 

altogether typical of his work. Hongor Oulanoff, The Serapion Brothers: Theory and Practice, The 

Hague: Mouton, 1966. See also Gary Kern and Christopher Collins (eds). The Serapion Brothers: A 

Critical Anthology, Ann Arbor MI: Ardis, 1975.

^ Serapionovy brat'ia: al'manakhpervyi, St. Petersburg: Alkonost, 1922, pp. 7-19.

^ Starkov has called this period of Zoshchenko’s work (1921-22) a period of search for a new form 

capable of expressing an already understood content. Starkov, Mikhail Zoshchenko: sud'ba 

khudozhnika, p. 26.

^ Dates refer to the date of publication, unless stated otherwise. Dates of composition often differ 

significantly in this early period of Zoshchenko’s work, and are referred to in the text where 

relevant. Sinebriukhov was published in December 1921, but dated 1922.
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‘Khronologicheskaia kanva zhizni i tvorchestva Mikhaila Zoshchenko’, in lurii Tomashevskii (ed.), 

Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, Moscow: Olimp, 1994, pp. 340-64,

11 Mikhail Zoshchenko, Sobranie sochinenii v trekh tomakh, ed. with an introduction and notes by lurii 

Tomashevskii, Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986,1, pp. 538-39. Referred to hereafter 

in the text as SS. The volume number will be given as an upper case roman numeral.

Zoshchenko uses skaz for a similar purpose in ‘Poslednii barin’, (1922), in Uvazhaemye grazhdane, 

pp. 168-76.

Chudakova, Poetika Mikhaila Zoshchenko. Other examples are Starkov, Mikhail Zoshchenko: 

sud'ba khudozhnika’, Moldavskii, Mikhail Zoshchenko: ocherk tvorchestva.

Starkov, Mikhail Zoshchenko: sud'ba khudozhnika, p. 32. Starkov sees the importance of 

Sinebriukhov in its use of personalised skaz, which he calls a ‘sredstvo avtokharakteristiki geroiia’. It 

is certainly true that the narrative serves to characterise the narrator in these stories, but it also serves 

to make a more direct appeal to the reader’s sensibilities than was possible with the impersonalised 

forms of skaz that Zoshchenko experimented with in other works of this period.

‘Avtobiografiia Zoshchenko Mikhaila Mikhailovicha’, [1932], first published in Uvazhaemye 

grazhdane, pp. 591-93 (pp. 591-92).

lurii Tomashevskii, ‘Primechaniia’, in SS I, pp. 538-39. We shall return to the question of how 

successful he was in ‘restructuring habitual literary language’ later.

See also ‘Kak ia rabotaiu’, Literaturnaia ucheba, 3 (1930), 107-14; repr. Uvazhaemye grazhdane, 

pp. 586-90. Also see ‘Avtobiografiia’ [1932], Uvazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 591-93.

18 There are stories where a neutral, impersonal narrator gives a one or two line introduction to a 

narrator-participant skaz story. An example of this is one variant of ‘Aristokratka’: ‘Grigorii 

Ivanovich shumno vzdokhnul, vyter podborodok rukavom i nachal rasskazyvaf: -  la, bratsy moi’. 

This variant can be found, for example, in Mikhail Zoshchenko, Izbrannye proizvedeniia v dvukh 

tomakh, Leningrad: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1968,1, pp. 86-89.1 classify such stories as skaz, 

since the neutral narration is only a brief frame.

This narrative device is described and defined at length in Katowitz, ‘A Study of the Character and 

Function of the Narrator-Participant’. Katowitz uses the term only where the narrator is ‘the chief 

influence on the movement of the plot’, p. 5.1 use it more loosely for any story where the narrator is 

a discernible character in his own story. Despite elaborating helpful terminology, Katowitz follows
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the major trend in the analysis of skaz and assumes all of it to be parodie: ‘Since this narrator is fully 

characterised, his commentary is immediately discredited’, p. 17. As I have attempted to show in my 

analysis of skaz and shall attempt to show in my analysis of Zoshchenko, this need not necessarily 

be the case.
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Chapter V: Zoshchenko's Skaz and Journalism

1 For a description of the characteristics of this new journalistic culture, see Jeffrey Brooks, ‘Public and 

Private Values in the Soviet Press, 1921-1928’, Slavic R eview , 48/1 (Spring 1989), 16-35 (p. 16). 

Brooks has also conducted the definitive analysis of the popular culture that it supplanted: Jeffrey 

Brooks, When Russia Learned to Read: Literacy and Popular Culture, 1861-1917, Princeton NJ: 

Princeton University Press, 1985.

^ It is a commonplace to say that literature was inseparable from or at least closer to life in the 

immediate post-revolutionary period. See E. B. Skorospelova, Ideino-stilevye techeniia v russkoi 

sovetskoi proze pervoi poloviny 20-kh godov, Moscow: Izd. Moskovskogo gosudarstvennogo 

universiteta, 1979, p. 8. See also V. P. Skobelev, Massa i lichnost' v russkoi sovetskoi proze 20-kh 

godov (K problème narodnogo kharaktera), Voronezh: Izd. Voronezhskogo gosudarstvennogo 

universiteta, 1975, p. 21. Maguire summarises this tendency well: ‘At a time when the claims of life 

seemed so urgent and exciting, the notebook, the diary, the travel memoir, and interpretive 

journalism became respected genres wherein art and life seemed most ready to intermingle.’ Robert 

Maguire, Red Virgin Soil: Soviet Literature in the 1920s, Princeton NJ: Princeton University Press, 

1968, p. 69.

^ He was also the most famous Soviet writer of the period outright, a fact stated by almost every 

commentator. In his introduction to the 1986 collected works lurii Tomashevskii describes the star 

status Zoshchenko enjoyed: he was literally pursued by the public. SS I, p. 5.

^ The ‘thin’ journal is a lowbrow popular magazine. Highbrow literature has traditionally been 

published in ‘thick’ journals such as Sovremennik and Krasnaia nov'. Mukhomor was a Petrograd 

satirical journal that was published between 1922 and 1923.

^ The criticisms intensified in 1927, with M. Ofshevets’s article in Izvestiia. This is reprinted in lurii 

Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 148-52. Tomashevskii has noted that 

this defensive tone continued until the work written after the 1934 1st Congress of Soviet writers, 

when criticism of his work became more muted, and his own articles became less defensive and 

more tended to argue a broader case. See lurii Tomashevskii, “‘Literatura dolzhna byt' narodnoi” : iz 

tvorcheskogo naslediia M. M. Zoshchenko’, Literaturnoe obozrenie, 9 (1984), 100-08. This article 

includes the text of a number of Zoshchenko’s articles. Also see lurii Tomashevskii, “‘la vzial
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podriadna etot zakaz..,”: M. M. Zoshchenko o literature i ee iazyke’, Russkaia rech', 5 (1987), 55- 

64.

^ V. Veshnev typifies this accusation:

PaaroBopHafl penb y Son^emco caMoaoBjieeT, h HMenno na nee, rjiaBHbiM oÔpaaoM, oh ipaxnT 

CBOK} H3o6peTaTejiiiHocTi> (...) TeM He Menee HCKyccTBeHHocTb ocraeTCJ* h ero paacônanaer.

Ona pa3o6xiaHaeT TenaenHHoaHocn, noRÔopa repocB h tcm. E tc KovonecKaa pcHB ne 

BbiTCKaer h3 xapaKxepa repocB h tbm, a, naoGopor, ami nocjienHHe non6HpaioTCB k npHCMaM ero 

B3biKOBoro coHHHHrejibCTBa (...) Bee aro TiqaTemHo noaÔHpaercB misi cMexa, pann cMexa. 

lurii Tomashevskii (ed.), Litso i maska Mikhaila Zoshchenko, pp. 152-57 (p. 155).

^ In lurii Tynianov and B. Kaganskii (eds), Mikhail Zoshchenko: Stat'i i materialy, Leningrad: 

Academia, 1928, pp. 7-11; repr. Ann Arbor MI: Ardis, n. d.; also reprinted in Uvazhaemye 

grazhdane, pp. 584-86. All references are to this latter reprint.

^ Literaturnaia ucheba, 3 (1930), 107-114; repr. Uzazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 586-90. All references 

are to the reprint.

9 Mikhail Zoshchenko, Pis'ma kpisateliu, Leningrad: IPL, 1929; repr. Uvazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 

345-430 (p. 371).

An example of this view can be found in Vladimir Maiakovskii and Osip Brik ‘Nasha slovesnaia 

rabota’, Lef, 11 (1923), 40-41. Another example of this attitude to art is the mass spectacle in which 

there is no divide between the actors and the audience, indeed certain theoreticians of the time, e.g. 

Kerzhentsev of the ProletkuLt, argued that any such divide was harmful. See Robert Russell, 

Russian Drama o f the Revolutionary Period, Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1988, pp. 28-31.

 ̂1 Chuzhak argues that Lefùxù not think up literatura fakta but formulated something that the age 

demanded. Nikolai Chuzhak, Tisatel skaia pamiatka’, in Nikolai Chuzhak (ed.), Literatura fakta, 

Moscow: Federatsiia, 1929; repr. Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1972, pp. 9-28 (p. 11).

The tension in Vertov’s work between the shot and its interpretation through editing is analogous to 

the tension between the documentary fact and interpretation of it in Zoshchenko’s work. For a 

general discussion of Vertov as a cine-joumalist, and an exploration of this tension in his work see 

Erik Bamouw, Documentary: A History of the Non-Fiction Film, 2nd edn, rev., Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1993, p. 58.

S. Tret'iakov, ‘Novyi Lev Tolstoi’, in Chuzhak (ed.), Literatura fakta, pp. 29-33.
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For example his 1923 Sentimental 'noe puteshestvie. This was cited by Chuzhak as a model.

Carleton has initiated this work. However, he argues that the presence in one text of documentary 

and parodie elements undermines all referential potential in language and renders the given text 

meaningless. This seems an unconvincing account of the interaction between the documentary and 

parodie principles in Zoshchenko's short stories and feuilletons. Carleton, ‘Problems of Text and 

Reception: Mixail Zoscenko’. See the discussion of Carleton’s views above. Chapter I.

In his memoirs, Chukovskii stresses Zoshchenko’s use of these letters in the 1920s: ‘Materialy dia 

svoikh feFetonov Zoshchenko cherpal iz mnozhestva pisem, prisylaemykh v redaktsiiu na imia 

Gavrilycha s raznykh kontsov gosudarstva.’ Chukovskii, ‘Iz vospominanii’, p. 67.

A rabkor was a worker correspondent. See later for a more detailed explanation of the term.

Letter to GorTcii, 30 September, 1930, Gorlcii i sovetskie pisateli: neizdannaia perepiska, p. 162. 

Mikhail Zoshchenko, Passkazy, povesti, fel'etony, teatr, kritika, 1935-37, Leningrad: 

Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1937, pp. 374-80. Hereafter 1935-37.

This lack of distinction is something referred to by a number of commentators: See Leonid Ershov, 

Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi literatury (ot epigrama do romana), Leningrad: Nauka, 1977, 

p. 120; Ershov, Iz istorii sovetskoi satiry, p. 51. Also see Richard L. Chappie, Soviet Satire o f  the 

Twenties, Gains ville: The University of Florida, 1980, p. 13.

lurii Tomashevskii reprinted preface from the feuilleton section of the second volume of Mikhail 

Zoshchenko, Sobranie sochinenii, 1929-32. There are very few surviving copies of this volume and I 

have been unable to track one down.

See for example ‘Pis'ma v redaktiiu’, which I discuss in the fourth section of this chapter.

Leonid Ershov, Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi literatury, pp. 95-163.

24 Ibid., p. 163.

25 [no author], Zhanry sovetskoi gazety, Moscow: Vysshaia shkola, 1972, p. 370.

26 The manner of this commentary also changes. In early copies of Krasnyi voron the columnist is 

represented as a red raven that ‘pecks’ those who have offended the letter writers by ridiculing them 

in a short poem. Later this changes into prose. However, particularly later in Be gemot, the attitude 

changes and the columnist often laughs not with the letter writer against a common foe, but at the 

letter writer. The magazine evolved from useful political satire to satire on useful political satire for 

a more ambiguous ironic effect.
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Zhanry sovetskoi gazety, p. 370.

Jeffrey Brooks, ‘The Press and its Message: Images of America in the 1920s and 1930s’, in Sheila 

Fitzpatrick et al. (eds), Russia in the Era ofNEP: Explorations in Soviet Society and Culture, 

Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1991, pp. 231-52.

Leading article in Rabochii, 1 March, 1922, repr. in [no author], O partiinoi i sovetskoi pechati: 

sbornik dokumentov, Moscow: Pravda, 1954, pp. 245-46.

Brooks, ‘The Press and its Message: Images of America in the 1920s and 1930s’, p. 231.

The organised way in which they wrote was one of their most distinctive characteristics. See Peter 

Kenez, The Birth o f the Propaganda State: Soviet Methods o f Mass Mobilization 1917-1929, 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985, p. 233. Though, of course, during the 1920s the 

spectrum of their permitted opinion shrank. Also see Bol 'shaia sovetskaia entsiklopediia, Moscow: 

Ogiz (Sovetskaia entsiklopediia), 1926-31, s.v. ‘rabkor’. This description is written in accordance 

with the prescriptions of Socialist Realism and also strikes a terrifying note: the worker 

correspondent was to unmask enemies of the people. In other words these letters were the embryonic 

literary form of the informer. Also see [no author], SSSR v period vosstanovleniia narodnogo 

khoziaistva (1921-1925 gody): istoricheskie ocherki, Moscow: Politicheskaia literatura, 1955, p.

541.

The numbers of rabsellcors rose prodigiously in this period. In 1924 there were 100 (X)0. This had 

risen to 216 CXX) by 1925. [no author], Partiinaia i sovetskaia pech a tv  bor'be za postroenie 

sotsializnm i kommunizma: uchebnoe posobie, 2nd edn, rev., Moscow: MysF, 1966, p. 79.

‘lashchik dlia zhalob’, Krasnyi voron, 1 (1923). Begemot intensified this activity before ultimately 

moving towards less tendentious portrayals of everyday life in the USSR. For a detailed but one

sided description of these changes, see S. Stykalin and I. Kremenskaia, Sovetskaia satirickeskaia 

pechat' 1917-1963, Moscow: Politlit, 1963.

Krasnyi voron was initially a supplement to Krasnaia gazeta. It became a separate publication, but 

was still published by Krasnaia gazeta.

Brooks, ‘Public and Private Values in the Soviet Press, 1921-1928’, p. 21.

Similarly, Vladimir Brovkin shows how the upper echelons of the party were informed through 

GPU reports of strikes, of the catastrophic state of enterprises etc.: ‘What they read qualified in the
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public sphere as malicious counter-revolutionary vilification of socialism.’ Vladimir Brovkin, Russia 

After Lenin: Politics, Culture and Society, 1921-1929, London: Routledge, 1998, p. 60.

Brooks, ‘Public and Private Values in the Soviet Press, 1921-1928’, p. 25.

38 Maksim GorTcii, ‘Eshche rabsellcoram’, Sobranie sochinenii v tridtsati tomakh, Moscow: 

Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1949-55, XXIV, p. 313.

39 Fedor Fedorovich Raskol nikov [ILin], ‘Rabkory i proletarskaia literatura’, Na postu, 1 (6) (June 

1925), 105-12; repr. Munich: Wilhelm Fink, 1971, pp. 105-12 (p. 109).

In Boym’s terms, Zoshchenko’s stories were all written by graphomaniacs: would-be writers caught 

up in the trviality of the everyday. Svetlana Boym, Common Places: Mythologies o f  Everyday Life 

in Russia, Cambridge MA: Harvard University Press, 1994, p. 193.

•̂1 Brooks, ‘Public and Private Values in the Soviet Press, 1921-1928’, p. 23.

42 Ibid., p. 22.

43 Boym defines byt as, ‘everyday routine and stagnation’ and bytie as ‘spiritual being’. She also 

provides a history of the term. Boym, Common Places, p. 29.

44 See Sheila Fitzpatrick, ‘The Problem of Class Identity in NEP Society’, in Fitzpatrick et al. (eds), 

Russia in the Era o f NEP. pp. 12-33.

45 For a discussion of the Russian working class’s drinking habits in this period see Laura L. Philips, 

‘Message in a Bottle: Working Class Culture and the Struggle for Revolutionary Legitimacy, 1900- 

1929’, Russian Review, 56/1 (Jan 1997), 25-43.

46 Ibid., p. 37.

47 Ibid., pp. 34-35.

48 Ibid., p. 37.

49 Chukovskii, ‘Iz vospominanii’, p. 68.

50 This tradition dates as far back as Aristotle, whose Poetics originally contained a chapter on comedy 

which started from the premise, ‘Comedy (...) is the imitation of inferior people.’ Aristotle, Poetics, 

p. Ixii. Lowly status and base behaviour were associated. Despite the revolution, art seems to have 

been unable to free itself from these hierarchical associations.

51 Gorham explores the unintended comic effects of the rabkor s' letters. Gorham, ‘Tongue-Tied 

Writers’.

52 This was pointed out to me by a former columnist at the teenage magazine. I t’s Bliss.
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53 lurii Tomashevskii describes Zoshchenko's wide-ranging journalistic activities on the satirical 

press:

3on;eHKo micaji rpoMaoHoe KommecTBO caMOH pa3Hoo6paaHoâ «MeJioHH». üpocMaTpHBaa 

cerom u BTH (na h tq)yrMe) caTHpHHecKHe «ypHanki, sarnaHbiBaa b [hhx] (...) to  h aejio 

HaxbiKaemLCfl na ero cjienbi: necKOJiuco cxpoK, a cny ran  Heman — bto oh, Someraco. PcKJiaMa 

nonnHCKH na «BercMOTa», na «Ilyimcy» — ero nonepK. Oncpbrroe micbMo paboHHX — ero pyxa. 

PeftaxuHOHHLiH oTBex cejibKopy — ero cjiOBeHKH. A ckojiuco iiHceM HHraxejieH hm oSpaboxano, 

cKOJibKo noHjiHceH K KapHxaiypaM coHHHeno, CKonbKO aaroJioBKOB npHAyMano!

IIonpobyH OTbin̂ H bto Bce... 

lurii Tomashevskii, ‘Zoshchenko -  zhumalist’, Voprosy literatury, 7 (1984), 253-68 (p. 253). 

Raskol nikov, ‘Rabkory i proletarskaia literatura’, p. 111.

Ershov, Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi literatury, p. 159; Ershov, Sovetskaia satiricheskaia 

proza, p. 137.

Ershov, Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi literatury, p. 149.

In particular, the first published versions of the stories in the satirical press follow the example of 

feuilletons by reacting to the issue of the day. Some of the contemporaneity of the references were 

filtered out in subsequent republications.

Ershov criticises Olesha’s verse feuilletons in Gudok for failing to relate the isolated incident to the 

general theme. Ershov, Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi literatury, p. 135.

See for example Zhanry sovetskoi gazety, pp. 353-70. Ershov, Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi 

literatury, p. 148.

60 Ibid., p. 146.

61 Starkov has commented that the unsuccessful generalisations made by Zoshchenko’s narrators 

resemble this feature of the feuilleton. See Starkov, lumor Zoshchenko, pp. 57-58.

62 As we have seen, Zoshchenko claimed that these and all his feuilletons are genuine: ‘Ot avtora’, SS 

I, p. 448.

63 Popkin sees the theme of having one's foot stepped on as particularly significant in Zoshchenko: 

Cathy Popkin, “‘Ne govoria uzhe o nogakh’’: “Nizhnie konehnosti“ v slovare Zoshchenko’, 

Literaturnoe obozrenie, 1 (248) (1991), p. 28.

64 I have concentrated my search on Krasnyi voron/Begemot and Drezina.
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Begemot, 10 (March 1925). I shall be referring to this original version of the story. It differs slightly 

from the version in the 1986 collected works (SS I, pp. 278-79), which uses the version from 

Uvazhaemye grazhdane, 1926. The main difference is the omission of the final sentence. I consider 

the original magazine published variants to be as good as and sometimes better than the variants 

selected by lurii Tomashevskii for the 1986 collected works. See my discussion of Zoshchenko’s 

later revisions of his work later in this chapter.

^  Begemot, 10 (March 1925).

For example, Zoshchenko refers to ‘Bania’ as a story in ‘Kak ia rabotaiu’, Uvazhaemye grazhdane, 

p. 588.

Mikhail Dolinskii notes that Zoshchenko ‘odin i tot zhe tekst chislil v raznye gody to fel'etonom, to 

rasskazom’. Dolinskii , ‘Golosa iz proshlogo’, in Uvazhaemye grazhdane, pp. 5-30 (p. 11). 

Accordingly he makes no distinction between the two genres in that edition of Zoshchenko’s work. 

Editions of ITf and Petrov’s work encounter the same difficulties.

Krasnyi voron, 11 (March 1923).

In the early 1920s in the USSR, America was the symbol for modernity and was used to promote 

any innovation. See Brooks, ‘The Press and its Message’, p. 239.

Although, as we shall see, if the narrator discounts the value of his personal experience, then the 

generalisation holds true, and the story is not ironic.

Gorham, ‘Tongue-Tied Writers’, p. 428.

Krasnyi voron, 18 (1924). In this period what had been ‘lashchik dlia zhalob’ briefly appeared 

without a title before the magazine changed its name to Begemot, and adopted a new form for the 

same sort of column: ‘Na prieme u Begemota’. It is possible that Zoshchenko, as a columnist on the 

magazine wrote the response in the reader’s column. If he did write any of the items that I discuss 

here, I do not consider that this would devalue what I am doing, since I am stressing the continuity 

between Zoshchenko and the satirical press. Zoshchenko’s best short stories are developed from this 

basis.

It should be noted that Russian uses a separate verbal root for washing clothes, ‘stirat'’ and for 

washing oneself, ‘myt sia’. When the narrator claims that you can wash in a Soviet bathhouse he is 

definitely not referring to the fact that people wash their clothes, even though he does describe those 

washing their clothes with the verb ‘myt ’. This is one of the story’s substandard usages.
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Ershov, Satiricheskie zhanry russkoi sovetskoi literatury, p. 149.

Starkov, lumor Zoshchenko, pp. 57-61: also see Starkov, Mikhail Zoshchenko: sud'ba khudozhnika, 

pp. 62-65.

Begemot, 8 (1925).

The narrator confesses his guilt in the magazine published version of the story: Smekhach, 1 (1924). 

In the version that appears in the 1986 collected works (SS I, pp. 181-82), the narrator runs away as 

the dog turns towards him, implying rather than confessing his guilt.

79 Drezina , 3 (1923).

80 Drezina, 12 (1923).

81 Begemot, 23 (1926).

82 Krasnyi voron, 15 (April 1924). The latter story appeared in Buzoter less than a year later. This 

would suggest that the narrator’s confession in the original version of ‘Sobachii niukh’ : ‘beru v 

zhumalakh advansy, dvazhdy pechataiu odin i tot zhe rasskaz’. (Smekhach, 1 (1924)), is actually 

true of Zoshchenko.

8^ See above, earlier in this chapter.

84 From Chukovskii’s diary, 26 March 1929. Quoted in Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 54.

85 Samov has examined some of the changes to the language in various editions of Zoshchenko’s 

work. He puts the overwhelming case for disregarding the normal textological principle of seeing 

the last version published in the author’s lifetime as canonical: Benedikt Samov, ‘“Razvivaia 

traditsiiu Prokrusta” (Mikahil Zoshchenko i ego redaktory)’, Voprosy literatury, 2 (1994), 45-91.

86 Begemot, 4 (1925).

87 Drezina, 9 (1923).
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Chapter VI: Zoshchenko’s Skaz Narration

1 For an in-depth analysis of Zoshchenko’s vocabulary see Von Wiren-Garczynski, ‘The Russian

Language in the Immediate Post-Revolutionary period’. See also Viktor Vinogradov, ‘Iazyk 

Zoshchenki (zametki o leksike)’, in Tynianov and Kaganskii (eds), Mikhail Zoshchenko: stat'i i 

materialy, pp. 51-92. For an encyclopaedic account of the comic in Zoshchenko’s language see 

Kreps, Tekhnika komicheskogo u Zoshchenko, pp. 29-106.

2 Many accounts of the comic or the ludicrous define it as the incongruous. Schopenhauer is the most

disguished example of such theorists. Arthur Schopenhauer, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung, 

Stuttgart: Cotta-Insel, 1960,1, §13, pp. 104-08 and II, pp. 121-35. Also see Vladimir Propp, 

Problemy komizma i smekha, 2nd edn, St Petersburg: Aleteiia, 1997; Also see Kreps, Tekhnika 

komicheskogo u Zoshchenko.

3 Ershov, Sovetskaia satiricheskaia proza 20-kh godov, p. 163. Also see p. 168. He repeats this 

argument in Leonid Ershov, Istoriia russkoi sovetskoi literatury, 2nd edn, rev., Moscow: Vysshaia 

shkola, 1988, p. 110. Ershov sees this irony as a tool of political satire and a way of highlighting the 

contradictions between the old and the new elements of Soviet society, and the shortcomings of the 

character. He does not contemplate the possibility that it could be an expression of a world-view 

with wider scope.

4 The story is thus dependent on an untranslatable double meaning in the word ‘schast'e’, luck and 

happiness: a stroke of luck has made Ivan Fomich happy.

5 Mikhail Zoshchenko, Rasskazy, Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1974, pp. 126-29.

6 Chukovskii corroborates the Zoschenko’s own testament to mental illness, Pered voskhodom 

solntsa. Chukovskii, ‘Iz vospominanii’; Mikhail Zoshchenko, Pered voskhodom solntsa, SS III, pp. 

447-693.

7 Broadly, Scatton, Samov and Zholkovsky stress the similarities, whereas Starkov, Kreps, and 

Chudakova stress the dissimilarities.

8 Typical examples are: Starkov, Mikhail Zoshchenko: sud'ba khudozhnika; Moldavskii, Mikhail 

Zoshchenko: ocherk tvorchestva

9 Samov stands almost alone in treating Zoshchenko as a genuine aesthetic revolutionary. 

Unfortunately, he fails to pay sufficient attention to Zoshchenko’s parodie intent. Samov, 

Prishestvie kapitana Lebiadkina (Sluchai Zoshchenko), passim.
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10 In a letter to Gorlcii in 1930, Zoshchenko questions the way in which he had responded to the 

readers in Pis 'ma k pisateliu, claiming that he had been insincere. Gor 'kii i sovetskie pisateli: 

neizdannaia perepiska, p. 163.

See T. Ivanova, ‘O Zoshchenko’, in Vospominaniia o Mikhaile Zoshchenko, pp. 178-89; I Metter, 

‘Svidetel'stvo sovremennika’, in Vospominaniia o Mikhaile Zoshchenko, pp. 242-59; N. Krymova, 

‘lakhontov chitaet Maiakovskogo i Zoshchenko’, Neva, 6 (1977), pp. 195-210.

12 Mikhail Zoshchenko, ‘O komicheskom v proizvedeniiakh Chekhova’, Voprosy literatury, 2 (1967), 

152-55 (p. 152).

This devaluation of humour as universal, classless, ideology-free and therefore irrelevant, is a 

common Soviet definition. In it, satire is awarded pride of place as a tool of social critique and a 

weapon of class warfare, whereas irony is seen as nihilistically ambiguous. See, for example:

Ershov, Sovetskaia satiricheskaia proza 20-kh godov, p. 166. This is an extreme variant of a more 

common distinction between types of satire. See, for example, Ronald Paulson: ‘One is a wild, not 

quite stable comedy; the other a moral condemnation.’ Ronald Paulson, The Fictions o f Satire, 

Baltimore MD: John Hopkins Press, 1967, p. 3.

Quoted in Arthur Pollard, Satire, London: Methuen, 1970, p. 73.

GogoL, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, IV, p. 94. For a discussion of the misunderstanding of his work 

see, for example, Jesse %ldin, Nikolai Gogol's Quest fo r Beauty: An Exploration into his Works, 

Lawrence: The Regent’s Press of Kansas, 1978, p. 68.

16 Chekhov expressed this view most explicitly in a letter to Suvorin of 30 May 1888: Anton

Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v tridtsati tomakh, ed. N. F. BeTchikov et a l ,

Moscow: Nauka, 1974-83, Pis'ma, II, pp. 280-81.

Chukovskii,‘Iz vospominanii’, p. 77.

‘Kak ia rabotaiu’, Uvazhaemye grazhdane, p. 590.

See Scatton, Mikhail Zoshchenko: Evolution o f  a Writer, Chapter I, pp. 3-10. Also see Zholkovsky, 

“‘What is the Author trying to say With his Artistic Work?’’’; and Zholkovsky, Mikhail Zoshchenko: 

poetika nedoveriia.
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